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STAFF COMMENTS

PEDESTRIAN WIND ENVIRONMENT AT COPLEY PLACE

INTERIM REPORT, EOEA NO. 03074

Sandra Uyterhoeven
July 23, 1980

The interim report is generally well -organized, clearly presented and

contains excellent explanations of methodology.

I submit the following comments and questions, which I hope will assist

in the preparation of the final report.

Comments

1. The Plan in Figure 1 should be expanded to show the following buildings

referred to in the text: Hancock, Pru, Copley Plaza, Trinity Church, Gloucester ^-^
Tower, Mini-Pru. This would help the reader to visualize the interaction M

j
of these buildings with wind patterns from various directions and from other ^^--^

buidlings. Ring Road should be labeled. The pedestrian promenade over the

railroad tracks near Back Bay Station should be shown.

Table 2 and Table B-1 appear to contain errors:

A. The asterisk relating to the footnote is omitted from the text;

B. The sentence in the footnote does not make sense as written;

C. All the "mps" numbers relating to (mph) are incorrect. .^-^

3. What are the principal existing pedestrian patterns, and what will they

be following completion of Copley Place? ®

®
4. The report states (page 10) that although winds at Hancock and Prudential

Towers were not included in the evaluation of existing conditions, their

effects were well simulated when they were upstream of the proposed Copley
Place. Are their effects a factor only when they are upstream? Will Copley
Place have any effects on them, or on pedestrian approaches to them? Could

the increased velocities pull more glass out of Hancock? This brief treatment
of the effects of two buildings so renowned for their wind problems constitutes
an exception in a report where methodologies are otherwise well -documented.

5. Although locating the pedestrian bridge linking Copley Place to the Pru

in a relatively sheltered area was suggested (page 14) as a candidate approach (5
to mitigating impact, enclosure or partial enclosure of the bridge was not.

What percentage of the time, if at all, would such enclosure be warranted
by wind conditions at bridge level? Can the report suggest a relatively
sheltered location for the bridge?

6. Can results which could be achieved by tree planting along St. James Street /'gj
and Huntington Avenue and by construction of an awning along the Huntington V-x
facade of the Western International Hotel be quantified to some extent? Are
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there examples of similar attempts to mitigate v/ind effects which have produced

measured results? liould it, for instance, be possible toachieve reductions

to existing levels; or in locations where the acceptable threshold is

already exceeded, could existing levels be improved upon? Which types of

trees constitute the most effective buffer?

7. Mitigation measures discussed are limited to pedestrian shielding. What

types of structural modifications exist which might lessen the worst impacts?

8. A detailed explanation of the wind environment should be given for each

of the 7 sensor points where 13.6 mps is exceeded. Mitigation measures should

be considered for all 7 locations, as well as for other areas where wind

speeds approach the comfort threshold. According to Table 1 there are an

additional 7 sensor points with wind speeds in the 11.5-12.8 range. These
would be classified as strong breeze or moderate gale on the Beaufort Scale,
where use of umbrellas is difficult, walking against the wind is inconvenient
and whole trees are in motion. Pedestrian Safety/Comfort Standards in

Table B-4 assisgn 11.2 mps velocities a permitted occurrance frequency of

5%; higher velocities are assigned lower occurrance frequencies. This means
that the wind speeds ranging from 11.5-12.8, although below the 13.6 discomfort
level, can cause unacceptable discomfort if they occur frequently enough.
Therefore, to adequately assess comfort conditions the study should indicate
what percentage of time these levels apporaching the comfort threshold are
exceeded, and during which seasons this will occur.

9. The report should define the word azimuth as used in this study. f 9

10. The report states (page A-1) that the free stream velocity in the tunnel /^7^
is variable in the range of 0.3-10.7 mps. How are velocities higher than 10.7 \}^
mps obtained? What are Reynolds numbers?

11. The Shadow impacts are severe on Copley Place. The wind impacts could be
cumulatively more severe. What is the seasonal distribution of wind impacts? /yn"
The Final EIR should assess cumulatively the microcl imactic (wind, shadow, K..^

temperature) impacts of the project on public enjoyment of Copley Square.

SU:jc
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The Interim Status Report contains much useful detail. It can

serve well as the basis for developing both general and specifically

acceptable methodology for v.'ind Lmpacts froni highrise development.

The issue of wind impacts, especially on the pedestrian environment,

is a very critical one for a traditionally windy, pedestrian-oriented

city such as Boston, and is strongly linked to shadow effects as

the most controversial results for the urban environment resulting

from highrise buildings.

The Copley Place project has been admirably different in that

preliminary architectural considerations have resulted in changes in

building massing and shape at early stages, in order to minimize

i wind effects. Similarly, the Interim Status Report on wind is an

important step in developing better quantitative and qualitative

judgments relative to wind impacts.

Some highrise buildings have a history of producing major

wind problems, esp. Prudential, Hancock and certain buildings along

Beacon and State Streets, while others have lesser ir.ipacts on

pedestrians. The important goal is to understand how the wind

diversions are created and what architectural modifications are

practical in terms of reducing the key dwvTidraft effects.

The revised report is vastly improved over the dr^ft version

in terms of organization and clarity. Hov7ever, a clearer explanation

is needed of the step-by-step procedure for calibrating the model

and indicating ho\-j the theoretical analysis is used together with

empirical data to yield meaningful results from the wind tu:inel

testing. Emphasis should be on Definitions, l.nits, Theory and



probabilltv, Criteria for Comfort/Discomfort, and I;odelin{^ Accuracy.

DEFINITIONS.

Manv now terms and matherp.atical syrabols are introduced and

used in the report. A separate page of definitions and symbols

should be provided, probably rip.ht after the summary. The layman will

be aided in at least un d erstand inp. some of the operations, and the

moderately well -trained technician in a field other than wind-tunnel

testing should be able to comprehend the analysis.

Definitions are needed for "wind gust," "effective gust" and

"variable gustiness." V ^^ is finally defined on page A-21, and it H3\

should be emphasized that the factor 1.5 is derived from comfort

criteria, based on a 40-second assumed gust. V and V , are

introduced on page A -11 without definition, nor is v' defined (A- 13).

A diagram would have helped to explain that V is a variation around

the mean velocity. \Vhat is "the RiMS of turbulence" (A-21)? It may or

may not be V „, Pressi-ire gradient (p. 5) should be defined for the

lay reader, and similarly if wind azimuth is effectively wind

direction, the simpler terminology should be used. References to

"stochastic nature" and Gaussian process" which are not followed up

should be restricted to footnotes or explained. (A -13)

LUsITS,

All units should be consistently presented^ meters/sec. ( ^ps)

is OK, although most people are more familiar with miles per hour.

The comfort criterion expressed on page B-5 shov7s good form, but

the Beaufort Scales (p. 7 and B-3) show inconsistent and inaccurate

units. All mps figures appear 50% too low. Are the "specifications"

for wind impacts meant to refer to full velocity or to 80% velocity

for pedestrian level impacts?

C)n page A -29, units are inconsistently presented for values

of K and c, and Fig. A-17 should shov? the ''mps'' units for c. Table 1,

.Hlioi-.'ing the critical study results, should include UPU figures as

well as mps. Tlie metric systen/System Internationale is sufficiently

®

@



confusing for the reader as things stand, and inconsistent presentation

of units can create conftision among teclinicians and laymen alike.

Of course, the twin unit confusion could be avoided by .stating all

velocities in terms of knots, which even the Metric Maniacs have

been compelled to accept as part of the International System of

Units

.

• *•*•*•••'*••**•••*••••••**•••»'-•;; ••!>%: '"*'*"" *'<•-••**•*••

SUMl-lARY PROCESS

In the report, the various elements of the analysis are presented
^.^^^

in a rather fragmented context, v^ithout the purpose of each clearly (16)

stated. Is the follo\vring summary description of the study process

accurate?

1. Build and calibrate the wind tunnel model, for power lav; boundary

layer and turbulence.

2. Run tests and record measurements of V^^^^i
^^'j-n^s

^'^^ each wind

direction and for V^ ,

.

3. Combine V and V to get V ^.^ as a function of wind direction
mean rms eff

and V ,, assuming gusts of 40 second duration.

4. Statistically define V^ , and v>7ind direction in terms of

probabilities of exceedance, so that then V^.-^ can be calculated

in terms of a probability of exceedance.

\nUD TUNNEL flODEL

The model used is scaled do\/n by a rntio of 1 i 3m2. VTliat wind

V'loclr.ios are unofi in t:he tunnel t:o simular.e actual full-scale wind

v-^locicios V Does Uho .scaliiig prcjcess of v.\\(^ niodr^l have' .iiiy .sicni ricun

orioct: on the typo or ina.",nlti ido of wine! J'lows? Il'")w do Uoynolds ni.unbors,

surface rouglinessos, etc. coiii)xnrc botv/con \7in(l unnncl l:<?sl:s and

full-scale Copley conditions?

Mow accTorate is wind tunnel testin,"; at escimating vortices

at buildin-: corners? Some existing highri^e buildijigs can produce

@

^
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lc!\-j Gpeed stacic "cyclones" of ci.rculnir. in", aJx, oaper debris and dirt.

Arc v/ind tunnel models sensitive enour.h to pick up such localizefl

results?

rnEORY AND PRORABILITJES. .

.

The no\-7er lav; relationship specified on ixa/re A -11 of the report

vields an exporiont of 0.31 for loeal Copley conditions, but this

assumption is clifferent from the results for the v;ind tunnel (p. A-12)

["or wliich the exponent can be calculated to hn abotjt 0.24 for the

curve s'noOTi. Depend in.';, upon which assu'nption is correct, the theory

v;ould tend to underestimate lo\>7-level v/inds (6-10 ft.) by 30%, or

the wind tionnel would overestimate then by 4Q/o.

The probability discussion at the top of page A -32 is very

confusing. Should the tliree terms in the top eouation be defined

as follov7s I

"where P.(az.) is the probability that tlio wind u^ill blov/ from

a^iimuth i, P( V) . is the probability that, given the vrind

blo\'7s from azimuth i, tlie groiand level v/ind speed will be
'

greater than V, and P.( V) is the probability that, for

component i of the total wind a-^imuth .spectrum, that the

ground level vitnc] speed v/ill exceed V. " Thus the sum of

all azimuths i from 1 throir^h l(i u'ill give the overall

probability for anv location that the v/ind speed Y will l.^e

exceeded.

What is P.(.-V )? Should this term be P. (V >V r)''k mcan"^ i^ mean comf^
What is V ^?V

gust

AS-SESSMQNiT OF WIWD EFFECTS...

The i-uidesirable nature of v/ind froin large build Lngs is due to

three factors :

(l). the simple phvsical force exerted on people in v/alkinr,, standinp,
or sitting and doing generall}'' relaxing things such as reading,,
talking, eating, etc.

(2). the unpleasantness created b}'- the dust, dirt a!id paper debris
stirred up by high winds.

^



(3). Che physical force of the wind on buildings, causinp. tliom

to sv/a}'- -- possibly creatin/> motion sickness in upper stories,

producing structural problems and in particular producing

windov; breakage, which has safety implications for both

building occupants and pedestrians below.

Most of the discussion of comfort criteria centers on factor (l)

above, and detailed review occurs on the follov;ing pages.

The dirt issue has not been well analysed (apparently by anyone):

it is probably at its relative worst -- for any given wind velocity --

in late Winter/Early Spring after long, periods v/ith no street

« sweeping, and on hot sun.imer days v/hen abeence of rain allov/s urban

particulates to build up on streets and sidewalks and vjhen people's

light clothing and greater likeliliood of sv/eating makes a dirty

environment more unpleasant. Clearly, there is a general need for

\ more study of the teclinical and human issues of wind and dirt. How

is entrapment of dust and particulates affected by wind speed,

turbulence and size of particle? Since on". of tlio major displeasures of

^
walking in a high wind environment is the feeling of enduring a

\ minor dust storm, one possible mitigating measure to reduce the overall

wind impact is greater street and sidewalk cleaning (even if wind

velocities are not reduced, the unpleasantness will be).

Lt terms of building forces, the Draft interim report noted

on page 7 that there v/as a likel}/ chance of "increasing the wind on (^

the Hancock" build in,g. V/ill this impact ])o such as to increase

building motion and windov; problom.s?

.•,...»i,...^i. 0*;-»»>-'-*»----»»-'-

CRITERIA FOR COMFORT/DISCOllFORT

One of the tragedies of the ways V7e are rebuilding, olw modern

cities is that v/e kno\;7 more about the far side of tlie moon than we

Icnow about hov/ human beings respond to wind gusts. Our def initioiis

of "/',usts" are not very good to start off with, and people have

different responses to win<i. Althou,';h 99/o of us arc pedestrians,

there is no entity in Fedenal or State Government v;it)i responsibility



for the pedestrian as a leoitiinate transportation function. The

issue of pedestrian rights tends to arise only in the conte.xt of

ho\-7 much die pedestrian rnList suffer as the result of someone doing

so'nethixi.p; else -- be it Right Tvnrn on Red, a nev; highway or

transit line, a bicycle path, or a major development such as

Copley Place. The Interim Status Report is a loseful attempt to

define pedestrian comfort needs, and because many of the area

pedestrians will be potential customers or employees of Copley

Place, the project as a whole can benefit fran the analysis.

Tlie provision of public funds (UDAG, Urban Systems, etc.) allo\,7s

for n greater ])lanning effort to improve pedestrian circulation

conditions in tlie area than v;ould have been possible for a

purely privately funded project restricted to the site itself.

Variations in wind velocity can occur with both location and

time. That is, one can walk from a steady wind at one location

into a much higher or lo\7er wind at another location, or stand at

one location and be subject to variations in wind speed. The report

uses the term "gust" to refer to the latter variation of wind speed

v;ith time, whereas some of the sharpest changes in wind speed can

occur when walking past a building corner or alley. Soi.-'etimes, the

common term "blast effect" is used to describe such a wind gradient

in the horizontal direction. Also, when v;e talk about gusts, we

should also be aware of two components -- the size and suddenness

of the gust. For e:-:ample, a hill also has too components --

height and steepness. Thus a small but sudden g,ust may be as

uncomfortable as a larger but more gradual gust \v'hich gives more

v;arning.

Tlio report correctly notes that "A morlerato wind speed v/ith

unpredictable higli speed gusts is more i.uiploasant and wore dangerous

than a high steady wind." (p. 53) llov/ever, wlxat evidence is there

of human discomfort to v/ind accelerations (or more commonly,

sudden changes in wind velocity)? Fluctuations of wind at a 3-6

second frequency require constant effort to maintaiji and adjust

balance, whereas nuicker variations will be too l)rief to take

effect and more gradual increases allov; for more adiustmont time.



The report implies agreemojit with this concept, since "Several authors

...ar.ree that the important gust duration is approximately three seconds."

(p. B-6) Nevertheless, it appears that 40 seconds was selected as

a suitable gust duration because it v;as easier to provide accurately

modeled results. In other words, the renort analyses what is easiest to

measure, not what is most significant in terms of environmental

impact. It might be better to sacrifice a little accuracy (as

UnAmericaii as that sounds) in order to perform evaluation in the

most critical environmental area of impact.

Hov; does human responsiveness to wind gusts vary between 3

and 40 second gusts? Apparently the studies l^ave not been done.

lto.;ever, V^^.j-as defined and used in the report for a northeast wind /^oc\

(paL;e A-21) is 0.68 V ^^^ for a 40 second gust, 0.78 V^^ ^ for a V_y
10-sccond gust and for a 3-second aust is 0.34 V ,. Tlierefore,

,

the effective gust speeds are all different. The tlu-ee-second

giOGt that has the same probability of occurring as a 40-second

gust has a wind sneed 2371 higher. How would people respond to

such gust conditions? Maybe someone should ruii a test of

different people in the v/ind tLcinel itself (full scale), subject

to time-varying speeds.

Tlie report is not consistent in its establishment and description.,

of thresholds for wind gust safety or acceptability. For example « (^^)

In the draft report (but not the submitted report), the "tlircshold

of danger" for a probability of o.Ol is stated to be approximately

13.6 mps or 30.3 I-iPH (p. 5).

liiiii Tlie modified Cohen criterion for 40-3econd gusts produces a

pedestrian area "limit for safety" of 35.6 MPii. (B-8)

:!:;; On page ^\ , Table 1, the value of 11.6 mps is given as tlie speed

"above v/hich winds become generally unacceptable to' pedestrians .
"

"The velocity computed is 13.6 mps (30 MPIl). Where this velocity

is exceeded for more tlian 1% of tjie time, a location may be

considered unacceptable by some users." (p. 6)

"The limit suggested here is intended to represent the tlires'hold

of possible danger to frail or handicapped persons..." (p. 3)

"...comfort velocity of 13.6 mi:)s." (p. 10).

Finally, on the Deaufoi-t scales, if the acceptable \/ind velocity
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(p. 4 &.G) is defined as 13.6 mps (30 MPH), clearly at the

pedestrian level, then the comparable ran,';,e of vzind velocities

at this level is 25-31 MPH. Thus 30 MPH is near the upper ran^e

of "Moderate gale", not the borderline "strong breeze/moderate

gale" designation mentioned on page 6.

So we have almost gale- force winds being described as

everything from "tlireshold of danger" to "comfort velocity."

V/e do indeed laio\/ more about the far side of the moon!!

Once V7e do decide on the level for and moaning of a wind

velocity threshold, care must be taken not to make all impact

assessments rigidly in terms of this ttlireshold . It should not

be inferred that an increase from 6 raps to 13.5 mps is "acceptable"

while an increase from 13.5 to 13.7 mps is "unacceptable," or more

significant an increase than the former increase. Both the

increment and ultimate size of the effective wind gust need to

be assessed in a fair evaluation of wind impact.

17hereas tlie report eefers to a comfort velocity of 13.6 mps

on page 3, the concept of V ^^ = 3 inps was introduced on page a-31.

Jhat is die physical and psychological significance of this term;

If we assune that gusts of 13.6 iups will cause considerable

discomfort and danger at least for elderly, v;hat are the implications

for the vast expenditures of funds for the n&j Back Bay train and

transit station to make them assess ible to the elderly and (29
handicapped? UTiat data exists on olderly/haiidicppped mobility ^

and wind speeds? If a person must use a cane to V7alk about, ho\'/ J

does wind affect mobility? Siii'ilarly for wheelchairs, hov; does

headwind velocity affect ease of wheelchair motion?

Table B.2 makes a good distinction betv/ecn the various tj'pos of

peflrstriari cnvironmonts IIa-;cvor, the information prosoptod is in

trrms of one-hour average wind speeds. For proper comparison, V (31mean \^*
for probability of 0.01 should be presented in a table for key

Copley locations. The criteria in Table B-<^i refer to wind velocities

in open plaza areas. Ho\-7 is Copley Square doLng uo\^^l After

development?

Many of the concerns expressed above reflect more on the /C]

state of the art and professional Icno^/lcdge/rospon.^^ibilities than V_

ai

(»
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thoy do on the specifics of the interim report. Tlie report is

correct in noting that "There is no ri^id velocity- froouency

relationship that can be used to define a limit of acceptability,

because the perceived quality of a wind environment is subjective,

rnd it varies V7ith each individual." (pp. 6-8) Surely individuals

vary, but people and their differences arc a part of everyday life

and are crucial to our everyday decisionmaking. If we v;anted

technically "clean" projects, we could ro runnin/3 off and take

more picttires of the back side of the moon. Vilio needs it?

"Politics is more difficult than physics," said Einstein.

So assessing human nature can be more challenging than distracting

technocratic copouts. People respond differently to noise, pollution,

nutrition, heat, cold, odors, etc.; yet these are essential

considerations in our av;areness of environmental impacts » The

Interim Status Report deals v/ith a variable function of Natta'e,

namely wind and effectively begins with almost 30,000 pieces of

information V7hich are eventually reduced to probabilities that

certain things will happen. Peopled opinions and reactions are

routinely handled in similar fashion tlirou-'.h polls and voting.

Possibly there is a v/ay of describing a certain wind condition

as creating an x% probability that people \7ill respond unfavorr.bly

and a y% probability that people will respond very unfavorably.

A certain amount of probability of v/ind difficulty is associated

with the elderly and handicapped, '.'/hen others are finding v/alking

difficult, the elderly and handicapped are finding it impossible

or very dangerous. Similarly, with shoppers and strollers, the

reactions to wind will be stronger than those of the younger able-bodied

pedestrian heading to work. With consideratiou of botli- wind ami rain,

id
able-bodied pedestrian5 v;ill be severclj' affected -- if they seek to

use timbrel las.

So there arc several thresholds, with different implications ^-^
and sensitivities for different subgroups of the general populace. \y J
(.lie possible description would be i

(n). "slight discomfort" 1 wind is noticeable; not pleasant but tolerable.

(1)). "moderate discomfort" i i-inpleasant, distracting; could be
dangerous vjithout vigilant attention, (icy)
UTiibrella damage possible.
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(c). "severe discomfort" « very uiipleasani;; hold on to your hat;
use of umbrella impossible; circulation ma}' not be
possible under icy conditions; conversation almost
impossible; av/kward to cross streets i because almost
entire attention is on the wind. Dirt m.ay be prevalent.

(d). "Extreme discomfort." ; travel is so bad that alternate routes
may be sought; pedestrians will seek or receive aid from
others (including the "human chain") Flying, debris,
possible flying glass; able-bodied people fall or hang
on even with good traction.

The primary factor above is the force effect of the v;ind on people

trying to walk. So how do we compare different situations and

locations, the Build and the No-Build

V

Table 1 of the Report implies that a simple listing of

before and after gust velocities is the best measure, with

implications for a percentage increase or decrease as a measure

of significance, in addition to the 13.6 mps criterion. Ho\\'ever,

wind force is proportional to the square of tlio velocity, so that

we should be. properly comparing the percenteige difference in
2

v;ind force or difference in V . If this Information is presented

for selected data from Table 1, we can see the increased significance

of the results s

LOCATION V^ difference (Build vs. No-Build)

1. Trinity Church + 3U7o

2. Copley Plaza Entrance + 3%

3. Boston Public Library + 18.57.

7. Prudential corner + GKi

<"). liarcourt near Huntington - 44%

9. llarcoiuM: near tracks + I'-iSV^

2ihr use of the V comparison achieves more validity in consideration

of the next section on iiiodeling accurac}', since there is less chance

for error in comparing the same model in the same tunnel (with and

v7ithout the project buildings) than there is is going tlirough the

entire process to calculate a gust velocity for the futvnrc condition.
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MODELING ACCliPu^CY

Tho key asstimptions in clevelopinp the analysis should be listed

and evaluated. Tliese factors appear to be i

1. Statistical accuracy of the weather data (with almost 30,000

observations, the data should be better tlian the 35% fip,ure

mentioned in the report). Indeed, statistical analysis should

tell us what the vincertatnty is.

2. Proper modeling of the boundary layer for tho Copley area, and

accurate duplication of wind tunnel conditions; similarly for

tuirbulence.

3. Ability ojPthe 1»382 scale model to replicate full-scale conditions.

4. Linearity/consistency of wind tunnel measurements, including l«iOi

transcription accuracy of data and computer procesiinp.

5. Definition and processing:; accuracy of V ^^ (from V and V )

for each v/ind direction and speed.

6. Statistical processin/^ of V ^^, with focus on probability of 0.01.

7. Comfort criteria : assessment of response to p.usts and to wind
p.radients.

In terras of detennininp, the actual winQ speeds for build and no-build,

errors in fundamental differences Ec teclinical limitations could

creep in for factors (2), (3), (5)/(7) above, v/hilc processing

errors would occur in cases of (4), (5) and (6).

In terms of comparing the percentaAc differences betv/een build /^g^

and no-build, many of the possible errors v/ould tend to be balai:iccd

out as lonp as tho tosts are rvm consistently, and the errors

arc likely to bo of the same order of mapniti-irlo as the ability of

tho test process to reproduce tlie same results upon repetition.

If, as noted on pap.o B-7 and B-'', errors of + 1007= can result

for predictions when probabilities of O.OOl are considered, what (37'

nro the errors for probabilities in tho solcctod O.Cl ran'^,eT
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TECH\'ICAL DETAILS AND CURIFICATION

Pan;e A-1, what is meant by Rer'OlcJs Ntimbers beinp, G.2 x 10

meter or 1.9 x 10"^ per foot? The Reynolds Htmiber is dimens

so that units should make no difference..

per K
lonless, V

On par,e A-20, the Reynolds Number is more fully defined, yet

is expressed as 1.53 x 10 per foot.

(=

d

p. 10. Clarify : "...the effects of the towers v/ere v/cll simulatod^C

when they were upstream of the proposed Copley Place."

p. 11. Description of Sensor 6 : part of a sentence appears (^

to have been deleted.

p. 12. Sensor 1 ;"The 2 to 3% increase in winds frou the SS"..' and

SW account for an increase in the frequency of hi,p;h v/inds."

llov/ever, at Trinity Church, the wind speed increase is 14%.

Explain.

A -21. Explain : "Since small differences in the input porcentapes /^

result in chan,^,es in output, the results of the computer al.r^oritlim \.

require physical interpretation." >^

A-11. Tv70 exponent designations, a and x, for the same item. 14

A-12. Add designation of the hori^CMital axis, V(z)/Y(z ). (4

A-13. z is introduced as a rou'^.hness lenr-.th, but its approximate ^
lenr'^th is not r.iven, nnd it is not clear ha.-; it relates to the \J
modelinr-./costinf. process. Finure A. 9 shW7in_r, experimental

results shoivs the correlation with I^ei:':>u: z/z ,, not z .

Bocanse the winrl roser. Flp. . A-TA to A-16 are i>reseni:ed sli..',htly

differotitlv from traditional wind rosea, some exiilnnation should

l-)e in order, inoludinp notation t.hat V , is oresont'-^d, '/it.h bot;;er
j'lrafl '

"

l-'.beling of the v;ind speed circles and their ijj-iits.

(J

A-20. "discretization" t please finalize the c::pur.:atioa of thif

v7ord

.

A -21. explain : "Since small difforenc-Ts in the input pcreentar'.es

result in chan^.es in •utput. , the results of the completer alr,orit)iin

require physical interpretation."

(J
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M:. A -2 3. Explain : "For seasonnl and annual data bases, the matrices

of observations for a^.imuths aiid velocity ranges are combined

from each of the tlireo summaries."

!;:;:: A-28. VJhat does it mean that is a "characteristic of the

parent population"? The syr.ibol is then not mentioned ar.ain. l49^
For the Ueibull equa .tion, which is followed up and used, the

speed "c" is not defined, nor tlie exponent "k".

Also, typo J kLnV = kLnc should be IcLnV - kLnc.

;;:;• B-1. Explain : "In addition, the n;reater the attraction of a

place, the less important Mho v/ind environment becomes as a

factor."

iiiiii B-4. "As stated in Sec. A. 2. 5. 3, a factor C(t) = 1.5 is

consistent v/ith an averar.inf, time of AO seconds." V/here? ®
RESULTS,

Pace 3 should be expanded or added to to sho\'7 sensor locations

at Copley Sciuare. Tlie sensor locations should be listed in Table 1,

and if possible the direction of vrind/season of the moGt si.f^.nificant

wind effects for each location. VJhy v/ore tlicre no measures of

existiiig conditions for locations 15-20?

Hie deacription of wind flo»i7s (pap.e 3 of the draft report) (53
is very useful, but is there any way to clarify the results by

usinr^ (graphics -- either a plan view of the morlcl or isometric

vier-;, sho^-7ijip major vertical and horizontal florv's, as well as vortex

areas?

'rrrOATION

Tlie report sur',p.ests that potential miti'^.atton noasirres mi.^ht

include an av.minr, or canopy of some sort above the pedestrian level.

Also dense sidev/alk tree nlantin;^ is siv:r,<^.sto'l >

!lo-vs? much of the do\-;ndraft problem i.? caused bv sharp-edp.ed (54]
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bin.ldlnr^s (v/ithotac rounded edf.es)? Do smoothfaced build Inr.s

contribute to easier do\-mwash effects? If so, can building; surfaces

bo rou3henod in the vertical (direction, and how much is this

potential limited by the rfxjuirements for vi^indow v/ashinp, p.achines?

Are there possible v;ays of genera tinr, above pTOund turbulence to (c
. their V

rAini.nn.ze Bernoulli effects of hif^h speed winds, with/ decreased ^

pressui:e^- and thus worsened vertical pressure gradient? Is there a

possibility of usin/; fluidic techniques to re<iuce doi-mwash effects,

such as pipiru^ some of the high level, high pressure air dovm to

a canopy level, then to bo expelled perpendicular to the building surface

The intent Is to generate Dockets of turbulence above tlie sidewalk levelt

Ho-;-: else might buildings be inverse-streamlined in the vertical direction

to minimize dovmwash effects?

no\-; effective might trees and planting areas l)e at both brealcing /^

up high velocit}' winds and also filtering out dust/a Lr pollution, V**

and in the case of grass absorbing dirt directly?
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The

Neighborhood Association

of the Back Bay
315 Danmouth Street

Boston, Massachusetts 021 16

247-3961

March 25, 1980

Mr. Richard B. Mertens
Environmental Review Officer
Boston Redevelopment Authority
Boston, MA 02201

Dear Mr. Mertens:

Enclosed
the Back
Draft Environmental
MA.

are the comments of The Neighborhood Association of
Bay on the Draft Environmental Impact Report Supplement/

Impact Statement, Copley Place, Boston,

While we have raised several issues regarding the environmental
impact of the project and suggest further evaluation of some
of these issues, we wish to emphasize that we find the current
proposal of the developer satisfactory and believe that it
would make a positive contribution to the Back Bay.

The difficulties that we foresee can and should be alleviated
by direct actions on the issues involved (e.g., traffic
control modifications); the project itself should be allowed
to proceed as soon as these modifications are in place.

Very truly yours

,

NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION
OF THE BACK BAY

By//MJOOM^O- kn<

cc

:

Warren A. John
Development C^mittee

Mayor Kevin H. White
Christopher lannella, President City Council
John Driscoll, Director MtA
Rep. Melvin King
Rep. Barney Ecank
Katherine Kane, Deputy Dayor
Robert Ryan, Director BRA
Emily Lloyd, Traffic Commissioner
Tunney Lee, Citizens Review Committee
Urban Investment & Development Co.
Stuart Robbins, Back Bay Association
NABB Development Committee
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The

Neighborhood Association

of the Back Bay
315 Dartmouth Street

Boston. Massachusetts 021 16

247-3961

March 20, 19.80

Mr. Richards B. Mertens
Environmental Review Officer
Boston Redevelopment Authority
Boston City Hall
One City Hall Square
Boston, MA 02201

Dear Mr. Mertens:

Re: Draft Environmental Impact Report Supplement/Draft Environmental
Impact Statement, Copley Place, Boston, MA

This letter presents the official response and comments of the
Neighborhood Association of the Back Bay on the Draft Environmental
Impact Report Supplement (EIR) /Draft Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS) dated February 15, 1980, for the Copley Place
project in Boston, Massachusetts. These comments should be read
in conjunction with our comments of December 6, 1978, on the original
EIR submitted October 31, 1978.

In general, the supplementary EIR is a major improvement on the
original draft presented over a year ago. The level and scope of
analysis has been revised and we feel is reasonably complete and
makes appropriate assumptions in developing the basic data.

Several environmental issues remain unresolved, however. While the
basic data does draw a reasonably accurate picture, these data show
serious environmental problems for the Back Bay and suggest the need
for further analysis of the conditions in order to determine suitable
ameliorative actions. These areas are: traffic, parking, air
quality, and wind.

Traffic

Since the inception of the Copley Place planning process, we
have expressed concern about the impact of the project on traffic
flows in the Back Bay. We are delighted to find that the EIR/EIS now
recognizes that there is indeed, a problem. We still believe,
however, that insufficient attention has been given to these
difficulties and that further consideration to alleviating these
problems is needed.



EIR/EIS 2
March 20, 19.80

The problem is magnified by the text of the traffic analysis. A
significant problem is the routes to and access points at Storrow
Drive. While the base data suggest severe traffic tie-ups in the
Bak Bay, the analysis states that "It is likely that many commuters
between the north sector [of the metropolitan area] and the Back
Bay will be attracted to transit, resulting in reductions in traffic
volumes on Berkeley Street and other access routes to Storrow Drive.'
This assumption lacks substantiation and is, we believe, erroneous.
An equally valid assumption, representing the same worst case
approach taken in most of the report, is that demand for traffic
access to Storrow Drive will not slacken and that other routes will
have to be found. Assuming that traffic volume directed toward
Storrow Drive and points west will attempt to reach the westbound
lanes at the next nearest entrance, then traffic from Copley Place
will distribute itself on Back Bay streets enroute to the Charlesgate
interchange at the western end of the Back Bay. While the bottleneck
at Berkeley Street may be reduced sufficiently so that traffic will
move somewhat, traffic on other streets may well increase, resulting
in a reduction in the level of service at more Back Bay intersections.

Traffic in the Back Bay is already a major problem. The grid nature
of the streets ensures that a major tie-up at one intersection will
be quickly transmitted throughout the entire neighborhood. Congestion
at Berkeley Street will quickly spread to other streets with increases
in exhaust emissions and congestion through extensive parts of the
neighborhood. Mitigating steps should be taken to lighten this traffic
load and to protect the residential area from further inundation with
traffic.

©

®
We agree that every major effort should be made to encourage employees
at the project to use public transit. The range of methods to
accomplish that end is broad and some combination of methods should
be considered. Little attention has been paid to date, however, on
means to encourage casual visitors and shoppers to use transit. The
retail analysis suggests that Copley Place will attract a high income
clientele that is unlikely to forsake their cars if they come. If
the retail facility is successful, and we believe that it will be,
then the potential overload of cars could be quite large. This issue
must be addressed in greater detail.

Parking

A companion issue to traffic is parking availability. The
EIR/EIS shows that there is a shortfall of parking that ranges from
290 to 494 spaces depending on the modal split assumptions used. The
290 figure comes from using a different set of modal split assumptions/''^^
than those agreed upon by the participants in the review process; we I 3

J

believe that its inclusion in this report is a serious error and ^~-^

constitutes a breach of agreement which NABB negotiated with the
consultants in good faith. The only valid number for these purposes
is the 494 shortfall projected by the modal split analysis.

NABB
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March 20, 1980

The shortfall of 494 spaces must be accommodated in nearby garages,
which are already operating at capacity, or on local streets. There
are, of course, no extra spaces on local streets. Furthermore, we

consider the assumptions behind this analysis quite optimistic.
The analysis forecasts only an average level of success for the

project and assumes that the parking provided for retail usage will
be adequate for average needs. During any days when retail usage is

greater (and those days are both predictable and likely) further
excess demand for parking will be created.

Other proposed developments in the Back Bay will also have an adverse
effect on the traffic and parking picture. The proposed expansion
of Hynes Auditorium, the new Sage Hotel on Dalton Street, and Park
Plaza, are likely to impose increased adverse parking impacts on
existing Back Bay parking facilities and street parking. At times
when events drawing large drive-in crowds to Hynes Auditorium and
heavy shopping traffic coincide, the burden of traffic and demand for

parking in excess of spaces available will be severe.

There are numerous mitigating devices that could be used to combat
this excess parking demand. The most important, however, is an
enforced residents-only parking program for the surrounding neighbor-
hoods. NABB has proposed such a program for the Back Bay; to date,
the City has taken only limited action to implement such a program.
We believe that the impact of construction worker parking will be

equally as severe as the finished project, and therefor insist that
construction not begin until a residents-only parking program is in

place in the Back Bay.

Air Quality

In general, we believe that the air quality section of the
EIR/EIS represents a satisfactory analysis of the situation. However,
it should be noted that much of the area presently exceeds, by a

substantial margin, the limitations for 8 hour CO concentration. As
shown in table 6.6-3, receptors 1, 3, 5, 7, 8 and 11 were over the
9 ppm standard for this area; this constitutes over 55% of the
locations measured. Two locations are very close to exceeding the
standard under the modeled conditions in 1983. If traffic increases
as we outlined above, then 8 hour standards could easily be exceeded
at receptor 11 (Commonwealth Avenue between Hereford Street and
Massachusetts Avenue) and receptor 8 (near the Lenox Hotel). This
difficulty suggests that more effective means must be found for
reducing the traffic and parking problem which would have a mitigating
effect on air quality problems.

4.

G

NABB
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Wind

The study of wind effects is inadequate for two different reasons.
First, no wind tunnel studies have been carried out. The report
states that such studies will be carried out when final designs have
been reached. The results of such studies should be considered before
approval for the project is given.

A further problem is the delineation of impacted areas. The
consultants assume that only the immediately adjacent pedestrian areas
will be affected. Wind factors extend much further, however, as
experience with the John Hancock building amply demonstrates; the wind
tunnel effect on Clarendon Street extends all the way to Commonwealth
Avenue on a winter day. Further, the potential for combination
impacts between the Hancock building and Copley Place, has not been
measured. Consequently, we believe that this section should be
enlarged substantially to consider areas further away from the direct
site and to include wind tunnel tests of the design.

Conclusion

We wish to emphasize the importance of proper assessment of the
impacts of traffic in the Back Bay. The assumptions used are not
unduly optimistic, but the analysis fails to deal with the high
probability of substantial traffic increases throughout the community.
These problems must be addressed adequately and measures to mitigate
harm must be studied thoroughly before the project is allowed to
proceed.

Very truly yours,

NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION
OF THE BACK BAY

d

liL
Warrerr A. JohnsoiW Chairman
Development Committee

NABB
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The

Neighborhood Associatioii

of the Back Bay
315 Dartmouth Street

Boston. Massachusetts 021 16

247-3961

12/6/78

Dr. Evelyn P. Murphy, Secretary
^

Executive Office of Environmental Affairs
Leverett Saltonstall Building
100 Cambridge Street
3oston, Ma. 02202

Ret T=reliminary Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for Copley Place
Project as prepared "by Environmental Research and Technology (ERT)

Dear Secretary Murphy,

Enclosed please find a report with attachments from our

committee assigned to review the EIR of Copley Place Project.

This Committee has labored under a very tight time table and

unfortunately volunteer citizen groups, such as ourselves do not

have the manpower, funds, expertise or consultants to produce a

more polished document.

Because of the time restrictions we feel that an adequate
'

examination of the issues is impossible. We look forivard to a more

detailed examination of the issues in the months to come.

The enclosed is as follows;

r Report dra'/m up by N. A. 3. 3. /Copley Place Project Committee

II Attached Documents

A. Traffic

B. Air Quality

C. Wind

D. Shadows

E. Noise

Officers: 'icnara M. Nemrow. P'eaident

E!Hott Lafter. /ice P'esiaent

Juaitii H. Porteua. Vice P'ssident

Manan 8. Ullman. Vice Presicant

Miidrea Botnstein. Secretary

Thomas A. woK. T-easurer

Directors; .^ooert OelCci

Mary £. A. avans

SiizaCatn Piaherry

Russell A. QauOreau. Jr.

=. Jackson Hall

rane r Harngan

vVarren A. jofinson

Posanne Kumins

Ar'ene H. Mannos

=9(9r A. Meao

i_avyrencs Meenan

William fl, v^eyer

,"^arv V. Mullen

Susan 0. PrnOle

Noms StrawonCge
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The

Neighborhood Association

of the Back Bay
315 Danmouih Street

Boston, Majsachusetu 021 16

247-3961

?. Conments by Douglas W. Dockery

G. Accompanying Letters

1. Walter Koltun to Ken Hinmel
2. Walter Koltun to Frank Keefe
3. Mark Waltch, Consultant for N. A. 3. 3 to Frank Keefe
^, Richard Nemrow to Governor Cakakis

We feel that the present proposal is dangerously large. In our

letter to the Governor we asked that a maximum fig'ore of 550,000

sq. ft. net rental for department stores, mall shops, restaurants,

etc. be included as part of the lease. This figure represents:

6^7,000 sq. ft. (asked for by the developer) minus the sports

complex of approximately 33,000 sq. ft. and minus lO-"^ as re-

ferred to in the E.I.R. scope.

It is our hope that this report and your input will help to pro-

duce a final E.I.R. that will allow a "reasonable sized" projecx,

one with the least environmental impact to our neighborhoods.

Sincerely,

THE NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION OF THE BACK BAY

Richard Nemrow
President

Sicnara M. Nsmrow. "'esiaent

siliott LaMer. Vice "'wiaent

Judith H Poneua. Vice President

Manan 3. 'jllman. Vice P^esiaent

Milorea Bottistem. Secretary

Thomas A, //oif. Treasurer

Directors: Rooea CelCol

Mary E. a. cvans

Elijaoeth Pianerty

Russell A. Gaudreau. Jr.

5. JacKson Hall

Eane F Hamgan

Warren A. Jonnson

Rosanne Kumins

Anene h. Mannos

Peter A. Mead

Lawrence Meenan

(Viiliam R. *<ieyer

Marv V Mullen

Susan 0. Pinole

Norns Straworidge
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The !

Neighborhood Associatioi

of the Back Bay
315 Danmouth Street

Boston, Massachusetts 021 16

247-3961

CCt

Secretary of State Planning Frank Keefe
Representative 3amey Prank
Ken Himmel, U.I.D.C.
Mark R. Waltch, Consxiltant
Bob Ryan, 3.R.A.
Walter Koltim, Chairman N.A.3.3. Committee
Marian Ulman
Warren Johnson
Mildred Rothstein
Elliot Laffer
Emily Lloyd

OtHcers: Rlcnard M. Nemrow. President

Elliott Larter. Vice PrMident

Juditn H. PortBus. Vice PresiQant

Marian B. Ullman. Vice Preaiaent

Mildred Rotristem. Secretary

Thomas A. Woif. Treaaurer

Directors; Rooert OeiCol

Mary £. A. Hvans

EllzaOetn Fianerty

Russell A. Gaudreau. Jr.

E. JacXson Hall

EariB P. Hamgan

Warren A. jonnson

Rosanne Kumins

Ariene H. Mannos

Peter A. Mead

Lawrence Meenan

William R. Meyer

Mary V Muiien

Susan 0. Pnndle

NomsStrawondge
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12/6/78

Dr. Evelyn F. Murphy, Secretary
Executive Office of Environmental Affairs
Leverett Saltonstall Building
100 Cambridge Street
Boston, Ma. 02202

Ret Preliminary Environmental Impact Report (EIH) for Copley Place
Project as prepared by Environmental Research and Technology (ERT)

Dear Secretary Murphy

«

I am writing on behalf of the Neighborhood Association of

the Back Bay to express our concerns about the proposed Copley

Place Project and to respond to the Draft Environmental Impact

Repor-fc (EIH).

At the outset we wish to state that the project, as currently

proposed and designed, is unacceptable to the iVeighborhood Associa-

tion. It reflects a fundamental contradiction between urban life,

which is interactive, and suburban-like, automobile-oriented

shopping mall that is designed to be self sufficient. This concept

shows no need to interact with the surrounding communities and

consequently does not.. The current design, with its enclosed

structure, its fortress-like quality and the lack of open public

spaces are not in keeping with the surrounding- neighborhoods and

the City as a whole. Neighborhoods should be brought together,

not divided.

THE PROJECT 13 TOO LARGE PHYSICALLY - the preposed retail

srace is almost twice the size as that initially proposed in

fleers: Picnara m. Nemrow. Prssiaent

Elliott Lattsr, Vies ?^siae<it

Juditn H. Porteus, Vice President

Manan 3. Ullman. Vice President

Mildred Rotnstein. Secretary

Thomas A. Woif. Treasurer

Oirectors: Sooen CelCol

Mary E. A. Evans

Elizaoetn Ranerty

Russell A. Gaudreau. Jr.

£. JacKson Hail

Sarie r Hamgan

Warren A. jonnson

flosanne Kumms
Aflene M. Mannos

Peter A. Mead

Lawrence Meenan

William P. Meyer

Mary V. Mullen

Susan 0. Pindle

Noms Strawonaqe



the guidelines of September 22, 19'^?. Attached papers, which

are part of our report will show that the project is "too large"

from an environmental point of view.

The EIR itself is grossly deficient and short in its scope,

Considering the large uncertainty surrounding the forecasts,

it seems that the line between tolerable conditions and disaster

is ver:;- thin. Uncertainty is practically built into every number

estimated, and assumptions are continually being built upon other

assumptions, thus leading to an exponential propagation of errors

and more 'uncertainties. The problem becomes more serious when

you consider that all these assumptions systematically reduce

the negative im.pact that could result from the project. This is

particularly true of traffic, parlcing and air quality.

We also question much of the information contained in the 2IR,

its authenticity/ and accuracy, v/here it was obtained from and

when. e.g. In t.he "Suinmer:/- Sheet" ^.1^ tags ^ - 11 '^-der Open

Space and Recreation it states, "During the winter months, the

Prudential operates a small skating rink at the south face of

the tower," when in fact, this rink has not operated for ij- - 5

years.

The following five points focus mainly with alledged allega-

tions made by the developer:

1. The EIR (Report) makes only the most favorable assumptions

amd uses only the most favorable data. 7or example, it estimates

17.000 retail shoppers daily. 'Jrban Investment and Develop-

ment Go. used this number in a o^uly 20, 1978 Econom.ic Impact

Analysis Report which it prepared when the program called for

588,000 sq. ft. of leasable space. It continues to use this

number although the net leasable space has grown to 763,000 sq. ft.

an increase of 30''' • Accordingly, the number of daily shoppers

is more likely to be about 23.000, This number is critical,

for it is the basis of estimating the number of additional cars

coming into the City and the Rack Ray.

2. The Report contains erroneous information. For example, it assum.es
that 30^ of the shoppers will come by automobile. This is
based on a Newbur-/ Street survey recently completed by the r.R.A.
Thirty percent of 17,000 is 5.100. not the ^,000 used" in the'
report, Moreover, thirty percent of 23,000 is 6.900 -.^n-^

.



N.A.3.3. Report Cont.

which is almost t^^/ice that estiT^tad in the report, and therefore

twice the number of cars.

3. Conclusions are drawn which give the impression of high re-

liability when in fact, the data are so uncertain that ranges

should have been used rather than single numbers. For example,

this high quality retail complex is intended to cater to those

in the wealthy suburbs. This might raise the Newbury Street

figure of 30^ cited above to ^0"? or more.

^. Conclusions axe drawn from averages rather than from the

high-low estimates that will be encountered. If an average

of 23 1 000 shoppers come daily, then some days, weeks and months

will have more shoppers than others. A stock market report

not only shows the ending figures, but also the high and low

of the day. The high estimate could be considerably above the

average

.

5. In important areas the scope of this report is too norrowly

drawn and this leads to limited and erroneous conclusions.

For example, the traffic effects were limited to the streets

adjacent to the site and did not include the impacts on Arlington,

(Tlarendon, and Berkeley Streets, which are main exits and entries

through our neighborhood to Storrow Drive. Storrow Drive itself,

and Massachusetts Avenue, all of which will be severely impacted

were not included in this report. Cn page Z 13 • 2.nd elsewhere

it states that the local street systems are not "overtaxed".

This is an erroneous statement. The current overcrowding of the

above streets was confirmed by the 3.?. .A. during the Park Plaia

hearings and current figures of the developer shows many streets

and intersections to have a "D" rating now.

The remainder of this letter is concerned with the negative

environmental impacts themselves, which, because of the excessive

size of the proposed project, outweigh the positive impacts. The

attached sections show in detail some of these problems.

A. Traffic. The scope of the EIR is too limited and must be extended^

The number of additional autom.obiles is incorrect and is likely

to be twice the level estimated. The additional traffic will
be superimposed on an already fragile system that is at or

near capacity/. This is only one of several developments trojected
in the near future in the area (e.g. Park Plaia, Hynes Auditorium
expansion, Prudential Center expansion, etc. all of which will



have added impact. The situation is made worse tecause of the

shortfall of parking space, which will cause cars to cruise the

neighborhoods looking for space. The Report shows a shortage

of parking for construction v/orkers. It also shows tha~ ~he

new Orange Line will not be finished until sometime in 1965.

The study was also done in August, a vacation month.

3. Air Quality. The EIR is inadequate in this area due to the small

number of actual measurements used and their location. We

believe that additional data should be gathered in order to

properly measure the impact on surrounding residential neighbor-

hoods. In particular, wind turinel studies are needed to

measure the dispersal of pollutants from the Mass, Turnpike

venting s:^'stem that has been proposed.

C. V7ind. This subject is given minor treatment in the EI?, because

of incomplete information. As noted on page 6-I65, "it is quite

probable that wind speeds at the project site exceed the critera .

We believe that phase II wind tests should be required before

approval for the project is given.

D. Shadows and Visual Impact. The impact of the hotel tower on

Copley Square is significant. The square will be walled from

sunlight all day during the v/inter mon"hs. The impac" of "he

hotel will occur during the afternoon. In addition, the location i

of the tower on Stuart Street increases its visual impact and tends

to wall in the square. The original position of this tov/er

on Huntington Avenue was preferable.

E. Noise. The potential noise impact of the project has not been

expressed in adequate detail. The measuremen" of sound levels

and the assumptions about noise impact have been made to minimize

their negative values. Data were collected in August, a quiet

time of the year, and did not include rush hours. As a conse-

quence, we lack confidence in the conclusions of the study and belie'J

that more appropriate measurement is needed.

?. Air Quality. This section consists of an analysis of the EIH

prepared for us by ?rof. Douglas Dockery of the Harvard School

of Public Health.

C-. Previous Statements. This section provides co-cies of previous
statements by the Neighborhood Association of zhs Back Bay
regarding the project.



N.A.3.3. Rs-cort Cont.

We have no comments to make on the public service or the

:log:/-/hydrology sections of the EIR.

In conclusion, we wish to emphasize that many of the more

^ificant negative environmental impacts would be alleviated or

least controlled if the project were smaller. The size proposed

the CRC guidelines of September 1977 is appropriate in this respect.

Dm the inception of the CRC and especially from the time that the

/eloper changed the September 19'77 guidelines, we have been concerned

jr the size question. Refer to material and lexters attached in

:tion G. Despite our consistent protestations, these problems

nain ignored. As the project has grown, the impacts have increased,

jre early we had problems identifying size, we now feel confident

:t a maximum sz. ft. lid can be put on the project. Refer to section

Governor's letter.

\'le hope that this additional information will aid you in assess-

;it of the prelimina-T/ EIR.

r

Ver^/ truly yours,

v/alter S . Koltun , C hairman N . A . 3 . B

-ODley Place



There are serious deficiencies in the Traffic Section of the

EIR. The analysis makes exceedingly conservative assumptions and

does not allow for a "worst case" or even a "worse case study."

our specific concerns about the report are detailed in the sections
!

below.

It should be noted that we are focusing our attention on the

operational impacts of the project. We are equally disappointed,

however, with the construction impacts evaluation section which is

very inconclusive. The analysis is too qualitative in nature and
j

assumes "prudent" scheduling of trucks serving the construction site

(p. 6-43) and that construction workers will not travel at peak

hours. Both these factors are based on "hope** and do not take into
I

I

consideration the special character and traffic patterns of Back

Bay and South End.

Scope and Level of Analysis

1. Level of analysis is too localized and it is wrong to

assume that the impacts of such a major undertaking in an

already congested urban core will be limited to the adjacent

streets. Additional traffic generated by the proposed new

complex could very well badly tax access facilities (not

iiicluded in this study) which already suffer high levels of

congestion both during peak and off-peak hours. A more

thorough analysis of systemwide effects is needed.



2. Some crucial elements in the analysis are very quickly

treated and inconclusively supported (e.g., modal split

analysis) while others are "beaten to death" (e.g., need

for more parking)

.

3. There is no basis to assume that percentage walk trips

would be 40% for the new complex. The fact that such split

has been observed on a certain day in the Newbury Street

shopping area simply does not provide enough justification

for the assumption made in this study. For instance, Newbury

Street's unique shopping and recreational atmosphere, its

greater pedestrian accessibility, as well as the specific

conditions of the survey, could account for such a number.

4. The report admits that significant changes to local

circulation will result from the new development. For

instance, most intersections in the immediate vicinity will

be operating at level of service D, assuming that all the

study estimates and forecasts are reliable (and keeping in

mind that for the most part they are very optimistic in

terms of negative impacts and tend to make things better

than they really are)

.

Definition of level of service D (as per Appendix J)

is that it approaches unstable flow, with tolerable operating

speeds being maintained though considerably affected by



changes in operating conditions. Fluctuations volume and
i

I

temporary restrictions to flow may cause substantial drops

in operating speeds.

Consistent with the above definition, it seems that

level of service at most of the adjacent intersections is

highly sensitive to very small fluctuations or changes in

the projected volumes. The line bet'^een tolerable conditions

and a disaster is very thin.

5. A fundamental question arises as to the selectio of

the design hourly volume. In the report, only A.M. peak

period was considered and a great deal of traffic was dismissed

on the basis that it did not contribute to peak hour traffic

(e.g., truck traffic, p. 6-48). The P.M. peak period was

eventually discussed after a com.plaint was voiced to that

effect. Typically, only new project employees were added to

these peak-hour volumes (as well as some truck deliveries)

.

However, a simple look at the existing traffic patterns at

the intersections under study can be very revealing. For

instance, for the H'jntington Avenue and Exeter Street

intersection, as well as for the Dartmouth and St. Jaunes

Streets intersection, traffic counts show that substantial

levels of traffic persist throughout the day. considering

the relative nvimber of estimated vehicle trips generated by

shoppers when compared to the vehicle trips generated by
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' employees, it might very well be that traffic during the

I so-called off-peak could present even more problems than

the peak period traffic.

6. The number of projected shoppers' vehicle trips is

approximately 5-10 times that of projected employee trips.

There certainly is not 10 times excess capacity present

during the off-peak periods than during peak periods. The

ratio is more in an order of magnitude between 1 and 2.

Of course the shopping trips are spread over a longer period,

but that still might not reduce the apparent mismatch between

supply and demand. The problem is compounded when one

considers that most of the truck delivery trips will be

added to the traffic during that period and that shoppers

would typically be aggressive in terms of looking for on-

street parking, which implies a greater amount of circuitry

(until parking space is found or until he gives up and

decided to go to a more expensive garage)

.

II
7. Capacities were calculated using questionable assumptions

which would result in capacities greater than the actual or

reasonable ones; e.g., percent of trucks was not carefully

evaluated in light of the new truck traffic generated.

Moreover, trucks are getting larger which makes them more

of an impedance to capacity than they were in the early 1960s



(when the data used to come up with all the correction

factors in the Highway capacity Manual was collected)

.

Local bus factor was too easily dismissed. New routes

might exist in the future to serve the new complex and

that would reduce parking capacity conditions significantly,

CTPS Traffic Projections

1. Trip generation rates are known to exhibit a great

deal of variation between urban areas, especially for the

central cores of large urban areas which present unique

characteristics. Trip generation rates used in the study

are taken to be "God-given", and the subsequent analysis

does not recognize the fact that these rates are by no

means fixed, and does not deal with their limitations.

Instead of looking at mean value, an upper bound and a

lower bound should be considered in order to get a better

idea as • to the possible impacts on the street system. As

explained earlier, considering that the predicted traffic

situation is barely acceptable, the sensitivity of the

impacts to the value of these trip generation rates can

have very serious isiplications . Moreover, a comparison

with other figures widely reported in the technical

literature suggests that the rates used by rhe study are

more on the low side and absolutely no "safety factor" is

provided as protection against such uncertainty.
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The same comments apply to all the rates and percentages

used in the CTPS traffic projection. These rates and

percentages are by no means "^standard" and established and

foolproof? all the manuals and textbooks describing them

make a point of warning the users that local conditions can

play a tremendous role. Considering that we are already at

the borderline in terms of acceptability of the impacts, the

attitude should be towards more protection and more

conservatism in developing projections.

2. Another important assumption is that of the modal split

rates. Granted, everything is rationalized; however, studies

in travel demand modeling show that the mode choice process

depends on many factors, such as, the characteristics of the

users (socio-economic and the like, whereas the rich would

tend to drive rather than ride transit, etc.) or the

characteristics of the transportation system.

There is nothing wrong with using existing data in the

city under study; however, a more careful evaluation is

needed, especially one which would capture the trade-offs

facing the trip makers that are at play in this case.

Moreover, since projections are for 1995, it seems that long

range factors should be taken into consideration. It cannot

be assumed that Boston's modal split will remain unchanged

between now and then and that the same people would walk to

shoo or work, etc.
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Conclusion

There is a definite need for a finer evaluation which 1

I

would consider a range of possible sets of projections as
!

opposed to one fixed projection. If one set of projections

is to constitute the "basis for design and evaluation, then

it should definitely not be the one proposed in this study.

Instead a more conservative and realistic one should be

developed in order to offer the needed protection against

the high sensitivity of the conclusion (and its cost to

both the developers and the community) to those projections.

As it stands, the predicted impacts are in a "critical zone."

Moreover, considering the systematic bias of the assumptions |1

and the accumulation of biases that would result in non-

negative impacts, it could very well be that with more

realistic assumptions, a totally different conclusion would

be reached.



The impact of Copley Place on air quality in 3ack Ba;/-,

sicording to the Environmental Impact Report, is based on the

results of venting automobile emissions from the to-be-covered

nrtion of the ?.'!ass Turnpike and on three fundamental assumptions:

1 the estimated average number of persons expected to come to

1ie site per day, 2) the number estimated to come by autom-obile

sid 3) "the effect which this num.ber of cars will have in 1983

CI traffic volume, speed and level of service, as well as park-

iig availability and shortfall.

The method used for arriving at the predicted levels of

s.r qualit-/ components is based upon a four-day monitoring in

iie month of September at the site and figures from the moni-

•')ring station in Kenmore Square which have been factored into

fi mathematical model. Temperature, wind speed, etc. have been

iitroduced into the model to arrive at a "v/orst case condition."

(i page i*--3^ it is stated, "... the validity of any comparison

Vtween the modeled results and monitored data is, at best,

hghly questionable." Modeling, admittedly, is an art and not

2 science; the margin for error is great. Granted that the

s:ate of the art is the best a"'^ilable, we have less than total

cmfidence in the process, based as it is on assumptions

sid theory. The Back 3ay residential community is, indeed,

iieasy about the possible significant degradation of air quality

h general and at certain specific locations in particular.

In addition to the concerns raised in these comments, v/e

^lve also received an amalysis of the stater.ent by Prof. Douglas Docker'/

ere of considerable interest to us and we have attached a copy of his

ijport (See section ?) . The following parts of this section are devoted

') a more detailed discussion of the issues that concern us directly.

- Newbur:^ Street, bet-.veen DajTTmouth and Exeter, selected for

c-itical receptor 5(see page 6-11) is, in our opinion, neither an average

l.ock nor does it reflect the anticipated increase in traffic volume

cid decrease in level of service on certain other streets. Also, the
iverage height of building in this block is not 30 ft., as stated, but



raneres -"ror. 90 to -srobably ^0 ft. A new seven- story ouildmg is under
I

constr^ucticn at the comer of Exeter St. i

'^e agree that ^fev/bury Street will not feel zhe direct irr^pact of

increased traffic due to Copley Place, but it is likely

to suffer some increase from cars cruising to find an on-street park-

ing space. The study of retail shopping on Boylston and Newbur:/ Streets •

by the 33A in 1978 indicates that 60-t- of those shoppers arriving by car

parked on the street. Since parking all through the 3ack Bay is tight,
,

this nieans that cars cruise until a car leaving a space is spotted.

It is not clear wether cruising to find on-sxreet parking has been >

taken into account, especially in the light of the scheduled high parking'

fees.

It is also 'unclear whether anticipated increase in traffic volume

by 1963 was factored into the model for Receptor 5 results as stated

in Figure 6.1-3

'Ve are not told what the present carbon nionoxide levels are at

Receptor 5 =^-d are, therefore, unable to nake a comparison between nov/

and 1983 when Copley Place will be built, '.ve assume that it will be

less than the 3l'*> increase 'under the "current" plan versus no-build.

,7e would like to know the site-specific results of other pollutants

at Receptor 5'

Other •Monitoring Possibilities

Since we are largely a residential and conmercial cornmunit-y in

low-rise buildings, we would like to know more about pollutant levels

at heights other than street level, say, 20 to 30 ft. high especially

over the 8 -hour period.

Since nearly all the evening peak-hour traffic going north and to

Logan Airport will use Berkeley Street to reach Storrow Drive, we recom-

mend monitoring in this part of Back Bay, possibly on Berkeley Street

between "'a-rlborough and Beacon Streets at an average residential level.

?.!ass. T'urnT^ike Venting S"''stem

An area of particular concern is the venting of exhaust emissions

from the Mass. Turnpike. The importance of this system cannot be un-
derstated: The determination of the ZIR is that such a system •.vill -rov:
the necessar-/ improvement in local air aual^tv -0 oi^^^^,-^ .,.,_,_



3. Air Quality

.nipacts on "Che vicinity of the project. The impact of -he shaft, however,

.3 to disburse the pollutants to the s'orrounding neighborhoods. 'Yhen

:his issue is considered in tandem v;ith the inadequacy of measurement

.n surrounding residential areas noted above, the difficulties of

:hese calculations rao'jnt rapidly. ':!e believe that there is not enough

lata to evaluate the full impact of the adequacy of the ventilation

shaft proposal. In addition, the impact on surrounding neighborhoods

:ould be substantial if the height or position of the shaft has to be

iltered.

Two additional concerns relate to the prevailing winds in the

irea. In the summer, the wind is from the southwest; what is the

iir qualit-r impact on the hotel during that time period. In the winter,

:he prevailing wind is from the northwest; why was no receptor placed

•.n the southeast quadrant in view of these winds?

lonclusion

'Ve are pleased to note the statement on p. 3-3 that" limitations

5f analytical modeling of pollutant dispersion for complex gaom.e tries

ire such that critical results should be cross-checlced by wind tunnel

:esting." '.'e 'orge that wind tunnel testing and f'urther monitoring

:e made a condition for approval of the project. 'Vhile we recognize

:hat modeling to date shows a greater impact on the Baclc 3ay from

/ented emissions from the Mass. T'ornpil-ce than from the projected increase

Ln traffic volume and decrease in level of service, nevertheless

ve would like to loolc at conclusions based on a range of traffic esti-

mations and actual site monitoring over a longer period of time rather

:han one set of estimated predictions which may turn out to be far

•rrom what actually developes.



C. WIND

Evaluating the impact of wind is difficult because in-

formation is incomplete and no serious testing has been done.

The phase 1 testing which has been completed acleiowledges a

problem but discounts effect without any supporting evi-

dence. Although further testing is planned in Phases II and III,

only remedial action can be taken. As pointed out on

page 6-I65 "it is quite probable that wind-speeds at the pro-

ject site exceed the criteria expressed in Table 6.5-1 (Suggest-

ed standards for one-hour-average wind speeds and permitted

frequency of occurrence)."

Our comclusion is that phase II wind tests should be required

before approval is given for the project.



D. SHADCVS

The shadow cast by the hotel in the winter months on

Copley Square is a major concern to the Neighborhood Associa-

tion of the Back 3ay. During the winter, the Square is in

shadow all morning from the John Hancock Tower and will be

in shadow all afternoon once the hotel is built. Snow and

ice will not melt, thus rendering the Square virtually im-

passable. Little or no sun will make Copley Square like

Rittenhouse Square in Philadelphia, a dark area unused

where almost nothing will grow well.

The developer claims that the hotel tower was relocated

to reduce shadows on the Library, but we see no evidence of

this. The location of the tower along Huntington Avenue was

more aesthetically pleasing thsm along Stuart Street and is

preferred by the Association. The visual impact of the tower

in its new alignment is greater amd has a tendency to wall

off the now open comer of Copley Square.
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Because of a frequent conparison of values -'hicla are not in

fact equivalent, as '.veil as a questionable selection of noise

nieasurement periods, it is difficult to .judge the assessnients of

noise impacts made in tlie EIH. The noise -neasurenient methodology, I

in particular, is open to question. i

Sound level readings were tal'Cen over the course of an entire

?;eek; hov/ever, or-ly one reading (out of 43) was taken during the

rush hour period of 7:00 - 9:00 a.m. and 4:00 - 5:00 p.n. on

weekdays. It is interesting to note that -his reading, taken at

4:13 p.m. (hardly the peak of 2rush hour) on V/ednesday, August 16

in Copley Square, had the heighest A-weighted noise readings of

any measurement taken. It should be f-j:rther noted tha.t the entire

noise measurement program took place during mid - to late Aug'j.st,

the peak of the summer vacation period. Iraffic-generated noise

levels could be ex-aected to be higher at almost any other time of
H

year.

These off-peak hour measurements are used (p. 4-103) to indi-

cate that all existing values fall within a range of 55-70 d3A,

which is some that less than the level found in o-her commercial

aireas of do'nvjtovrr. Boston (Table 4.6-6). The table, however, is

a measure of maximum measured r-ash hour/midday noise levels.

Clearly, this is not comparable to the noise measured for the ZIH.

A second area where noncomparable figures are used is in the

projection of noise impacts during the construction period. Refer-

ence is made (p. 6-31) to Boston's Regulation 3.1 (Table 6.6-1)

which limits I-irj, the noise level which is exceeded 10^ of the time.

Comparison is made with the projected impacts (Table 6.6-4) shov.'n

by L^ for an 3-hour day, an average fig-jjre which is normally lovrer

than L,Q Bven so, projected impact during the construction period

can orJ.y be brought within the Boston code by redefining a resi-

dentially zoned area (Harcourt Street) as a commercial use. Con-

struction noise impact also exceeds the allo-.vable residential

levels on Yarmouth Street and at the (jloucester Apartments.

IToise impact during the operational 'Dhase may also be cues-



i. ITQISS I'^gACT continued

iioned. '.Vhila decking over tiie Turnpike will certainly reduce

the impact of that traffic noise source, as the report itself notes

(p. 4-99) J the road is already depressed throughout the project

area, sharply reducing the noise associated 77ith it. Therefore,

Lt is difficult to accept the 10 dBA credit (a reduction of one-

aalf the noise.') claimed for certain areas around the site sia-

?ly by decking over the Turnpike. Secondly, there is no reason

to assume that noise impacts due to increased traff ic on ad-

jacent streets will 'oe minimal. Since these streets are already

aeavily trafficed, an increase in flow is "bound to increase con-

gestion. Since this will cause more acceleration and deceleration,

,7ith their inherent higher noise levels than steady state, the

assumptions made on -c-p^ 134 <3; 135 are highly suspect, '.Vhsn these

impacts are added to levels which are probably during peak hours,

ouch higher than those measured, the overall effect is likely to

oe severe

.

One further area which must be addressed in more detail

is the noise associated with the retail building cooling tov;ers.

Such towers can be very significant noise sources, and they are

Inherently very difficult to silence. Their contribution to the

iroject's overall noise impact, particularly since it will be vir-

tually constant '.vhenever the retail area is in operation, could be

rery significant.

In summary, the potential noise impact of the' project has

lot been assessed in adec_uate detail. The measurements of sound

Levels and the assumptions about noise impac~3 seem to have 'ceer.

nade in such a 7;ay as to minimize their negative values, Because

3f this, -we find it difficult to have confidence in the conclusions

)f minimal negative (and in some cases substantially positive)

loise impacts drawn in the ZI2.

i



SECTION ?

COMMEHTS CN COPLZY PLAC2 Z^VT^OIIMEIITAL IMPACT REPORT

Prepared for

Baci Hay Neighborhood Association

Douglas W. Dockery
November 27, 19T8

Deteraiiaation of 3ack.isro'and Air Quality

Present and anticipated "backgroxind air q.uality levels at the site nust be

estimated in order to e-'/al'jLate the impact of the Copley Place project. Inas-

much as representative air auality monitoring is not available for this site,

background vailues vere estimated by: 1) comparison vith nearby long term mon-

itors, 2) shorr: term monitoring at the site, and 3) air q.uality modeling. Thres

pollutants are considered—CO, ^0^, and TSP. Lex us consider first carbon

monoxide ( CO )

.

Carbon monoxide is "he principal pollutant of concern because of "he high

traffic volumes and resxricxed mixing in xhe sxreet canyons of the area. The

principal approach to determining background CO -.-as modeling. The modeling

methods used are "state of the art". The available informaxion on "he inpux

parameters is limited, however, and a complexa evaluaxion of the resulxs is

not possible. I am somewhat surprised xhat the predicted mean peak hour con-

centrations and eight hour averages show such small variaxion across xhe impacx

area. This is either due to a constant background concentraxion added xo the

calculations, or, more likely, an insensitivixy of the mexhod to the local

emissions and meteorology. Given xhat «t3rsx case condixions are xhe only ones

reporxed, I think the latter is the case, but -.TJuld like bexxar iefinixion of

the act'ial method used.
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The model caLlculations vere compared vith long term obsei-'rations at Ken-

more Square and short term monitoriag in. the project area. The comparisons are

not very good. The Kenmore data is considerably higher than the modeling, as

vould "be expected. The short term monitoring values are considerably lover.

Given the short period of record, this also should be expected for estimation

of maximum values. I thinic their arguments woiild be considerably strengthened

if model calculations for the specific conditions during the short term moni-

toring vere compared vith the actual observations. Estimated traffic volumes

and meteorology from Logan are readily available. Moreover, actual traffic

volumes and meteorological observations are available for the site. If the

models can predict the vell-docximented observations, then I vould have more faith

in their predictions of background and site impact.

I vill note in passing that the TiflriTmrn instantaneous CO levels meas-ored

vere 20 ppm in front of the Copley ?lasa Hotel (Figure li.5-^). This compares

very veil vith calculated vorst case conditions calculated as 20-25 ppm at the

same location -inder the no-build analysis '.Figure 6.1-2). I think this demon-

strates the ability of the models to predict the detailed CO distributions in

Figure i*.5-3 and -^, and vouJ.d suggesx that this additional modeling be done,

given that the comparison betveen predicted and observed are not very impressive.

Background levels for Total Suspended Particulates, TS?, and Ilitrogen Di-

oxide, TO,, are estimated from observations at nearby long term monitoring

sites and veak qualitative arguments. 'Violations of the annual average standards

are not expected, and I would agree -.^th that. On the other hand, aiuiual means

vill approach standards, atnd there vill be little additional impacx from -his

facility vhich vLll be acceptable.

Of 32ore concern to me are -he short term standards. As "«"ith the annual

average values, it appears thai: the 2^ hour TS? averages "Jill approach 'cut zaz



exceed standards. Soce iziproveaient can oe expected "cipoc ccnpletion of tie pro-

ject. Violations during construction should "be expected bovever . Is it reason-

able to trade off some short tern degradation for a longer ters inprovesent?

I think so, Ijut I think that the impact of construction en air quality can be

ameliorated by well knovn methods, especially the application of vater to keep

dust dovn. Monitoring by inspectors from the city and state and community

groups is probably the most effective method for ensiiring this.

Jib short term standard for MO- is discussed, "out the state has denied the

permit for the Medical Area Total Snergy Plant based on a proposed 2'i hour }I02

standard. The backgrotmd data required to consider this question is not in-

cluded in the EZH, and I will have to research this a little more before

commenting on it.

Determination of ?ro.ject Impact

The methods used to aval'jate the impact of the Copley Place project on

CO levels are "state of the art" as reported. As mentioned in the ZIP, there

is considerable error in these estimates, and I feel that ZP.T shoiild specify

the confidence interval they vciiLd associate --rLth their estimated impacts. 2Tct

that 2RT is 'unique in failing "o specify the error limits of their calculations,

but rather that their analysis is in all other vays so excellent , that the lack

of confidence limits is noteworthy. At least -chey were requested to consider

the case of an overall 10^ reduction in traffic. The results seem to imply

that the calculations are not very sensitive to the local traffic. I am not

sure, however, that a 10^ increase vould not have a much greater increase

because of a rapid degradation of traffic flow to lower levels of service in

the area. In general, I vould recommend that any air ousLlity be estimated from

the median traffic projections and a-Lso tlOfo of those projections, including

changes of level of service, to ensure that reasonably stable air quality

nredictions are oossible.
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To return "o the main point, as stated in the 2IH, the changes rather than

the absolute values of predicted CO levels should be considered. From this

perspective ve see an improvement in the air quality in the immediate vicinity

of the project, vith degradation in^the surrounding residential areas, as

demonstrated by the calculations for Newbtiry Street. It is -onfortunate that

similar caJLculations vere not made for the South End and St. Botolph's Street

areas, but more on that in a minute. These changes are in large part due to

the covering over of the Mass Turnpike, and venting the emissions through a

100 foot shaft . The impact of the Tumpiie is displaced to the soirrounding

neighborhoods. Mo violations of standards are predicted, but there is not

enough data supplied in the report to evaluate the adequacy of the ventilation

shaft. Building wake capture of the exhaust and uptake by sxirrounding buildings,

especia^y the office and hotel towers are significant problems vhich are not

adequately treated in the 2IH. I assume that this is only because the design

is not finalised and that these problems '^11 be considered in the proposed

wind tunnel studies.

With regard to the decking, I am very disappointed that no ventilation is

proposed for the covered AMTRAK and Grange Line right of vays . It is airgued

that the number of trains is small, and that people spend very short periods of

time in these areas. On the oxher hand , -here is growing concern about amissions

from diesel engines, that is nitrogen oxides aind '/arious hydro-carbons. As I

mentioned earlier, the state has denied a permit for MATS? based on a proposed

one hOTir TO- standard. I woxild expect that this same standard should be

applied to commuters --faiting for trains (up to one hour). Moreover, there is

considerable concern about the carcinogenicity of iiesel exhaust. Vnat of the

exposures of people in homes 'Jhich abut the tracks at both ends of the pro-

posed tunnel? With or 'rtthout standards, I think it -.-ould be '^se to provide

an elevated exhaust for this cover.
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My most serious concern is vita the lack of anal/sis of the air quality

impact on Harcoiirt Street and the siirrounding residential area. Xs described

in the SIR, the most drajnatic increase in traffic will occ-ir on Haroourt vhich

will be the only entrance and exit to the parking garage. Despite this, and

the existing housing and the proposed housing to he built on Harcourt , no cal-

culation of air quality impact was made. The short-term CO monitoring showed

very low levels there (2-3ppm) at present. I woiild expect to see the greatest

I

increases here with violations of the one hour standards likely during peak
I

hours

.

At present this area is open to the east leading to good dispersion. There

is very little traffic. The Copley Place project will create a sxree^c canyon

here, greatly reducing the dispersion in the area while increasing traffic by

several orders of magnitude.

I foxind it interesxing that in the !Toise Impact analysis (Section 6. 6. -a),

violations of the noise standards for residential areas were predicted on Har-

court Streei: during constr-zction. It «-as implied -hat this area should be

considered a commercial rather than residential area, in '-rtiich case there

would be no violations. I think the residents of the street -t-ouLi object -o this,

as well as the members of the Bethel Revival Church where background noise

measTireaents were made.

Rec ommendat icns

In summary, I feel that the air quality analysis for -he Copley Place pro-

ject was well done bui -hat the following points should be considered.

Potentially, the most importanx iapac: •-rill be on I-iarcourx Street

wfeich was not analyzed directly. Impacts of increased traffic and air

flow changes should be considered.
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• The project vill improve local air qualitv by exhausting the air from

the Mass Turnpike higher into the atmosphere. Wind tunnel studies

should consider this ventilation shaft in detail including the potential

for 'building vake trapping and interactions with buildings vithin the

project, especially their make up air intakes. With proper design, the

projected increase in CO levels in the 3ack 3ay and oxher residential

areas can be minimized.

• A similar ventilation system for the raiZ.rcad right of vay should be

included into the plans.

The estimates of background air quality could be considerably

strengthened if the air quality models vere directly compared to the

short term monitoring results.

• The potentially high CO levels -onder the "sky walk" on Stuart Street

should be investigated in more detail. Simple design modification as

stiggested in ZIH may correct this situation.
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The

Neighborhood Associatior.

of the Back Bay
315 Dartmouth Street

Boston, Massachusetts 02113

Septeruber 27, 19 7 8

Mr. Ken Hi^mel
Jrbar. Ir.ves^riner. c ar.d Development
Suice 4 510

3cs-on, MA 0213 9

Dear Mr. Hirrznel:

Z an vri-inr en behalf of the Neighborhood Association of the
Back Bay to express our concerns regarding zhe UIDC proposal to
develop the Copley Square Turnpike Site. As you know, N.A.3.3. has
consistently supported che general idea of develop-ent at this
site. However, the prcjecc as proposed pror.ises to have a n'orier
of severe negative inpacts which, to us, overcome ics pctenz^al
attractiveness

.

Virtually all our concerns have been expressed verbally in
the workshops held during the past two s-omers, bu- regrezzably
many of then are still being ignored. Our three major concerns
are: .

1. scale and sice of the projec-;
2. its design; and
3. its economic impact on 3oyls-on Street, Newbury Street,

and Massachuset-3 Avenue.

Other issues include: automobile :iraffic and numier of park-
ing spaces - effect on air quality, traffic, and parking in zhe
3ac-k 3ay, the effec-s of shadows on Copley Square, the Icca-cion of
the hotel which as ."ow proposed presents a physical barrier to
entering the prOjec-, and pedestrian craffic and access -o the
project by 3ack Bay residents. Some of these issues •/ill be addressed
in the environmental impact s-udy and -he economic impac- study,
and we anxiously awaic the results of chese s-udies

.

However, to the most i.mportant issue of scale and size we
find UIDC thus far has been particularly 'unresponsive. Lee rr.e

state as explicitly as I can that v/e find the proposed project far
too large. It is too large physically - che program as of July 20,
1973 Ls 14 percent larger than in the guidelines of 5ep-cem±!er 22, 13~~.



The sports csr.ter is an addicion v;hich serves little public good.
I do not note its square fcotage on page 3 of the Surnnary of the
Workshops, unless it is the 33,000 sq.ft. noced as theatres and
enterta::.nnenw. The project is too large ecor.orr.icaliy. The
deoartnent store spaces have risen abou-c 25 percent from 225,000
sq". ft. to 290,000 sq.ft. And it is too large frorr. an environmental
point of view.

The current design with its enclosed structure and its
fortress-like quality, and the lack of open public spaces are not
in keepi.ng with the surrounding neighborhoods and the City as a

whole.' Neighborhoods should be brought together and not divided
by a highway or a shopping development. The project as proposed,
and designed is basically a self-contained suburban shopping .tiall,

which has 'z&bt. placed without significant alteration into the
ridddle of the City. It would be accessible by car, but difficult
to reach on fee-. It would close in Copley Square and would not
provide sufficient intaracrion with the surrounding community. For
these reasons alone, the present plan is unacceptable.

Finally, we hope the economic impact study v/ill be of sufficient
breaczh and depih. to shed light on our third major concern.

The negative physical, economical, and environr.ental impacts
would be diminished significantly if the projec" were reduced in
size. It also would help if development on the eld S.S. Pierce
site were limited in scope and were no higher at any poinc than
the ?-^lic Library. Although, as stated at the outset, the N..\.3.3.

suppor-3 the general idea of developing chis si-e, we will oppose
the present CI-C proposal as strongly as possible -.unless zhe project
is made smaller and more accessible to our neighborhood.

We look forward to meeting with you a.-d your associates to

discuss various alternatives to see whac can be done to maJ<e the
pro jeez viable and satisfactory to both of "us

.

Sincerelv vours.

4'ii^ ^4^(.
Wa1 -er L . Ko1 tun
Chairman, N.A.3.3.
Com-Tiittee on t.he

Copley Place Project

cc: 3amey ?ranJ<, State Rep.
Frank T. Keefe, Director,
Office rf State Planning
Robert Z. ?ai:terson. Deputy Dir.,
Office cf State ?lannj..ng
Rober- Ryan, Director, 3oston Redevelopme:: L-. Au-hcrity
R:Lchard ."-i. N'emrow, President, N.A.3.3.
Mark J. Waltch
Members of the N.A.3.3. Copley Place Ccmmitzee
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The
:

Neighborhood Association

of the Back Bay
31S Dartaooth Street

Boston. Massachusetts 02116

Mr. Frank T. Keefe
Director, Office of State Planning
One Ashburton Place
Boston, .MA 02108

Dear Frank:

November 7, 1978

Since the initial dis
Copley Place Project, the
Bay (NABB) has voiced its
In Septe-Tiber, 1977 the Cop
(CRC) issued its report, 1

detailed program and speci
total retail space, office
basis and with assurances
project, the NABB represen
wards the project, pending
economic impact studies.

cuss ions early in 19 77 regarding the
Neighborhood Association of the Back
concern about the size of the project.
ley Square Citizens' Review Commitr.ee
isting quidelines which included the
fie numbers for the size of the hotel,
space, and parking space. On t.his

that housing would be a part of the
tatives were favorably disposed to-
tha outcome of environmental and

The first i.ncrease in project size occured with the new
program proposed in July, 1973. The hotel increased from 300
rooms to 350 rooms (712,000 sq.ft. to 770,000 sq.ft.), the retail
space from 590,000 sq.ft. to 741,000 sq.ft., and parking from
1,000 spaces and 375,000 sq.ft. to l,2o'o-l,400 spaces and 450,000-
525,000 sq.ft. Office space was uncha.nged at 600,000 sq.ft-

On September 27, 197 3 I wrote to Ken Himmei a.xpressing

weeks before Dece.Tier 15, when all issues are to be resolved
the lease to be signed, the developer had the ner^/e to sugges
the possibility of adding a chird department store, i.e. incr

/

and
t
eas-

"etai^ scace rur-~er -lo r aever, he now seeks parki:

:;rooc5od.
,r1ur. •i-worioiv o^-..:, soci zc a

any further ir.craase ir.

eiz;\-:r is inc.-iZiied, v/g

^".•erv-:-: iriQ at cur cor:-.z::

•.=•.. z score .
— -- n --a

,-'

. retail- scace or par.-;i:ig space
J iv ^ c se



As you know, even without these new additions there were
serious problems with the project. We proceeded in good faith
because you assured us that the CRC would have anple opportunity
to be heard and heeded. I now fear the whole process has been
a sham.

You are proceeding at. breaicneck speed to wind up the project
by December 15 and to sign the lease. This is an unhealthy pace
and provides no time for either the CRC or the State to examine
adequately and to respond adequately to the environmental impact
statement and to the economic impact study. For example, the
CRC emd the State have 30 days to examine am environmental impact
statement of hundreds of pages. This 30-day period will end on
December 7 or 8 , only 1 wee.k before you want to sign a lease.
Obviously the lease already will have been prepared. V7hat if the
CRC raises serious objections? Moreover, the preliminary find-
ings of the. economic impact study will not be discussed until
November 16. When will the final findings be discussed? What if
the study raises serious questions? Again, let me state as
explicitly as I can that if you choose to railroad the project
through by December 15, we will oppose it with everything at our
command.

We in the surrounding .neighborhoods will be those most af-
fected and before we agree to this project we wa.'-.t assurances of
an adequate public process that will help solve all the issues
that have been raised, and not a process that is hurried. We
want a project of a size such that the inevitable nega-ive econ-
omic, environmental, and physical impacts can be toleraced and do
not outweig.h the positive i.mpacts.

Sincerely,

Walter L. Koltun

Chairman, MA3B Copley
Place Commictee

cc: Governor .Michael Dukakis
Mayor Kevin White
Stare Representative Barney Frank
Stable Represenca-iva Mel King
Si-rrecary :; f Trar.spcric. cion ,

~:~-q. Salvucci

• ice ? r? 5 i '-"--'?
r. ~ V Z 3 Z / r~'en Hi ~~ -r 1



22 ::ovember 197S

Frank \eefe
Oirector, Office of State Planning
Cne Ashburton Place
Boston, "ass. 02108

Re I Copley Place Project

Oear Prank

i

The copy of a letter that 'A'alter Koltun is hand deliver-
Ln(f to you dated November 20 , 973 and written by :.:arls:

'Valthh is a fair and comprehensive surana^/ of the posi-
tion the N.A.P.P. is taking in the Copley Place Project.

:^ather than having us identify anji one concern, we would
like to singularly state that the project in relation to
parking and traffic is "too big".

The naT.ber of marking spaces allocated for retail use
is too little and the traffic that will be generated into
our neighborhood would be of concern alone to oppose this
project.

Cur estimates now shew that the number of shoppers expected
at Cor)ley Place -roject far exceed the 17,000 as projected
in the £.1..=?.

It is of utmost importance that -the size of Copls/ Project
be made smaller and this determination zade before any
leases are signed.

Sincerely,

?*-{E >fEr-rTr3CHHC0D ASSOC lATIGN 07 T^Z 3ACK BAY

Richard ?remrow
President
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WALTCH ASSOCIATES INC. 51 Brattle Street. Cambridge, Massacnusetts 02138 (617) 561-5400

TO: Mr. Frank Keefa, Director,
Mr. Richard Nemrow and Dr.

RE: Copley Place proposed development

Office of State Planning AyflT 2^ ^f^^
Walter Koltun, NA3B ^ ^

I would like to sximmarize my understan—ng of the position of the

NABB as it concerns the proposed development. It is my recommendation
that Nemrow and Koltun meet with Keefe at the earliest possible time

to discuss that position. It is not included in my contract with the

Massachusetts Turnpike Authority to paurticipate in any way in these

negotiations, but since I have been told of the position of the NABB
in the course of pursuing my work, I feel it is desirable to forward

this information to you at this time-

The NABB are questioning certain information and decisions made
to date:

1. The Draft 213 indicated 17,000t people per day would be using
the retail space; they feel the actual expectation should be more than
twice that number.

2. The par3cing being allowed will be grossly inadequate for the

scale of retail developme.nt proposed. There is a serious paurking and
traiffic problem in the Back Bay now and inadequate parking will further
clog the neighboring streets.

3. The total retail space now included in the development proposal
far exceeds the area being contemplated when the Guidelines were agreed
upon.

4. The design of the physical structure, as we think we understand
it, does not allow sufficient open space on streets

-

5. There is inadequate time for the svaluacion of the Draft ZIS,

the economic consultants' report and the report cf v^altch Associates Inc.

6. The design of the structure, its parking areas, access points,
signage, lighting, traffic and pedestrian consideratzions have not been
sufficiently detailed to allow for approval or disapproval. There is

insufficient material to became a meaningful part of a lease.

7. It is generally believed that a lease between the Turnpike
Authority and OIDC will be signed on or aibout December 15

.

The NABB, therefore, has stated to me that they would be agreeable
to the signing of such a lease only if the lease i.ncludes the following
provisions and that there be an adequate mechanism, "with teeth," for
enforcement:



A. The CRC will be adequately funded to continue meeting in an
euivisory capacity until completion and occupancy of the proposed
development.

B. A smaller reviewing group be formed with authority to approve
or disapprove the plans and specifications as zhay relate to design,
traffic, parking, open space, pedestrian access. Such group may
include representatives of the State, City, NABB and other organiza-
tions. This group should also be funded to allow for the use of technical
consultants

.

C. An area of approximately 100,000 square feet be taken from
proposed retail use and be used for additional public use such as
open space and plazas relating to street uses.

MJW/LMB



^ December 1973

Honorable fovemor "ichael Dukakis
State House
=oston, Mass.

He: Copley rlace/?ro ject Back Day

Dear Governor

i

In brief to sumnarize our meetL^ of .'londay, December ^, 1973.
v/e belisrve that a lease bet-.ween the Siate/Tumpike Authorities
and Urban Investment and Develop.-aent Co. v/ill be signed on or
about December 15 i 1978.

v/e would be agreeable to the signing of such a lease only it
the lease includes the following provisions and that there be
an adequate T.echanism "with taeth" for enf orcer.ent.

I. "axinum space allocated for project be identified as follows:

A . ?.ZTAn
1 DepartTsent stores, .T.all shops, restaurants, ate.

550,000 sq. ft. net rental." This represents 100,000
nore than the original guide lines called for en
September 22, 1977.

2. Public service and aall space should not be less than
133,000 sc. ft. as shown on the developer's program
sheet dated "ovetnber 2, 1973.

3, HOTEL

1. "uest rooms/public support space, 500,000 sq. ft.
v;a have not changed the developer's figures but, do
ask that the final design of the hotel be sensitive
to the Copley Square '.'all in regard to v/intar shadows.

i C. 077ICE

1. As shown by developer, 600,000 sq. ft.



^ December 1978
-2-

Honorable Governor Michael Dukakis

D. rkRKiy.G

1, Should be figured as a minimun need in conjunction
with the amount of non-frozen spaces available as
determined by the City of Boston. This fig'ore
along with the E.I.R. and Economic Impact =?eport3
should help determine the final size of the project,

2. The CRC will be adequately funded to continue meeting in an
advisory capacity until ^-nTn-pi p-^jon and occurancy of the pro-
posed development.

3. A smaller reviewing group be formed with authori-y to
approve or disapprove the plans and specifications as.
they relate to design, traffic, parking, open space, ped-
estrian access, etc. Such group :r;2w include represenxatives
of the State, City, N'.A.3.3. and other organizations. This
group should also be funded to allow for the use of tech-
nical consultants.

^. An area of approximately 100,000 sq. ft. be taken from the
project for open space and plazas relating to street uses
on Huntington Avenue.

Respectfully submitted,

THE rrEIGH30RH00D A33CCIATICN OF THE 3ACX 3A3

Richard Nemrow
President



UNITED SOUTH END SETTLEMENTS
Executive Office 566 Columbus Avenue, Ec%t -'i, Ma. 021 18

Telephone 6 17/5nr; '5610

eth L. Brown
jiive Director

am Cnnters:

pw Hiirrief Tubman House

36 Coluinhus Avenue

36 8610

hildrcn's Art Centre

6 niiiiiind Street

36-9666

amily Li** Program

1 MonscfjiKir Rov"Okls Wnv

lltlpr Arlult Services

^athcrtml Pro)Cct

17 M.irnrciii Avonijp »399

lullanfl Street Center

,
8 HuTiand Street

.r!r,.2S40

'^^m\> Hale

>!nirr S.iiKlwich, N.H.

C-2
March 26, 1980

Secretary of Environmental Affairs
Executive Office of Environmental Affairs
100 Canttridge Street
Boston, Massachusetts C2202

Dear Mr, Secretary;

I would like to take this opportunity to comTient on

the Draft Environmental Impact Report Supplement/Draft

Environmental Inpact Statement for the proposed Copley
Place Project, I feel that the report has not adequately

examined the environmental impact which the p^roposed pro-

ject will have,

In particular, I am concerned that the housing dis-

placement caused by the project has been inappropriately
dismissed, The word "displacement" never even appears in

the body of the report. Yet, the Housing Impact Study
prepared by Economics Research Associates demonstrates

that the Copley Place Project will increase the demand
for hoijsing in the surrounding cocimunities and mil indeed

result in the displacen^nt of area residents.

Additionally I feel that the Draft EIR/EIS is de-

ficient in the ways it addresses the issues of planning

and coordination of the project ^vith the neighborhood
and related developments . I fully concur with the com-

ments made by the Tent City Corporation and Trinity

Church and believe that the questions they raised must

be ansiv^red.

®

®

DECEIVED
MAR 2 V i'Ji'O

'

nCf Of rili SLCREMSr at

-'i"":::ir,'ENTAi AfFAii's klb-ji

I

Sincerely,

Kenneth L. Brown
Executive Director
United South End Settlen>3nt3

United Way



pacK pay /iLbbuciciiiuii
Suile 501. Statler Office Building, 20 Providence Street. Boston 021 16 482-8470

C-3

Mr. John A. Bewick
Secretary of Environmental Affairs

100 Cambridge Street MAR 2 4 1980

Boston, MA 02202
OfflU -j; ,1, . ;:tci:'^' / Of

RE: STATE IDENTIFICATION *EOEA 03074

Dear Mr. Bewick:

Tlie Back Bay Association strongly favors the construction of the preferred
Copley Place program. The project reinforces the commercial character of

back Bay; it fills a major existing gap in the urban texture; it provides
active frontage along Huntington Avenue, Dartmouth Street, Harcourt Street

and the Southwest Corridor; and it provides active links between adjoining

communities.

Political wags, city planners and business people all wonder what the shape
of tne city will be by the year 2000. The Chamber of Commerce has a so-

called Boston 2000 Committee, which is presently wrestling with the shape
and form of the city 20 years hence. It is wery clear from our perspective
that Boston's survival and prosperity depend upon further development of

office space and of hotel and convention space. Boston has already become a

service-oriented office city. Coupled with its unique historical character,
it has a very bright future as a convention and tourist city. If, at the

same time, we can' encourage the development of new residential housing
throughout the downtown area, we will have no concern about the shape of

this city by the year 2000.

The development of Copley Place is a necessary and critical link in this

chain of development. It represents further development and intensifica-
tion of hotel uses in the Back Bay, which, coupled with an expanded Hynes

Auditorium, should accommodate the next generation of hotel users. The re-

tail space provided for in Copley Place should coordinate with and bolster
the work the Back Bay Association has already done on i'lewbury and Boylston
Streets, as well as the prospects of an improved Prudential retail cen^rer.

The impacts of Copley Place development are minor. No structures are dem-

plished; it has direct access from two major public transportation lines;

and it produces essentially "non-polluting" industry of a nature which is

compatible with ttie future development of the City of Boston. In fact,

Copley Place is an emphatic plus for Boston. Wasted acreage will be nut

to productive use. It should act as a long sought bridge between the South

End and the Back Bay communities. It will increase our industrial capabil-
ity in the convention sector, and it will bolster the retail aspect of the

Back bay.



John A. Bewick - 2 - March 20, 1980

In sum, the project will be a positive one for the city. Moreover, the devel-
oper, Urban Investment and Development Company, has participated in a com-
munity review process, which has been remarkable in its openness, and which
will hopefully be a model for successful city development in the future. They
are to be congratulated for participating in this process and for producing a

project which will serve as a major addition to the city.

Yours truly,

BACK BAY ASSOCIATION

Stuart Robbins
Executive Director

SR/r
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Dorothy "lynn

toderator

:^orge McCray
Staff Ca-ordmator

J. Nat Hailey
rreasurer

iary Melson
:lerK
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\dela Acosta
^uth Barkley
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Dear Mr. Mertens:

%:/% March 26, 1380

^'^s
*

In regards to the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) submitted

to your agency for the proposed Copley Place development, the South

End Project Area Committee would like to go on record with the

following comments:

1. Property Values: The project will clearly have a long-term impact

on housing values in theSouth End. With the drying up of subsidies

for low-moderate income people, it seems clear that only people

able to afford to live in the area will be the rich. The BRA-

commissioned report by ERA confirms this fear. Its says:

"In addition to the proposed Copley Place development, there

are a number of other important factors which are likely to have

an impact upon the price and availability of housing in the impact

area. Among these factors is the continued growth in inner city

employment which, when viewed within the context of rising

transportation costs, will likely place increasingly greater pressure

on inner city housing. The completion of the Southwest Corridor

Project, scheduled for 1985, will greatly improve the environment

of those blocks in the South End and Fenway which are adjacent

to the railroad tracks.

Likewise, the completion of urban renewal activities within

the South End will contribute to the enhancement of the physical

environment in this neighborhood, thereby making it more attractive

for upper income renters or buyers.
Reassessment is another factor which could impact certain

neighborhoods, particularly the South End, resulting in the dis-

placement of low, moderate, and middle income, renters and low

to moderate income owner occupants.

Other factors such as the willingness of low and moderate

income owner occupants to sell their homes, the future of ^the

many businesses and junior colleges in the Back Bay, the continued

desire of the 25 to 44 year old age group to live in the city plus

the continued demand for condominiums, all will contribute to the

future price and availability of housing within the impact

area, as well as the entire city." (ERA SUMMARY REPORT)

How have the above factors been taken into account? For example:

**were low and moderate income homeowners surveyed and asked if they

would sell their homes if the price was right? Or will we wait until the

contracts are signed and allow speculative realtors to blockbust?

**were surveys taken of absentee owners to find out how many of them

intend in the next five years to convert their buildings to condominiums?

With the new "one year notice" passed by the City Council, an owner can

wait until the Copley Place Project is secure, give his tenants notice, and

then get inflated rents from people wanting to live near the "new Boston."

This potential impact has not been estimated.

(i:



IJPAC EIS COMMENT
- ge two

|l

. Jobs: The ERA report concluded that the impact of the jobs created would be

'inimal. Why? Because they said the people working at Copley Place would be

.lable to afford to live in the impact area! We can't let this convoluted
linking go by us. If those working at Copley Place are earning modest wages and

in't even afford to live in the area it means the rents and property values will
i going way up. Who needs marginal jobs at the expense of a neighborhood?

Copley Place seems to be heading us toward the "Johannesburg model" whereby
\e poor and people of color are removed from the center city and shipped back
n to the city only to do the menial labor. Are we supposed to stand by and nod

jr heads and say how wonderful it is that these smart businessmen from Chicaoo
re giving us all these wonderful facilities and ignore the fact that these
=ry facilities are not for everyone? Or should we rejoice that a downtown
Duntry club is being created at our expense?

. UDAG: UIDC is asking the Federal government for $19 million UDAG grant for

he Project - if they get it, it will be tlie largest such grant in the nation's
istory. For 519 million, the Feds could build about 500 units of housing. Which
oes Boston need more - luxury hotels, Nieman Marcus, specialty stores for the

ell-to-do, or more housing for its people? One need only look at the waiting
ists for public and subsidized housing projects to see the answer. In the 1?78

onsensus Survey of South End residents commissioned by the BRA, some 65% of

hose questioned voiced strong support for the construction of more subsidized
Dusing. Imagine what the result would be if those living in the impact area
ould vote on whether $19 million should be used to build Copley Place or to

onstruct more housing.

. Tent City: Which brings us to Tent City. SEPAC supports the inclusion of
uilding Tent City in accordance with the guidelines set forth by the

ent City Task Force. Last September, in a community election, the Tent
ity plan for subsidizing new construction at 25% low, 50% moderate, and 25%

arket was endorsed over the BRA plan of 75% market by a vote of 906-156.
f Copley Place is going to go forward, the least it can do is afford the South
nd with some units of affordable housing to offset the years of displacement
nd hardship which will follow for low/moderate income residents. SEPAC has
eviewed and fully supports the comments put forth by the Tent City Corporation
nd Trinity Church on this matter.

. Nuclear Power: It is distressing to see that the construction of Copley
lace is putting so much dependence on the construction of the Pilgrim II

uclear power plant. Given thp already documented dangers of nuclear power,,
opley Place should investigate and re-work its energy plan so as not to

e dependent on this life-threatening and expensive source of energy.

. Conclusion: SEPAC has already gone on record opposing Copley Place at least
ntil some guarantees are made regarding Tent City and the Tent City Task Force
roposals. SEPAC' s position has not changed, it has only grown more determine:!
o see that if Copley Place gets built, it will only do so after the above
oncerns are satisfied.

Sincerely

,

D0R01

Moderator
South End Proiect Area Committee
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Executive Office of Environmental Affairs

100 Cambridge St.

Bos ton, Ma.

Dear Mr. Secretary,

RECE'V!-:o

APR o i'i|:n

OFFICE OF THf 'jf

^OF ENVIROfJMtN!,,!
,., ^

Subject: Copley Place Project/ Draft EIS

r :?v

'^hlRS

Education/Instruccion is a non-profit organizaton working to enforce Civil

Rights in housing and Federal programs in the Greater Boston Ar?a.

We would like to express our concerns on the Draft Environmental Impact
Statement for Copley Place in Boston. We are disatified with the ETS

in terms of the Copley Place Project's effect on minority residnrit;-; in

the impacted areas, specifically for the following reasons:

1 ) The EIS does not address itself to displacement of residents of hhe impacte d

areas.

Although the Economic Research Associates' Housing Impact Ar.-^ly3is does

discuss displacement and shov/s that displacement due to public and government

policy has occured in the past and will continue to occur, th° EIS dees not

address itself to the issue of displacement. The ERA Housing I.T.pact Analysis

does point out that property values in the impacted areas are rising at a

rate of "20, COG dollars in 6 to 9 months". THe EIS should incl'ide o c:imprehensive

analysis of the effect of Copley Place on the housing supply in 'he impacted
areas and the increase in displacement as well as an analysis of property
values

.

CN 2 ) The EIS does not addr<;ss the issue of displacement specificall.y to the
needs of minority people.

The ERA'S Housing Impact Analysis states that "the percentag
residents in the Fenway has increased while the percentage of b
has declined in the South End". The South Er.d Urban Renewal Pr
displacement of minorities from the South End and resulted in a

in the housing patterns of the adjacent Fenway as blacks v/ere d

Implementation of public policy regarding relocation, resulted
of minority residence ot the Fenway area. The impacted areas o

Place Project include the Fenway as well as the South End and w
additional displacement of low-income and minority people as Re
values rise. Both displacement in the impacted areas and the r

in residential patterns by race, should have been addressed in

minority housing needs and equal opportunity issues.

3 ; The EIS fails tc ackr.c'.vlsdge and address the housing needs of .••!'.i.:''.oritie s

in the impacted areas .

The EIS ack-nowledges the areas most effected by Cop] -y Place are Census
Tracks 707 and 708. Those two census tracks are 66% and 87'^ mir.ori;y,respecti"e1
(U.S. Census, 1970 ). This represents one of the most concentrat'^'! ~ir.ority

1
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areas in the city of Boston. The failure to address this specific issue is

negligent of the goals of the federal UDAG program. The HUD regujations
regarding UDAG selection include the impact of the proposed project en

the special needs and problems of low and moderate income, and rnincrity

persons. {21, C.F.R. 570.:i57(d))

In only one chart in the entire EM's Housing Impact Analysis does
the document breakout minority population in relation to housinfx o-oals.

The EIS does not address the specific need of minorities at all . In light
of a recent study by the Harvard School of City and Regional Planning.
60.8% of all minority households in Boston are excessively financially
burdened by housing needs. A recent HUD study stated that minorities
in Boston pay more for lower grade housing than do whites. The cmmission
of minority housing need is a gross deficiency in the EIS analysis.

4. ) The EIS fail;: to address the availability of housing and the ,•?.{•;;.. r-nt

relationship with regard to the creation of new jobs for minorities at

Copley Place.

Although the EIS does address the potential increase in jobs for minorities

,

it fails to address the availability of housing to minorities within reasonable
distance to the Copley Place project. Without fully developing the analysis
of wages in relation to rental or purchase costs for decent housing v.'ithin the
Copley Place area, the full picture of the potential for a "Johannesburg"
situation(i.e. , isolating minorities and low-income families on
the periphery of the urban center ) cannot be ful ly imderstood

.

5 ) The EIS fails to fully examine and discuss the well-being and health of
the people living in the impacted area.

®

The New England Journal of Medicine reports, in a paper entitle? "Zones of
Excess Mortality in Mass."* (1977) has a much clearer analysis ?'' the

problems of the low-income and minority people of the South End. v'T^en the
findings are linked with the Copley Place Project the impacts indicated are
much more serious than the EIS suggests. The findings show thr t the
South End, Back Bay and adjacent areas of the city are "excessi"e d?ath zones",
with high mortality rates similar to a "disaster area". The ca.\i:v.-3 .~f this high
mortality rate in "severly deprived"inner-city areas in large \:v'.ij)n centers
where the highest percentage of blacks and other non-whites resirir ic a

combination of severe economic deprivation, poor housing , a mix''jre of overcrowding
and lonliness, family breakdown, personal disability and social :'.rr " ability. "

®

The- specific impacts on minority and low-income people are insu''"ici';nMy
dealt with in the EIS. It is time the improvements made through public
policy as well as private investment addresses the problems of r^^'-'"''''y

beyond the superficial physical problems. Economic development prorvams,
particularily ones supported by the government, should not displnc.e -i class of
people from difficult living conditions only to relocate them tc ot!"'-r

more desperate conditions. The EIS should be re-'/n"itten tc inc'-td':' ?

comprehensive analysis of the effect of the Copley Place Projec: '~.v. 'he
minority population of Boston and should analyse in full the pr-.i-^ct's

potential effects on the housing needs of minority people in th''' -^ "iiy.

oirjce ?iy,^

Susan Stuebin?

Education/Ins truce ion

'1

* Jenkins ,Tutb: 11 .et ^"l^'M^'^v; F.p.e" 'cuTTi*^ ^ '^r
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MANAGEMENT AND COMMUNICATIONS CONSULTANTS

March 24, I98O

City, State & Federal
Environmental Officials
Responsible for Copley Place
EIS/EIR

Dear Sirs:

I think the EIS/BIR on Copley Place is seriously deficient
in assessing the visual impact, the wind impact, and the iir
quality impact of the J.l million square foot project.

I request the following further studies before such a
major change in the environment of Boston is allowed to get
any environmental approval

:

1. The consultant (independent consultant) be required
to put together a slide show to be shown to the public and to
the mayor, the BRA Board & Executive Director, which iJould
provide a sense of how the project will feel to the person in
the street in what is now considered one of the most walkable
cities in America. Such a show could be put together through
the use of special camera lenses which provide the pedestrian's
eyeview of the model. Without such a device, the model looks
like we might see it if we flew over Boston at a low altitude.
The EIS was particularly deficient in this regard, showing drawings
that indicated the tallest part of the st±ucture as seen from
Copley Square street level was about 100 feet high. The slide
show should take a picture from the pedestrian's point of view
when standing on the south sidewalk of Boylston Street at a point i

where one can see the 390' Western Hotel Tower and the 78O'
j

Hancock Tower. It should also give a walking tour from the
South End up Dartmouth Street from Columbus, from the center
of Tent City, from Yarmouth St. , from Harwich St. , from St.
James Avenue by Trinity Church, from Trinity Church front
portico, from Huntington & Dartmouth (west & aaith) , from Harcourt
St. & St. Botolph looking toward the convention hotel tower and
101 Huntington, from the Christian Science plaza fountain looking
east up Huntington— in other words, a complete walking tour through
and around theproject, which looks both directly ahead at the 5'-5h '

level, and also looks up to the tops of the Copley Place buildings.
Perhaps then we could ^et some sense of how it will fit in

with the classic buildings of CouLey Sq--The Copley Plaza, the
Public Library, the (Trinity Church.

2. The wind studies should include movies that would be
shown to the public and the officials mentinned above to illustrate
the effect of the Incredible winds around Copley Square on people ^
& buildings due to the addition of Copley Place. The wind channeling f

J

mentioned in the report is frightening, given the blow-me-down winds V.^

that are around the Hancock Tower without any bounce-back effect
from the closing off of Copley Square by a 390* pair of towers.
Insufficient thought was given to wind in the construction of the
Hancock and of 100 Summer Street, both of which can be a menace

46 Dartmouth Street, Boston. Mass. 02116 (617) 267-1579



'g 2 City, State & Federal Environmental Officials re Copley Place EIS

md threat to public safety. Boston should not let this happen again.
Che wind impact must be studied and demonstrated in a way that a
.ayman and a non-expert government executive can easily understand.

3« I was dumbfounded to read in the air quality portion of
the EIS the incredibly high levels of nitrogen dioxide and carbon
lonoxide that will be trapped under the deck should the ventilation
system break down. What is the effect of these levels on someone
vaiting on the platform for an hour for a train, or stalled in
1 traffic jam or breakdown on the Turnpike? In March, 1978, the
jPA published in the Federal Register its proposal to impose a
standard of 9^0 to ^70 micrograms of NO2 per cubic meter of air
For a one-hour per year. That is equal to O.5 "to 0.25 parts per
aillion N02. The levels anticipated are far beyond these proposals.
?or the Turnpike, the combined Prudential Center/ Copley Place/SW
Corridor deck will be an extremely long tunnel which is subject
to volumes of NO2 from the cars and the trains. The CO levels
ilso seem extremely high.

In sum, I think the Copley Place area should be developed
if its development does not destroy the visual, physical, and air
quality of the area so that the area is no longer an attractive
olace to walk. Not only could this be destructive of the
environment, it could be destructive of the economic attractiveness
if the complex.

A moderate build alternative should be explordd, with a
square footage ranging from the density of the Prudential Center
(FAR df ^.4) which would mean 1.7 million square feet for
Copley Place, to the earlier program of 2.2 million square feet
(FAR of about 5.3) for Copley Place.

No plan, much less a $20 million Federal subsidy, is
acceptable if it has such a negative environmental impact as
this project appears to generate. If the development program
is sound environmentally on a smaller project, then a subsidy
may be in order if the project were not financially feasible.

As it is, it appears that in Copley Place we have a 3-1
million sq. ft. project which is not only unfeasible financially,
it is destructive of the qualities of Boston which the city most
likes to emphasize. Much more extensive study is in order.

,

f I also seriously disagree with the socioeconmmic impact
part of the report. Copley Place already is a key factor in
people's economic decisions to buy, sell or hold inthe South
End. As John Norton summarized it at a hearing a few months
ago, the consultant is claiming that because he can't quantify
the displacement iijpact of Copley Place, he argues that it doesn't
exist. Norton said, "No one has yet quantified the human sexual
impulse; but to deny it exists is foolish!"

Sincerely,

/ /> . .. >.^

Kenneth D. Campbell

®

®

®



United South End/Lo\A/er Roxbupy Development Corporation
48 Rutland St., Boston, Ma. 02118

Telephone (617) 266-5451

C-7

April 7, 1980

Mr. Albert Horn

Federal Compliane Manager
Office of Federal Compliance
Boston City Hall, Room 957

Boston, Ma. 02201

Re: Draft Environmental Impact Report/Draft Environmental

Impact Statement, Copley Place, Boston, Ma.

Dear Mr. Horn:

Pursuant to, and in compliance with, Section 102(2) (c) of the

National Environmental Policy Act (P.L. 910190) and implementing
regulations of the US Department of Housing and Urban Development

(24 CFR Part 58) and other applicable statutes, regulations, and

provisions, UDC is pleased to transmit the attached comments and

recommendations to be incorporated in the final Environmental
Impact Statement.

Faithfully yours.

UDC
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

UDC and other community organizations throughout the South End, the Fenway

and the Copley Place "impact area" are concerned about the displacement

of low and moderate income tenants which will undoubtedly be created by the

advent of the Copley Place development. As part of this concern, a study

was commissioned to carry out the following tasks:

• analyze the magnitude of the displacement problem

• estimate the costs of addressing the problem

• research potential sources of revenue to meet those costs

• recommend programmatic approaches to solving the problem

We have estimated the potential displacement of low and moderate income

households from the Copley Place iirpact area, as a result of the UIDC

development, at about 725 households. Admittedly, this is a difficult

number to estimate as induced demand is not easily quantificible. Never-

theless, the overall iirpact on the low and moderate income rental stock in

the impact area will be substantial, and therefore demands public policy
attention and the adoption of strategies for addressing the problem.

The costs involved in addressing the problem are alarming. Without sub-

stantial amounts of government subsidies, the average costs to acquire,

rehabilitate and operate a two bedroom unit in the inpact area would require

a rent approaching, if not exceeding, $l,000/month. A low/moderate rent of

$300/month barely covers the costs of operating the unit without any money

to cover the debt service on the loan to acquire cind rehabilitate. In short,

the units could be "given away" and low/moderate income tenants would still

be paying 25% of income simply to cover operating costs.

In order to reduce this rent to a level which can be afforded by low and

moderate income households, lower interest rates must be found (such as the

MHFA program) to carry the mortgage, lower taxes (through Chapter 121) must
be negotiated, rental subsidies (through Section 8 or Chapter 707) must be

obtained, or development costs must be written down (through UDAG funds)

.

Without the "deep" subsidies provided by Section 8, there is no way rents

can be lowered to the levels desired unless either the public housing program
is used or UDAG funds are captured in substantial amounts.

The political and technical constraints involved in capturing sufficient
amounts of subsidies to implement a program on the scale required present
significant obstacles which cannot be by-passed. Therefore, we have rec-

ommended an approach which takes into account the realities of the situation
as best as can be determined at this point in time. Because of programmatic

funding limitations and City priorities, it is clear to us that there is

no single program which will meet the objectives of the program .

We have suggested that different housing programs may be utilized for various

-1-
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segments of the overall program; in addition, new approaches should be

created by the CDC as the needs and opportunities arise. We have no fixed
"model" of MHFA, BHA, UDAG components which will total 725 units. Rather,
we are suggesting that the CDC attenpt to capture whatever is available to

them in order to put together the housing portfolio required. We have
indicated that the full utilization of a UDAG loan pay-back from UIDC to

the City could provide about 550 units, combining an acquisition program
and a leasing program. In addition, the BHA could provide funds through
the public housing acquisition and rehabilitation program and Section 8

si±>sidies could be obtained through whatever avenues open up over the next
several years. If these sources of revenues were captured, the programmatic
goals of the Housing Preservation Program could be met. There is, however,
the inescapable fact that support from the public sector is essential.
Indeed, the public sector has the tools and techniques at hand to address
this displacement problem but given the lack of initiative to date, the

responsibility should be assumed by a strongly motivated Community Develop-
ment Corporation.

There will be high costs associated with administering a CDC capable of
implementing such an ambitious program. We estimate that such costs would
run about $200,000 annually. The CDC which is set up to operate this
Housing Preservation Program must have sufficient skills in the real estate
development business and must be sufficiently capitalized
(ideally from the Copley Place UDAG loan pay-back to the City) to carry out
a four year multi-faceted housing program with all the sophistication of
a professional development firm. We have suggested the organizational
structure reqxiired to successfully implement such a program.

-2-
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INTRODUCTION

1978 federal legislation required HUD to make recommendations to :

Congress for the formulation of a national policy to minimize involuntary
,

displacement caused by HUD's programs and to alleviate the displacement

problems caused by publicly and privately financed development and reha-

bilitation. In response to this mandate, HUD has issued its own interim

Displacenent Report and has commissioned four separate studies around the

country to research potential strategies for public policy options regarding

displacement.

Clearly the issues surroimding displacement are complex. Urban

revitalization offers numerous benefits to cities which have been facing the

overall trends of urban decline. Policy-makers at the local, state and

national level are seeking ways to expand this pace of reinvestment, viewing

it as critical to the future health of the older cities. At the same time,

there is a slowly growing recognition of the negative effects of this re-

yitalization process, effects which are felt by those with the least resources

for coping with them, e.g., the poor, the elderly and those with special

housing needs.

HUD is looking to broaden the framework of public policy discussions to

include both sides of the issue because revitalization, in HUD's words,

"offers a unique opportunity to encourage the development of neighborhoods

that are integrated both racially and economically, where low and moderate

income residents can enjoy the benefits of revitalization." In our minds,

however, there has been little evidence to date to suggest that low and moderate

income residents are, indeed, enjoying any benefits from such neighborhood

revitalization.

-3-
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It is instructive to review HUD's posture on displacement in its interim

report. Recognizing the difficulties in defining the displacement phenomenon,

the report suggests that the most useful definition is one proposed by George

and Eunice Grier:

"Displacement occurs when any household is forced to move from its
residence by conditions which affect the dwelling or its immediate
STorroundings , and which:

1- are beyond the household's reasonable ability to control or
prevent;

2. occur despite the household's having met all previously-
in^Josed conditions of occupancy; and

3. make continued occ\jpancy by that household impossible,
hazardous, or unaffordable.

"

HUD then proceeds to envmciate five different types of displacement,

according to the degree of Federal involvement and control:

• displacement directly caused by HUD or other Federal or
Federally-assisted activities not covered by the Uniform
Pelocation Act;

• displacement directly caused by HUD or other Federal or
Federally-assisted activities not covered by the Uniform
Relocation Act;

• secondary displacement associated geographically with
Federal or Federally-assisted programs (e.g., the CDBG
and UDAG programs) or other activities, such as HUD's
Neighborhood Strategy Areas program;

• displacement caused by activities of State and local
government (other than those already covered under the

Uniform Act) , such as local code enforcement; and

• displacement attributable principally to private market
forces (e.g., displacement occurring in neighborhoods
undergoing revitalization without Federal assistance)

.

Given these different types of displacement, HUD points out the diffi-

culties in measuring the extent of displacement by each type. However, the

report clearly states that most displacement results from private market

actions, much of which is the result of market and demographic changes beyond

the reach of Federal, State or local action. The report then adds, "Perhaps
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most importantly, all kinds of displacement taken together represent only
,

a tiny proportion of the residential moves made by American households each

year."

Whether intentional or not, these remarks serve to minimize displacement

caused by governmental actions by suggesting in a broad-brushed manner that:

• privately induced displacement is far greater

than pi±)licly induced

• displacement is a small percentage of residential

moves annually

• displacement is difficult to measure

This contextual approach does not, in fact, diminish the need to focus

on publicly- induced displacement of low and moderate income households

in a specific target area, the effects of which can be measured. When such

is the case, as with Copley Place, pi±>lic policy options are available to

remedy the situation. This is the focus of our report.

HUD has had several conferences and consultations regarding displacement

in the past few years from which have arisen many recommendations, such as

information dissemination to neighborhood gro\:5)s, a handbook on strategies

to minimize displacement, housing counselling and technical assistance, work-

shops, research and comprehensive housing strategies. While all these

recommendations may have their place, we feel strongly that the one recommen-

dation made to HUD which is critical here is the preservation of the low

and moderate income housing stock. Given past and projected trends in the

Copley Place impact area, the only viable strategy to prevent the displacement

of low and moderate income households brought about by Copley Place is to

preserve some portion of the existing housing stock in the impact area for

low and moderate income households.
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The objective of this report is to analyze the magnitude of

the potential displacement problem, the costs associated with providing

low and moderate income rental housing and thus the need for subsidies

to accomplish this, the sources of those subsidies, and the different

approaches to capturing them and implementing a housing preservation

program (hereafter referred to as HPP.)
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CHAPTER 1

^4AGNITUDE OF THE PROBLEM

In defining the magnitude of the displacement created by the

development of Copley Place, we are primarily using data from the Housing

Impact Analysis Report done by Economics Research Associates (ERA) for the

Boston Redevelopment Authority in the Fall of 1979. We are also using

the same impact area defined in that report (see map attached) so that

the data used and analyzed will be consistent.

The demand for housing generated by the Copley Place development

in the impact area can be categorized in two ways:

• direct demand

• induced demand

ERA defines direct demand as that component of the total Copley

Place work force who will ultimately live in the impact area, some of

whom will already live there prior to accepting employment. Induced

demand is defined as that component of demand generated by the anticipa-

tion of the project from the entire inner city area.

Direct demand was calculated based on information gathered by ERA

from similar developments, or development components. We take no issue

with these estimates. ERA estimates that 31-34%* of the total Copley

Place work force will be professional, technical or managerial employees,

34-37%* will be clerical and 21-22%* will be laborers and service workers.

Using mean figures between Program A and Program B, the work force woilld

be divided as follows:

"'depending on Program A or Program B of the ultimate development
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We cannot accept this assun^tion for two reasons; first, no time

frame for prior residency was established in the negotiations about

this 17.2% ratio, so in all likelihood, many professional workers will

be allowed to move into the impact area after they have been hired

Cas is now practiced by the City of Boston). Second, the 17.2% ratio

was created primarily so that non'^professional jobs could be secured

by those from the in^iact area who weire unemployed, underemployed,

marginally employed or unsuitably enployed, thereby insuring some,.

positive local economic development impact. Professional workers were

not the major focus of these negotiations; they will most likely be

brought in from outside the impact area. Therefore, we have sound reasons

for discounting this 17.2% ratio as it applies to the 485 professional

workers who constitute the direct demand component of upper income

workers which most concerns us.

The second category used in calculating demand is induced demand .

The ERA report states that there will be no material induced impact

on the housing stock within the inpact area because the area is less

vulnerable to dramatic change than it was in the early 1960s when the

Prudential Center was built. Induced impact from large scale projects,

according to ERA, is brought about because of the speculative opportunity

which exists in residential areas adjacent to major development projects

at the time. ERA claims that housing market conditions in the impact

area are no longer speculative, given the trends they project. We

disagree with their analysis. Speculation continues to exist in the

iirpact area, even if it is not on the scale of the early
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l^Os; the^ price s an d the stakes have simply increased, as evidenced
«

by era's own baseline profile of the housing stock in the impact area.

Moreover, another aspect of induced demand is the demand

which occurs before the opening of a project like Copley Place.

This is the aspect of demand which is occurring right now in the

impact area, and it will continue to occur through the completion

of Copley Place. However, it is difficult to quantify this demand,

as ERA has indicated. Waltch Associates, in its evaluation of the

retail and residential impact of Copley Place which was commissioned

by the Turnpike Authority and the Copley Place Citizens' Review

Committee, makes the assumption that induced demand will double

direct and indirect demand, although they also admit the difficulty of

evaluating this assumption. Nevertheless, induced demand cannot

be discounted entirely, as ERA has done. Making a more conservative

estimate than Waltch Associates, we will assume that induced demand

represents fifty percent of direct demand; in this case, it represents

another 240 middle-upper income households being attracted to the

area in addition to the 485 who will be employed and move into the

area. Therefore, we estimate that approximately 725 low and moderate

income households will be displaced by middle-upper income households

in the impact area as a result of Copley Place.

Obviously, this estimate could increase orjdecrease depending

on several factors. For example, the total could be reduced by the

number of professional workers hired who already live in the impact

area. On the other hand, the total could be increased significantly
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if the induced demand estimates are too low. In fact, we have only

calculated induced dememd as a percentage of the 'direct demand for

professional workers. If induced demand is taken as a percentage

of total direct demand, the numbers would be much greater. However,

given the difficulties of measuring this component of demand, we

have accepted this lower number. Even with this assumption, the

total estimates of displacement attributable to Copley Place are

significant and demand public policy attention.

The time frame for this displacement to occur is estimated

to be from 1980 (when Copley Place is officially awarded the UDAG)

to 1987. We feel that the direct demand anticipated will be realized

within three years rather than the five year period projected by

ERA; thus we have not extended the critical time frame until 1989,

but we have moved up the time frame to the present as the pressures

are building now. The preservation of 725 housing units must start

immediately and should be carried out within the next four years.

That is our estimated time frame for implementation of the HPP.

Clearly, escalating costs will drive up the dollars needed to

accomplish this task as time goes on, but this is the subject of

the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 2

COSTS

The question of costs involved in accomplishing the HPP will be

addressed here on a per dwelling unit basis. There are three reasons for

this. First , there are a wide range of buildings in the Copley Place

impact area. The stock ranges from large 50+ unit Fenway apartment struc-

tures through medium-sized 8-12 unit Back Bay buildings through South End

bow-fronts with one to five modest homes through luxury Back Bay condominiums Ic

to rooming houses through-out the impact area. These structures also vary

widely in conditions, owner status, and utility usage. To perform an- adequate
,

analysis of the costs of acquiring, renovating and operating the HPP on a !

building-type-by-type basis is well beyond the scope of this study. As a

result we have collected whatever data we found to be available, adjusted it
'

as seems reasonable and generated a single per-unit fiscal profile for the HPP.

While any particular structure may end up significantly higher or lower in

initial cost, rehabilitation expense, or operating budget, it is our sense that

once a substantial number of units are in the HPP, the numbers we have generate

will be the average costs of initiating and administering the program.

Second, the appropriate size of the HPP remains an open issue. Though

we believe the number generated in Chapter 1 is appropriate (725 units)

,

it is neither the minimum number of units to make the program successful,

nor is it fixed ceiling. As different total project numbers are established,

approximate cost figures can be easily obtained by multiplying the per-unit

costs by the new targets.
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Third , and perhaps most important of all, the ultimate beneficiaries

of this program are the low and moderate income individuals and fcimilies

for whom the impact cirea will remain a desirable place in which to live.

These people will experience the HPP not in terms of millions of dollars

of loans or UDAG grants or large operating staff budgets, but in terms

of monthly rent for their home. In order to keep the focus of this report

clear, therefore, the bottom line will always be monthly rent to a house-

hold.

One final word is critical. The nvmbers which have been generated are

startling. They indicate with great clarity that what we have been reading

and hearing about housing costs throughout the country is a dramatic realitv

in the impact area and surrounding neighborhoods today. There is no such

thing in our society as low-cost housing. The combination of rapidly escalating

purchase prices, ever-rising labor and material costs and abnormally high

interest rates have pushed rents and ownership costs well beyond the reach

of low and moderate income people. The only way that housing can become

available to these people is through some form of subsidy; given the

available programs today, moreover, it often takes several subsidies

packaged together. There are alternatives from which to choose, but

there are no magic solutions. That does not mean that the goals of the

HHP cannot be achieved, but it does meain a realistic determination early in

the process that subsidies must be sought in substantial amounts. One of

the issues this process clearly highlights is the rehabilitation standards

to which buildings must be brought if subsidized by public programs.

This is addressed below.
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Acquisition Costs

We have observed purchase prices for "shells" in the impact area

which range from $2,000 per unit up. We believe a reasonable number to

use for the purposes of this study is $8,000 per unit. This estimate is

high enough to include many structures in basically poor condition, yet

low enough that money remains to adequately rehabilitate the structure.

To reiterate, this figure may not be the precise cost of any single

property, but a combination of acquisitions would generate such an

average, e.g.

,

COST COST/UNIT
1 20 Unit Apt. Building (§136,000 6,800
1 Bow Front with 3 Units § 40,000 13,333
1 Rooming House with 15 Rooms (? 50,000 3,333
1 5 Unit Townhouse §100,000 20,000
2 Large Townhouses (3 34,000 17,000

45 Units 360,000 8,000

Moreover, we expect acquisition costs to grow at approximately 12^%

a year in the near future.

Rehabilitation Costs

This cost serves as the complement to the acquisition price, that is

the higher the cost to acquire a building, the less that should be required

to spend on the renovation, and vice versa.

It should be noted however that several factors keep this relationship

from being simple and predictably direct. First , the source of funds makes

a considerable difference where rehabilitation is concerned. Private lending

sources are concerned in general about appearance, fire safety, and code-

conformance. However, private lending sources provide no siibsidies. Their

interest rates exceed 13%; they prefer 70-80% loans and 20-25 year terms.

Insurance, direct loans or subsidies from public agencies reduce the cost
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to the resident, but involve increased rehabilitation requirements and

therefore increased overall costs. This means for example, that under

• HPP if a shell had to be acquired for $15,000 per unit and only cosmetic

renovations were carried out totalling $5,000, low and moderate income

households could not afford the rent which would result because of all

the other costs involved. However, if the necessary subsidies are

pursued and captvired, then the rehabilitation costs can increase signi-

ficantly.

Second, rehabilitation procedures themselves create certain "curves"

in the direct inverse relationship between renovation costs and purchase

price. For example , if the walls are 50% acceptable and 50% in need of

replacement, a seller may reasonably ask a higher price than for a building

which must be gutted. However, as labor prices go up, the extra work

i involved in patching and matching makes such a strategy less viable. Most

rehabilitation contractors and designers now prefer total wall replacements

if any substantial portion of the walls must be redone. Similarly, a heating

system which may be adequate, and therefore help raise the purchase price,

may be so inefficient that a decision is made to replace it, even though it

I

could last longer. In cases like these, the sum of purchase price and

rehabilitation cost may exceed our average. Nevertheless, we feel that

this number is realistic enough for our purposes.

Using the data available to us, we are estimating rehabilitation costs

at $32,000 per unit. This amount assiomes virtually gut rehabilitation

which, we feel, is necessary because of the need to seek subsidy funds.

MHFA data on rehabilitation projects funded in 1978-79 averaged $32,277.
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A more recent South End development in MHFA processing is estimated at

$31,286 in brick and mortar costs. Other estimates we have gathered range

from $25,000 per unit to $39,000 per unit. Thus, our average rehab cost

of $32,000 per unit is a reasonable estimate for 1980 for the HPP. We

have assumed the traditional (and possibly conservative) inflation rate

of 1% per month or 12% annually for the construction industries.

Acquisition plus rehabilitation costs thus would total $40,000. We have

added an additional 12^% of direct construction costs ($4,000) to cover

architects' fees, financing costs, building permits and other general

development costs. The total development price comes to $44,000 per unit.

This is approximately the average Total Replacement Costs for MHFA finan-

cial rehabilitation units in 1978-79 ($44,304). This total is the most

important number on the development side of the budget.

Operating Costs

1) TcLxes - We have carried Real Estate Taxes at 28-30% of gross rental

income. This is the standard tax arrangement in the city of

Boston if no special consideration is made. Under a 121a tax

agreement, if negotiated, taxes would average approximately 15%

of gross rental income. We have estimated an average annual

increase of 4% for taxes.

2) Utilities - This figure is the mose difficult to estimate in

the operating budget. Current costs vary between $60 and $70

per month per unit. We have used $65 as an average figure. This

assumes maintenance of current systems where possible and reasonable.

Where replacement is necessary, this estimate anticipates a dual-

fuel hot water burner system using gas now but easily covertible

to oil as rates and availability vary. We have projected a 12%

increase in these rates over the coming years, but even this
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3) Insurance - These are standard insurance rates. It is possible that

with a large quantity of \anits some reduction can be negotiated,

but for our purposes full rates are estimated. Inflation is projected

at 7% annually in this category.

4) Maintenance - Again, we have carried nvnnbers that are approximately

equivalent to the MHFA experience. This is an area where some

savings may be achieved by judicious hiring, careful supervision,

and efforts to assure a low turnover rate in both staff and residents.

Annual salary and material costs are expected to grow at about

7% per year.

5) Reserve - This category typically includes an amount equal to some

small fraction of the total construction cost. In our case, because

of the large number of iinits over which to spread replacement costs,

we are -using .005 of the direct rehabilitation expenses as -an annual

set-aside. There is no inflation on this amount. Once established

for a particular building it stays constant.

6) Management - This item includes the costs of renting units,

advertising, performing verifications and reference checks, collecting

rents, resolving resident difficulties and handling legal and fiscal

matters. This is another area where some cost savings can be achieved

with good careful administration. We have installed a rather high

number, however, because of our belief that this is the single

most critical function in carrying out a successful housing program,

particularly under a subsidy program. Inflation is anticipated

to be 7% per year.
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7) Security - This figure will cover both hardware matters and some

personnel. MHFA is increasingly requiring some specific security-

related budget lines and we believe this is sensible. 7% is used

1

for inflation.
(

On the attached sheets we have shown the consequences of these numbers. ,

i

Fi gxire 1 shows the annual per unit costs of a full market rate strategy

for the HPP in 1980 and in each of the following four years. Some •

I

adjustments are necessary to use the table. Once a building has been bought

and renovated, for example, the amortization cost stays fixed. Similarly
i

the reserve figxare stays fixed. However, all other numbers increase with '

inflation over the years.

The most important message in Figure 1 is that market rate housing

is unavailable to low and moderate income people — by a substantial margin.

If 25% of income is used as a rule of thumb for reasonable housing costs,
|

then the lowest income household who could be served by this program under

these assin^tions (market rate financing, full taxes, full maintenance

and management budgets) is one earning $47,760 per year. Obviously, people

at this income level are not those for whom the displacement fears are

greatest.

Figure 2 shows the iitpact of various subsidy programs on HPP economics.

Column (1) shows the market rate costs with resulting rents and inputed

income levels. It is the same as column (1) in Figure 1. Column (2)

shows the impact of a Chapter 12131.tax arrangement. Taxes are reduced by

$1800 and rents are reduced by $150/month though the resulting economics

still do not make these units available to low and moderate income people.
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In column (3) we have shown the combined results of a Chapter 121a

tax arrangement and MHFA (or GNMA) financing. This brings rents to

precisely the level that we expect Section 8 Fair. Market Rents to move

to within the next year (see Figure 2 footnote) . This means that

individuals who live in these units will be aible to pay the rents while

qualifying for a third siibsidy — the Section 8 Housing Assistance

Payment. This subsidy, in combination with a tax agreement and an interest

reduction subsidy, will finally bring rents within range of low and

moderate income residents, who will pay 25% of their income with HUD

paying the rest of the Fair Market Rent.

Column (4) shows how public housing financing would compare with other

subsidies. There is no amortization, no return on equity, and virtually

no taxes. Residents who qualify pay 25% of income and HUD provides an

additional operating subsidy. Eligible households fall within approxi-

mately 85% of Section 8 income ranges. This financing arrangement

is very advantageous but it brings a number of other administrative and

bureaucratic problems, and is therefore shown here primarily for

comparative purposes.
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CHAPTER 3

SOURCES OF REVENUE

Potential sources of revenue can be captured for a variety

of reasons, e.g., equity, debt, seed money, development. This

chapter briefly outlines the various revenue sources which, in

our judgment, are potentially available to assist in the Housing

Preservation Program, indicating how the funds could be used and

what the constraints are in capturing them. Chapter 4 will then

discuss the financing package (s) and approaches that would be

required in order to implement the HPP.
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It is evident that the financial feasibility of the HPP will

require a significant amount of public and private funds from a

variety of sources in order to achieve its objectives. The costs

of housing today, and in the foreseeable future, create enormous

financial problems when attempting to reduce housing expenses to

the level of affordability for low to moderate income households

.

These facts were portrayed in the previous chapter. The result is

that this program needs a substantial amount of subsidies in order

to achieve its objectives.

In this regard, there are two problems which immediatisly surface

in reviewing the fig\ire above. First, the amount of si±isidies required

is often disproportionately high in light of the level of funds

available from these sources. Second, the political constraints

involved in capturing these funds is a major hurdle, as almost all

funds to service the HPP must be approved by the City of Boston.

However, its priorities for assisting housing appear to be else-

where than in the Copley Place impact area. Only the BHA is

seemingly outside the control of the City, yet any HUD funds to

the BHA technically must comply with the City's Housing Assistance

Plan or receive a waiver from the Mayor.

The discussion of costs and soxirces of revenue point up two

dominant issues:

• deep subsidies are required such as Section 8 or public

housing for rents to be reduced sufficiently
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• a variety of sources of subsidy funds and programmatic
assistance must be captured to address the problem on
the scale discussed in Chapter 1.

These issues will be the focus of the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 4

IMPLEMENTATION

We have identified the magnitude of the potential displacement

problem, the costs of addressing it in basic detail, and the resources

which might be sought in putting together an implementation plan.

Ovir concern now is two- fold: first, the political realities involved

in capturing the resources necessary to implement the program at the

scale to which we .have referred; and second, the administrative strategies

required to successfully carry out the program.

PUBLIC SECTOR ROLE

It' must be stated that the objectives of this program

should be articulated most appropriately in the public sector; more

importantly, they are objectives which can best be met by public

sector intervention in the housing market. To a large extent, public

sector policies have influenced housing market behavior which has / ^^ turn

resulted in the escalating real estate values within the impact

area. Urban renewal, tax agreements, land write-downs. State and

Federal grants and loans and other public policies have created

a more favorable housing climate in the South End and Fenway areas

upon which private real estate entrepreneurs and speculators have

capitalized. In like manner, public policies such as the Turnpike

Authority's lease, the City's tax agreements and HUD's UDAG funds

will help create some of the displacement problems associated

with the advent of Copley Place.
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Therefore, the public sector is the appropriate arena for the

creation of new policies to address these negative effects of Copley

Place. It should be the goal of the City to maintain a balanced housing

stock for all income levels in the impact area rather than to allow

trends to continue as predicted which will create a deep division within

the housing stock as units become either liixucy oriented or subsidized.

While public policies are often the cause both directly and in-

directly of displacement, it is also true that the City has the tools

and techniques available to intervene in influencing rents, taxes, code

enforcement standards, and nei^borhood images. Moreover, the City has

the responsibility and authority to direct subsidy monies into partic-

ular neighborhoods according to its own priorities. In short, the

housing program we have been describing is (or should be, in our

judgement,) a public policy matter. It absolutely requires the coopera-

tion, if not the initiative, of the public sector for its implementation,

not only in allowing the programmatic dollars to flow into the area

to help finance the program but in creating the supportive climate

necessary to effect the overall objective of a permanent, stable and

healthy mixed income housing market in the impact area. If the public

sector prefers a homogeneous, i5)per-middle and upper income neighborhood

in the impact area, and is therefore uncooperative in this venture, there

is little likelihood that a private entity, albeit a public-spirited CDC,

can accomplish the goals it has established.
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APPROACH

There is no single, all-encompassing approach which can meet the

needs addressed earlier. We forsee no $30,000,000 financial package forth-

coming at rates which will subsidize all the costs required to be reduced.

Rather, the approach to be taken by the CDC must be a multi-faceted one,

utilizing whatever funding is available and appropriate

and in some cases, creating new financing packages as the need arises.

In essence, the CDC must act like a hybrid- form of real estate investor-

owner, combining many of the elements of Rolf Goetze's seven owner proto-

types* and adding a few behavioral characteristics, given its community

oriented objectives. The process will be an iterative one: that is, every

year there will be funding applications to file, political negotiation to

undertake and financial deals to transact. In many cases, these steps will

repeat themselves or spin-off variations based on previous experiences will

continue to repeat themselves.

For example, there are several programmatic options to pursue currently,

not one of which will fully address the objectives of the HPP. Only three,

however, provide the deep subsidies required, as follows:

1. MHFA

MHFA's lending rates are the most attractive available,

even lower than a combined 312 loan supplemented by conventional

financing to reach the total per unit acquisition and rehab

costs involved. However, MHFA will give extreme scrutiny

Rolf Goetze, "Avoiding Both Disinvestment and Speculation in Private
Multi-family Housing," AREHEA Journal, Summer, 1978.
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to each b\iilding being presented in the package and will be

unlikely to finance isolated structiores where adjoining properties

are not controlled. Therefore, a program of scattered buildings

around the intact area is not as competitive as one which proposes

adjacent buildings in one block because MHFA wants to protect

its investment to the maximum extent possible. The work involved

in finding and optioning such properties just to bring them to

MHFA for possible funding is extremely time-consuming. Moreover,

the chances of presenting a large package are greatly diminished

by MHFA's lending criteria. Perhaps 50-200 units might ultimately

be financed through MHFA during the four year time frame being

proposed. Such an MHFA project would bring its own Section 8

allocation for a certain percentage of the units (the upper limit

of which would be subject to negotiations with MHFA, HUD and the

City) and would require a 12 LA tax agreement to be negotiated

with the City as part of the package. The combination of these

elements as shown in Chapter 2, would enable rentals to be lowered

such that Section 8 would enable low and moderate income tenants

to afford a certain percentage of the total units. Section 8 sub-

sidies may be available through other sources , such as a HUD Noti-

fication of Fund Availability or the 11(b) program with the QJMA

Tandem program, but these sources do not appear likely at this point

in time. Obviously, the CDC should pursue them in the future if they

become available.

One other use of MHFA financing, without Section 8, is

discussed under the UDAG section in this chapter. In this model

MHFA's loan to value ratio would be about 33%. Because this repre-

sents such a conservative lending posture, they might be willing to
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finance more scattered \jnits than normally (see UDAG discussion) .

BHA

The BHA, through its court-appointed receiver, might be willing

to participate with the CDC on a Turnkey basis in a HUD fimded public

housing acquisition and rehab program. The CDC could purchase

and rehab the units with short term financing from a local lender
i

(perhaps utilizing New England Merchants Bank's recently announced i

lending policy) which would then be bought by the BHA with public I

housing funds from HUD. The management could be contracted privately

to the CDC or a mutually approved management firm. The public i

housing subsidies would bring rents down to a level affordable by

lower income tenants.

However, the two major constraints in this process are the
|

amount of HUD public housing dollars available for which the BHA

could apply, and capture, and the willingness of the BHA to involve '<

itself in such a program, given its own agenda and priorities in

the next several years. In this light, one could assume at best,

using this approach to finance only 50-150 units during the four

year time frame.

UDAG

Copley Place UDAG funds can become a third source of "deep

sv±)sidy" fimds; such funds can be channeled to the CDC by the City

as from UIDC's annual interest payments on the UDAG loan. Such

annual payments to the City should amount to approximately $2,200,000

(calculating a $15,000,000 loan at 12%/15 years - terms which we

feel are the minimum reasonable terms which the city might negotiate)

.
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These funds would provide the CDC with very flexible funding which

could be used for a variety of purposes with a minimum of bxireau-

cratic constraints. In fact, these funds not only represent the

single largest source of funds but they become a logical revenue

source because they are being used for a development which is

causing the displacement problem in the first place.

One scenario for the use of the $2,200,000 is as follows:

• $1,750,000 to write down the costs of acquisition and
rehabilitation of units

• $250,000 to operate a CDC leasing program

• $200,000 to support ongoing administrative costs

An acquisition and rehabilitation write-down program

Figure 2 in the preceding chapter showed that a straight, unsubsidized

acquisition and rehabilitation program would necessitate rents of approximately

$995/month. If UDAG f\aids were used to write down the costs of acquiring

and rehabilitating such units so that rents would fall in the low-moderate

range (averaging $300/month to the tenant) , the total costs of acquisition

and rehabilitation (estimated at $44,000/unit in 1980) would have to be written

down. $300/month, in fact, barely covers the operating costs associated with

such a program.

However, assuming a 121a tajc agreement and MHFA financing (column (3)),

the $300/month rent level can be achieved by financing $18,500 through MHFA

and writing down the reamining development costs. As development costs increase,

;he write-down proportion would have to increase as well. Thus the average

>frite-down cost for a four year program would be about $38,000/unit.

In order to obtain maximum leveraging from the $1,750,000 annual UDAG

^ay-back, and to serve programmatic objectives as well, the City should float

i teuc-exempt revenue bond using the $1,750,000 to pay it off over 15 years.

Allowing $150,000 annually for service costs, and estimating the interest on
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such a 15 year bond at 10%, the $1,600,000 remaining could finance a bond issue!

of approximately $12,450,000. This money would be made available to the
I

CDC, as needed, to operate its acquisition and rehabilitation write-down
!

program. At this level, about 325 units could be acquired over the four
i

I

year period.

A CDC-operated leasing program
I

A leasing program might operate as follows: the CDC finds owners of
)

units currently renting to low and moderate income tenants, without benefit
|

of subsidies. These units undoi±)tedly are marginal, not coitpletely up to

code standards and therefore can benefit from some repairs. However, the

economics of the housing market and the behavior pattern of the owners combine

to keep these units at the low end of the rent scale without allowing them

to fall into an uninhabitable condition. The CDC negotiates with the owner

to enter into a long-term lease for the rental units (10-20 years) , the pro-

visions of which would enable the CDC to pay the financing charges on a short-

term property improvement loan as well as annual cost-of-living increases on the

base rent currently being charged.

The owner benefits by having the property infsroved at no cost -- which

reduces maintenance costs at the same time - and by having a guaranteed rent

escalation clause over the long term to enable financially carrying the

building.

The CDC benefits by controlling moderate income rentals for the long term

because any sale of the property will be siibject to the lease provision. In

addition, the CDC might negotiate a first option to purchase at the time of

sale. This type of approach would serve to control the unsubsidized moderate

rental units in the impact area without acquiring them. The costs would thus

be less than an acquisition and rehabilitation approach. Assuming the average

moderate rental unit rented at $350/month and requires $4,000 in repairs to
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mcike it decent, safe, sanitary and suitable (without necessarily bringing

it totally up to code standards) , this leasing program could both reimburse .

the owner for these repairs ($4,000 @ 16%/10 years = $65/month) as well as

provide an annual rental increase (estimated at 9%, a 10 year lease would .

"•

average $50/month above today's base rent). Thus, the program costs would

average about $115/month or $1,380 annually. A leasing program involving

175 units would thus cost about $250,000 annually.

This type of program has its own constraints. First, it does not

subsidize any low and moderate income tenants directly, although by essentially

fixing a rent at current levels, it serves to bring those rents more in line

with low-moderate income levels over the next 10-20 years. A tenant paying

$350/month today should earn $16,800 to bring that rent within the 25% of

income ratio, but since the leasing program will pay the rental increases

for the duration of the long term lease, that $350 rent in 5-10 years (as

tenant's incomes rise) becomes a more reasonable rent level for lower income

tenants.

A major 'constraint is finding owners of non-rent-controlled units

(since this program must operate outside the rent control provisions, as

does the Section 8 program) who are willing to negotiate long term leases.

Using Rolf Goetze's typology of the seven different types of owners, we surmise

that such owners can be found, on a limited scale, who have marginal properties,

who aren't feeling the press\ire of condo converters, and who would appreciate

having repairs financed as well as rental increases (and full occupancy)

guaranteed.

A few statistics might be helpful as an overall perspective. According

to the ERA report, there are 16,768 total units in the Fenway and South End*

(iir^iact area only) ; 35% are unsubsidized units renting to low and moderate income

We are discounting Back Bay and Bay Village in this calculation.
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tenants (5,869 units). 15% are owner-occupied, which leaves almost 5,000

lonits. An average of about 30% are rent controlled, which leaves about 3,500 -

units in the category where the leasing program might operate. If only 5%

of the owners of these units would be attracted to the program, that would

provide the 175 unit program mentioned above.
(

The UDAG funds, if captured as part of the City's return on the loan,

can be used in other ways as well. In certain instances, the purchase of

the "development rights" of a particular structure may be a useful strategy.

In this instance, the difference between the value of the property calculated

on its rental income and the escalated value based on a speculator's rate of

return (for converting to condominiums as an exait^sle) could be purchased by

the CDC. This approach would allow the owner to continue to own the property

and to rent to current low and moderate income tenants while receiving a cash

payment which could be used for modest repairs. Rent escalations could be more,

i

modest, and the incentive to sell would have been removed. If additional
j

subsidies were obtained, rents could go even lower. The CDC would also have a

first option to ptirchase at the time of sale, but in any case, the building

could not be converted into luxury units. This program has been operated

successfully in r\iral areas in order to preserve agricultural land, but has

not, to our knowledge, been attempted in urban commimities. The approach

has cost and management problems such that it woiild be difficiiLt to operate

on a large scale. However, it is a strategy which can be applied on a case-

by-case basis.

In short, the use of UDAG funds should be kept open and flexible

because of the essential need for different strategies in dealing with

specific owners and structures on an individual basis. The CDC will have to

behave in many ways as a real estate entrepreneur, albeit with a community-

oriented purpose. There will be strategies and programs which open up in
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the next few years which are not known at this time. Yearly funding from the

UDAG pay-back will allow the CDC to capitalize on these new approaches as

well as the existing programs discussed earlier.

The fundamental point remains: the approach must be multi-faceted since

no one program will provide the revenues or the su5)port to accomplish all

the goals of this CDC mission. This report has suggested that the UDAG

loan pay-back funds could finance a 500 unit program, 325 units under the

development costs write-down component and 175 units under the leasing com-

ponent. In addition, 150 units should be sought from the BHA under its

acquisition and rehabilitation prograim. The remaining units needed to reach

the total program goal of 725 units should be captured utilizing Section

8 fvmds - units should be captured by whichever avenue they become available

Moreover, UDAG funds, (as well as CDBG funds, Self-Help Development funds,

AETNA funds or any other non-categorial source of funds) must be sought

in order to finance the administrative costs of the program (estimated at

$200,000 annually). These staffing costs are high given the complexity of the

real estate imdertakings involved, and they will not be covered out of

housing program f\:inds which will only cover management costs, not general

development and administration activities. However, should the CDC be

successful in acquiring the 325 lonits discussed above, the syndication pro-

ceeds available to it as local general partner in a limited partnership

arrangement should ultimately excee^' $91,000. These funds can be used to

support the ongoing administrative costs as well as to create more internal

subsidies for future housing acquisitions or leasing activity.
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ADMINISTRATION

Before the organizations and individuals of the Copley Place

impact area can decide on the form which the HPP

administration will take, they must decide on its goals and its

style. A Commvmity Development Corporation is, by definition, a

hybrid organization. It attempts to be economically successful

while at the same time functioning as a community based and directed

organization. This is an extremely difficult course to chart,

particularly in the area of real estate development. The primary

options for an operating style are the following

:

1. Commvmity Organization

A good community organization is broad-based and keeps infor-

mation spread about as freely as possible. Board meetings are open

and the constituency is urged to attend. . Frequent advisory opinions

are sought from the membership within its meetings or through polls

.

Policy issues are decided by the broadest possible body, rather

than the smallest. And, above all, communications are such that

nothing the organization does comes as a surprise to people it

serves.

You could, in theory, administer the HPP in this

fashion. Community meetings would help determine the
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overal5 of the program; an Executive Board would determine

piorchaategy and general offering prices. Newsletter

articlld report on buildings being sought and ones recently

acquirlock captains would be kept abreast of activities in

their
,

While this appraoch would assxire the HPP of general

broad torhood support, it is not likely to increase the

abilitacqaire units and particularly to keep purchase prices
7

down . \

2^^ State Entrepreneur

oB^the hand, any private sector real estate entrepreneur

who haJ^^^e goals as the HPP would follow an entirely

differ«P^oach. The entrepreneur would establish a number

of sep. ^°^^Porations ("straws") to negotiate options and

purcha Little if any information about progress would be

distr'- Policy decisions would be made as secretly as

possi'

sort of behavior will undoubtedly produce some puzzled

and i^gry responses from sellers and neighbors. However,

it fly to result in the lowest prices and the largest

posji^iinber of acquisitions.

, we have a classic confrontation between means and

endould the coalition of people and organizations concerned

abcising for low and moderate income residents of the Copley

Pipact area be more concerned about the goal of purchasing

7:s or about the style in which they pursue that goal?
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Ultimately, we believe the answer to this question must

be resolved by the groups involved. However, we feel strongly

that, in this case, the decision must be in favor of reaching

the established goals. There is no reason to establish an

ambitious program like HPP, with all of the enormous resources

and energy that it will require, unless you intend to succeed.

And the goal is an important, even fundamental, one — to retain

a heterogeneous population in the impact area. In our minds,

a strategy which deals realistically with those factors which

influence your success in concluding purchases, negotiating low

prices, contracting for cost efficient rehabilitation and securing

good mortgage terms is the most effective; it need not be unscrupu-

lous.

A middle path may be possible. There are undoubtedly some

owners in the neighborhood who would like to cooperate with such

a program if they only knew about it. These owners need a place

to go to offer their building. Similarly it is worthwhile for

people in the area to know that some effort is underway in this

respect. It may be appropriate to announce a modest program to

be executed by a small, low-key CDC, while at the same time a

more ambitious effort is xinderway behind the scenes.

Whatever is finally decided, we strongly urge that one element

of the strategy for the four through seven years be an entrepreneurial

real estate operation. This conviction forms the basis for a

number of our recommendations regarding the administration of

this effort.
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Policy-making

There are a nvimber of broad policy issues about which

decisions must be made. What kind of structures should be

purchased? What condition should they be in? In which areas

should they be concentrated? What general price range should

be aimed for? What priorities should be established for tenant

selection? How much rehabilitation should be carried out? How

nnich profit should be built into rents?

We believe it makes sense to select a small (3-5 member)

policy board to direct this effort, the members of which should be

highly respected neighborhood people who are clearly committed

to the goals of the project. If these people possessed real

estate-related skills, this would be a distinct advantage but it

is probably not critical. What is important is that they be able

to maintain strict confidence about the work they are doing.

This board would meet periodically to give guidance to

the staff, measxire progress of the effort and evaluate the success

to date. They will need to work very closely with the staff of

the HPP and a soxind relationship of trust between

the Policy Board and senior staff is particularly important in the

success of the progrcim.

Acquisition and Development Operations

As noted earlier, we believe this part of the HPP should

not appear as a visible organization at all. In order to be
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as successful as possible in achieving the program's objectives,

there should appear to be merely three or four new small real

estate operators in the area, interested in owning or leasing

buildings, but not interested in getting into bidding wars

with other firms.

We suggest the following staff:

1 Director/Fiscal Officer (§ $30,000

1 Clerk/Secretary (Legal) @

3 Real Estate Officers
(Half-time) (§

3 Clerk Secretaries
(Half-time) @

Legal Counsel (various/
hourly basis) (§

$30,000



The three real estate officers and their clerk secretaries

would work out of separate store-front offices or even out of

their homes. These people might even be licensed brokers spending

half their time on their own businesses and the other half on

HPP activities not as brokers receiving commissions, but as

staff negotiating with owners before their buildings are listed.

Legal counsel for this operation is a problem. The least

expensive and most consistent way to provide the legal work

required for closings, counsel and an occasional law suit is

through a staff attorney. However, if the same lawyer begins to

appear in every situation involving the program's several real

estate officers, the central direction of the program will

become more obvious. As a result, our advice is that each of the

real estate officers use a fee-for-services relationship with a

different lawyer. Some legal advice will be necessary for the

director as well, and this is covered in our 25% operations

budget.

If the HPP is to operate over a four year period, we

estimate that the cost of the Acquisition and Development operation

will range from $205,000 in the year one to $251,000 in year four,

assuming a 7% average increase in costs each year. The cost of

this operation should not be borne by rent-paying residents, but

must rather be financed out of operating profits or grants. In

the early years, profits will be inadequate (if existent at all)

and grants are the only feasible solution, as the following figure
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FIGURE 4

Year One Year Four
Costs of Acquisition and

Development Operations $ 209,000 $251,000
Units under Operation 180 725
Acquisition and Development

Costs per unit 1,161 346
Profits on Operations
per unit (6% on equity) 264 371

Furthermore, if, as we are suggesting, the HPP operates by using
|

subsidy programs, the return of equity will be limited to 6% and will i

frequently not be available because of unanticipated operating costs, •

i

and will be diverted to limited partners if the projects are syndicated,
j

Therefore, grants (UDAG, private, CDBG, etc.) are the only practical

option for these costs

.

Management Operations

The management operations can and should be funded from the

operating income streams of the HPP units . Once units are

under control, the responsibility for their management should be

shifted to a single corporate entity. Volume is critical in the

housing management industry and this is particularly true with a

stock which is scattered over a relatively broad area in small

structures

.

Management fionctions include the following:

- Tenant Selection and Assignment

- Lease Negotiations

- Resolution of Tenant Grievances

- Legal Matters , including evictions

- Advertising, Outreach and Showing of Apartments
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- Rent Collection

- Record Keeping and Reporting

- Bill Paying

- Any other task related to the ongoing
operation of the units which is not clearly
a maintenance function

These tasks are time consuming and sometimes complex. This

will be true particularly in the HPP which we believe

will need to take advantage of a number of programs , each with

different bureaucratic requirements

.

We suggest the following staffing pattern:

1 Director of Management/
Fiscal Officer 1$ 25,000 = $ 25,000

2 Property Managers I 20,000 = 40,000

2 Bookkeepers (§ 15,000 = 30,000

3 Clerk/Secretaries @ 12,000 = 36,000

2 Tenant Service Workers ? 18,000 = 36,000
167,000

20% Fringes = 33,000
200,000

25% aterials, supplies, miscellaneous 5 ,000

5250,000

The director/fiscal officer should carry the major responsibilities

for overall planning and organization of the m.anagement and maintenance

effort, supervision of staff and overseeing of financial matters. Legal

and reporting tasks would also be carried out centrally. With the

multiplicity of programs we envision, and the resulting mass of
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bureaucratic forms and procedures, the record keeping and reporting

function will be a significant task. Other management functions

should be decentralized to two property managers, each responsible

for approximately 360 units. These people will carry out tenant

selection and assignment functions, lease negotiations, direct

supervision of maintenance workers assigned to them, rent collection

and resolutions of tenant complaints and grievances.

The two tenant service workers will respond to resident needs

and concerns that are not related to maintenance or other strictly

housing- based issues. Their primaury role will be as facilitators,

organizers and referral agents. Direct delivery of counseling or

therapeutic services would only be a duplication of the many social

services available in the neighborhood and need not be planned.

Maintenance Operation

The maintenance operation will be complicated only by two

factors. First, the scattered nature of the units will create certain

built-in inefficiencies. The time a maintenance person spends

travelling from one site to amother is time that can't be spent

actually repairing or maintaining the structures; this "lost" time

must be paid for, either in delays, in repairs, or in overtime

salaries.

Second, the widely varied nature of the anticipated housing

stock in the HPP means that a larger and more diversified

stock room must be maintained. A single 725 unit new development
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jas only one type of stove, or sink, or furnace, and therefore only one

•»t of parts. Fixtures that must be replaced because of a single broken

r worn-out part may be a source of replacement parts for other fixtures.
lo.

1 the HPP there may be 250 different models and brands of a single fixture,

lus requiring massive stocking procedures. This is costly both because

f the reduced opportunity for bulk purchasing of materials and supplies,

ni also because money tied up in inventory depreciates very rapidly. The

?P should deal with this issue by standardizing fixtures and materials

lerever possible during rehabilitation of structures it purchases. However,

-lis will not always be possible and the problem must be recognized in

adgeting.

A maintenance budget might be structxired as follows:

7 Maintenance Workers @ $15,000 = $105,000

1 Administrative Assistant @ 15,000 = 15,000

1 Clerk/Secretary (a 12,000 = 12,000

132,000

20% Fringes = 26,000

Contract Specialist
(electricians, plijmbers, etc.) 50,000

Maintenance contracts
(elevators, furnaces, etc.) 50,000

Supplies, reserve stock, tools 100,000

$358,000

2 administrative assistant to the director of management will carry out

1 of the centralized maintenance tasks. These include purchasing; record

iping; negotiation of service contracts; selection, direction and payment

outside contractors; and approval of bills. This person will not super-

56 the maintenance people themselves.
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Maintenance personnel will report directly to the property

manager to whom they are assigned. There should be one maintenance

person for approximately each 100 units , though this may vary

depending on the number of units within buildings and the clustering

of buildings. Work assignments scheduling overtime availability

and preventive maintenance responsibilities will be assigned by prop-

erty managers. Requests for outside contract services or mainte-

nance contract services will be forwarded from maintenance people

to the property manager for execution.

The attached organization chart places the information from

this section in an overall context. While this is not the only

possible organization system, we believe the generally decentralized

system is most appropriate for the HPP

.

One more comment is necessary. We have generally suggested

salaries at the middle or high side of the cxirrent range. We do

this out of the conviction that community-based organizations

frequently believe that they can (or need to) save a few dollars

by paying low salaries. This feeling is often reinforced by a

sense that people who work for the organization ought to "care"

about its goals and therefore be willing to work for less than they

can earn elsewhere. Too often, this strategy results in inferior

performance and disappointment by the commvinity as well as the

constituency - in this case ^ovr and moderate income residents.

We recommend another strategy. By starting out with the

intention of generating substantial salaries, the HPP
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will be c±>le to recruit the very best people available for each

task. If neighborhood residents can be hired, this is an added

bonus, but the first priority should be the highest caliber staff

that can be assembled. Salary is an important (though not the

only) factor in recruiting this staff and we urge that substantial

remuneration be an element of the Home Bank Program's organizational

strategy.
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Fenway Project Area Committee
167 Massachusetts Avenue
Boston, MA 021151(617) 536-2653

April 4, 1980

Mr. Richard Mertens
Environmental Review Officer
Boston Redevelopment Authority
City Hall
Boston, MA 02201

Dear Mr. Mertens

:

FenPAC, the community-elected planning board in the Fenway,
has reviewed the Draft Environmental" Impact Statement on
the Copley Place Development and has found inconsistencies
in the data presented, as well as disagreements with some

of the conclusions which were based on this data. Most of
our comments are limited to the sections of the report on
"Socioeconomics." Because of the possible impact which
Copley Place will have on our community, we believe that
there should be some response to the questions and comments
which we are raising.

We would like to note the following problems with the data
used in the section on Socioeconomics:

• Table 6.12-2 states that there was an estimated 7,656
units in the Fenway in 1978. Nowhere is it explained
how this number was arrived at. According to the

EFforT Profile, there were a total of 9,221 units in

the Fenway. What accounts for the difference in

figures?

• Table 6.12-2 also states that 40-60% of the units are

rent controlled. There is again no explanation for the

source of this data. FenPAC believes that significantly
less than 40-60% of the units are under rent control.

®

®
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• Table 6.12-4 states that 46% of the non- subsidized
housing is occupied by middle and upper income house-
holds. FenPAC believes that this figures does not
accurately reflect the socioeconomic profile of the
Fenway. According to the EFforT Profile, 72% of all
Fenway residents earn under $10,000. It is thus
unlikely that the figure of 46% middle and upper
income households is correct.

• Figure 6.12-2 which shows "Trends in Real Estate
Transaction Sales Prices" in the Copley place Impact
Area uses St. Stephen and St. Botolph Streets to
exemplify market forces in the Fenway. These two
streets do not at all typify the trends in market
values in the Fenway area and thus it would be
erroneous to base conclusions on the socioeconomic
impact of the Copley Place development on this figure.

In addition to problems with some of the data which was
used, FenPAC believes that some of the conclusions in the
E.I.S. are understated. We believe that there will probably
be more than a "modest" impact on residential rents and
property values in the Fenway. As noted in the E.I.S.,
the Fenway is likely to "experience pressures which will
result in the displacement of some students and elderly."
There will also be long-term residents of the Fenway who
will not be able to afford to remain in the community as

the demand for housing in the area increases. The Copley
Place development is sure to add to the displacement problem
in the Fenway and have more than a "minimal" impact upon
housing.

The E.I.S. fails to adequately address the displacement
problem in the communities which will be impacted by the
Copley Place development. This development may accelerate
the housing market activities which have already created
problems in the Fenway and thus make it more difficult for

those concerned with displacement to protect the rights of
low income residents to remain in the Fenway. As mentioned
in the E.I.S., there are community development programs
operating in the Fenway, including a land trust and two

CDC-initiated housing developments, which are attempting
to ease the housing problem in the Fenway. However,
accelerated activity in the housing market as a result of
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the Copley Place development will make it more and more
difficult for these groups to provide housing for low and
moderate income residents. Many organizations in the Fenway
are concerned about the tightening housing market in the
Fenway and the ability of low and moderate income residents
to remain in this community. The E.I.S. fails to adequately
address their concerns.

Sincerely*

|Mv(
Beth Siegel
Community Planner

BS:jl



Tent City Corporation
Old South Church
645 Boylston Street
Boston, MA 02116
April 4, 1980

C-9

Mr. Richard Mertons
Environmental Review Officer
Boston Redevelopment Authority
One City Hall Plaza
Boston, MA 02201

Dear Richard Mertons:

The Tent City Task Force and the non-profit housing sponsor, the
Tent City Corporation, appreciate the opportunity to submit the following
comments on the Draft EIR/EIS for Copley Place. We have received support
and financial assistance from Trinity Church to prepare these comments and
have jointly retained as professional consultant Harbridge House, Inc., of

Boston.

Over the past month we have extensively reviewed the Draft EIR/EIS
and have reached a conclusion that the dociiment does not adequately address
the potential negative impacts of the Copley Place proposal.

Specifically, our concerns relate to:

• The inadequate analysis of housing impacts in the Draft EIR/EIS.

• The exclusion in Che Draft of a description and analysis of

potential displacement of Copley area residents.

• The coordination of planning and design for furare develop-
ment in the Copley area.

We have submitted substantially identical comments to the Massachu-
setts Office of Environmental Affairs and submit these in compliance with
Federal law and regulations to the City of Boston as agent for the U.S. Depart-

ment of Housing and Urban Development.

We request that you seriously consider our comments and ask that
appropriate persons respond to the questions raised for each area of concern
as is required by both federal and state environmental regulations.

Yours, sincerely for all concerned,

/^//V^
/

Elizabeth Seifel
Executive Director
Tent City Corporation

John A. Bewick
Ken Himmel
Marvin S ifflinger



Comments Submitted to the City of Boston, Office of

Federal Compliance Concerning the Draft Environmental
Impact Report of the Proposed Copley Place Project

April 4, 1980

Comments prepared by

Tent City Task Force
Tent City Corporation

Assisted by

Trinity Church
Harbridge House, Inc.



Conments submitted to the City of Boston, Office of

Federal Compliance Concerning the Draft Environmental
Impact Report of the Proposed Copley Place Project,
April 4, 1980

We do not believe that the Draft EIR/EIS adequately
addresses the potential negative impacts associated with the

Copley Place proposal on the City of Boston and most particu-
larly in the immediate environs of the site. Specifically, our

concerns encompass three primary areas

:

• The analysis of housing impacts in the Draft
EIR/EIS

.

• The exclusion in the Draft EIR/EIS of a de-

scription and anlysis of potential displacement
of Copley area residents.

• The coordination of planning and 'lesign for future
development in the Copley area.

Each area is addressed separately in the following pages.

Some questions are limited in nature and concern confusing or

mistaken assertions in the Draft EIR/EIS. Others are broader in

scope and regard areas generally ignored by the preparer of the

report/statement. We look forward to seeing the responses of the

preparer to these questions.



THE ANALYSIS OF HOUSING IMPACTS IN THE DRAFT EIR/EIS
1 -

i

The questions which follow relate to the analysis of housing impacts

'hich appears in the Environmental Report and in the special study prepared by

Iconomics Research Associates (ERA) , entitled Residential Property Value and Rent

jialvsis for Copley Place Development . This analysis principally concerns a

ipecially defined impact area consisting of the Back Bay, Bay Village, South End

md Fenway neighborhoods. A broader area of housing impact is suggested although

lOt documented in the report.

Specific questions relate to:

• Assumptions made in defining the impact area.

• Assumptions made apportioning jobs at Copley Place to

(a) households in the impact area, (b) resident versus new-

comer households in the impact area.

• Omission of consideration of turnover in housing of workers

at Copley Place.

• Possible miscalculations of relative impacts of Copley Place

on housing demand.

• Contradictions in statements regarding scheduled opening

of facilities at Copley Place, and hence, regarding the

presumed period of impacts on housing in the impact area.

• Implications of selective inclusion of certain census tracts.

• Assiimptions about maturation of housing market.

• Description of housing impact from Copley Place.

• Effect of increased supply of affordable housing.

• Effect of decreased supply from conversion of residential

properties to commercial use.

• Impacts on housing demand outside the defined impact area.

Definition of Impact Area

1. In the ERA report, criteria for defining the impact area were based on

"neighborhood proximity to the proposed project" (page 5). Proximity

was determined on the basis of 15-minute walking distances from the (^I-l
site of Copley Place. What evidence is there chat such a walking

distance is accurate and appropriate for this determination?

2. Why was use of public transportation, such as MBTA subway lines, not used

in defining the impact area? Why wasii't the Lmpact area determined on the (^{-2
basis of 15-minute commuting times for walking and public transportation?



Why was Che impact area defined in such a way that ERA states that "the
largest impact upon the housing market as a result of Copley Place will (]~')
occur outside the impact area" (page 1). Shouldn't the impact area be so ^-—

^i

defined as to encompass most of the projected impact?

Apportionment of Jobs

4. The ERA study indicates that 41 percent of the workers at the Prudential
Plaza live within walking distance of their place of work, and that 29

percent of the employees in the Prudential Tower live within walking dis-
tance (page 64)

.

(a) Given these data, why was it assumed that only 19 percent of the Copley
Place work force would live within walking distance of the proposed
development?

(b) Given these data, why was it assumed by ERA that only 40 percent of

Copley Place workers would live anywhere in the City of Boston? Why
was this assumption made given the developer's commitment to hire 50

percent of Copley Place workers from Boston? Does the ERA analysis
indicate that Copley Place workers would be forced in the long-term
to move from the city?

(c) If in the long-term Copley Place workers would be forced to move from
the City of Boston to suburban areas, why were the effects of this

housing displacement not addressed in the EIS?

(B

Given the experience of the Prudential Center, isn't it reasonable to expect

that at (at least in the short-term) 35 percent or more of the workers at

Copley Place would seek to live within walking distance of the proposed
develocnnent?

o
6. If 35 percent or more of the Copley Place work force sought to live within

walking distance of the proposed development (at least in the short-term), O-l)
wouldn't this add greatly to the direct demand for housing in the impact ^

—

area calculated by ERA?

(£
7. The ERA report revised downward its estimate of additional demand for hous-

ing from Copley Place due to hiring of residents already residing in the

impact area. How did ERA differentiate between jobs which would be held by

long-time residents of the impact area and newcomers?

Omission of Consideration of Turnover

3. ERA calculates an increase in demand for housing in the impact area by com-

paring estimated total demand for housing with Copley Place to estimated

direct demand for housing of Copley Place workers and their families . When

the baseline demand was estimated, turnover in housing among existing house-

holds was included as a component of total demand. No similar element was

included, however, in calculation of housing demand by workers at Copley

Place. Why was this element omitted in these calculations?

9. Wouldn't there in fact be turnover in housing among the Copley Place work /'T"^

(S

force reflecting both labor turnover and housing moves? (t J



ii Isn't the housing turnover among low i-ncome and relatively unskilled

workers (retail, service, hotel and office clerks) , such as the majority
of the workers who would be employed at Copley Place, higher than the
average for the population due, in part, to high rates of labor turnover?

Ij. Using the 25 to 35 percent turnover rate used by ERA on page 68, turnover
I in housing of Copley Place workers would add a housing demand of approxi-

mately 200 to 300 by the end of the five-year period in which ERA calculates
Copley Place workers would seek housing, as shown below. Wouldn't this pro-
vision for turnover double the housing impact of Copley Place in the fifth
year?

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5

Izrease in Initial
Demand for Housing 200-210^ 200-210 200-210 200-210 200-210

I:rease Due to

iousing Turnover - 50-75 100-150 150-225 200-300

ae page 70 of the ERA study.

1. Including provision for turnover in the housing taken by workers at Copley
Place, wouldn't average annual demand for housing due to the proposed devel-y- » ,«-

opment rise to 400-510 units compared to the 200-210 units estimated by ERA?vi~-l-^>

P ssible Miscalculations

1. ERA calculates the relative impact of Copley Place as the percentage of total
demand for housing with Copley Place that direct demand from Copley Place
workers would represent. Don't the National Environmental Policy Act, P.L.
91-190, and Chapter 30, Sections 62 through 62H of the Massachusetts General
Laws, require that impacts be analyzed relative to conditions without the
proposed action? Why wasn't this done?

1-13.

1, Isn't it true that when direct demand for housing from Copley Place workers
is shown relative to total baseline housing demand, the percentage change
in demand caused by the proposed development would be 13 to 17 percent, Cl-1^'
rather than the 11 to 15 percent shown on page 70 of the ERA report?

When provision is made for turnover in housing of workers at Copley Place,
isn't it true the percentage change in demand caused by the proposed devel-
opment would rise to 32 to 33 percent, rather than the 11 to 15 percent
shown on page 70 of the ERA report?

( ntradictions in j^rgiiment

(mD

f Why did ERA assume that housing impacts would be felt gradually over a five-
year period when Figure 4.2-1 of the ERA shows a construction schedule in
which all major facilities at Copley Place would open in the course of a (J~lb_^
14-month period?

Given this staging of the project, wouldn't initial hiring of vorkers by ^ ,

Copley Place employers Tiiostly occur during the 14-month period, or winter vL"-'-^
1983 to spring 1984?



13. Since ERA reduced its est:i:naca of direct housing demand due to Copley
Place Co cake account of workers already living in the impact area, why
would housing impacts be delayed beyond the 14-aionth period?

19. On page 67 of the ERA. report it states "people will wait to see if they
like the new job before moving." How long a wait would be expected in th^I -]_'_)

majority of cases involving low income and relatively unskilled workers?

Selective Inclusion of Census Tracts

20. The ERA report indicates that, in the impact area, "rents and property
values have increased Co the point where they are comparable if not
greater than the suburbs" (page 3) . Is this statement true for all
parts of the impact area?

21. The ERA report gives estimates average monthly rent levels and vacancy
rates for September, 1979 in three parts of the impact area (page ^1).
The Fenway portion includes one census tract in the Lmpact area. The
3ack Bay portion includes two census tracts. The so-called "South End/
Bay Village including St. Botolph" portion includes ten census tracts.
Why was such an unbalanced division of the impact area made?

22. '.'Jliat, if any, differences can be found in housing conditions between
streets in the so-called "South End/Bay Village including St. Botolph"
portion of the impact area? In particular, differences between census
tracts 703 and 706; 707 and 708; 704, 705, 709; 804, 305, 806.

23. Is it really true that census track 709, which is in the impact area and
is bounded by Camden Street, Washington Street, Rutland Square and (1-23
Tremont Street, has average month rent levels property values which are
below the average for Boston suburbs, as suggested on page 3?

Maturation of Housing Market

24. Has housing in the entire impact area matured? If so, why is there such

an uneveness of housing costs and vacancy rates in different subareas? Vl-ZM

25. To what extent has the area matured? \^[~lD

26. 'Why is condominium conversion increasing so quickly if the area has
matured?

27. '.vliat areas are ripe for speculative demand? If one believes that housing
markets in areas influence other housing markets as they reach different
levels of maturity, then is Lower Roxbury, Roxbury and Jamaica Plain
the prime areas at present for speculation? Given that they are near the

Southwest Corridor would these suffer from increased demand and therefore
soecTjlation in ^reat amounts?



t?re of Copley Impact

While it is true that there are a great many variables that influence the
^^ ^q-

price of housing, why wasn't that of Copley Place described and qualified \i^^o^
' in more detail according to:

(a) The nature of the impact in the area cited by the study as the focus

of impacts, namely, South End census tracts 707 and 708 running from

Dartmouth Street to Mass Ave along the Southwest Corridor.

(b) The price inducements that would be caused by increases in real estate

values such as were associated with Water Tower Place in Chicago.

(c) The effective increase in demand for housing in the area even if people

cannot afford it (they will still demand housing even if they end up

living elsewhere)

.

(d) If the assumption that demand would be minimized in the area because

people could not afford to live there, why wasn't this demand ELSEWHERE

clearly identified?

Could this scenario occur? The South End areas nearest Copley would rapidly

escalate in price because of implicit property value increases due to their Q-29_
proximity to a $305 million luxury retail complex? That increased demand for

housing would occur first in these areas but as they became increasingly

unaffordable would move out along paths of development; i.e., the Southwest

Corridor? Would the Fenway and Lower Roxbury areas feel both of these impacts?

'< 'ision of Affordable Housing

I The Pr-jdential Center included 730 apartments. What would happen if Copley

Place included similar provisions for housing of the same type? What would

happen if more AFFCRDABLE housing options were provided such as

:

(a) Tent City.

(b) Rehabilitation of existing buildings owned by the BRA and the City of

Boston for occupance by lower to moderate income households.

(c) A condominium moratorium was indefinitely extended.

(d) More mixed income developments were planned for vacant parcels of land

in the impact area., and eventually along the Southwest Corridor.

(e) Rent control is extended /terminated.

In sum, how would an increase in supply of housing affect the demand

characteristics of Copley Place?



Conversion of Properties from Residential to Comraercial Use

31. No analysis is provided in the ERA report of potential impacts on

residential properties in the impact area in terms of conversion to

commercial use. The Prudential Center has a shadow effect on nearby ^J_^:
residential properties, leading to the transformation of upper Newbury
Street into a business/commercial strip with spillover changes on other
streets. Would Copley Place have similar impacts on streets in the South
End, further diminishing the housing supply?

Impacts on Housing Demand Outside the Impact Area

32. The ERA report indicates that the largest impacts on housing from
development of Copley Place will occur, as noted on page 1, "in neighbor-
hoods where the prevailing rent structure is more commensurate with the
salaries of the projects' ( sic ) employees, the majority of whom will be
non-professional." What are these neighborhoods, and how large are the
impacts they would feel?

33. The ERA report also indicates that the housing impacts of Copley Place
would spread throughout the city "particularly in areas along existing
MBTA routes" (page 1). Which areas along which routes would be most
affected?

1-3:)

1-3;

34. No specific mention in its impact analysis is made by ERA of the relation-
ship of the relocated MBTA Orange Line (which will have a stop at (\-3)
Copley Place) to housing impacts of the development. Wouldn't housing ^
impacts be likely to occur in neighborhoods served by the Orange Line?

35. The ERA report indicates that, in the impact area, "rents and property
values have increased to the point where they are comparable if not ^—
greater than the suburbs" (page 3). Is this true of neighborhoods v~^>
along the Southwest Corridor which would be served by the relocated MBTA
Orange Line?

n:
36. Would the combination of the opening of Copley Place and the relocation

of the MBTA Orange Line have any implications for housing demand and
real estate development in neighborhoods along the subway route?

37, The ERA report mentions that the peculiar geography of Boston results in

parts of the City of Cambridge being closer to the Copley Place site than
most of the City of Boston. Since Cambridge is entirely outside the 15-

minute walking distance used to define the impact area, what meaning for
the housing market does this proximity have? Is consideration being given
to use of public transportation? On what basis

^

38. The ERA report mentions that parts of the City of Cambridge are closer to

the Copley Place site than most parts of the City of Boston, the specific (\-'\
example given being Boston's waterfront, 'vliich parts of Cambridge would ^>—i^

experience impacts? To what extent would these parts of Cambridge be

affected?

n;)



EXCLUSION IN THE DRAFT EIR/EIS OF A DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSir
OF POTENTIAL DISPLACEHENT ' OF COPLEY AREA RESIDENTS

According Co statements made in the introduction of the Draft EIR./EIS

,

'.\e City of Boston has assumed lead agency responsibility for the preparation

;'id issuance of the EIR/EIS pursuant to Section 10^ (h) of Title 1 of the Housing

ad Community Development Act and HUD regulations 24 CFR 58.27 and 40 CFR 1501.5.

/.cordingly , the City is obligated to fulfill all environmental review responsi-

l.lities for this project as federal funding is being sought from the Department
( Housing and Urban Development in the form of a $19,724,000 Urban Developr.anc

iition Grant. Under an amendment to the Housing and Community Development Act

:i 1978, the federal government is obligated to insure that "in the administra-

;Lon of housing and community development programs, consistent with other program

pals and objectives, involuntary displacement of persons from their homes and

uighborhoods should be minimized." We are concerned that neither the developer

or the City of Boston—which as lead agency assumes the federal obligation—has

jLven adequate attention to this federal requirement in preparing the draft EIR/

i:s

.

rf In HUD's report on Displacement (February 1979) such displacement
as defined to occur when "any household is forced to move from its residence

y conditions which affect the dwelling or its immediate surroundings and which:

I

(1) are beyond the household's reasonable ability to control or

prevent

(2) occur despite the household's having met all previously imposed

conditions of occupancy, and

(3) make continued occupancy by that household impossible, hazardous
I or unaf fordable.

"

(Definition prosed by George and Eunice Greer, reprinted on page 5

f HUD Report.) On the next page of this report five kinds of displacement
hat result directly and indirectly from the administration of federal programs
re defined. The third, or so-called "secondary" displacement is "associated
eographically with Federal or Federally assisted programs (e.g., CDBG and
DAG programs)." Shouldn't the potential occurrence of "secondary displacement"
ave been investigated in this EIS?

xclusion of Consideration of Displacement in EIS/EIR

I. Although we would have expected that the socioeconomic section on

Residential Property Value Impacts should have dealt with this potential
problem, nowhere in the EIR/EIS has the word "displacement" even been vII-1^
defined. We could find no mention of displacement in the body of the

ioc-jment and could find only one reference to displacement in Table 4-2

on page 53 of the ERA report. In this matrix, which sijmmarizes baseline
izpact area trends, ERA states that for the "non-subsidized rental"
r.arkecs of both the Fenway and South End areas displacement will continue
and/or increase due to the upgrading of housing units . On the following
page in Table 4-3, is this displacement projected as decreases in the

percenta;|e of "jn subsidized units occupied by lower to middle income house-
holds and retired oerscns?



mIf 30, is it correct to assume that over 6,000 low to middle income
households will be displaced from the Impact Area? As Table 4-3
indicates, approximately:

2,500 households will be displaced from 3ack 3ay
2,000 households will be displaced from South End
1,500 households will be displaced from Fenway.

(These approximations are implicit in the percentage changes referred
to in the chart,)

WTiy with a description of such major amounts of displacement was there no
attempt on the part of the con-sultant to qualify and quantify this
displacement as a direct and indirect result of Copley Place? Gl"')

Obligation of Applicant

4. It is our understanding that the applicant for funding under the H Si CD
W

It IS our unaerstanaing tnat tne applicant ror runaing under tne ri 4« LU ^—

|

Act (the City of Boston as applicant for receipt of UDAG funds) is GI~v
required to "mitigate adverse effects" which may result from a program
thus funded. In particular, the applicant is required to "take appropriate
steps to minimize such displacement or hardship" as will be endured in

particular by "low and moderate income residents" (as required in HUD
regs 24 CFR 570.32). Is the City of Boston preparing a separate policy

j

paper on how it intends to minimize displacement? Should this be
''

included within the SIR/EIS?

As HUD regulations 24 CFR 570.304(b)(2) require that the applicant
include in its community development plan the actions to be taken to

"assist low and moderate income persons to remain in existing locations
when they prefer to do so and to mitigate adverse affects on such persons'

as a result of neighborhood revitalization activities," why was this
year's HAP plan not attached to this EIS as an appendix?

:(lE')

Is it correct that as the HAP plan is presently written, there is no
:

provision for the allocation of Section 8 units in the two areas referred/|j_
to by ERA as the major areas of impact by Copley Place, South End Census ^^-1-

Tracts 707 and 708?

7. What would be the housing impact of Copley if appropriate numbers of

Section 8 units were allocated to the area?

Characteristics of Residents who Face Displacement

©
Displacement is usually defined according to the characteristics of the

person being displaced. As the EIR/EIS indicates that the socioeconomic /^^\
characteristics of each neighborhood differ, as well as those of each

\ij_'y
subpart, why was there no detailed socioeconomic description of those
who face displacement?

For example, what percentage or numbers of the elderly populations of /fT'^
these areas face displacement? Vnat percentage or numbers of families? \ijj>



What racial groups associated with what household types?
11-10.

servation of South End as an Integrated Area

The South End neighborhood is referred to by policy planners and
urbanologists as one of the few Boston neighborhoods where integrated
living is possible. At present, according to recent Consensus surveys,

the total South End population is extremely diverse. However, indications^

are that increasingly a pattern of segregation has been occurring over the

past two decades as middle to upper income white households move into the

area replacing much of the neighborhood's lower to moderate income and

minority population. Was this trend considered in ERA's analysis?

II-ll.

If Copley Place serves to reinforce this trend, is this not an important
adverse impact of worthy consideration?

The Consensus survey data indicates that this pattern of segregation is

experienced unevenly across the South End neighborhood, with the areas

to the north becoming predominantly white and middle to upper income,

while southern and western areas are still occupied by greater numbers
of minority and lower income households. The two census tracts that are

rapidly beginning to change from largely minority and moderate income to

largely white and upper middle income are those referred to as the major
impact areas of Copley Place, Census tracts 707 and 708. Without Copley
Place what might happen in those areas? Is there the potential to

mitigate some of this segregation through appropriate programs?

11-12

.11-13

Is the induced increase in real estate values associated with such a

large scale multimillion dollar project likely to be a factor which
further accelerates this trend?

II-W.

:ription of Displacement Resulting from Conversion of Units

In the Retail Impact Analysis, Larry Smith and Associates note that

commercial spin off from the project will occur in areas along major
pedestrian and traffic routes of the impact area, such as Dartmouth
Street. Will this retail spin off result in the conversion of existing
uses into more intensive commercial uses? Isn't it likewise possible
that residential property will be converted to commercial use in areas
zoned for such activity?

Along what commercial corridors is it likely that displacement of

ii small business will occur?

Along what commercial corridors is it likely that displacement will
; occur of area residents as a direct result of such induced conversion

11-15

of resid

11-16.

11-17
ential to commercial units?



THE COORDINATION OF THE PLANNING AND DESIGN OF FUTURE DE''7ZL0PMENT

IN THE COPLEY AREA i

Copley Place will only be successful if it is developed in harmony
with the present and future environment of the Copley area. The EIR/EIS and
present design plans do not adequately discuss the coordination of the Copley
Place project with the two other major development proposals for the area

—

Tent City and the Southwest Corridor. We would contend that such coordination
is essential to assure long range, holistic development. The coordination of

the planning, design, and construction of these projects could result in some
definite benefits for the area and help to minimize potential negative impacts
associated with Copley Place. Some questions that need to be addressed in

terms of coordination are as follows:

1. How would the simultaneous development of Copley Place, Tent City and the I

Southwest Corridor help to minimize long-term neighborhood disturbances
related to construction? In particular, are impacts in the areas of noise, y^'

traffic, air quality, aesthetics, and socioeconomics best limited to a wJ"
short time frame rather than an extended period? Wouldn't it be better l"

that all three projects proceed together?

2. Isn't coordinated planning and design of Copley Plaza and Tent City
important from a public safety standpoint? Many of the buildings surround-
ing the proposed Copley Place site, including those on Tent City, rest
upon wooden pilings that are structurally dependent on the maintenance of /7
the existing water table. Shouldn't more consideration be given to the \^
potential impact from the excavation of the Copley Place site on the planned
development of the Tent City site?

3. Wouldn't coordinated planning and design of Copley Place, Southwest Corridor
Project and Tent City help preser-'/e the historic integrity of an area known ^-
for its historic landmarks? The visual impact of the three major develop- fv.
ments should be considered in an holistic manner to insure environmental ^,
quality. In addition, wouldn't the development of a coordinated construc-
tion schedule for all three help to assure that redevelopment will not in

any way damage these landmarks (particularly through the exposure of two-

hundred-year -old wood piling systems)?

dy

In the area of efficient energy design, couldn't all projects benefit from
an in-depth analysis by engineers specializing in alternative energy con-
servation and generation? Testimony presented at the Public EIR/EIS hear-
ing (3/20/80) indicated that the Tent City site could provide suitable
space for large underground recapture systems to serve the energy storage
needs of Copley Place. In addition, the integration of the heating and

cooling systems for the commercial and housing development on Copley Place
with those of Tent City could result in the conser'/ation and utilization
of waste heat through a district heating plan. Isn't exploration of such
cooperative arrangements necessary to achieve cost efficiency of all projects

and to the conser'/ation of our state's dwindling energy resources?



11

Isn't there a special requirement for such design integration of the
three above-mentioned projects in applying for state and federal fund-
ing assistance? Effective investment of our tax dollars can be assured
only through proper planning and coordination at the front end thus avoid-
ing delays and cost overruns during the construction process. Isn't there
a need for coordination of all concerned public bodies to achieve a plan
which can address the potential impacts of all projects and better capital-
ize upon the interrelationships of their designs.
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Robert W. Richards
114 Dartmouth St.

Boston, Mass 02116

March 22, 1980

Richard B. Mertens
Environmental Review Officer
Boston Redevelopment Authority
City Hall, Rm 948

Boston, Mass 02201

Dear Mr. Mertens

I am submitting the following comments relative to the socio-
economic sections of the Draft Environmental Impact Statement prepared
for the Copley Place Project.

It is interesting to contrast two environmental impact studies prepared
within one year of each other and both focusing, in part, on housing con-
ditions in the South End. In the Spring of 1979, the BRA released its

EIS related to the closeout of the South End Urban Renewal Project. In

summarizing the results of the 13 year renewal project, the report states:

The BRA claims it has done much towards realizing the

renewal goal of maintaining a mixed income population
in the South End. The BRA mentions two facts to sup-
port this claim. First, recent statistics show that

the South End retains a large minority population of

approximately 50% despite 12 years of urban renewal.

Second, the median income of the South End has remained
low despite the influx of middle class families. The
median income in the South End was S7,000 in 1977...

(South End Environmental Assessment, EIS, 1979, p. 7)

Although it is well known that many of the Boston Redevelopment
Authority's claims to successes in the South End Urban Renewal Project
are rather exaggerated, the conclusions as stated above are totally
divergent from the conclusions of the present EIS Housing Study done
by ERA. Here the argument is made that "Copley Place workers will not

keep pace with the rising costs of real estate ownership" or rental
housing in the South End (ERA Study, p. 75).

G'

^^^lile the BRA postulates that urban renewal helped to maintain a

stable mixed income population in the South End, the ERA study assumes
that by 1985 the South End will house in the private market only upper

Q'



income families and that people of lower income, such as those who will
work in Copley Place, will not be able to afford South End housing costs.

It does seem like something is amiss when two housing studies can
contradict each other so completely. If anything, the ERA study for the

present EIS, excludes any assumptions that would demonstrate the dis-
placement effects of Copley Place. It does recount the displacement
effects of the Prudential and John Hancock developments during the last

two decades. However, in a sudden reversal of logic it relieves Copley
Place of any potential significant displacement effects because other
so-called forces are displacing lower income people. This argument is

put forth despite the BRA's argument last Spring that the South End is

a viable, mixed income community.

How can the ERA study discount the struggles of our community to main-
tain a mixed income community? How can it neglect to mention even once the

potential effect of Copley Place on people of color living in the South

End? How can it project in such a cynical fashion that the "maturation"
of the South End housing market discounts any potential displacement effects

of Copley Place?

Many of us in our community have been active in the Citizen Review
Process to the Copley Place Project. During this process we requested
that an honest housing impact assessment be done in relation to this project.

Our concept of such a study was one that did not try to rationalize and

minimize what are the obvious potential displacement effects of this project,
but genuinely assessed the impacts that need to be confronted.

The housing study done for the Draft EIS is a sham and does a tremendous
disservice to our community.

To cite examples, we asked that "sensitive" pocket areas in surrounding
neighborhoods be assessed of future impacts of the project. What was in-

cluded in the study was a postscript v;hich pointed out that the Dartmouth
St. to Mass Ave. area is a "sensitive" area. There is no analysis of the

population in this area, that it is an area where predominantly Black
families and elderly reside who would be most affected by displacement
impacts of Copley Place. There was no analysis of the impact that has

already become apparent on the Tent City site just by anticipation of Copley
Place.

Finally, the ERA housing study did provide some valuable data concerning
the level of permanent jobs to be generated by Copley Place. '.>rhat the study
documents is that over 70% of these jobs will pay far below the annual salary
needed by ?. family of four to live in the City of Boston. 61% of the jobs
will pay less than $14,000 a year in today's dollars.

In the end, the request by the Copley Place developer for S20 million of

federal subsidies borders on the obscene. The project will create jobs that
will not pay enough for indigenous families to continue to live in their
neighborhoods

.



The Copley Place Project has lost its viability in our neighborhood.
It is too massive, out of proportion to our neighborhood, and will
generate negative wind and visual impacts that were only superficially
treated in the Draft EIS. The office and retail components are totally
out of character to our neighborhood and the Copley Square area.

Ultimately, the biggest insult this project presents to the South
End community is the tremendous energy and resources that has been poured
into this $315 million project while the Tent City housing development,
a $16 million project has been stymied. We must ask serious questions
about where are our priorities and who benefits from the expenditure of
our tax monies.

Until the Copley Place developer and public officials present an
honest assessment of the negative impacts of this development and provide
for concrete, positive steps to ameliorate and reduce these impacts, Copley
Place is wrong for my neighborhood and wrong for my city.

Sincerely,

Robert W. Richards
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Comments on Draft Environmental Impact Statement for Copley Place Energy

I. General Conclusions

The Fenway Energy Organization is a community-based group which has

been working since 1978 for affordable safe energy and for a local energy
plan based on renewables. The Fenway Energy Organization (F.E.O.) is

especially concerned with energy's impact on low-and moderate- income city
dwellers. Therefore, F.E.O. has a keen interest in Copley Place, since
an ill-conceived energy system for such a large development can wipe

out the efforts of hundreds of citizens of Boston and of the Commonwealth,
efforts directed at building a rational energy structure. Moreover, a

badly thought-out plan for Copley Place can mean almost intolerable
utility costs for the rest of the citizenry. The burdens of the energy
problem must be borne fairly by all. For these reasons, F.E.O. regards
Copley Place's energy choices as public matters requiring public discussion
and responsible cooperation by the developer.

Over the past months, F.E.O. has held numerous meetings and consulted
with several energy experts regarding Copley Place. Some of these experts
have contributed directly to these comments.

F.E.O. Position

1. The proposed project is not now energy- efficient by any stamdards

that relate to our national energy problem. The project represents

a wasteful drain on nonrenewable, expensive, and scarce resources.
Specific points and questions regarding the multiple inefficiencies
present in the proposal will be put forth in Part II of these

comments

.

2. The project as proposed tends to give the suppliers of energy and

local utilities the grounds to increase their fixed capacity, which
means disproportionate capital expenditures

,
particularly in a time

of high inflation. F.E.O. considers it to be particularly irresponsible
to buy utility electricity for space heating in the project.

3. It is essential that the proposal embody life-cycle costing , which
allows comparison with renewable energy and with the efficiencies
and cost advantages of cogeneration, (to be discussed in Part III of

these comments).

®

®
4. It is essential that the proposal embody a comprehensive conser'/ation- (4 )

productivity plan as regards energy, something that has not yet been \^
done.



5, The project must be tied in its energy efficiency to a

Tent City Development which meets the needs of the community.

Part II of this report will embody specific energy questions
for which we urgently seek answers.

Part III outlines the advantages of cogeneration for this project.

F.E.O. wishes to be a constructive force and offers its cooperation.

But without agreement on the points of the F.E.O. position stated above,

points which are concerned with the national energy crisis and the

providing of safe affordable energy to the citizens of Boston and

Massachusetts, F.E.O. cannot support the Copley Place proposal.

Fenway Energy Organization

Robert Case
Ellen Caracciolo
Marianne Crocker
Rosaria Salerno
Z. Smith (Physics, MIT)

Ambrose Spencer
Sam Znaimer (Chem. Eng. MIT)



Part II. Technical Considerations and Questions Regarding Multiple
Energy Inefficiencies

Overview

It is appropriate that the public be involved with the energy planning

for so major a project as Copley Place, for several reasons. First, the

project's developers are requesting $19.7 M in UDAG grants and a Section

121A tax accommodation—direct public contributions to an ostensibly private

development project. Moreover, as has been alluded to in the opening state-

ment made by F.E.O's Robert Case, the public shares a large part of the

burden of increased energy consumption in the international ramifications

of increased dependence of foreign oil, in the health and safety ramifica=

tions of increased use of coal, and in the environmental and economic costs

of nuclear power, acting as it has as a tax on the previous generation which

paid for its development with public funds and a tax on future generations

which must pay for waste disposal and plant decommissioning.

Thus, while it may be in the developer's best interest only t o consider

energy conservation measures with a two or three year payback time, it is in the

public interest to minimize the total energy cost of the project—utility costs

plus conservation measures—spread over a considerably longer period. In fact

the "utility costs" factor in this equation must be adjusted considerably
upward twice— first to include public subsidies to these utility costs, and

second to take into consideration just what these utility costs will be ten

years from now. In short, we must not allow today's deceptively low energy

costs to leave the public with more white elephants.

Many of the easiest methods for increased energy efficiency applicable

during the construction phase are the most difficult to implement once the

building is complete.

Yet even beyond these considerations of energy economics, it seems that

the developers have overlooked many of the simplest of cons er'/at ion technologies

which at little or no cost are available today and which would pay back well

withing the desired three year period.

Wherever possible, our suggestions have been specific as to both costs

and benefits. However, due to the ambiguous nature of the EIR and the un-

willingness of the developers (at this time) to divulge even the most basic
pieces of information as regards energy planning, some of our suggestions do

lack hard numbers. We emphatically request and look for-.vard to working with

project engineers on these issues.



The government has made it clear that all new construction projects are
obliged to carefully consider the impact upon the consumption of scarce energy
resources. The E.P.A. strongly recommends that all Environmental Impact
Statements include a section devoted to energy conservation. We are disappointed
that the Copley Place developers have chosen to honor this responsibility only
with lip-service. The few conser^/ation measures suggested on two sparse pages
(7-159 and 7-162) of the EIS are bland and undetailed; they betray a lack
of insight and concern that runs contrary to the national will and explicit
public policy. The developers have included in the EIS a breakdown of the
project's energy requirements. However, as presented, this information is
wholly inadequate. For an intelligent assessment to be made, we require a
breakdown of energy consumption not by fuel type but by end use. The break-
down of electricity usage into lighting, air conditioning, compressor operation,
etc. would go a long way in helping us to analyze the adequacy of the Copley
Place development. Clearly, such data were gathered in preparing the EIS.
We insist that the developers share this information. Further, we recommend
that the responsible agencies (EPA, State Office of Environmental .Affairs, BRA)
require such breakdown in all future Environmental Impact Statements.

(3

n.Q

1. Why hasn't, life-cycle costing been performed for Copley Place's energy
consumption needs?
Perhaps the reason is clear. Life-cycle costing would support the energy
program that minimized the cost of energy consumption for the overall
project. The developer, committed only to short term profits, could care
less about the high costs tenants will incur years from now. They cynica
reject financially soxmd alternatives in order to hold down the cost of
their capital investment. This is banditry, pure and simple. The developers 1

intend to gather their profits in the first few years and run. The project's
j

tenants who will be paying astronomical heating bills and t he people of '

Boston should not allow themselves to be ripped off so easily. i

t

In the EIS the developers commit themselves to fulfilling the energy i

conservation seciont of the Massachusetts State Building Code (Article
22). This lenient code will soon be superceeded by the Building Energy
Performance Standards (BEPS) to be promulgated withing the year by
DOE and HUD.

2, Will Copley Place satisfy the BEPS requirements?
The articles of the new Standard are available in draft form. Are the builders.,

familiar with the provisions which will affect Copley Place? What revisions f
^

in project design will be made in order to comply with the more stringent V/
requirements of the new law?

We are appalled by the lack of concern shown for proper conservation.

3. How much and what sort of insulation will be used to minimize heat leaks?
What sort of glass will be used for the windows? Will the glass be

heat reflective or light reflective? Will it be double paned?

Back in the days when energy costs were low, large buildings were designed
so as to require simultaneous heating and cooling. The outer skin of the

building where people lived and worked required heating in the winter. But

the inner core where heavy machinery was located and which was insulated
by the outer section was air conditioned year round. Commercially

i!

c



available systems can integrate complementary heating and cooling needs

and decrease the total energy consumption. For example, horizontal

ducting can be used to channel hot air away from the core out to the

building skin where it can supplement other heating sources.

4. What will Copley Place do to integrate its cooling and heating systems?

Or will it continue a pattern of waste and exorbitance?

District Heating

®
A district heating system tieing Tent City to Copley Place is a cost

efficient means of improving Copley Place's energy efficiency. It would requi"

virtually no capital investment on Copley Place's part nor sould normal

operating procedures be disrupted.

The system is especially simple if Copley negotiates for hot water

storage on the Tent City site. But even if this arrangement isn't made, no

innovation is required. Copley Place will produce a great deal of waste

heat from air conditioners, compressors, and the like year-round. As well,

after its use, steam will be reduced to hot water. On average this "waste

water" will remain at a temperature of about nS'F. Ordinarily, this

"waste water" would be diverted to a cooling tower and then dumped in a

sewer. Under a district heating system the water's residual heat would not

be wasted. Rather, the water would be collected and pumped over to the

Tent City Project where it could easily fill the tenant's residential heat

and hot water needs.

This district heating proposal is known to the Tent City Task Force. They

are familiar with the requirements (piping, storage, back-up, etc.) this system

would likely impose upon site development. But, unlike the Copley Place

developers, have shown a committment to energy conservation. As part of a

coherent and cost-efficient program of energy conservation, they are considering

the implementation of various energy alternatives, including district heating.

Copley Place should look to its neighborhood and learn the meaning of public

responsibility. It should join with Tent City in conserving energy and con-

scientiously developing the Boston of tomorrow.



Solar

Copley Place is to be situated on a 9.5 acre site. To get a rough idea of
the availability of solar energy to the project, one may use the average figure
of 1500 BTU/ft2/day striking a horizontal surface during the heating seasons
(early October through late April) in conjunction with an average clear sky
probability of 45-55% (National Weather Service) to arrive at net availability
of 750 BTU/ft2/day. Thus incident on the 9.5 acres would be a total of

10

(9.5 acres) x (43,560 ft2) x (750 BTU) x (210 day) = 6.5x10 BTU
acre ft2day heating season heating season

6

Now the projected annual steam usage quoted in the EIR is 212.9x10 lbs.

'*-Tiile it is hoped that this figure could be significantly reduced via methods
discussed in previous and subsequent sections, it is interesting to note that,
using the standard heat content of steam ( quoted by Boston Edison Steam
Division) of 1000 BTU/lb, we find

10

(ji

solar incident = 6.5x10 BTU/ season » 30

heating demand/yr (212.4x10*^ lbs)x(1000 BTU/ lb)

This estimate ignores the fact that the high-rise hotels shade Copley >

Square in the winter months, which implies that the project receives more than
its horizontally incident share of solar energy, while it also ignores the fact

that not all of the 9.5 acres is able to tuilize the incident solar radiation.
Nevertheless, this ballpark estimate shows that solar energy can not be ignored
as a supplemental heating source.

Active Solar Heating

Active flatplate water heating collectors are enjoying a rapidly expanding
market. A rough estimate of their cost-effectiveness is useful to have on hand.

First we calculate the cost/BTU of oil heat using the estimate widely quoted for

1982 fuel oil of $2.00/gal

$2.00/gal X 140,000 BTU/gal = 2 x 10 |/BTU
0.70 burning efficiency

Now, using the ASHRAE figure of 2100 BTU/ft2/day for the available solar
radiation (year-round average) for a solar collection at 45" inclination, and the

mean direct sun of 50% in Boston (National Weather Service) we have

annual (2100 BTU) (.50 clear ) (365 days) (.55 typical ) = 2.1xl(B'

(domestic hot water) ft2 day daytime year efficiency ft2 r

heating season only (1500 BTU) (.50 clear ) (210 days ) (.45 ) = 7.1x10"* 51/

(space heating) ft2 day daytime htg. season ft2

r

where typical warm weather and cool weather efficiencies were used. Using the

industry av erage figure of $30/ft2 collector installed

active solar domestic water heating =1.4x10^ $/BTU yr = 7 yr payback
space heating =4.2x10 $/BTU yr = 21 yr payback



Thus active solar should only be considered as a possibility for domestic
water heating, unless some kind of annual storage were available, able to store
heat in summer for winter use. A more important limiting consideration is that
such collectors might only be considered architectually appropriate for rooftop
applications, and with an estimated rooftop area of 130,000 ft2, total available
solar collected energy would be limited to

rooftop-available _ ^ ,f,

active solar domestic water=(130,000 ft^) (2.1x10^ BTU/ft'^yr.) (.7) =1.9x10^" BTU/yr.

active solar space heating=C130,000 ft^) C^.lxlO"* BTU/ft^ yr.) (. 7>6.5xl0^ BTU/yr.

Furthermore, much of the need for domestic water heating could be alleviated
by the use of the waste heat content of the hot water left after steam heating
or air conditioning. Hence, active solar heating is not strongly advocated.

Passive Solar

Passive solar heating is characterized by simplicity of construction and
operation-it should require little or no energy to operate. Energy enters the
building via southern facing windows and is stored either in "thermal mass"-
concrete wall, floor on ceiling structures-or phase-change materials such.-as

the modified Glauber salts used in MIT Solar Building 5. Each of ties e items
needs to be considered in more detail.

Heat Mirror Glass ®
We have been able to determine no information concerning the type of

glazing planned for Copley Place, but considering the fact that most of the
exposed surface of the prefect will be glass, its' energy performance becomes
an important matter. In the past ten years, much work has been done on glass
which reflects most of the sun's energy away, to reduce air conditioning costs.
Such glass does, however, throw away much of the available solar heat again in

winter. While this elimination of natural energy flows makes the heating
engineer's job easier, by requiring less horizontal ventilation, it overlooks the
possibility for greater energy savings. What is needed is a glazing system which
blocks heat flow (i.e. reflect infared radiation of wavelengths greater than 3

microns) in both directions at all times, and can pass visible light (i.e.

transmit radiation with a wavelength of less than 1 micron) on winter days but pass
only a small fraction of this during summer days.

One approach to such a glazing system is to use heat mirror (Indium-Tin-Oxide-
coated) glass, in tandem with reflective adjustable "Venetian blind" louvers, as

shown in the figure below.

This system has a resistance to heat flow value R=5.6 ft^hr. "F/BTU, as

compared with R1.8 for conventional double pane windows and Rl.O for conventional
double pane glazings. In mass production quantities, the ITO coating for the double
glazed windows adds Sl/ft^ and the louvers (absolutely necessary only for
southern windows) add $2.50/ft^.

ITO-double pane, louvered:
Heat loss ^ _

(5634 'F-day/yr Boston) (24hr. /day) (1/5.6 BTU/ft^hr. 'F)=24,000 BTU/yr. ft^



Solar heat eain (southern windows only) during heating season
(750 BTU/ft- day) (210 days/heating season) (0.60 transmission) =94, 500 BTU/yr.fi!

single panel visible light reflective
j

Heat loss ji

(5634 °F-day/yr Boston) (24 hr. /day) (1/1.0 BTU/ft^hr. 'F)=135, 000 BTU/yr. ft^ I

Solar heat ^ain (southern windows only) during heating season '

(750 BTU/ft2day)(210 days/heating season) (0.10 transmission) = 15,800 BTU/yr. ft':
I

To calculate the cost-effectiveness of these alternatives, we need to know I

the cost of steam on electric heat quoted the developers. From this analysis, we
\.

assume it will fall somewhere between 2i/kw.hr. =5. 8x10-6 $/BTU and 2$/gas oil= i

2xl?-5 $/BTU.
j

2
Southern N,W,E !

cost/ft R Net energy gain BTU/ft^yr . I

A.ITO DOUBLE-
I

PA>fED,LOUVERED c+$3.50 5.6 +70,500 -24,000 !

(southern)
'

B. ITO-DOUBLE
PANED, NOT c+$1.00 5.6 -24,000
LOUVERED

C. STANDARD
DOUBLE PANE ? 1.8(est.) -59,000 -75,000
REFLECTIVE

D. STANDARD
SINGLE P.ANE

REFLECTIVE GLASS ? 1.0(est.) -119,000 -133,000

Thus, for southern windows, system A. would save [70,500- (-59, 000) ]=129, 500 BT

ft^/yr over conventional double glazing C, with a cash value of $0.75 to $2.60/ft
corresponding to a payback period of two to five years.

For N,W,E windows, B. would save [-24,000-(-75,000) ]= 51,000 BTU/ft /yr. savin
$0.30 to $1.90, corresponding to a payback period of one to three years.

The summertime light reflective properties of A and D are assumed the same,
but A will lead to greater savings due to its high thermal resistance during the
air conditioning season. Savings would be greater if A were compared with single
pane glass.

The calculations above are intended to show that passive solar deserves a

closer look than the one-sentence dismissal given in the EIR. They do not take
into account all factors, such as how the intermittant nature of solar energy
would change Copley Place's load factor and hence its utility rates.

Another question is that of heat storage, which might be needed to temper
the interior spaces from large day/night temperature shifts, to maximize solar
utilization. This question is discussed in the next section.

Heat Storage ,

The heat storage capacity of the concrete normally used in construction of \



^ .^ .^..^-^^.^^.L! ^ -.^ TiiMiiiiii' - '"' — ------

,3 4 ^ $ 100.1 0.2 0.30.4 .Oi7 1 2

Wavelength in microns

.

i Figure 10 . Heat Mirror transmission characteristics
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the floors of Copley Place could not be calculated directly, since the thickness
and areas of these floors and ceilings was not known. The heat capacity of
concrete over an acceptable temperature saving of 5" F is 160 BTU/ft3 or 1.1 BTU/
lb. It is assumed that this component of storage would not be the most promising
one due to the builders desire to minimize the weight and cost of concrete, especiaj.y

in the high-rise hotels. i

Instead, we suggest the builders look at phase-change salts as a way of
reducing both heating and cooling costs. For purposes of illustration, we discuss i

the Sol-Ar-Tile system produced by the company of that name in Detroit, Michigan.
This system uses a modified Glauber salt to store heat (220 BTU/ft2) over a
solid- liquid phase change which occurs at a temperature which may be set at the
time of manufacture (73" F is a typical choice). Their operation is simple. As
the room heats up during the day, the temperature of the air near the tiles is alio
to rise to 73" F, but no higher, until all the salts have melted. At night, as the:

room cools naturally, the salts freeze when the air below the tiles cools below
73", returning the heat pumped into them in the daytime.

These salts store 33 BTU/lb (as compared with about 1 BTU/lb, for concrete
over the same 5" F saving) and in the design discussed, each tile weighs only
11 lb/ft2 (the salt itself comprises only 6 lb/ft2) so weight concerns are
minimized.

In production lots of 10,000 spuare feet or greater, the price of these
tiles is estimated at $3/ft2.

Now if only solar heating is being considered, it may turn out t hat adequate
cross-ventilation from the southern parts of buildings to the northern parts may
obviate the need for storage. To make this estimate, total southern-facing
glazing would have to be known, a figure not at our disposal. But if time-of-
use rates come into existence as Boston Edison is contemplating, these heat
storage tiles could afford considerable savings, by being operated "in reverse"
during the summer, by freezing the tiles at night (when rates are low) and
allowing the salt to melt in the daytime.

We note in passing that if Copley Place's total square footage (commercial
and residential and hotel) = 2,000,000 ft2, these tiles would represent a storage
of 4.4 X 10° BTU, or roughly half of the day's heating consumption in the
original EIR, so some sort of heat or cold storage pond placed under the Tent
City development might prove well worth investigating.

Summary of Questions

Ql. What is the total glazed area? What fraction is of southern exposure?

Q2. What glazing was used to calculate heating and cooling loads?
What are its R-value and transmission characteristics?

Q3. What is the planned air-change rate? Will air-to-air heat exchanges be
used to recover heat content of exhausted air?

Q4. Is all of the heat content of the steam used in the heating processed, or is

some waste heat left which must be dumped?
Is the domestic hot water heated with this waste heat, or is it to be heated
directly with steam?

Q5. '(Vhat is the square footage of the hotels and the residential units? ii



Electrical Consumption

)

As discussed above, the question of whether Copley Place chooses to go with

the originally planned mixture of steam, gas and electrical energy or instead with

the all-electric plan which the developers disclosed was under consideration at a

recent Citizens Review Committee hearing, is of tremendous import to the

citizens of Boston. Simply put, the mixed source plan implies use of the nearby

fossil fuel facilities, since the steam must be produced locally, while the all-

electric plan implies nuclear-generated energy. This distinction is forced by

thermodynamics, since only 35% of the heat value of the fossil fuel is

converted to electricity, BTU for BTU electrical resistive heating would

always be about two to three times more expensive than the steam heating pro-
duced by the same (nearby) plant. Even heat pumps would barely break even,

since they move (on the average) two to three BTU's for every BTU electric

consumed.

While a private developer cannot be asked to take on a portion of the

publicly shared cost of nuclear generated electricity, we would simply point

three things:

1. The notion that Pilgrim II would be completed by 1985 (as claimed by

the EIR) is absurd.

2. The project, accepting public grants and tax accommodations as it is,

is not completely "private".

3. The political factors which make nuclear generated electricity cheap

could very well change rapidly in the next 5 to 10 years. If the

full costs (5-7if/kwhr) are reflected in the price cf the electricity, the

economics of all all-electric project could change rapidly.

If time-of-use rates are implemented, some kind of wintertime heat storage
and summertime cool storage system, either in the form of phase-change tiles or

in the form of a water-storage tank under some portion of the adjacent Tent City

housing development.

Questions

Q6. Please give a breakdown, by end-use of electrical and steam consumption, that

is, divide use into the categories space heating, domestic hot water, space

cooling, regrigeration, internal ventilation fans, pumping, lighting, etc.

!Q7. What were the prices quoted the developer under both the mixed source and

f all-electric plans? Do any other factors enter into the decision of which

I
plan will be used?

.Q8. Over what period are these energy costs expected to remain "stable"?

Q9. In the choice between electric and steam heating and cooling, has the

effect of time-of-use rates been taken into account? iVhat provisions for

storage have been made under the electric option?



Part III Advantages of Cogeneration

Sources: Cogeneration: Its Benefits to New England , Final Report of the

Governor's Commission on Cogeneration,

Data plotted from Table 4 - 1 on page 81

Commonwealth of Massachusetts, October 1978

Document *1500 - 9 - 78 - 1S0509

The Little Engine that Scares Con-Ed , by Tom Alexander pp81-84

Fortune Magazine, December 31, 1978

(source for installed rate of return on investment.
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iblyn A. Critter 52 Chandler Street Boston, MA 02116 542-5891

March 24, 1980
C-13

Mr. Richard B. Mertens
Environmental Review Officer
Boston Redevelopment Authority
City Hall
Boston, Massachusetts 02201

Dear Mr. Mertens:

In re State Identification Number: EOEA 03074
Copley Place
Urban Development Action Grant (UDAG) application

Please consider the comments on the Draft Environmental
Impact Statement (DEIS) submitted here by Carolyn A. Gritter,
Vice President of Ellis Neighborhood Association and Kenneth
J. Gritter, Architect and member of the Copley Place Coalition
for response in the final Environmental Impact Statement.

Report Section 7.1 LAND USE

While the project reinforces the existing commercial character
of Back Bay, it certainly does not reinforce the residential
character of the adjacent neighborhoods. Furthermore, since
the Urban Investment Development Corporation (UIDC) is requesting
a UDAG of S19 . 7 million as well as tax privileges, the housing
component should be substantially increased from what is
currently proposed.

Report Section 7.2 HISTORIC PROPERTIES

If a project of this magnitude is determined to be compatible
and complimentary with the nearby historic resources, then
we must question the judgement of the Massachusetts Historic
Commission. It is difficult to imagine a project which would
have a negative effect on the historic resources if the Copley
Place design does not. An oil refinery, perhaps?

Report Section 7.3 VISUAL QUALITY (b)

Many of the details of the visual quality of the project are
still not known. However, it is obvious that the overall massing
has been determined. Although the project does not violate
Citizen Review Committee guidelines, it does not represent an
imaginative solution to an admittedly difficult design problem.
The design is less an aesthetic architectural statement than an
expression of economic expediency. It is obvious that financial
and engineering concerns outweighed architectural and urban
design considerations in arriving at the present design solution.

®

®

®



Robert B. Mertens
Page 2

March 24, 1980

a solution whose lack of creative effort is revealed when
contrasted with other examples of urban design which have been
sensitively integrated into Boston's unique and historic
cityscape.

Report Section 7.4 PARKING SUPPLY (d)

In spite of public transportation, parking provided within
Copley Place, and consultant findings with respect to parking
demand, we think that the driving public will still seek
on-street parking in adjacent neighborhoods. The Ellis
Neighborhood already suffers from a high commuter parking
demand. We cannot accommodate the additional parking
demand of construction workers and eventually visitors to
Copley Place.

Because of our proximity to this project (see map), we request
inclusion in the EIS of the requirement that UDAG approval be
conditional upon the implementation by the City of Boston of
a resident permit parking program in the Ellis Neighborhood and
those other neighborhoods also requesting such protection.
We cannot stress too strongly the need for this program to be
in place before construction begins.

Report Section 7.7 WIND EFFECTS

Anyone who walks on the streets of Boston in the vicinity of
tall buildings has experienced the powerful wind turbulence
created by those tall buildings. Therefore, we think that it
is irresponsible to finalize working documents in preparation
of a late summer construction start without the benefit of a
responsible wind analysis to assist the architect in producing
a design which minimizes wind effects. It must be stressed that
the effect of wind turbulence is felt at a considerable distance
from its cause. Cosmetic architectural features, such as
canopies over doorways, do not adequately address the wind
problem. The real problem is the overall massing of the project.
It is clear from the sequence of design and wind studies that
the wind issue has been ignored.

Report Section 7.12 SOCIOECONOMICS

We urge that the UDAG be conditional upon UIDC's compliance with
Mayor Kevin H. White's Executive Order of September 11, 1979 in
which he stated that it would be the policy of the City of Boston
to give preference to Boston residents when hiring for publically
funded construction projects.

G

(



Robert B. Mertens
Page 3

March 24, 1980

Whatever changes ITDIC claims to have made in response to
citizen criticism, we suggest were made in response to economic
factors. These comments on the DEIS reflect our disappointment
that the Citizen Review Committee failed to truly influence
the developer. The enclosed documents represent a partial
written record of our attempt to tune the project and to
communicate the needs, the priorities, and the recommendations
of the groups we represent.

Sincerely,

Carolyn A. Gritter
for the Ellis Neighborhood Association

Kenneth J. Gritter
for the Copley Place Coalition

CAG:kk

Enclosures 4

cc: Environmental Review Officer, Executive Office of
Environmental Affairs

Representative Barney Frank
Representative Melvin H. King
Councillor Rosemarie Sansone
Councillor Lawrence DiCara
Councillor Raymond Flynn
Councillor John Sears
Charles R. Levin, Esq.
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F] -ose c-ill "-cstori L,.-.V office 'A-ith ccrrciionts -- 426-2.-:37

Thii Cor ley Flac? Coalition, a now actor -n the citi;:on revio» rro. •;:" r'ivi -vi ;:a lev

op;;i'":nt propoGals for the Coploy Place si're, vould liko to Ac>;r:ov1 ':';:.: "^ ^-- :"'!'•:

work doiie for conuniinities under the Icduc-rship of r-.'of ...•c-or Tupjiy L;e Ly .he

Citizen Review Cor?JTiittees active during 1977 and 1978.

In the 'nonths since the T-.irr.pike Authority ";nd UIDC sicned a lease in Dece:''.ber,

our coalition of concerned corrijriunities ond institutions has fo-.ned a3 an c;rjoi;:g

cor.utiunity monitoring orcup. Anong the ivrs:L!es we have di':cu:5sed is citi-Ten

review. Ke propose that t'nis new round of CRC wi^r-: shops consider ad;u:>f'n7 'he

citizen review process to address the following cciicerns:

. Are organizations or individuals mem-bers of the citizen review con-jnittfe?

Will there be defined menOvership? i-Hio will the members be?

. Will participants in workshops be encouraged to introduce th'.nselves a.fr. .heir

affiliations? It would be helpful to knov; wr,at expertise is available to be
called upon, and •.•.hat coia.'r,.'nitics and institutions are represented. Perhaps a

rr..itter of particular iinport will cone up for dic-ci:ssion on a day when the ::-s?-.

L^trongly iinpacied cpirmunity is unrcprec-eijced.

. Crxn thie v.'ork.siiop ^jessions be set up to encou'-age discussion "ind citizen
response? Both citizens and developers will boriefit from a feedback procc:is.

. Can the process develop an accountable group of citi~en represeptoti\ c:? wi ••h

a clear decision -.aking or voting process?

. Kill there be KVL'jconnniti.ees focussing on specific issues such as parkiric?

. Viill there be staff uime available for and accour-.table to citizens?

. '."nat process will be xised for contiiniinc; cir.i.:,:-n 'eview of the divelo^-.'..^^.

after a plan is defined? v.'.nen citizens work ic.ng and r,ard tov.ard an acco:.-. \:.le

dc-velcpmenu plan, tliey have made a com.mitvment to watch it tr^rouch to cor'plc-

tion. Kow can citizen review be supported throughout the design and ijuilcing phase'.

'."e T'Ote thie suggestion that there he an agi.-nda/steering connni r tee co-pr^ed of
"rof.'srjor T..ee, Jeff Ch.Tiu'-a of the HrA, and rZd Sa';.'!C--rs of /he '"it -.pi-.: %; hovi ty

,

and two citizen ropres^nrai-.ives. We o-je^tion this t.w-op'jsal . It .-.'o^^ld be
difficult to choose two volunteers v.-.-jO could propc-.rly fulfill LIils lole. :0 be
appropriately representative would require th.-it th.o tv;o selc-ct.ed vol -.'n tee r.- ':'. ly

in frequent, contir.uing :or;^3ct with trie ir.'Miy iiro'ipT .iffected by th,e Gev<--'! ; --it.

'."he 3 te-r;' i r:'-' co.i-ni'.^oe in;''.- - • nos , it is i •.''.•i 'C :--'d , v\ ] 1 be o:-"'-n .'^nd -iro .vc"-'"..

.ve see little I-enefit in .r.-signati ng any i-v.'o u .. . c.^ -uj^h-.-vs of ti:; st.^i' •.;•:

co;n:Tiil.Uee : wo i-"ropose instead that ciuizens parui'.-ij a te as needed.

W-^en the fonnat .''cr continuing citi:>;n revi'v; is TinaTly iV.-ci led u:~'"^ri, reprc

-

i'enta t i\'C5 can then be selected by 3.n jgrcc-d-upon v'.'ti'']g or delega^'.icn. pr:r-.;r.



C V LEY PLACE C A L I T I C ;: c/o bosicn League of Kcnen Voters

5? Ter.ipU Place, Boston, l-h\ 02111 6 17/-.:0-2£5 7
:

August 15, 19 79

Professor Tunnev Lee PTOPS^ ^
Copley Place CFX

REDEtELiHIENT AUTBORlTf
Massachusetts Turnpike Authority o^^'"'' Ki:U"^i«r

Prudential Tower' L '^ j

Bostoa, Mi\ 02199

Dear Tunney Lee:

The Copley Place Coalition is pleased to see that many items we recocmended
were included in the outline for the housing impact analysis of the Copley
Place Project. However, as previously discussed, we feel that an impact

analysis must also lead to the formulation of measures to mitigate documented
impacts. Since previous housing impact sutdies have shown that the Copley
Place Project will have serious impact on houwing for low and moderate income

households, especially in the South End, we recommend that this analysis in-

clude suggestions for specific policies, programs, and assistance that could
be initiated by the developer, local government, the State, and. the Federal
Government to alleviate, ameliorate, reduce or eliminate the potential nega-
tive housing impacts.

It seems inappropriate to assign this function to the BRA, because the BRA
will be involved with the preparation of the UDAG and the 12 lA agreem.ent.

Additional, separate technical assistance is needed.

The CRC would be an appropriate body to formulate such recommendations, as

long as appropriate technical c'ssistance were made available. We again urge
you and the Turnpike Authority to provide the CRC some technical assistance
in this matter. Given the time requirements and the expertise needed to for-
mulate such recommendations, it is imperative that the CRC be allocated
technical assistance immediately. Since the Copley Place Project v;ill now
seek large amounts of federal funds, which are supposed to aid lew and moderate
income communities, it is even more important that these impacts are dealt
v;ith realistically and innovatively

.

In summary, we urge you, the Turnpike Authority, the BRA, and UIDC to reach
a con:>encus that real staff suppoirt is a legitimc-.te need in thi; CRC process.
In lioiising and community economic development, citizens critically need
expert: advocates for their concerns—essential, legitimate, and crucial con-
cerns in this development.

Sincerely,

Jane I^cwers

for the Copley Place Coalition

cc: John Dr is coll
Ed Sauiuiers

Robert Rvnn
J-If Ch:-ur3



LEY PLACE COALITION

k. F. .'-LACE, BOSTC;,, ..:AS5ACHUSETTS 021 i 1 42e-^i;37

PRESS RELEASE
(NOT FOR RELEASE BEFORE AI^I PAPERS OF MO^'DAY, APRIL 2)

Contact: Jane Bovs'ers

426-2857 or 536-342S
or Kenneth D. Campbell

267-157S

Mayor against 2nd Hotel in Copley Place;

Offers BRA Design Aid to Coalition

Mayor Kevin H. VJhite is opposed to a second hotel proposed

by the developers in their latest plan for Copley Place, the 9.5

acre air rights site over the Massachusetts Turnpike land near

Copley Square.

"There v;on't be a second hotel there. As far as I'm concerned,

that's out," the mayor told the Copley Place Coalition at a I-larcli 24

meeting at Trinity Church requested by the group.

The Copley Place Coalition today released that nov;s and their

own position paper. The Coalition said the c-2velopar's px-cposal

for four high-rise tov.'ers on the 9.5 acrs sit? "is patently

unacceptable."

The statement came in a Marc^. 2 2 letter to Mayer Kevin H. Ivhite

frora Ms. Jane Bov;ers, the president of the Bc.-jtcn I/j:aj'ae of Uomen

Voters and spokesperson for the Cca litiori*

Tlie Copley Place Coalition i/.r l-.ia;.- ;;he Ls-.-^aae, the IViigliborhcoc

Assn. of the Back Bay, the Ellia i:3ich';0-rho':;r: :.c3.-.» of the South

End, the Tent City Task Fv .rce, SE2AC (t:.a Gou;.:h rr;J Troject Area

Ccramittcc), the St. Eol:olph street Ci:i::in.3' (:o::.:'i;- -c^-^, the Trinity

(More) (Advance fc: :'o:v:^ y, Arcri^ 2)



2 Copley P] . ro (Advance for Release Monday, April 2)

Church, the Old South Church, the Bay Village Neighborhood Assn.,

and residents from the Prudential and other areas of the Back
'

Bay and South End.
(

[The Coalition said the size of the development had nearly I

doiibled from v;hat was originally proposed.
j

"The development first proposed—and recommended by the
j

community in September, 1977—called for 2.2 million square feet,
j

I

about the same square footage as the John Hancock Building. It
j

has presently grown to a contemplated level of 3.7 million square

feet, twice that of John Hancock," the Coalition said, A chart

prepared by the Coalition showed the changes in the project in

the 5 development proposals over the last 18 months.

"Tlie retail space proposed was alraost double that of Prudential'

Center's mall and attached department stores (Saks and Lord &

Taylor), and almost double the space of the Chestnut Hill Shopping

Mall^ It is also double the developer's original proposal.

"The square foorage, 3,700,000 on a 9 1/2 acre site, would

bring about a density do'oble that of Prudential, which includes

5,800,000 square feet on a 3 1 acre site.

"ive are united in opposing a project of this size, " said trie

Coalition, which favors development on tlia site. "The history of

the project has been that each new proposal offered by the developer

is larger than the one before.

"Tlie developer is currently talking about four high-rise

buildings. This is patently unacceptable."

(More) (Advance for J-londay, April 2)



3 Copley Place (Advance for Release Monday, April 2)

j Tlie Coalition proposed a developrr.ent of one hotel, one office

I

building, the original 100 to 150 units of housing, and a retail

development balanced 50-50 between one large department store (or

two large specialty stores), and small retail shops. "Department

stores are necessary to draw customers, small shops provide the

balance," the Coalition said.

At the Coalition's meeting, the mayor said the Urban Investment

& Development Co. (UIDC), Chicago developers, had not been sensitive

to the architectural scale of Boston in their first plan. That

first plan featured one hotel, one office building, a major retail

development, about 150 units of housing, and a major parking garage.

"It jusc wasn't sensitive, that's all there is to it," VThite said

at the meeting in tlie library of the Trinity Church in Copley Square.

V.Trite told the Coalition members that the problem v;ith the

::itizen participation in Ccploy Place v/as that it had v/aited for

proposals frora the developer, and t'ien reacted. He suggested that

low that there is an extended deadline, the group should get

togetlier v/ith the Boston Redevelopment Authority (ERA) and have

some rough plans drav/n up of v.-nEit th.o group \iaii.ts , so that the

:ilternativi-3 can Ls o::'..:Tdricr: = The Coalition menibers rs-dily accepter

the mayor's offer of design aid.

Robert Ryan, tlie c::2cuci-.'0 director of the B3^'., told the group

tiiat tiie city hacl cufCicient ccr-trol over zoning 2nd design of t'ne

project through tV.i CV.'v-tor 12 lA spo-c:.al tax agreer.ient required

from the il?.~., Rv'r n^ic't. li^l^r that the 3r^A v;ould review the
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development program v.'hen it was submitted. "If it includes two

hotels, v;e'll discuss it further with the mayor if it looks like
j

a sensitive solution," he said.

Before the meeting in the library of Trinity Church, the

mayor and six members of the Coalition walked around and -^through

the site, which includes the tangle of Turnpike ramps and property
j

bounded by Huntington Avenue, Dartmouth Street across from Back

Bay Station, the railroad tracks and Harcourt Street. The

Massachusetts Turnpike Authority property also includes the grassy ji

triangle of land that was the former S. S. Pierce Building site,

across Dartm.outh Street from the Copley Plaza Hotel, and bounded
;

by Stuart Street, Dartmouth Street and Huntington Avenue.

The mavor told about two dozen m.embers of the Coalition that
;

the walk had shown him hov; vast the 9.5 acre site was. He expressec

concern about the wind conditions. •
'

The Coalition has been meeting for the past several months I

because of its concern over the increasing size of tlie Copley Place

development.

Those concerns have managed to unite groups which have

frequently been at odds in the past decade of development in the

Back Bay and South End.

Ca design, the Coalition made these points in their position

paper:

— "The main entrance to Copley Place should be from Copley

Square.

--"Huntington Zxvenuo is a major street. It f^hould become a

(More) (^-Jivsnce for Mond-y, Ao^il 2)
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joulevard with hotels, office buildings, and the larger structures

Df the development.

— "The future Tent City housing and existing Harcourt Street

lousing require that the adjacent edges be built to a residential

scale.

— "The Dartmouth Street Mall (v;ide sidev.-alk) should be

continued frora Back Bay to Columbus Avenue as a transition to and

from the residential neighborhoods to Copley Place.

— "Buildings on Dartmouth Street must not be built to a

high-rise scale,

— "The triangle at the corner of Huntington Avenue and

Dartmouth Street should be the front door entering Copley Place

from Copley Square. Building on this triangle is especially

sensitive and at no point should exceed the height of the Boston

Pviblic Library or the Cci^ley Plr.za Hotel.

— "The development should avoid the loo!-: of one large building.

If different facades are presented, the visual impact of the

development v.-ill communicate a mere accessible scale.

— "To minimize undorsirable v.'ind, tov.-er buildings should be

located away from Copley Squ-.re c:id av/ay frcm Dartmouth Strtct."

Tiie position paper also a.sJiad careful consideration of the

shado'.-'s ca.-=t by a tov;or; a d^i^cn '..^.ich v;culd make pedes trains

v;ant to walk uhrour,^ it; ?.nd assurances that there be no shift

in the v;ater table v.-hi ch v,-culo adversely affect tli.vee major

historical landm.i.rks bv.ilt on pilin'^-s in Copley Square.

d CT'-' "T.-^ti en ~ cbcut tV;c d<-veloK^c:r ' s
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assumptions about traffic, parking, air quality, and construction

phasing.

"We have been particularly concerned that the total project

be designed and executed as an integrated unit. We consider that

to be the only acceptable alternative, and we reject piecemeal

development and construction as UIDC is presently conter.iplating.

We fear that if tlie developer finishes the triangle first, he j,

I

may not continue the more expensive parts of the development." j

The Coalition applauded tlie developer's plan for housing:
|

"We support development of affordable housing, especially for

families."

The Coalition also urged that the Tent City site (Dartmouth

St., Colum.bus Avenue, Yarmouth Street and Harv;ic'n Street) "be

developed for housina in accordance v/ith the needs and v.-ishes of
||

the South End Communi.ty. . . . Tiiis parcel snouid not bo consicerea "

for a high-rise building."' The effect of development on rents

and housing supply mur.t bo considered.

In its summary of the Copley Place development, the Coalition

stated: "A fine devulopmei: t on this site would be an asset to

our c cmm.unities.

"Together v.'e call for developa'ont that respects and honors

the grand urban design of Copley Square; that knits tcgetr.ar the

comjnunities of Hack Fay. t:ie So'.-ch End, e-.nd Kuntingtcn Avonue-Sr.

Botolppx Street; thab ?; .;r<-j;ig'_her;3 IZoscor. as a livable city for

present and prospective ro.-idr-r.ts rind 'visitors; a.nd that has m.axir.'.i."

positive impact on thc: qi;;:ii-;;.y of

scoial co'^t .
"

v;_i..^i J -.•-• ;-:lcc . c:: ;. .:i v: 7/v-;: :-'ond:^" . A.'jril 2)
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League of woMEl^J voters of boston
50 TlMPLE: place, QOSTO;.', :.';aSSAC:- lUSfETTS 021 1 1 42D-2857

March 22, 1979

Tlie Honorable Kevin H. V^Tiite

Mayor of Boston
Boston City Hall
Dor.ton, l-Ux 02201

,

Dear Hayor V.liite:

llie Copley Place Coalition loo]:s for-v;ard eagerly to our visit
v.'ith you toniorrow. V7e hope for a lovely sunny cay like tcday,
but v;g v.'ill go ahead rain or shine.

TIic agenda we have planned begins with a small group meeting
you at tlis Library of Trinity Ciiurch at 11: CO ATI (Clarendon
Street cntranc:e). Tnis group v.'ill consist of Jane Bov;ers,

EOF:ton League of V.^omcn Voters; Richard Booth, St. Eotolph
Street Citizens' Coraiittee, Inc.; Ken G-rittcr, Ellis Neigh-
borhood Association; Elliott Laffer, Keigiiborhood ?iSSCciation
of tjie Back Day; Bob Rich.ards, Tent City Task Force; and
I-iarian Ulir.-.c-in, Neighborhood Association of the Eac;: Bay.

vro v.'ill embark, on our walking tour of the Copley Place site
a!, that tine. Our v.-ar;:through indicates that talis will ta;:e

ii'.-.ov.t forty- five minutes.

V..,- vill then rrturn to the Library of Trinity Church., where
G'.ho.'.- rc:prei;entativcs of tlie co.-VAunity groups and instituTiions
oil t]ie Coalition v;ill be asse.T.bled to greet you. V.'e are
pjrnnir.g coffee and goodies. If you v;ould li];e, t::c group
would be pleased to hoar you say a fev.' v.'ords en your impressicn:
IV'.dividuals ir.ay v.'ish to highlight special concern.':; of t?io.ir

CV.U1 ai.i;.cciaticns or institutions.

'ilu.-rc v;ill bo approximately twenty- fi.ve people in this asro:--
blcige. Forty-five minutes would be an appropriate ti.me fra:r.e.

j::nclo:;ed v;ith tliis letter is a short p~per outlinin- Coalition
].-:.siti;'^nr ; th^.' Fin?' 1 R'^ccm-.iendH ti c-n s of tiie Office of St?-Lc

inn's Ci'-i:^;ens k>:.viev; Cc":.\ittee ; and an article from ':vh_e

^"c-;~;,, a publication of ili.storic HeighborhccJis Fo\.u.i;a-

tJ.c-; -.vii.LCii tne Coalition thip.k.r. is a good bac'-cground su:;.:^ ';_;

'•,;• aro grateful to you for giving us tliis time.

:3inc:o-:ely.

.;>:;.: '"OS



COPLHIY FL/^CE COALITIOl;
March 22, 1979
Statement of Positions

T]ie neighborhood groups and agencies th?.t form the Copley Place
Coalition are united in tlicir vital interest in any development
on the site bounded by Dartmouth Street, Huntington Avenue,
Harcourt Street, and the railroad traces. \\e are tliC people,
ours are the communities/ v.'hose I3 ves will be affected by the
developm.ent . Th.e groat institutions v.'o represent v/ill be the
next door neighbors of the nev; buildings Copley Place will
bring.

A fine development on this site v.'ould be an asset to our
communities

.

Together we call for development tliat respects and honors the
grand urban design of Copley Square; that Icnits together the
comLmunities of Back Bay, the South. End, and Huntington Avenue-
St. Botolph Street; that streng-^hens Eostci as a liveable city
for present and prospective residents and visitors; and that
has maximum positive impact on the quality of Bostonians

'

lives at minimu.m social cost.

\-Je are united in v;orhing to:

Maintain the qurlity of life for residents in the
ad j oin ing nai c-h^orhoods

Protect the fir.e buildings of Copley Square

Avoid negative impact on tiie business clim.atc of e;:isting
retail market'^ , including t:;e shops of Ne'.vbury Street

Protect th.e environment of '-oston for residents, v.'or]cer3,

and visitors

Consider iJne cco;;omic im.pact of the project on the fiscal
health of ziie city

Avoid dii:plac;-..\;.;it of tena^'its or homeov;ners.

T;ie Coalitioi:: has cc^':'. to agreement on guidelines in the
im.pcrtant areas of scale and use of tiia project, d.a;-:ign and
massing, i;r,pact on i\o'-;.aing and r.ai ghbo-vrlng develccma.at , traffic
?;".:! parking, and citi.::^-n rovicrv. Our p;;.-itions v;-re developed

"Guidel: ne;> " incorp.: .;{:. a..

1

in th :? Fina l . •oc^cmmcr.dgpioas (enclosed)
developed by tne Citlxcr:: Rcvic; COuimi. i.aeo lormed by i-ho

Office of Str, Lc; Pla,!-;riing. Our positions reinforce those
"Guidelines,." " .
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i
Scrle and Funct ion?

As v;c discussed the developnc^nt and reviewed the "Guidelines,"
j

v;e looked at the plans presented by UIDC (the leaseholder) in
1978. It is our understanding that these plans will no;
undergo major changes, but it may be useful to present some
picture of the size of the proposed develop:nent

:

The development first proposed to the ccr.ir.unities in 1977
called for 2 .2 million square feet, about the same square
footage as triO John Hancock building. It has presently
grov.'n to a contemplated level of 3. 7 million square feet,
tv;ice that of John HancocJc.

The retail space proposed v/as almost double that of
Prudential Center's mall and attached dep';rtmcnt stores
(Saks and Lord & Taylor), and almost double the space of
the Chestnut Hill Shopping Mall, it is also double the
cloveloper's original proposal.

The square fcctago, 3,700,000 on a nine and a half acre
cite, would bring about a density double that of
?ui-do.:-.:ial, vhich includes 5,800,000 sqvaro feet on a
thirty-or.e acre site.

V7e are united in oppo:;ing a project o" Knis size. The history
of the projoct i'.an been that each new propcsnl offered by th.e
develop3r i= la.'""r;r i';'?.i" tr.e c;";3 before. TiiO devoln-er is
currc.itly talkirg a/^out four high rise buildings. Tni?: is-
patently unacceptable.

Uses

vie bvilieve tliPt r.rr/ d-velop-ent on the Copley Place site should
include m5::ed c:\nd balanc^-d u?c. E:?::h of the proposed uses
presents problc:::.r; and b^. ^fizs that must bo considered.

guic:n:i inr^" is or.". tlinL '.;o could support. "Ihe prcpo^;ed uses
should iiiclude;

Retaii. •'.- crigin-tl 0!:^^ focused on lorgo-sc-le ret?\ii

hnve j:;:-o v •, b^jli:"--; r;:.i: retail -pz.c;^:; should b:. bal^nccc-
ac a L'O.' jC j;;;c1o 'z~ ~\: z- 2:': ?.?.rg? de^tjar rr. ent or s^-ccialtv
store- (i.:-.. soJZt coodv, :^uch c.s Filnne's or Saks) e.nd
ni-inllo : ;;:-li :^:ho-.-, lb--! retail space ahorld noc exceed
tnat r.Z::sd: :'. b'/ c. ;; d;.>T:-ruminc or t'-.'e l:.;r''o ET-^cialt^'
c-i-(ir-:^'-- a;.'- -n P_:^-.;o.:imr- iiely ezy.rl scviM-^i r/oc ::? oe of s~:all
'-' - ' .. . . . ^._ J. ^ .— .— ^jw..j- i_o >_.^ ...v c <-'.> oO .._;?. .J ,

.•:-!:-.a .
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Hotel. Only one hotal shcv.ld bi; ir.cludecl, and it should
be fitting v.'itn. tho rest of the ccvelGp.r>ent in quality.

Office Building, No n'.-ro the^-n ono offic3 i^uilding should
be includadf a-'id it fjhculd net e"C3cd the original height
guideline. Office louilclli.gs or-.-.-^ont special traffic
problcuic becnu.-e the tr-.-.fflc i'3 concentrated during rush
hours, and thtit sh.ou.lci bo considered.

rousing. The housing pi"- ts presented by the developer
in 1978 v/ere v;elccr:.ed anu positive. It v;ill be a benefit
to the projecu r.nd to Liie adjoining co.r^nunities to have
housing inclu.led in the cevolcpv :..;::, boch intrinsically
and in keeping live uses going throughout z.ie day and
evening.

Pes i en and l-'i a :j

s

i

n

cr

Tncrs are many ex':l ;:inr.' oppor":v-nities presented by developr.ent
on this site. It could reclaiivi a "no-van ' s lar.-.V of rarr.ps

,

bridg-es, and hazardous pedo-.. I'.vian ores ?ir.g.v . 7. lin-i could be
forned vvhich v.'ould bring tcgr^vhar the reighhorhoods too long
separated by uncrc?:r;ablo roac.v;;.ys . J'.: d an ivpcri-anc urban
space, Coplev Square, could j::o visually defined.

Hut we believe that overdevelop-.'-'?nt '^iil dos :roy llie qu^iii:i£s
idrat make this area of :3o~-c.-; ;:o "'vr-t^.v-olv . '.'-e project rhcuid
not introduce r.iore peep". a or car " ' '

'

effectively absorbed, Ihe c'a\ol:

it cverburcens c:cisting svj '.A-ia- .

nan cc-a .03

utilities, open space, and rerjidentiril neignborhocds

.

In terms of inassir'". the pr;
to the variety of cC'_,e ccnd,'

she- Id r^^:vT^end differentlv'

'Ihe main eritranca Lo CoL-.ir.y ?!

Sc'uare

.

:e should "rofn Cc'ole'

Kuntington Avenue is a r.va^or s'.ree':. it s;-.oula bccovc
a boulevard v/il;h hotcl^, o'fiC'- ;'-uildings, z-rid the 3v.r

structures of the devcl:-o.-^ent

.

The fuuure '^;-n t City h
iicusd./'^f:' requirT' t':--;t t

residci^tial scale.
>=

-''

The Dc: L b;oui-.h Street pall shea'
bav to Colur-bv- iivenuc a~ a ar
res J. I len.t'.ia j. ). >' a-v'i~. .'.'O:

Da rT.inr,'Vit!i 5ui:iet ].v-'.'.

n'.:inucd frc::i Eac}:

.a:;;. Buiidin-s c:

!^::;: ;je J.;;.:;. la \ <j -.1 i 1
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f

The triangle at the corner of Hujitington Avenue and
Dartraouth. Street should be the f::or:t door entering Copley

I
Place from Copley Square. Building on this triangle is

' especicilly scnoitivo and at no point should exccaa. the
heigjTt of the Boston Public Library or the Copley Plaza
Hotel.

I Ue believe there are advantages to putting the densest develop-
ment—the higher buildings—along H'Xiting-^on Avenue to reinforce
that street's importance as a niajor access into the dov;ntov.'n

a '-"c a •

Tnc dovelc;,:r.;ent should avoid the look of one large building.
If different facades are presented, the vi--^ual impact of the
dcveiopment v.'ill corLUiunicate a rore acccsL-ible scale.

To ninir^ir.e unders: rablo v.'ind, tcvcr buildings should ;-.3 located
a'..v.y froi.v Ccplcy Sc^uare and aw^y fron DarL'-outh Street.

Careful corsidcratiou ;r>ust be given to t;;0 nhadov; cast on Copley
Square and the Bac"-: Lro/ by tlie proposed tcv;er3.

Eo'jtrn is a '--al'-'-ing city and the design of t:iis project should
C'-i:--ure tL.-t pcdoj; trian ' s can got to and '..hrou^h it. As presc.-i.tiy

d-.rzicriad. the odgo ^ ar^ inhonpi-ab/e and fn^ Dailrcor:i/Stuart
Street Tunn-.i! too v.'ida and lev;,

'.hr:..-c: are three ma-jor historic-:! 1" ^.dr;.i:i".^ built en piling" in
Copley FyJ\i::C':i which couj.d b3 r ^s:.o s.rlir ;id.C:-scly af/:ocicd by
a EJiif- in the waf^r table. This is th:^;':-forG an i:"pcrt2nt
c or: :7 i ueration.

G—n of the nassing goals estrAbli-->.3.' by the C"C r.47-;?i-.

i^ ".
..^^-I:.'. '.i (p?* "7 o: S) are jjubj.^ctiv'. ;:y niture :;'nd v.ore

i' ^vii. w-n CO produce solution? to a:-oao rf gr^at cc;nc^;rn.

UTl-;: clainn to ha^^o responded to 'S.ir:v,a _ei,c;v;^^;end;: zioris , they
ciaririy have not.

T/ Hf "ic^_ai -^ Parhing

I iTic d'^:vel:: . 'ent of Copley Place v:i2 1 >:-.--j an i:"p"ct z^n the flov;

1 i
-

~. 1.

n cj
"1 ,'

\.*cr'*a" '.\i' ca-"'*^ot acccrr-t a c " :^!^'-'*'^/ .V;d * .::'"':;'• of

C:)e ccj'cox;"; '.'?. have is th.at t;'.j d -'cj.r".: ..; u'lad t'.o dlffsreni
«...- . .^J — ^.^ - . 1j i .^'^ — •-'-.I.. . 1. ^ -. - _..-... . _ t- 5- „', _ . ;,. .r - i .. It; ,;

tl'-.:: vi- :.u..Tly

v - . • - . 1 v::; \ '. ; . ^j ...
-•
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v.'ill bo coming frcn all directions. Tno plans must take into
account traffic from the nortr. and soutii ac v;ell as the ',;est.

The entire quasticn of the nurnh^r of par''""'ng spaces and
designa'cion of tiicir use nvcst b:.: rc-exanined.

Our concerns about traffic and p-r^.rl-iing rr,j.ate to bo-h the
construction phase and the comp j.euc^d dc-velcp.~ent . '.e are
concerned that construction true];:-; be prchijbited frcti using
primarily residential street?. To prevcr.t cruisiiig for par};ing

]

spaces and to provide for residenlr.s , th.e city must .linplement
j

an effective residential parkiiv./ pregran in the surrounding
|

neighborhoods both during and afcer construction vhich v;ould
include-; continuing effective enforce.r.en c and incro:.sed fines. i

i

IA rna-'or transit center v.dli be cccessi.'jJ.--- to tne project. i

Private auto use of Lhe project .vhculd be discouraged and acc-3ss !

by public transit encouraged. Particul;. r concern .i-:;ould be
i

given to the ni-?.ber of rush hour auto u--ors. Policies such as !

pricing of parking should be u:rod Lo di:;:-eurage cc::::.uter

parking.

.Air quality in the area adjacen- to tl-.r- garage o::i'ci-. should
be further anaj.yzed to ensure t'.-.-'.r. t'le r.j.aiity i.f pro^iocted.
Tna sti-dy done by the developer does no'.: i:,.jlude J;c air a\:ality
imPcict in all quadrants of the : djaccnt ari^as, in -articul-r
the TIarcourt Street a;;d adjacent: Sou-^h '..:'! areas. 7^11 quadranj;:^
ar'3 c-ually to be protected.

.-nasm:

Tiirou'vviout the citizens' reviev; p.rcce^-:s. va h.ave b.:-on particularly
concerned that the total projecr '::^. de^.i-: ;d and v::ocu^ed as
an integrated unit, Tvr^ consida ; i:;;at to , .: the only accept'blc
alternative, and v;e reject pieo_. .,:'U. d^_".'ala-.:..:ant and cans-:rue ::.ian

as Ut;^C is presently contemplate ay. ':?.: fa-^r thr t if l::^^

develoner finishes the triangle firvt,. I'e :.\-^-y nol^ continue the
nore o:aDonsive parts of the do\cl-^'-..:.c:':.':.,

Houy;yy;;

the Co.-;ley Place Coalition wo;;ld ];...a l.r) v : a ho -

as specified by the devolopar i:. -h-- 'iO~ : "-Jin^. .ire scale
and- location are suil:able, as is tta ca:' .iviaant to :resor"'i;
tl:e visual easement from Sa, Botolph S^raac:, \ve s'^pyart
development of affordable hcusipg, C3];.:.daily for families.

Tlie a^^lbch Associates roocrt on f:a c'a-.-al>.: :.-\an b i.r.dic:. i:ad :"

the demand for housing as a result of Ca;/o-- PItt'o could !(?
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hion as 500 units a year. Much of this demand v;oula he
fcit in the South End cornnunity in the forra of acceleration,
of e:'i?ting rapid rent increases. A second office building
v;ould furtlior e:-:accrbate the problem. •

I-i.any of us have been concerned abc.tt the conseqiAences of
tlicse pressures- on lev; and raoderato incorrie individuals and
far.-.ilies. Very little assistance iias been offered by the
Sta'-rc to reduce and ameliorate the irapact on housing a? a

resi'.It of this project. If tiiis project is to go forward,
tlic City, must ma]ce a firm commitment to guarantee that tho = e

people of lov; and moderate income v;ho v;i sh to live in our
neighborhoods v.-ill be able to remain.

Tent City

There ]\c.3 consistently be~n a strong expression by neighbor-
hood residents th.at the Tent City site in. the South End 'r.e

developed for h.OL-.sing in accordance v.'itii the needs and
v.'is'i;.--: of the South End conmunity. This housing should be
devclooed as soon as possible, in tlie sane general time
fra;:;c <-^;^ Coplc-' Place.

.•^ ->,-(.-•

'-;-•-!
Tlie cle .; i :.;•

; of tne Copley Place devGlo'yment should net h
a neg.v.tivo imp.-Cu on the design of Ton^: City., In par tiv_ ...j..-,^ ,

t]i: 3 pr.rcel sh.culd not ba considered for a high rise building,

Tiie n:\A must consider all these raatters as is reviev.-s the
projevt. The R.^.A is the planning agency for all t'ne City of
Bo<--;r,!::n end as swch m.ust m"./.c a comprehonsive revie'.v of any
such 1.' K'^e develcpment, VJe urge the D'lCk to include a prc^cess
o:;. ci ;:i^on reviev/.

Tiio Ccpley ri~ce Ccalitio.-. insists that the Ecston Redevelop-
i:.::';.t A:..:.hcrity institute ^^rong c ''-.': -.ar^ r?'--'.ew ccmmittcc.
Ue ^.-r.^;vJ:^;tand ricv.' compli'Z'tcd the pl^^.^ning process is but v;e

belicvv; that the af^'^ci.zd communitj.es and in-titu-ions hi.'"e

tlic- o-.:p^rionce and concern to assure that tl'.e project v;ill

f h^ve a positive impact on trie area.

A c'.':.^ . -^ revic:; committee mu!:t Lo !*-•" ::pcn^^J^•v;: r^nd mi^st ':.:.-:&

suf ;;j .:•!:;;: t accj'-s to staff svopoj-'t. '.nis is the only v-"ay to
assure a rensitive higli cu-li"y project, Th; project \:e ha—e
rev.'c ....'.d lacks iip.aciiiicitio. ; * IVhat should be r rchi'cccturf. llv
c;:ci;i:;g is only large. .To mu-jt dem'.nd a be\:ter solutic-.
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Richard B. Mertens
Environmental Review Officer
Boston Re-Development Authority
City Hall/Room 948 I

Boston, MA 02201

I

Re: Public Testimony/Mayor White's Executi\
Order !

The social and economic concerns of the Jobs issues for
j

the people of Boston must be addressed. Jobs will be coming to
i

Boston — but will Boston Residents get these jobs? The Mayor '

signed an Executive Order, September 11, 1979, stating that 50%
i

of these jobs must go to Boston Residents, 25% to Americans of !

color and 10% to women. This Directive is not just for permaneni
jobs after construction but for jobs during construction as well

t

It is nice to build a "New Boston" — but no one will be
safe in the streets if we do not get rid of the "Old Racism in
this City". The only way we can improve the Socio-economic
Environment in this city is to share the job opportunity for
All the Citizens of Boston.

I would like to enter for Public record The Mayor's Ex-
ecutive Order.

Thank you.

Boston Jobs Coalition
Boston Jobs for Boston Worki

Respectfully submitted,
IB

ronne C. Forrest
Labor Liaison
Boston Jobs Coalition



kCvin h white

CITY OF BOSTON
OFFICE OF THE MAYOR

CITY HALL. BOSTON

EXECUTIVE ORDER
l^iSL

IfflEREAS there is a very high rate of unemployment
in the City of Boston, particularly among the youth of
the City, both white and minority;

WHEREAS the effect of this high level of unemploym.ent
has a serious, substantial and deleterious effect for all
the n3i^-hbC/rh«jod5 of che City of boston, resulting in the
physical deterioration of the neighborhoods, vandalism, and
crime;

WHEREAS there is a particularly high rate of unemployment
and underemployment for Boston residents who have worked or
seek work in the construction industry;

VJHEREAS the City of Boston expends substantial siims of
money derived from federal, state and city taxes paid by
Boston residents upon public works projects in the in the
City, hence City residents are entitled to receive some
direct benefit from such expenditures;

WHEREAS in addition to the foregoing, the City is

intent on satisfying its statutory obligation to give
preference to its residents in hiring for publicaliy
funded construction projects pursuant to G. L. c. 149,
526.

THEREFORE, I do hereby order that the following policy
take effect as of October 15, 1979:

(1) On any construction project funded in whole or
in part by City funds, or funds which, in accordance with
a federal grant or otherwise, the City expends or administers,
and to which the City is a signatory to the construction
contract, the v;_orker hours on a craft-by-craft basis shall
be performed, in accordance with the contract documents
established herewith, as follows:

a. at least 50°i by bona fide Boston residents;

b. at least 25 o by minorities;

c. at least 10% by wom.en.



For purposes of this paragraph worker hours shall
include work performed by persons filling apprenticeship
and on-th-job training positions.

(2) Each department of the City of Boston contracting
with any private corporation or person for such construction
projects, shall include in all such contracts the prcvis'ions
of the City of Boston Supplemental Minority Participation
and Residents Preference Section to insure compliance with
this Executive Order.

(3) The Equal Employment Opportunity Contract Compliance
Office of the City of Boston through the Awarding Authority
ohall be responsible for monitoring and enforcing the
provisions of this Executive Order and the contract provisions
established in accordance therewith.

(4) I urge the Boston Redevelopment Authority and the
Economic Development and Industrial Corporation to incorporate
the provisions of this policy into all the contracts for
construction projects to which they fund or administer, and
to which, in their capacity as owners are signatories.

(5) I direct the Vice-Mayor, the Corporation
Counsel, the Assessor, and request the BRA staff to research
the legal feasibility of the incorporation of this policy
into the General Laws Chapter 12 lA process and if found
to be legally feasible, I will incorporate this policy into
that process and any other tax relaized development incentive
process

.

(6) I am filing today with the City Council a proposed
ordinance which will punish those people who would misrepresen
faces about themselves in order to become beneficiaries of
this program.

Ke7in H. White
Mayor

September 11, 1979

Date:
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March 25, 1980

City of Boston
Office of Federal Compliance
Boston City Hall, Room 958
Boston, Massachusetts 02201

ATTN Richard B. Mertens
Environmental Review Officer
Boston Redevelopment Authority
1 City Hall Plaza
Boston, Ma.

Re; DEIR/EIS

re: Draft Environmental Impact Statement, Copley Place

I have been a resident of Boston for the past 15 years, first in the

Back Back, for the last eight years on St. Botolph Street. The following
presents, in no particular order, some of my concerns relative to environ-
mental issues and the proposed Copley Place development.

1. Traffic . While addressing traffic volumes on major streets and at major

intersections and the projected impacts due to Copley Place, the DEIR/EIS
failed to study or report in a meaningful way current and projected impacts

on the smaller residential streets within the impact area. It is well known

to those of us who live here that the residential streets are already
unacceptably heavily used by taxis and daily commuters as speedways and

shortcuts to avoid existing congestion and traffic signals on the major
arteries. What common sense tells the resident about traffic impacts due

to Copley Place appears not to have been meaningfully addressed by DEIR/EIS
consultants whose vision seems limited to numbers and percentages of traffic
increase (and a questionable methodology) and reflects an insensitivity to

quality of life impacts to the neighborhoods. They seem uninterested in or

unable to perceive than an increase of S% or 25% translates into the realities
of increased automobiles, noise, and air polution. The DEIR/EIS "shows" that
noise and polution levels will not increase as a result of Copley Place, but

this appears largely based, as is so much of the DEIR/EIS, on averages (and

worst-case situations) of dbs and C02 levels, on abstractions, and not on the

more meaningful patterns of variations which is the reality for the resident.
A certain db or C02 level may be neither annoying or disruptive at a constant
or average level, but horn blowing, starting and braking, idling engines in

congested traffic, is. Even a S% increase over current levels is unacceptable
when unpredictable patterns of variations vs. constants are considered. While
St. Botolph Street residents should be pleased that their street was considered
at all (most small residential streets were not), the consideration was super-

ficial and was treated in the abstract as opposed to human terms, and seriously
underestimated both current and projected numbers of autos despite the fact that
a more detailed study was requested by the St. Botolph neighborhood association
by letter of October 12, 1979. While those representing the City at CRC

meetings tell residents to work out these problems with the City, this
neighborhood's request to the City nearly two years ago relative to traffic
volume and speed problems on St. Botolph Street has still to be substantively
addressed. The DEIR/EIS failed to provide specific programs to counteract
congestion resulting from Copley Place, failed to explicitly illustrate the

ripple effect of increased congestion at major points outward, namely to the

residential streets. Anything less than level-of-service C in residential
neighborhoods seems unacceptable, as does even a single drop in existing level-
of-service on any residential street. Where is City policy on traffic in the

residential neighborhood?

2. Parking . We were told at CRC meetings by representatives of the City that

the neighborhoods must assume the burden of seeking parking sticker programs

©

@

®
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in order to mitigate against the parking and traffic impacts of Copley Place.
St. Botolph Street requested a resident only parking program from the City by
letter of August 1979. South End neighborhoods had indicated an interest prior /
to this. Back Bay has also approached the City. The City, in turn, voiced its ('

verbal support for such programs. Yet, seven months later, nothing concrete ^''

has been accomplished for the St. Botolph neighborhood (the same has likely
been the experience of the South End and Back Bay neighborhoods). Regardless
of the fact that even without Copley Place, there is no parking available in
the City, the impact of those driving to Copley Place and "cruising" the
residential streets searching for nonexistant parking cannot be overlooked
and alternative solutions should be proposed and acted upon. The DEIR/EIS
would have one believe that because there is no available parking that the
parking impact due to Copley Place will be zero. This argument is invalid
simply because the "cruisers" do not know, do not believe, or do not care that !

our on-street parking is saturated. They will continue to "cruise." The argu-
ment is similar to the one on traffic which states that where streets or
intersections are already traffic saturated, congestion at those points will

{

not increase. True, it cannot, but backups will occur forcing congestion at
other intersections and alternative routes will be taken to avoid congestion,

,

namely through the residential neighborhoods. On paper the arguments have a
|

certain validity; for the resident, it will become a nightmare. Finally, the
DEIR/EIS failed to address alternatives to on-street construction parking during

,

the early stages of construction; on-site or off-street parking must be pro-
vided throughout the entire construction period.

3. Density and the visual impact . The density of the Project is approximately
twice the density of the Prudential Center and more than 5 times that of the
surrounding residential neighborhoods. While economics due to site difficulties
and efforts at massing and setbacks are appreciated, the density is in no way
compatible with the surrounding areas, most notably the St. Botolph and South
End neighborhoods. While the height constraints are consistent with CRC
guidelines, the scale and massing do not seem, to me, to meet the spirit of (;

the guidelines. From a pedestrian point of view, the Project will appear
^f

as a monolithic block and represent only an obstacle of a different variety
from that of the existing ramped spaces. The pedestrian is forced up, up,
into and through the Project and down, down, and out of the Project, or is

forced to walk around the site as is the present circumstance. This does not
seem consistent in spirit with the idea of preserving Boston, as many would
wish, as a human scale pedestrian-oriented City. The DEIR/EIS fails to show
why a reduced density is economically unfeasible, if that is the case.

4. Wind . The DEIR/EIS concedes unacceptable wind impacts at several intersections
and along certain buildings both within and along the perimeter of the site.

Yet, construction is to begin without wind tunnel studies and, again, no specific
mitigating measures have been offered. My experience in the past has been
that architects and developers have a different conception of what an accept- /:

able wind speed is than does the pedestrian. Again, the architect and devel- \
oper deal with numbers or abstract quantities and the resident pedestrian
deals with the wind. One of the more positive aspects of the Project was to

link neighborhoods by providing visually interesting pedestrian walkways. One
tends to forget that the pedestrian is the link, not the Project. How strong
will that link be and how long will it be sustained if the pedestrian has to

walk head down into the wind or, worse, opt to avoid the Project altogether?
Will the pedestrian amenities be sufficient to offset the obstacles of mass
and wind? It is inconceivable to think that the Project will be built and
then a look taken to see what can be done to lessen significant wind impacts
when these are already anticipated prior to construction. What guarantee do
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residents have that pedestrian walkways will be walkable in a comfortable
manner for children, the elderly, the handicapped, the adult in general,
as opposed to "comfortable" per some abstract standard that says humans
are comfortable walking at such and such wind velocities and at higher
velocities if they occur only a certain percentage of the time. If the
existing wind on Huntington Avenue around the Christian Science Center, the

Colonnade, and the Prudential Center, and the wind along Franklin Street
(my walk-to-work route, where there is considerable building channeling)
is acceptable according to some standard, then I, for one, do not desire
any more "acceptable" wind velocities.

5. Noise . See Traffic.

6. Harcourt Street Noise and Wind . The DEIR/EIS suggests that noise levels
at Harcourt Street will nearly meet or exceed noise level standards. Measures
should be taken to drastically reduce this impact on residential area through
materials and design efforts. The same may be said for the anticipated wind
levels caused by channeling between buidlings along Harcourt Street. I trust

that workable solutions can be implemented for this small area of impact,

although again, the DEIR/EIS failed to consider any specifics. Instead,

references are made to the "106 process."

7. Shadows . While the percent shadow increase due to Copley Place, especially
apparent in the winter months, appears to be relatively small, again the

Copley Square area is principally affected and quality of life is likewise

affected. It is another example of quantified data vs. human impacts that

is cited.

©

8. Energy . The DEIR/EIS failed to consider alternatives to traditional energy

sources. It failed to prove its energy program to be more cost-effective over
the long run than any other program or combination of programs. It simply •—

s

stated that Project capacities can be met by existing facilities in the (8)
conventional manner. This seems short-sighted and socially and economically ^

—

y
irresponsible. The same approach was used for water, sewer, police, and other
services. Interestingly, St. Botolph Street is currently suffering from

inadequate drainage systems and has gone to the City for help; police pro- ^^—^
tection for out (and other) neighborhoods has been cut back already. The (9)
DEIR/EIS would lead one to believe that not only are all services adequate V_y
at present but that the Project will not affect the status quo or add costs.

Numbers again, not quality.

9. Land use . Regretably, I must endorse at this time the no-build alternative.

I had hoped, though involvement in the CRC process to at least develop an

appreciation and understanding of the economics of building on that very

difficult site. That I did. But my basic feeling remains the same: the

negative impacts to the affected neighborhoods will outweigh the pluses to

the City. While the Project will fill needs for the City as a whole in

terms of office and hotel space and increased tax revenue, it fails to

convincingly show that it will concomittantly improve quality of life in

impact neighborhoods and institutions. The Project, sited along Summer
Street for example, would provide the same benefits to the City withour the

heavy disruptive effects and negative impacts on existing residential

neighborhoods. Assuming, however, that the Project will be built on the

Copley site, AN "optional" plan is preferred to the "preferred" plan. In

spite of the DEIR/EIS assessment of neglible impacts, I feel the traffic
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and parking impacts will be less without the Specialty Department Store
and reduced mall shops, restaurants and related service areas (with
hotel, community-based retail and parking remaining the same), especially
on weekends and evenings. If the or AN "optional" program is eventually
selected, the DEIR/EIS failed to address uses of the Specialty Department
Store site other than office. The alternative of additional housing and
other uses should also be explored. Something other than office and
hotel should be considered to offset the heavy commercial useage of the
s i te

.

10. Jobs , housing, displacement . In spite of the above, if the promise
of jobs for impact neighborhood residents were to become a reality and
housing needs met, I would support the Project. Even if jobs were a

guarantee, rather than a goal, housing issues have not been addressed
adequately by the City nor have proposed plans for new housing been
finalized, e.g. Tent City. By the time 1985 arrives who will constitute
the impact area residency? It was my understanding that the idea of
jobs for area residents was not simply jobs for area residents but jobs
for existing area residents to help preserve the "social fabric" and
economic mix of the status quo and help stabilize neighborhoods. Boston
is a City of great institutions; but its vitality and viability come
from the rich variations found among its people. Whether or not Copley
Place is to be held in any way responsible for accelerating the so-called
gentrifi cation-displacement trend, the City and perhaps even the developer
if necessary must become involved by action, not lip service, in solving
these problems. Again, the DEIR/EIS offers no specific plans which can
be implemented relatively quickly to insure jobs and housing for existing
impact area residents.

11. Protection to existing properties . This issue was inadequately addressed
by the DEIR/EIS. Prior to the start of any construction activity and at
certain key times throughout the construction period, all buildings adjacent
to the Project site, including Harcourt Street and along St. Botolph between
Harcourt and Garrison Streets should be structurally surveyed, with building
condition statements mutually agreed upon by engineer, contractor, and
property owner. This agreement should be part of the construction speci-
fications. Uncomplicated legal recourse procedures need to be in place
before construction begins

12. Stuart Street . Safe continuous pedestrian walkways along both sides
of Stuart Street is highly desired.

13. Harcourt Street housing parking . Again, the ratio of one parking space
to every two units, of housing is unacceptably low.

14. Traffic and Harcourt Street . Vehicular access between Harcourt Street
housing parking and other vehicular areas within the project will not be

physically permitted. Nor should pedestrians be permitted to circulate
between the Project and Harcourt Street housing. Vehicular traffic should
not be permitted to circulate to the Harcourt Street side of the hotel,
i.e. there should be no vehicular loop access around (encircling) the hotel
on any open level

.

In conclusion, I feel the developer has been most responsive to neighborhood

design concerns wherever possible, but the Copley Place Project seems the

(r

^

(I
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wrong project for the site and Copley Square the wrong site for this
particular project. I am basically disappointed in the DEIR/EIS which
presents only quantifiable data on environmental impacts without trans-
lating them into human terms and consequences. It seems to say, "Hey,

you out there, whatever you are - this is what you're going to get. We r^g^y
have a vague idea of this 'quality of life' you keep talking about but \*^j
we don't know what we can do about it. Besides, it can't be all that
bad because government standards assure us it won't harm you. Don't
worry, you'll get used to it." I also wonder where the City has been
(and I am a champion of this City). It would have been nice to see the
City actively go to bat on the side of the neighborhoods, even if on

only a few issues, rather than always be seen In the role of passive
compliance with the developer. Maybe I am not aware of all the behind-the-
scene's activity. Regretably, I do not have the answers nor the resources
to provide meaningful and implementable alternatives or solutions.

Respectively submitted, -

Sally Perry •' ./

Resident, 123 St. Botolph Street
Member, St. Botolph Citizens Committee
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COPLEY PLACE EIS PUBLIC HEARING

Boston Public Library, March 3, 1980

Summary of Testimony

1. Introduction - Peter Dinkel, Chairman

2. Project overview - Steve Eimer

3. Impact summary - Scott McCandless

4. Public testimony

(1) Webb Nichols (architect)

(Visual quality) - EIS can't evaluate what the project will look like.

Copley Place is unacceptable as architecture; it is the preliminary study
of a first year student. It is only luck that there is no impact on Trinity
Church, BPL. The BRA has an extensive design review process - why
hasn't more concern been shown? Good architecture is required, since
the project will be around for a long time. Much more work needs to be
done to make the project acceptable. As it presently is designed, the
project will be disasterous. The developer should forget the profit
margin and concentrate on good design. "Carl Sandburg wouldn't write
any poems about this project."

(2) Yvonne Forest (Boston Jobs' Coalition)

(Socio-economic/jobs) - Jobs must be addressed - will Boston residents
get the Copley Place jobs? Mayor's Executive Order applies to construc-
tion jobs as well as permanent jobs. Job opportunities must be available
for a\\_ Boston residents.

(3) Eliott Laffer (Neighborhood Association of the Back Bay)

DEIS is a vast improvement over prior EIR, but it still has some problems
for the Back Bay.

Traffic: substantial increase projected for p.m. peak. The existing

street system can't handle this. What about the cumulative impacts of

other projects (e.g., Hynes expansion)?

Parking : the parking deficiency will affect the adjacent neighborhoods.
There is need for immediate action to enforce resident-only parking.

These problems can and should be overcome. NABB does support Copley
Place.



(4) Robert Case (Fenway Energy Organization)

(Energy - slide show presentation) - Concerned with energy problems of

Copley Place. Copley Place is ill-conceived as an energy project. C.P.
must share the energy burden. It is continuing the existing energy
policy (reliance on nuclear, oil, gas, coal); it is inefficient (heat waste).
We must think of future energy needs (e.g., proposed Westland Avenue
solar energy project). Copley Place must consider solar energy, co-
generation .

(5) Samuel Zramier (F.E.O.)

(Energy) - No consideration in EIS of alternate energy sources.
Questions that must be answered:

What method of heat intergration will be used?

Will Copley Place be able to meet proposed Federal energy standards?

Has solar energy been considered?

What type of glass, insulation, will be used?

Why is the project considering going all-electric, giving up on steam
use (when Boston Edison actively encouraged greater steam use)?
What effect will this have on peak usage?

Copley Place should use the Tent City site for storage tanks to store

excess heat. C.P. should join with Tent City for joint energy use.

(6) Ambrose Spencer (F.E.O.)

(Energy) - Co-generation - explanation of process and support.
Example of how co-generation could be used at Copley Place. Answers to

some criticism:

NO - Co-generation has been used for many years in Europe;
problems have been resolved with controls.

Additional developer costs - join with Edison.

(7) Stuart Robbins (Back Bay Association)

BBA strongly favors the construction of Copley Place. Boston's survival

depends on maintaining its services industry. Copley Place is necessary
for this. Its impact is minor. Copley Place is an emphatic plus for

Boston.



(8) Rev. Thomas Kennedy (Trinity Church)

Copley Place has an impact on the future growth of Boston - the EIS
shows a lack of consideration of impacts, association of impacts. It has
certain negative impacts:

• destruction of the quality of the physical environment
surrounding the project

• drain on natural resources

• disruption of the social environment

The EIS has not adequately addressed these impacts. There also are
several problems with Copley Place:

• there is no parking policy to protect the neighborhoods from
the impacts of Copley Place

• the displacement of City residents from their neighborhoods

• there is no coordination by public agencies

• there is no comprehensive plan to deal with the traffic and
parking problems of construction workers

There is a need for coordination of the construction impacts of Copley
Place, SW Corridor, and Tent City - these three major projects must move
together. There will be major problems with displacement because of

Copley Place and SW Corridor. There is a need for additional housing
units. The City must use the UDAG payback for housing for the Copley
Place employees and neighborhood residents. The top concern should be
the quality of human life of the City's residents.

(9) John J. Kenny (resident, Boston Jobs Coalition, Welfare Coalition of

Roxbury Crossing)

The developer should be required to comply with the Mayor's Executive
Order on jobs. Boston residents must have access to Copley Place jobs.

(10) Marsha Wiley (SEPAC)

The only people who will be able to live in the area (South End) will be
the rich. The impact of condo conversion has not been considered. We
cannot allow the kind of thinking shown in the ERA report - that most
Copley Place workers will be lower paid and thus won't be able to afford
to live in this area. "A downtown country club is being created at our
expense." With a $19 million UDAG, the government could build 500
housing units. Housing is needed more than luxury hotels, Nieman
Marcus. Tent City - SEPAC supports the building of Tent City according
to the task force guidelines. Tent City must be built. If UIDC doesn't
support Tent City, SEPAC will do all it can to see that Copley Place
doesn't get built.



(11) Ken Campbell (SE resident)

Copley Place is too large, too massive - V-i times Hancock Tower, 75% more
dense than Prudential. The scale is not appropriate for the site. The
wind impacts are unacceptable; there is potential for more impacts on the
Hancock Tower. Ten to fifteen locations around the site are expected to

be problem areas. Copley Place already is a windy site. There are also

problems of pile driving effects, dewatering, on adjacent structures.

(12) Elizabeth Siffle (Tent City Corp.)

(Socio-economics) - Tent City Corp. and Trinity Church jointly have
retained a consultant to review the ERA report. There is a need for

greater attention to the use of other impact studies (e.g., Faneuil Hall).

ERA study does not specify the impacts expected in the Tent City area
and along the transit corridors. The displacement impacts - Fenway,
Back Bay, South End - were not considered. The ERA conclusion that

40% of the Copley Place employees would come from Boston is not in accord
with the Mayor's Executive Order. The potentiality of conversion of

housing units to commercial use (as has happened along Newbury Street)
has not been addressed in the EiS. The Pru provided 780 units of

housing to supply the demand of that project; why can't Copley Place do
the same? The demand impact calculations are difficult to understand.
The housing should reflect the income levels of the project.

C"18 (''3) Robert Richards

Finds discrepancies in comparing South End Closeout EIS and Copley
Place EIS (ERA study). An honest housing study should be done - the

housing study of the EIS is a sham. The Copley Place project has lost its

viability to exist in the South End neighborhood; it guarantees low-paying
jobs so that people can't afford to live in the area.

Q-"19 (14) Charles Levin (Ellis Neighborhood Association)

t

Traffic impacts - the impact of hotel -generated taxis have not been
considered. Taxis will have an impact on the South End and Back Bay;
they use narrow residential streets and taxi drivers are the worst
drivers.

Q-20 (^^^ Kenneth Gritten (Chandler St. resident)

(Wind impact) - EIS does not recognize wind impacts. It is essential that

wind tunnel studies be done.

C~21 (''^^ Myra McAdoo (Castle Sq. resident)

Wind effect - Copley Place will cause more Hancock window panes to pop. (

Availability of jobs for ail people - concerned that a large proportion of
j

permanent jobs be available for Boston residents.



Opposed to any loss of low- and moderate-income housing. Demand that

Copley Place include 1,000 low- and moderate-income housing.

"22 ^^^-^ Cole Harrison (All City Organization (coalition of city housing
1 groups))

Copley Place (and several other projects) will cause "massive"
displacement of "thousands" of people. Although the EIS lists a thousand
low- and moderate-income housing proposals, these have already been
promised by the City to offset the effects of urban renewal, etc.; they
are being counted twice. Demands 1,000 low- and moderate-income
housing units be bought (by UIDC) to preserve them for low- and
moderate-income residents.

-23 CS) Jack Mills (Fenway Tenants)

(Housing displacement impacts) - Copley Place will heat up the housing
market in the Fenway - this is an environmental impact.

24 (19) Michael Cain (Low Income Planning Aid)

The substantial impacts on the South End have not been evaluated, nor
have alternatives to mitigate these impacts (e.g., inclusion of Tent City

in the UDAG application). The job breakdown is not mandatory, only a

goal; this is a shortfall of the EIS review. The EIS is not adequate in

dealing with alternatives.

Richard Mertens
March 24, 1980
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Secretary John Bevd.ck

Commonwealth of Massachusetts dl' i.: I v'-; -'..-...l'; i.-.:.

Executive Office of Environmental Affairs

Saltonstall Building
100 Cambridge Street
Boston, Ma. 02202

Re: Pedestrian Wind Environment at Copley' Place (prepared by
Bolt, Beranek and Newman, Inc., June 1980)

Dear Secretary Bewick:

The presentation of pedestrian wind environment, with and without
Copley Place, was difficult for me to follow. It seemed either so

general as to lack content or too complex to grasp, the bridge
between lay and technical not easy to traverse. Perhaps it is, in

part, the nature of the beast.

(l.) It would appear that the major data is contained in Table 1.

It is suggested that the mph equivalent always accompany mps data.

If I understand the Table correctly, it gives us the speed of the

wind which will be exceeded 1% of the time, on the average, at the
various sensor locations. While this is certainly an important
piece of information, it does not begin to describe the general
wind environment, existing or proposed. For example, what are (will
be) the average and, more importantly, the median wind speeds at each
seonsor location? What percent of the time is (will be) the wind
0-5 mph, 6-10 mph, 11-15 mph, 16-20 mph, 21-25 mph, 26-30 mph? Bar
graphs might be used to illustrate. This information might also be

shown for seasons of the year (with accompanying lay explanation of

the wind "roses")* V/hat does "on the average" mean?

(2.) The upper limit of "comfort" criterion selected was 13.6 mps

or 30 mph. This appeared to be defined on p. 8 as "the threshold
of possible danger to frail or handicapped persons" and on p. 10

as "the comfort velocity." This seems rather contradictory. In any

event, on July 6 a Boston weatherman reported winds of 2h mph with
gusts to 37 mph. At the rear of my building (Huntington Ave, side)

impatients were uprooted from their boxes and cucumber and squash
plants broken in multiple places by thcr>e winds. I triqd to pick

up trash that was being swept along but w.ts finally di5Co\iraged by
the sand and dirt flying in my eyes. Five r>tnrien up at roof level
the wind appeared much less and none of our flowers or vegetables
suffered. Based on this and other experiences and simple intuition,

I fail to comprehend the basis upon which it was concluded that

30 mph winds are at the upper level of"comfortable." "Tolerable"
might be a more accurate description, and "tolerable" only if one
were well motivated toward a particular activity. I suggest that
the recommended "strong breeze"-to-"moderate gale" criterion (30 mph)
be replaced by the "fresh breeze" criterion (19-24 mph) as the
threshold of pedestrian "comfort" and that mitigating measures be
employed to reduce perceived wind speeds to this level or less.



(3«) The boundaries of the model should be clearly and precisely
described in the narrative (vs. Figures AlO-All), I assume (although

it was not entirely clear) that winds interacting with the Hancock,

Pnidential complex, and Colonnade Hotel were included. There was no

mention of the 30- story Christian Science Administration Building on

Huntington. St. Botolph Street area residents would also be concerned ^_^^
with existing and proposed winds on Huntington between Harcourt and (3)
Cumberland, on St. Botolph between Harcourt and West Newton, and at ^^
comer of St. Botolph and West Newton Streets. Even though there are

no sensors upon which to derive hard data, guestimates could be given.

Certainly, the project is going to increase. winds all along Huntington,

Concensus would predictably be that already w inds along Huntington
from Darmouth to Mass, Ave, are more than "uncomfortable" far more
than 1% of the time (or average lA minutes per day). Comer ^ri.nd

velocities should also be addressed more specifically, e.g. at the

corner of Harcourt and Huntington, since these are described as

"accelerated", presumably meaning beyond that shown by their respective
sensor locations.

{U») It is very nice to talk about mitigating measures such as tree
plantings, awnings, enclosed walkways, and the like but these are

meaningless unless they are built into the project design at the
outset or otherwise guaranteed. What will their funding be?
Enclosed walkways should be very carefully considered as they may
not be perceived as safe and hence may not be used by the pedestrian.

Re-routing the pedestrian (especially via enclosed overpasses) at a

location where excessive wind is anticipated seems to run contrai-y

to the notion of Boston as a pedestrian or walking city and contrary
to the project's professed intent as a pedestrian link among neighbor-
hoods. Quantification of just how much mitigating measures are

expected to reduce winds should be presented. Wording on p. 14 is
not very encouraging ("partially protect", "slightly decreases").
Because the project will increase winds overall, the design should not
only concern itself with reducing "uncomfortable velocities" caused by
Copley Place, but should also concern itself with mitigating existing
areas of excessive winds, (Similarly, design should function to put
light into existing shadowed areas (by reflection or other means) since

the project will add shadows to existing sunlit areas).

This presentation was described as an "interim status report," V/hat is
to follow was not described. Hopefully, the final report will be more
comprehensive in scope, include information requested herein, be more
understandable to the lay person, list mph equivalents, and consider
alternative criteria (range) for pedestrian "comfort". It would appear

that an awful lot of tree planting (maybe "mini forests" would be more
descriptive) will be needed to mitigate wind impacts at Copley Square
and along Huntington Avenue. The project is too dense and the massing
of the bases of the larger elements (hotels and department store) still

do not meaningfully consider the pedestrian. Huntington Ave. is windy
now. It should not be made worse. And what, I cannot imagine, will be

so visually exciting along the Huntington Ave. Copley Place frontage to
entice resident {pedestrians to subject themselves to these winds and thus
link communities. , ' / '

Sincerely, Sally Perry -'.. '/ -

Resident, 123 St. Botolph Street
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The

Neighborhood Association

of the Back Bay
315 Dartmouih Street

Bosion, Massachusetts 021 16

247-3961

July 11, 1980

C-26
Secretary John Bewick
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Executive Office of •

Environmental Affairs
100 Cambridge Street .

Boston, MA 02202

Dear Secretary Bewick:

RE: PEDESTRIAN WIND ENVIRONMENT AT COPLEY PLACE, BOSTON, MA.
Interim Status Report by L. J. Fortier of Bolt, Beranek and
Newman Inc. June 1980 Prepared for Urban Investment and
Development Company

After a reading of the above report it is apparent that the
construction of Copley Place will increase wind conditions for
pedestrians at several locations including the entrance to Trinity
Church, Copley Plaza entrance and several street corners on
Huntington Avenue including Harcourt, Exeter and Dartmouth.

The report does not indicate how often wind speeds in excess of
13.6 meters per second, which is currently viewed by professionals
working in wind engineering as a speed above which winds become
generally unacceptable to pedestrians, will occur at these locations^
nor of what duration. It would perhaps be helpful if the report
could indicate what wind speed and direction for the general Boston
area produces the 13.6 mps winds at the several pedestrian-level
sensor locations noted in the preliminary survey.

Wg wish to emphasize the importance of proper asGCGsmcnt of wind
impact in the Back Bay. The problem must be addressed adequately
and measures to mitigate harm must be studied thoroughly before the
project is allowed to proceed.-

Very truly yours,

NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION OF THE BACK BAY

r

By
Warren A. Johnson, Chairman
Development Committee



8.2 Responses to Comments

F-1-1

Regarding the continued design review for the project, the

City and the developer have agreed to a design review process

included in Appendix K of the document.

In addition, the design review subcommittee of the

Citizens Review Committee has been reviewing the design of the

project during July and August of 1980 and is preparing its

recommendations to the Massachusetts Turnpike Authority. The

Massachusetts Turnpike Authority will continue to monitor the

design and construction of the project to ensure that the

project conforms to the Final Plans, as adopted by the Turnpike

Authority.

A Federal historic preservation review process with the

Massachusetts Historical Commission (Section 106 of the

National Historic Act of 1966) has been conducted.

Recommendations have been forwarded to the Advisory Council on

Historic Preservation by the City for inclusion in a Memorandum

of Agreement.

F-1-2

Pursuant to Section 106 of the National Historic

Preservation Act of 1966 and the regulations of the Advisory

Council on Historic Preservation (36 CFR Part 800), the City of

Boston has consulted with the Massachusetts State Historic

Preservation Officer to determine the effect, if any, of the

Copley Place project on adjacent National Register properties.

Since final plans and specifications, including a final

selection of facade materials, have not been submitted, it has

been determined that any potential adverse effect of the

construction of Copley Place on the adjacent National Register

properties will be successfully mitigated by the City, the

SHPO, and the Advisory Council entering into a Memorandum of

Agreement containing the following stipulations:
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1) Prior to commencing construction of the above-grade

portions of the retail center, hotels, housing, and

office buildings components of the project, the City

of Boston will submit final plans and

specifications, together with samples of facade

materials to be used, to the Massachusetts State

Historic Preservation Officer for review and

approval. If, after review, the State Historic

Preservation Officer is of the opinion that the

undertaking will have an adverse effect on the

above-mentioned properties, the City will request

the comments of the Council in accordance with

Section 800.4(e) of the Council's procedures.

2) Non-brick facade material used for the housing

component of the project, including material used

for window bays and for horizontal baads at the

floor lines and balconies, shall be of the same or

compatible masonry material as that selected for the

overall masonry material of the other components of

the project. the use of a "dryvit" is not an

acceptable application in this instance.

Accordingly, the City has submitted its finding to the Advisory

Council for preparation of a Memorandum of Agreement (see

letter, Appendix G).
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F-2-1

See response F-1-2,

F-2-2

The public services sections of the draft report addressed

the service demands of the Copley Place project on police and

fire protection, on water supply, sewer capacity, schools,

medical facilities, solid waste collection and on neighborhood

services. The demands for each of these service areas were

compared with availability of the services demanded. In most

cases the availability of the service demanded was verified

with the agency responsible for providing the service. For

instance, the Boston Water and Sewer Commission supplied a

letter stating that it could provide the water required by the

project, and that existing sewers and waste treatment

facilities could handle the project's discharges. None of the

service agencies indicated that Copley Place would contribute

to a serious cumulative demand problem.
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F-3-1

The air quality consultants who prepared the referenced

studies spent a considerable time discussing appropriate

methodology and assumptions with the Massachusetts Department

of Environmental Quality Engineering (DEQE) during the Summer

of 1979. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) was

invited to participate in those discussions. Instead, however,

EPA deferred judgement on technical guidance to DEQE,

indicating that the program of studies suggested by the State

would be accepted as adequate by EPA. Based on this

understanding, the consultants and DEQE negotiated a detailed

scope of work. This scope of work called for basing the impact

assessment upon modeling techniques, exclusively. DEQE agreed

to this approach only after reviewing detailed documentation of

the applicability of the models to the intended air quality

analysis. It was agreed that no site specific validation or

calibration of the models was required.

Following the establishment of agreement on the scope of

work between the DEQE and the consultants, EPA was contacted.

The consultant explained the proposed scope of studies to two

technical representatives of EPA before initiating the

modeling. It was explained that the analysis would rely on

modeling techniques, and that no validation, beyond what had

been done for DEQE, would be undertaken. The EPA

representatives concurred in this approach.

The use of modeling approaches was deemed acceptable by

all technical reviewers based on the unique character of the

project. It was decided that any monitoring would apply only

to the existing and no-build alternatives. The project, as

proposed, creates such significant changes in urban geography

and traffic that monitoring of existing cases would be useless

for either background or validation purposes.
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F-3-2

The current locations of the portals in the ventilation

system have been incorporated into the analysis in the Final

EIR/EIS. Downwash was considered in the modeling of the

emissions from these ventilation portals. In addition, the

dispersion from the major ventilation portals was examined in

the wind tunnel analysis. The results of those studies are

incorporated in Section 7.6.6 of this report.

F-3-3

Each of the dust control measures cited in the draft

report will be implemented. UIDC will instruct its contractors

to undertake the following mitigating measures:

• watering during periods of high winds;

• minimizing the period when spoils are stored at the

construction site;

• locating aggregate storage piles away from sensitive

receptors, such as the Harcourt Street residential

area; and

• monitoring of actual construction practices to

ensure that unnecessary transfers and mechanical

disturbances of loose material are minimized.

F-3-A

The Boston Area Transportation Control Plan (TCP) for

reducing air pollutants is composed of many elements seeking to

constrain automotive use, such as emphasizing public transit,

encouraging carpools and multi-occupancy vehicles (where

appropriate), and instituting parking management programs.
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The Copley Place parking garages relate to the TCP by

their compliance with the Downtown Boston parking freeze for

commercial spaces and the restrained allowances for

non-commercial spaces, recoginizing a relatively high transit

and pedestrian modal split. The parking freeze permit, issued

January 23, 1979, and amended February 2, 1979, indicates a

total capacity of 1821 spaces with 860 spaces requiring freeze

trade-offs. Of these, 231 spaces were allocated outright, and

629 were provisionally identified, subject to availability.

The availability of these spaces seems reasonably well-assured

at present since they will be freed by the Park Plaza/State

Transportation building project, the "Tent City" site

development, and the "Green House" project on Huntington

Avenue, all of which have been initiated or have strong

commitments.

In addition, since the Copley Place development program

has been revised, the final parking supply will be reduced to

about 1500 spaces. This is subject to review by the Boston Air

Pollution Control Commission, at which time the final program

will be defined.

The Copley Place development relates well to the TCP in a

number of other respects. It represents new development at a

central location which will be well served by two transit lines

(Green and Orange), commuter rail, and inter-city rail. This

is to be contrasted with an alternative of locating such

development in a suburban or scattered setting, thereby

creating greater auto-dependence and vehicle miles of travel.

For those determined to approach Copley Place by car, the

location is such that access to major roadway facilities,

notably the Massachusetts Turnpike, is reasonably direct,

keeping travel on city streets to a minimum. Once at the

proposed development, the variety of services and activities in

the area should result in multi-purpose trips, thereby avoiding

extra vehicular travel.

The Resident Parking Sticker Program, described in

response S-1-16, is yet another way of restraining auto access

to the area.
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F-3-5

The data used for the vehicle type mix was based on

Massachusetts Turnpike data supplied by Norman A. Abend. The

vehicle type breakdowns are as follows:

LDV

LDT-1

LDT-2

HDG

HDD

1-Hour

85%

12%

IX

1%

IX

8-Hour

83%

11%

2%

2%

2%

For all roadway links, the national average operating

conditions were used. These included 20.6% cold start and

27.3% hot start.

F-3-6

The 8-hour averaging period assumed two hours of peak-hour

emissions and 6 hours of off-peak emissions. The

meteorological modeling conditions assumed 1.0 m/sec wind

speed, stable atmospheric stability and an ambient temperature

of 20°F. However, to properly reflect the fact that such

severe conditions are not likely to persist for 8 consecutive

hours, results obtained were adjusted by a "meteorological

persistence" factor of 0.6, recommended by the U.S. EPA (EPA

1978)

.

F-3-7

The results presented in Table 7.6-2, on page 7-113, are

in units of parts per million (ppm) while Figure 7.6-3, on

page 7-11, presents the results in milligrams per cubic meter

(mg/m-^). An approximate conversion factor is 9 ppm =

10 mg/m-^.
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In addition the barchart for the "build" case was slightly

shorter than it should have been. This error has been

corrected. See Figure 7.6-3 of this report.

F-3-8

The air quality receptors modeled at the critical

locations were located so as to be consistent with current EPA

guidelines (44FR2759A). These guidelines recommend a minimum

distance of 2 meters and a maximum distance of 10 meters from

the edge of the nearest traffic lane (i.e., curbside).

Receptors number 7 and 10 are about 6 meters from the curb, all

other receptors are 2-3 meters from the curb.

F-3-9

The description of receptor location number 1 on page

7-106 should be Huntington Avenue, between Exeter and Dartmouth

Streets.

F-3-10

The traffic noise prediction methodology was based upon

the FHWA Highway Traffic Noise Prediction Model outlined in

FHWA-RD-77-108. This model is the most recent highway noise

prediction model compiled by the Federal Highway

Administration. As pointed out by EPA, the model was designed

primarily to predict noise levels associated with constant

speed highway traffic links. The manual for the model,

however, has an appendix (Appendix 1) which deals with

interrupted flow (stop and go traffic). This appendix points

out that

"No detailed study on the effects of interrupted flow was
found in the U.S. The NCHRP 117 provides some guidelines
and these are reproduced in Table I-l. Since no reference
is cited, these should be treated as rules of thumb.
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Table I-l, Adjustment for

Interrupted Flow

Vehicle Type

Adjustment (dB)

•50 10

A

HT

+ 2

+4

The NCHRP Report 117 assumes that interrupted flow imposed
by a traffic control signal influences the operating noise
of a vehicle over a distance of 1000 feet centered at the
center of the signal area. This is probably based upon
the fact that a truck accelerating from a stopped
condition would produce a maximum noise level over this
distance while accelerating to cruise condition. This
distance is a function of both the grade and how heavily
the truck is loaded."

The appendix continues with a suggested technique for

adjusting for interrupted flow. It suggests that for

automobiles and medium trucks the reference levels at 50 km/h

should be used, which is exactly what was done for Copley

Place. It also suggests that a reference level of 87 dBA be

used for heavy trucks in interrupted flow, rather than the

80.3 dBA associated with a constant speed of 50 mph. For

several reasons, however, this latter adjustment was not

considered to be appropriate. The following are the major

considerations involved in the decision:

1) Many of the links, and most of the traffic volume

modeled is constant speed traffic on the

Massachusetts Turnpike and its ramps. Traffic on

other links modeled (e.g., Huntington Ave.) is often

constant speed traffic, as well.
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2) The traffic is but one contributor to the peak noise

levels. Noise levels are also affected by rail

noise, HVAC and urban background levels which are

not affected by the traffic noise assumptions.

3) Noise levels modeled for the existing case compared

well with the actual noise levels measured at the

site. For this reason it was decided that no

modifying factor for stop-and-go-traf f ic was

required. This may be the case due largely to the

small number of heavy trucks in the traffic flow of

the study area during peak noise perids.

4) The same modeling approach was applied to existing,

build, and no-build cases. Therefore, any potential

for lack of accuracy associated with the modeling

was applied equally to all cases. This, in itself,

provides for an equitable comparison of the relative

noise levels associated with the project alterna-

tives, which is the objective of the analysis. The

noise consultants are not aware of any more

appropriate numerical modeling techniques applicable

to the Copley Place project.

F-3-11

Neither the Department of Housing and Urban Development,

nor the Department of Transportation noise assessment

guidelines suggests quantitatively relating noise levels to the

population impacted. As a result, no survey has been

undertaken to identify the number of people in the area

immediately surrounding the site. It is estimated, however,

that there are less than 20 permanent residents in the dwelling

units along Harcourt Street. (There are probably hundreds of

residents in the Gloucester Apartments adjacent to the corner

of Huntington Avenue.) A much greater population resides in
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the South End, in Back Bay, and in the St. Botolph Street

neighborhood, each of which is within a short distance of the

Copley Place site. All these population groups will be subject

both to the short-term construction impacts, and to the

predicted decreases in future noise levels. Please note that

both the noise monitoring and modeling locations that were

selected are representative of these existing residential

areas, as well as the residential units included in the Copley

Place design. (See pp. 7-15 and pp. 25-26 of Copley Place

Noise Levels Report , December 1979.

)

F-3-12

The topic of noise abatement was addressed in the Draft

EIR Supplement/Draft EIS on page 7-145. Mufflers will be used

wherever feasible, along with up-to-date equipment which

generates lower noise levels. During latter phases of

construction, barrier effects will occur, as shielding

associated with the new building facades reduces noise

exposures at nearby sites. The barrier effects of this type

reduce noise levels from 1-10 dB.

F-3-13

Hourly Lg values were monitored. These correct hourly

Lg values were then used as the basis for calculating the

24-hour Lg using arithmetic averaging. To calculate L^^

lOdB were added to the hourly L^ values from 10:00 P.M. to

7:00 A.M.

The hourly L^ values were not combined by Log

addition. Note that Log addition of the hourly L values

would result in a 24-hour number greater than the peak hour

Lg which is clearly incorrect.
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F-4-1

See response to comments F-1-2,

F-A-2

Pursuant to CEQ regulations, 40 CFR 1502.16, the

discussion of those topics required by sections 102(2) (c) (ii)

,

(iv), and (v) of NEPA have been consolidated within the text of

Section 7 of the EIR/EIS, Probable Impact of the Project and

its Alternatives on the Environment.

F-4-3

UMTA is noted as a cooperating agency in the title page

for the Final EIR/EIS.
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F-5

The comments of the BRA on the interim status report were

used to guide in the preparation of the final wind report,

which is summarized in Section 7.7 of this report. Each of the

seven issues enumerated by BRA has been addressed.

In addition, consideration of mitigating measures is

continuing beyond submission of the Final EIR/EIS. The wind

consultant has undertaken a considerable amount of

supplementary analysis which is not reflected in the final wind

report. This analysis includes sensitivity studies of the

effects of changing building heights and orientation. This

information is being submitted to BRA for its review prior to

design approvals for Copley Place.
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F-6-1

The final wind report includes average wind velocities, as

well as effective gust velocities, as part of Table 1.

F-6-2

The final report includes corrections in which all units

are expressed in both meters per second and miles per hour.
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s-1-1
^'^''y

There are two ways in which the shadows resulting from

Copley Place could be eliminated from Copley Square and Trinity

Church. First, the luxury hotel tower located on the triangle

site could be reduced in height. In order for the offending

shadows to be eliminated, the hotel would have to be even

shorter than the adjacent Boston Public Library and Copley

Plaza Hotel. This solution would not be feasible, either in

terms of dollars or design, according to the developer. The

second way the shadows could be eliminated from the Square and

Trinity Church, in winter, is by relocating the hotel tower.

During the earlier design process described in Section 3 of the

Draft report, many locational configurations were examined in

terms of various impacts including access, traffic, pedestrian

attraction, and links to surrounding areas, as well as

financial feasibility. The present design is the result of

these studies, implying that other hotel locations are not

feasible.

See Figures 7.3-8 through 7.3-19 for improved shadow

diagrams.

S-1-2

The authors apologize for the poor print quality of the

shadow graphics in the Draft EIR Supplement/Draft EIS.

Improved figures are included in Section 7.3 of this report.

While shadow diagrams of Copley Place project, standing

alone, could be prepared and presented their inclusion by

themselves would have little association with impacts since

shadows from these buildings often fall within the same shadow

pattern produced by nearby structures, such as the John Hancock

Tower or the Copley Plaza Hotel. This is especially true of

Trinity Church under winter sun conditions. The proposed

Western Hotel Tower would shadow the western face of the church

for a very brief period between 2:30 and 3:30 P.M. in spring
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and fall. The masses of the John Hancock and the Copley Plaza

Hotel would dominate the afternoon shadow in all other cases

(see Figure 7.3-11).

In the case where the Copley Place project is the

principal source of shadow, such as between noon and 4:00 P.M.

during winter, on the Public Library, the existing shadow

diagrams adequately demonstrate the impact of the project.

S-1-3

Comments on that report were received and reviewed, the

report was revised and improved and has been submitted in

support of the Final EIR/EIS.

S-1-4

Commitment has been made by the City to a Resident Parking

Sticker Program for the Copley Place impact area, as described

in response S-1-16. This program should go far in eliminating

indiscriminate parking of construction workers in the area.

In addition, the firm requirement for the hiring of Boston

residents on construction, at a level of 50%, will help reduce

the impact of construction worker vehicles. Although some

construction workers may prefer to use their cars to carry

tools and equipment, it is well-known that, on the average, a

City of Boston resident has much better transit access to the

urban area as a whole, and also has a lower level of car

ownership.

Discussions with the project proponent have indicated that

they fully intend, through their construction contracts, to use

available site areas to the maximum for construction parking,

and to manage the access of site workers to reduce the number

of cars used.
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S-1-5

The potential effects of the Copley Place project on the

ground-water table underlying the Back Bay and potential

related impacts on nearby structures are well recognized and

have been evaluated in the Draft EIR Supplement/Draft EIS;

reference is given to Sections 6.9 and 7.9 entitled "Geology

and Hydrology."

As stated in the Draft EIR Supplement/Draft EIS, the

primary concern regarding dewatering of the soil around pile

caps during construction of Copley Place foundations is the

potential for lowering the surrounding water table to such an

extent that the wooden piles supporting nearby structures (such

as the Boston Public Library, Trinity Church, and the Copley

Place Hotel) may deteriorate upon exposure to air, thus

weakening their foundations. Any depression of the water table

in these locations depends on the quantity of water pumped out

of the pile cap excavations and the permeability of the soils

in the area.

An ongoing, detailed study of the soils at the Copley

Place site will be completed prior to commencement of

construction. A primary objective of this study will be a

thorough determination of the extent of construction dewatering

effects on the local ground-water table. In addition, as

required by the Massachusetts Building Code, soil tests will

continue and observation wells will be installed around the

site to monitor the ground-water table during construction. If

either the soils testing or monitored levels in the observation

wells indicate the potential for adverse impacts to nearby

structures, mitigating steps will be taken to eliminate such

impacts. These mitigating measures will include:

• Dewatering of only 10 to 15 pile caps at any one

time. This procedure should localize effects and

minimize the quantity and extent of dewatering, thus

decreasing any drawdown of the ground-water table in

the area.
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• Emplacement of sheet piling around each pile cap

excavation during dewatering to a depth of

approximately 10 feet below the top of the pile

cap. The potential effectiveness of such a measure

will be determined on the basis of detailed on-site

soil borings. If the sheet piling fully penetrates

the upper, highly permeable soil zone, this measure

would significantly inhibit inflow of groundwater

into the pile cap excavation and, thus,

significantly reduce the extent of dewatering

required.

• Positioning of recharge wells at the perimeter of

the site to maintain groundwater levels under nearby

structures by pumping water back into the ground.

Proper placement and maintenance of recharge wells

could effectively control groundwater levels in the

wooden pile-supported structures in the vicinity.

S-1-6

See response to comment F-1-2.

S-1-7

The author of this comment observes a discrepancy between

the columns marked "Percent Increase due to Copley Place" and

"Copley Place Add-on" in the first three intersections listed

in Table 5-5 of the Transportation Impacts Study . Although it

would seem at first glance that the percentages shown in the

"Percent Increase" column would necessitate traffic volumes of

1200, A50, and 700 in the "Add-on" column, such is not the

case. The numbers are correct as shown in the table. It

should be noted that changes in traffic volumes in these three

intersections between 1978 and 1995 are not due solely to

add-on traffic generated by Copley Place. Rather, the
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development of Copley Place will also involve significant

rerouting of ambient traffic in these three locations,

particularly through the closing of Turnpike Ramp "C". Thus,

the "Percent Increase" column includes the effects of these

reroutings, as well as the effects of traffic generated by the

development.

A discrepancy is also noted between Table 4-9 and Figure

5-1 of the Transportation Impacts Study . Here, the commenter

cites a total approach volume of 170 vehicles is given on

Table 4-9, while "all three of the approach volumes" in

Figure 5-1 are shown as "less than 25 vehicles." Thus, it

would appear that 100 vehicles are missing from Figure 5-1.

Once again, such is not the case, and the report is correct as

shown. There are actually five, not three, approach volumes to

Copley Place when Harcourt Street and Triangle Hotel entrance

volumes are added to the infield area approaches. Furthermore,

volumes, as shown in Figure 5-1, have been rounded to the

nearest 50, and the "50" shown entering the Triangle Hotel area

actually shows as "70" in more fine-grained analysis.

S-1-8

The capacity calculations at Huntington/Harcourt show that

the intersection can operate at Level of Service C and still

use only half of the available cycle time on the assumption

that the Huntington Avenue approach widths are 36 feet, without

parking. This is equal to existing conditions. This

intersection can operate at Level of Service C, even with two

lane approaches on Huntington. The intent of the final

circulation plan was to return the street system, to the extent

possible, to its existing condition.

At the intersection of Huntington and Exeter with the

Copley Place parking garage, the design hour capacity

calculations show that with a three lane approach

cross-section, Level of Service C can be achieved using only 80

to 90 seconds of the available 100 second cycle. If the Level

of Service were dropped from C to D, the intersection could
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operate with two lane approaches for through traffic on

Huntington Avenue within the 100 second cycle. It should be

noted that in an eastbound direction, the third lane of traffic

is likely to operate as a right turn lane for turns into the

Copley Place garage.

Pedestrian/sidewalk neckdowns are not shown on the plans

since they are only applicable in areas which provide curbside

parking. It should be noted, however, that the roadway width

of Huntington Avenue has been reduced. For example, the

eastbound approach has been narrowed from about 50 feet to 36

feet. Dartmouth Street, between Stuart and St. James, has also

been narrowed by about ten feet. In no instance is an existing

street widened.

Under current proposals, there is a considerable amount of

cycle time available for pedestrian crossings of Huntington

Avenue and cross streets, even during peak hours. If the

approach widths are reduced, it will require longer vehicle

phases and a reduction in potential pedestrian time, even

though the crossing distances will be shorter. In effect, this

will only produce shorter pedestrian phases with the shorter

crossing distances.

S-1-9

The most recent plan for the access at Copley Place does

allow left turns out onto Huntington Avenue. The original plan

did not show left turns out because it would have resulted in

an undesirable design of the Huntington Avenue median. Changes

in the project design, however, improve the angle of approach

to Huntington Avenue, thus allowing this left turn. Left turns

directly onto Huntington Avenue will result in a reduction in

demand at the Dartmouth/Stuart and the Dartmouth/St. James

Street intersections, thereby increasing net capacity.

Insofar as the "U" turn to and from Huntington Avenue west

is concerned, the roadway, at present, makes no provision for

this movement. It represents an unauthorized turn that is made
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in the slot designed for the "U" turn from Huntington to Stuart

which will be continued. The "U" turn in question does not

offer any traffic advantage. There is also a possibility that

this movement was inadvertently added to the traffic volume

sheet used by CTPS. Several observations at the intersection

found no one making this turn. Thus, the analysis assumed that

it would either continue to be made as an unauthorized movement

or would disappear.

The "U" turns from Huntington to Stuart are expected to

queue up in the same lane as left turns into Copley Place.

This may result in times when "U" turns will be blocked by the

left turn queue, but these "U" turns will clear out when the

left turn phase is running so any delay will be only

temporary. This will not cause any problems in queue length or

operations.

S-1-9A

At the Stuart/Dartmouth Street intersection, the existing

island that separates turns from through traffic will be

enlarged to provide a more substantial pedestrian refuge. A

second island is also proposed at the southwest corner of the

intersection by providing some channelization of the right turn

from Stuart to Dartmouth southbound (Figure 5-3). In addition,

the southbound roadway on Dartmouth Street, south of Stuart

Street, has been reduced in width by about one lane.

S-1-10

The volume-to-capacity ratios that were calculated are

based on Level of Service D. Under this condition, only the

Boylston/Dartmouth Street intersection, with a pedestrian

phase, comes close to a V/C ratio of one. A ratio greater than

one would merely indicate that the intersection would be

operating at the lower end of Level of Service D, or at the

high end of LOS E, which should be acceptable for this part of

the city during peak hours.
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S-1-11

The exit roadway from the garage has been designed as a

two lane roadway. In the Draft EIR Supplement/Draft EIS,

Figure 5.3 gives the appearance of a single lane approach, but

it has always been designed as a two lane exit.

The Boston Traffic and Parking Department, in reviewing

the 25 percent plans for Copley Place, recommended that the

left turns out of the general parking access be allowed, and

this has since been incorporated into the plans.

5-1-12

The traffic signal system for the entire Back Bay area is

based on a 100 second cycle during the peak hours, which run

from 6:00 am to 10:00 am, and from 3:30 pm to 6:30 pm. During

off-peak periods, the cycle length is 80 seconds. It would not

be possible to change the cycle length at the intersections

near the Copley Place site without changing the entire traffic

control program in the Back Bay.

The capacity calculations do indicate that most of the

intersections can be timed to allow longer pedestrian cycles.

These opportunities have been identified in the capacity

calculations. The intersections immediately surrounding the

project area now operate, and will continue to operate, at

levels well below capacity, resulting in excess green time.

However, this situation is limited to a few intersections

because of their position in the overall street network. It

would certainly be possible to convert excess green time to

pedestrian amenities if the Traffic Department is in agreement.

The capacity calculations indicate that during peak hours,

the Harcourt Street/Huntington Avenue intersection has about 50

seconds available exclusively for pedestrians, the Huntington

Avenue/Exeter Street intersection about 20 seconds, the

Dartmouth/St. James Street about 20 to 40 seconds, and the

Dartmouth/Stuart Street between 20 and 25 seconds. These times
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are in addition to pedestrian movements that could run

simultaneously with non-conflicting or minor vehicular flows.

The traffic capacity analysis did indicate that even now,

additional pedestrian time could be provided without any

adverse effect on traffic movements.

5-1-13

Figure 7.4-3 of the Draft EIR Supplement/Draft EIS, Copley

Place PM Peak Hour Traffic, shows an assignment to Berkeley

Street of 200 vehicles, which subsequently continues onto

Storrow Drive. Based on the traffic assignment percentages

contained in Table 7.4-7, this consists of trips to the

north/northeast (N/NE) sector. Figure 7.4-3 shows that 65

percent of this demand, equivalent to 200 trips per day, would

use Berkeley Street.

The attached figure shows a reassignment of these 200

trips, taking into consideration travel times on the existing

street network. Based on the reassignment of this traffic, two

major alternative routes become evident. One is the Charles

Street route reached by either Boylston or Stuart Street, or a

somewhat longer, but equally rapid routing that involves travel

through the Charlesgate area and/or Massachusetts Avenue to

Memorial Drive. All of these routings provide a reasonable

alternative way of getting to the N/NE destinations from Copley

Place. Should Berkeley Street congestion or delays continue as

they do now, it is quite likely that the Copley Place trips or

others that are now using Berkeley Street would divert to these

alternative routings. The routing via Massachusetts Avenue to

Memorial Drive not only shows up as feasible using the network

speed figures, but was found to be an actual routing used by

people who work in the Copley Square area.

Should none of this traffic be diverted and the worst

possible condition be experienced, there are two ways that the

effect would be felt. One would be through an increase in

capacity and volume during the peak hour that would allow an
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REALLOCATON OF 200 TRIPS ASSIGNED TO BERKELEY STREET
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additional 200 vehicles to move. Modifications to signal

timing, improved enforcement of illegal parking or removal of

curb parking are inexpensive ways of increasing Berkeley Street

capacity. If this is the case, then the peak hour would

increase from about 1,100 vehicles to 1,300 vehicles per hour

with little effect on speeds.

If this is not the case, and the additional vehicles must

be handled by Berkeley Street, it would have the effect of

extending the peak period by about 11 minutes. This is based

on the existing peak hour flow on Berkeley Street of 1,075

vehicles over a 60 minute period, which is equal to 11 minutes

to handle the 200 cars generated by Copley Place.

The experience in Back Bay, however, is that the evening

peak hour is at least two hours long, extending well beyond the

5:00 pm closing time of most businesses. Under this

circumstance, there is some question as to whether the net

effect of greater local traffic generation will result in an

extension of the peak hour, or whether it will force a change

in travel mode. To be on the conservative side, the air

quality calculation should be based on an extension of the peak

hour by 11 minutes.
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S-1-14

As a result of alternative routes and volumes for the 200

northbound Copley Place vehicles which had originally been

routed down Berkeley Street to the Storrow Drive northbound

on-ramp, four of the eleven critical receptors were impacted'.

These were receptor numbers 5, 7, 9, and 10. Subsequent

modeling of the new traffic at these critical receptors

indicated the results presented in the table below. At three

of the receptors, concentrations are seen to increase slightly,

however, the total pollutant concentrations remain below the

ambient standards. At receptor number 10, concentratons

actually decrease since the traffic volume has redistributed

itself on alternate streets.

The changes on these other streets, however, are not

sufficient to warrant the identification of any additional

"critical receptors".

Crosscut No. Old 1-Hour New 1-Hour Old 8-Hour New 8-Hour
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In addition, the Environmental Research & Technology, Inc.

(ERT) review of the basis of the EOEA memorandum on the

persistence factor relating maximum 1-hour CO concentrations to

the maximum 8-hour values revealed that the analysis was based

upon Kenmore Square data. A comparison of ratios of peak hour

traffic volume to off-peak volumes with those in the vicinity

of Copley Place indicates that this ratio is expected to be

significantly higher at Kenmore Square. Thus, the 0.6 ratio

which has been previously reviewed and approved in the air

quality modeling analysis for Copley Place is deemed to be more

appropriate than the 0.75 value noted for Kenmore Square.

S-1-16

The Commissioner of Traffic & Parking has agreed, with the

assistance of the BRA, to develop and implement a resident

sticker parking program for the Copley Place impact area. The

timetable for the establishment of this program will be

coordinated with the construction schedule for the Copley Place

Project. (See attached letter.)

Funds have already been allocated for the formulation of a

resident parking program through a Section 175 grant from the

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to the BRA and Traffic &

Parking Department. Planning work already has begun on this

study, which also has the intent of investigating the air

quality improvements which may result through such a program.

The end product of this study will be a specific implementation

plan for those neighborhoods which have a need and desire for a

resident sticker parking program.

Close coordination will be necessary between the

community, the BRA, Traffic and Parking Department, and the

Police Department to insure that there is concurrence on the

program boundaries and enforcement options and to ensure

equitable parking for both residential visitors and patrons of

community businesses.
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TRANSPORTATION/VNSPORTAllur^ '-i)!^;n^.^n

.MNING DIVISION, ;//^'cJl-ii

'-'•opQ April 28, 1980

THE Director

c-:;c;: r.E::::'ELor.!,]£!jj mm^^Tv
Robert Ryan, Director -riC£ OF fWE mpprrnr.

"'"^

Boston Redevelopment Authority
One City Hall

Boston, Massachusetts 02201

Re: Copley Place and Resident Parking Programs

Dear Mr. Ryan:

I would like to take this opportunity to acknowledge
your recent request that a resident sticker parking program be

considered for neighborhoods abutting Copley Place in harmony
with the Copley Place development project.

Let me first say that it is

expressed by programs implemented in

to support wherever feasible the cone
parking for residents of neighborhood
street parking supply exists. It is

pursue this policy in the future and
Bay and the South End, which are the
directly impacted by the Copley Place
for consideration as recipients of a

departmental policy, as

Beacon Hill and Bay Village,
ept of providing on-street
s where insufficient off-
our intent to continue to

that portions of the Back
neighborhoods that will be

project, definitely qualify
resident parking program.

It therefore will also be our intent to carry out the
formulation and implementation of a practical and coordinated
parking program for the impact area consistent with the es-
tablished timetable for the Copley Place development project.
This consequently will require a close work effort between the

BRA, this department and the community in acquiring the necessary
Police Department enforcement and compliance with criteria already
established to insure the implementation of a successful resident

sticker parking program for any neighborhood.

Kevin H. White, Mayor/TRAFFIC AND PARKING DEPARTMENT/Bcston City Hail/City Hall Plaza 02;l



Robert Ryan, Director April 28, 1980

As a means of assisting you in this area, I have
asked Phil Caruso of my staff to work with the BRA and
whoever else you desire for providing insight to the
necessary steps for achieving such a program.

We look forward to working with you in the
future on this issue and if we can be of assistance in

any other way, please let us know.

Very truly yours.

Acting Cormissioner
RFD/PC/ej
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S-1-17

As noted in the comment, Copley Place is not expected to

have a significant impact on Green Line ridership, so the issue

of whether the capacity of the Green Line will increase from

11,000 to 23,000 riders is moot. The higher figure was

provided by the MBTA and was based on greater vehicle capacity

and projected improvements and operating conditions on the

Green Line. The use of higher capacity vehicles would reduce

loading time, and would probably increase headways, thus

avoiding some of the severe peak hour crowding and extremely

low travel speeds. Whether or not a doubling of capacity is

possible, assuming 100 percent use of LRV's, it is fair to say

that some capacity increases will result from the use of the

larger cars, even though a 100 percent increase may be

optimistic. In any case, the effect would not change the

Copley Place public transportation route assignment, or the

modal split.

S-1-18

While there is some potential for a four day work week, or

the use of flextime, which requires an employee's presence

during a core part of the day, but permits flexibility in

arrival and departure times, the project impacts have been

estimated on the basis of a standard five day, 35-AO hour

week. With the potential for new office operations occupying

the space in Copley Place, there is a greater chance that

innovative employee work schedules will be incorporated from

the outset than would be the case in expecting a change in

existing conditions at existing business locations.

A number of companies in downtown Boston already operate

on a four-ten hour work week or flextime, with generally

favorable acceptance by employees. This trend will probably

continue if not accelerate, not only because of the time losses

incurred during peak hour travel, but because of the potential

energy savings that might accrue.
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S-1-19A

Before addressing the main question, it is appropriate to

comment on the data upon which the comment is based. The

tables are from Copley Place Transportation Impacts Study ,

Parsons Brinkerhoff, February 1980. Table 9-2, which

summarizes pedestrian trips, includes all walking trips

associated with the project, regardless of the primary mode of

transportation. People who are expected to take transit to or

from work have to be looked at simultaneously. Thus, 7,300

transit trips for both employees and non-employees in Table 4-6

also show up as pedestrian trips in Table 9-2. The modal split

table shows only 700 employees walking to work, while the

pedestrian trip table shows an additional 2,800 trips being

made during the day by employees once they are at work. The

actual number of true pedestrians vs. other modes in the

traditional modal split analysis is much lower than 71

percent. See the attached table.

The commenter is not correct in noting that the goal

appears to first satisfy automobile traffic, and then

accommodate pedestrians during leftover cycle time. In fact,

the pedestrians must be served along with automobiles by

assigning a minimum display of the "walk" indication and

allowing a clearance according to the width of the crosswalk.

There is also some feeling that maintaining the quality of flow

by providing coordinated signals and longer green times will

result in energy savings.

Insofar as the four adjacent interesections associated

with the project are concerned, automobile traffic volumes far

exceed pedestrian volumes, not including any factor for an

automobile occupancy greater than one. At the four

intersections that were analyzed for capacity, none had

pedestrian flows that exceeded automobile flows. The maximum

hourly pedestrian crossings at any of the four intersections is

about 1,000, whereas the total approach volume of automobiles

at the heaviest intersections is on the order of 2,000 to 3,000
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vehicles in 1978, and 3,000 to 4,000 vehicles in 1995, with

Copley Place included.

It should be noted that in the traffic capacity

calculations, reference was made to the available time for

pedestrian crossings over and above those that could run

simultaneously with traffic movements.

Total Daily Person-Trips = 20,300 (Table 4-2)

Auto

Transit

Walk

8,600

7,300

4,400

42%

2256

Pedestrian Trips - 14,500 (Table 9-2)

Transit



traffic signal phasings shown in the Urban Systems project

associated with street improvements include either exclusive

pedestrian crossings of these intersections, or reasonable

alternatives. An underground connection from Back Bay Station

to Copley Place to handle both Copley Place and Prudential

pedestrian flows is being provided as an extension of the new

Orange Line platform at Back Bay Station. (This is more fully

covered in response S-1-20.)

The Urban Systems street designs show, specifically, the

pedestrian crossings that will be provided, and present, in

detail, the commitment of the traffic plan to satisfying

pedestrian requirements.

Copley Place will provide an active and protected

pedestrian path through the project rather than forcing

pedestrians to walk around the complex. The combination of the

new overpass between Prudential and Copley Place, the creation

of an underground connection between Back Bay Station and

Copley Place, as well as concerned treatment for pedestrians at

the major intersections address the issue of pedestrians in a

very positive way.

The City of Boston and the Turnpike Authority are

currently working to resolve the issue of pedestrians and

Ramp D.

S-1-20

This comment is correct in noting that a mid-block

pedestrian crossing signal on Dartmouth Street may be useful.

Although an underground connection between the MBTA station and

Copley Place is being provided for the Orange Line, the traffic

analysis, using the worst possible condition, did not assume

this to be the case. Thus, there are some heavy pedestrian

crossings of Dartmouth Street. There is a Copley Place

entrance directly opposite Back Bay Station so that, a

mid-block traffic signal should be seriously considered. Since

the traffic volumes on Dartmouth Street are relatively low, and

do not involve any turning movements at this location, there
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should be no difficulty in designing a signal that can handle a

heavy flow for pedestrian, as well as vehicular traffic. The

only consideration for crossing here should be that the signal

timing be coordinated with the traffic lights on Dartmouth

Street at Columbus Avenue and Stuart Street. Since there is no

clear-cut, large slug of through traffic on Dartmouth Street in

either direction at this point, a closely tied in

interconnection may not even be necessary.

Another consideration that will modify pedestrian volumes

at the Dartmouth/Stuart Street intersection is that the new

Back Bay Station will have a primary entrance to the east near

Clarendon Street. Many of the pedestrians that now cross

Stuart Street at Dartmouth Street do not show up as crossing

St. James Street, thus many of them are probably headed toward

the John Hancock building. A new entrance to the Back Bay

Station, near Clarendon Street, should divert most of these

trips so that the pedestrian crossing volume at the

Stuart/Dartmouth Street intersection will decline. However,

the attraction of the new Orange Line alignment via Back Bay

could result in a large number of new pedestrian trips from

Back Bay Station to Copley Square.

With regard to approximate crossing times and necessary

queueing areas, all of the intersection capacity calculations

indicate the time available for pedestrian crossings either

during potential exclusive phases, or when certain automobile

and pedestrian movements are running simultaneously. A large

number, if not a majority, of the individual pedestrian

crossings can be made simultaneously with traffic movements,

mainly because of the one-way system in the area and the lack

of turning opportunites. In some cases, pedestrians were

assumed to move with the traffic, which would include some

conflicts between crossing pedestrians and right turns. Where

these situations occur, however, the turning movements are

fairly low.

The only location with a potential queueing problem is the

southeast corner of the Dartmouth/Stuart Street intersection
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and this will have to be addressed if 1) there is no

underground crossing between Back Bay Station and Copley Place,

2) there is no substitute at-grade pedestrian crossing of

Dartmouth Street, and 3) there is no pedestrian access to Back

Bay Station near Clarendon Street. If none of these conditions

are met, it will be necessary to re-evaluate the storage area

for pedestrians at the Dartmouth/Stuart Street intersection.

The crossing of Harcourt Street by pedestrians is expected

to occur while Huntington Avenue through traffic is running.

This is the longest phase of that cycle and provides time for

pedestrians to cross Harcourt Street and the hotel entrance

with the only conflicts being light volume right turns into

Harcourt Street and the hotel concourse. The final design of

roadways in this area will include some pedestrian refuge

locations along this crossing, so a lengthy crossing will not

result.

At Huntington Avenue and Exeter Street, the crossing of

Huntington Avenue by pedestrians will be difficult to achieve

during a single exclusive phase. There is some question as to

the volume of pedestrians that would make such a crossing. The

capacity calculations show that there are phases during the

cycle when pedestrians can cross individual approach or

departure legs without conflict. However, these phases are not

necessarily simultaneous and thus do not offer a free

unconf licting complete pedestrian crossing of Huntington

Avenue. If the Huntington Avenue cross-section is maintained

with three lane approaches, it should be possible to provide a

nearly continuous pedestrian crossing utilizing some exclusive

time and some of the phases during which left turns into Copley

Place occur and when Exeter Street traffic is running.

A raised island between the two exit lanes of Turnpike

Ramp "D", at first glance, appears to promote pedestrian safety

without seriously interrupting traffic flow. Detailed

consideration of this suggestion, however, reveals that it is

not a feasible solution from the standpoints of design and

traffic operations. From a design standpoint, accommodating a
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pedestrian island between the two lanes of Ramp "D" would

require that the ramp be widened by about eight feet. This

widening necessitates shortening the nose of the ramp

approximately 60 feet (see Figure 5-3, "Proposed Street

Improvements," in the Transportation Impacts Study ). From this

relocated crossing point, sight distance down the ramp is

inadequate for pedestrians on the northeasterly sidewalk to

cross to the island safely.

A pedestrian with a one-second perception/reaction time

can travel across one lane of the ramp in five seconds.

Assuming an approach vehicle traveling 25 miles per hour (37

feet/second) this translates to a needed 180-foot sight

distance down the ramp. From the relocated crossing point,

sight distance is only lAO feet. Offsetting the barrier and

bridge railing to improve sight distance along the ramp is not

feasible due to the fact that grades and clearances of

Ramp "D", as shown in Figure 5-3, are already critical,

widening Ramp "D" while maintaining these grades and clearances

would require raising Stuart Street at the end of Ramp "D",

which means the Huntington Avenue/Stuart Street Bridge over the

Turnpike would have to be completely reconstructed. The site

preparation costs of the Triangle Hotel would also increase

greatly. Alternatively, both the Turnpike mainline and

existing Ramp "8" could be depressed to accommodate the widened

ramp as it passes over them, once again a very expensive

proposition.

From a traffic operations standpoint, several objections

can be raised against the island solution. First, any

southwesterly relocation of the nose of Ramp "D" might

encourage illegal and unsafe movements from Ramp "D" directly

to the Triangle Hotel curb cuts on Stuart Street. Secondly,

lane changing on Ramp "D" could not be permitted for a distance

of 300 to 400 feet in advance of the island because of

restricted sight distance for motorists coming around the curve

of the ramp. This distance would normally be used by motorists

for weaving movements in order to reach the right or left lane

of Stuart Street, depending on their intentions to turn right
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or left at the Stuart/Dartmouth Street intersection. If

motorists are required to stay in their respective lanes

through this distance, excessive weaving movements could result

on Stuart Street with adverse effects. Finally, it is quite

likely that errant motorists would hit the island relatively

often, although vehicle/island damage could be minimized by the

use of an attenuator device to cushion impacts (see the

attached figure).

S-1-21

The deck over the Southwest Corridor is expected to be

devoted, for the most part, to pedestrians and open space

amenities. Access from the South End community to the Copley

Place project will be from an entrance along the Southwest

Corridor deck near Dartmouth Street across from Back Bay

Station. Access to the community retail area will also be from

that entrance and the deck itself. Also see response C-9: III

Point 3.

S-1-22

Pedestrian planning should include more than the

utilitarian objectives of being able to move about safely

without excessive crowding or barriers. More emphasis will be

given to describing the visual and aesthetic experience from

the viewpoint of the pedestrian as the design progresses.

Since the Draft EIR Supplement/Draft EIS was prepared,

additional definition of exterior aesthetics has occurred.

Exterior treatment of facade utilizes two-tone banding which

distinguishes buildings such as the Boston Public Library, the

Copley Plaza Hotel and Trinity Church. The two-tone effect is

caused by both color changes in the precast exterior cladding

and by textural changes in the precast. The bands are exposed,

and lines and joinery are softened through use of chamfers.

Vertical accents diversify the dominent, horizontal banding of
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COPLEY PLACE PROJECT

[Response to comment S-1-20

f^amp 'D' with suggested island

prepared by Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas, Inc.
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i two-tone precast and clear window stories framed in bronzed,

anodized aluminum. The effect at pedestrian level is to

eliminate the monolithic potential of a 5-story base (and

( 30+ story tower).

I
Neiman-Marcus display windows are located at the proposed

Southwest Corridor Deck and the primary pedestrian focus in the

large open plaza at the intersection of Stuart and Dartmouth

Streets. The store frontage along Dartmouth Street is yet to

I

be resolved. Glass facades housing restaurants and entrance-

ways border Dartmouth Street at the Western International Hotel.

The proposed Southwest Corridor Deck will provide

pedestrian access to the Neiman-Marcus store, the neighborhood

retail store and the housing element. A portion of this

project border may be solid wall surface due to the Turnpike

off-ramps immediately behind. Heavy use of landscaping or

other treatment to be determined in this area will soften the

impact of the solid wall.

The Huntington Avenue border of the Western International

Hotel will be actively devoted to the arrival and departure of

hotel users by taxi and private vehicle. The treatment of the

south side of Stuart Street, with regard to form and pedestrian

movement, is yet to be resolved.

Movement through the axis of the project at mall level

(elevation 151) will be exciting and diverse. This internal

movement will also be possible from the intersection of

Huntington Avenue and Dartmouth Street through the Western

International Hotel, over the skywalk to the retail mall area.

S-1-23

* Please note that City Noise Regulation #3 specifically

excludes impact devices. The noise levels cited in the

regulation apply only to non-impact equipment. For this reason

the noise consultants predicted noise levels both with and
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without impact devices. As shown in Table 7.8-3 of the Final

EIR/EIS, peak noise levels, excluding impact devices are

predicted to be slightly over the maximum levels at the

Gloucester Apartments. The suggested residential level of 75dB

may be exceeded at Harcourt Street as well. At the other four

abutting sites the predicted peak, non-impact noise levels are

below the levels specified in the regulation.

Also see response F-3-12.

S-1-2A

There are a number of ways water is discharged from a

building other than via the sewer. In a project like Copley

Place, large amounts of water evaporate through the heating and

cooling systems' vents. Further water is lost in cooking and

beverage preparation in the hotels, restaurants, bars and

housing component.

Low volume shower heads and toilets are already

incorporated into water demand projections for Copley Place.

To date no other conservation efforts have been studied.

S-1-25

The poor quality of the repreductions in the draft report

are due primarily to the printing process which was used. The

printing provided too much contrast which resulted in black and

white colors with no grays. As a result many figures are

illegible.

All the Draft EIR Supplement/Draft EIS visual quality

figures have been taken from the report titled: Copley Place

Visual Quality Consideration . The quality of the figures in

this supplement to the draft report are much clearer. In

addition, the visual quality report contains additional figures

not included in the Draft EIR Supplement/Draft EIS.
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The visual quality figures (along with the rest of the

report) are also reprinted in the Final EIR/EIS. A better

reproduction process has been used to insure improved

legibility for the figures.

Also see response to C-6-1.
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S-2

The Department of Environmental Quality Engineering (DEQE)

staff devoted a considerable amount of time to meeting with

Urban Investment and Development Company, the Boston

Redevelopment Authority and the environmental consultants

retained to analyze air quality impacts during the early stages

of project planning. During a series of meetings in June and

July, 1979, DEQE provided guidance with respect to the level

and detail of the analysis it expected for the Copley Place air

quality studies. Methodology, input data and assumptions to be

used in the analysis were outlined for agreement in advance.
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S-3

The support of the Massachusetts Department of Commerce

and Development is appreciated by the project proponent.
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S-A

The Boston Redevelopment Authority acknowledges receipt of

the brief comment letter by the Metropolitan Area Planning

Council (MAPC). No comments, however, have been received from

any MAPC representative other than the Executive Director.

Many mitigating measures, as suggested by Mr. Truslow, are

described in response to specific comments offered by other

commenters.
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S-5-1

The revised figure 1 included the final wind report now

includes the areas mentioned.

S-5-2

These corrections have been included in the final text for

Pedestrian Wind Environment at Copley Place, Boston,

Massachusetts, August 1980 .

S-5-3

Section 7.4 of the Final EIR/EIS includes pedestrian

patterns. This provides the suggested data within the

transportation context.

S-5-4

The Hancock and Prudential Towers have a primary effect

when they are upstream of the project. With the exception of

very localized effects buildings such as these do not have an

effect when they are downstream of the project. However, the

Hancock building has been addressed specifically in a separate

section of the Final EIR/EIS, and every effort was made, within

the confines of the physical limitations of the model, to

include points which would allow for quantification of the

degree to which Copley Place would have an effect at either

location.

S-5-5

The pedestrian bridge linking Copley Place to the

Prudential Center will be an enclosed bridge. It is the

termination of the bridge that has been discussed and more

carefully elaborated upon in the final wind report cited in

response S-5-2.
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5-5-6

Every effort has been made to describe the potential for

possible mitigation schemes that would improve the wind

environment with regard to problems not specific to the Copley

Place project. Careful study of these problems could lead to

suggestions for mitigation. However, since these problems

exist under present conditions, the treatment of this issue

does not seem specifically appropriate to the Copley Place

Report.

Tall, thick coniferous trees generally make the most

effective wind breaks.

Also see response F-5.

S-5-7

General massing of the buildings is probably more

important than smaller scale mitigation scheme effects on the

wind environment. During the early phases of the Copley Place

Project, many major design modifications were made to reduce

the impact of the building massing. The evaluation of design

changes for Copley Place is outlined in Section 5.

As noted in the response to comment F-5 the developer, the

wind consultants and BRA will continue to review supplementary

modeling data which investigates the effects of variations in

massing. The review of this data will be undertaken before BRA

gives its final design approvals.

S-5-8

The final pedestrian level wind report provides a more

complete treatment of all areas of predicted windiness. That

data is summarized in Section 7.7 of this report. Tne summary

includes an estimate of the frequency of 13.6 mps winds.
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S-5-9

The word azimuth is used to describe 1 of 16 compass

directions, for example, North, North-northeast, or West-south

i west, from which the wind is originating. Each azimuth

includes 22-1/2 degrees of compass.

S-5-10

The velocity in the wind tunnel is not related to full

scale velocity as such. The actual velocities used in the

experiment are determined, not by the length scale, but by the

Reynolds number. Reynolds number is defined as a dimensionless

parameter and is computed by multiplying the velocity times

some characteristic length such as a building width or a

building height and dividing by the dynamic viscosity of the

fluid. (The dynamic viscosity is a property of the fluid; it

is a measure of how easily it flows).

S-5-11

The final report on pedestrian level winds includes

seasonal variations. Appendix C of the final report includes

numbers for comparison.

S-5-12

The final wind report cited in response S-5-2 is intended

to provide more clear representation of the experimental

theory. A page of definitions has been included for the

T symbols used in that report.
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S-5-13

A page of definitions has been included for clarification

of these points.

S-5-14

All meters-per-second figures are accompanied by

equivalent miles-per-hour figures and the inconsistencies have

been corrected in the final wind report.

S-5-15

Please see response to comment S-5-14.

5-5-16

Yes, this summary provides an accurate description of the

study process.

S-5-17

Please see the response to comment S-5-10. In addition

Reynolds Number surface roughnesses and small scale turbulence

have been modelled to accurately represent real conditions.

S-5-18

Wind tunnel modeling is very sensitive and the kinds of

phenomena described have been observed in the experiments in

the wind tunnel.

S-5-19

The power law profile figure shown has been corrected to

upstream velocity profile for the tests.
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S-5-20

Page A-32 has been corrected,

given in the final wind report.

A clearer explanation is

S-5-21

There are many areas in which the state of the art of wind

engineering has improved over the last decade. It is a

relatively new area and future sponsorship of additional

research should lead to further improvements.

S-5-22

The Final EIR/EIS addresses specifically the issue of

Copley Place project impact on the Hancock Tower. See

Section 7.7.

S-5-23

Appendix D of the final wind report includes more detailed

discussion of the type and nature of wind environment in the

area of each sensor studied.

S-5-2A

Prediction of short duration gusts is a degree to which

accuracy is implied in numbers for which very little

reliability can be expected. The choice of a 40 second gust

duration was made to include the effects of gustiness without

implying that very short duration gusts can be predicted.

S-5-25

The effects of 3 second gusts have been implicitly

accounted for in the derivation of the comfort criteria and in

the selection of a suggested threshold of acceptability.
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S-5-26

The report has been edited to remove inconsistencies and

the value 13.6 meters per second (30 MPH) was chosen as a

suggested threshold of acceptability with a recurrence of one

percent since this value represents a short duration gust which

might occur during a period where the average wind velocity was

much lower, for example, 9 to 10 meters per second. The

equivalent Beaufort scale wind has been suggested to be a

strong breeze/moderate gale.

S-5-27

It is agreed that each point should be evaluated both in

terms of its windiness relative to the suggested acceptability

threshold, and also the degree to which the area is impacted by

the project.

5-5-28

The velocity V^^^^^ = 3 mps was introduced as an example

of a sample calculation and has no significance beyond that.

S-5-29

There is little in the state of the art that explicity

addresses the elderly or the handicapped with regard to wind

impact. As with other public safety criteria, however, the

comfort criteria used are based on the perceptions of a

susceptible population. This population includes these types

of people for whom elevated wind speeds can be troublesome.

The evaluation of the Back Bay train station environment

is included in Appendix D Section D.12.
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5-5-30

The final wind report, cited in response S-5-2, includes

the predicted one hour average wind speeds. Both "before and

after" numbers are included in the final report. Receptor #2

is in Copley Plaza.

S-5-31

No response required.

S-5-32

There is wide disparity concerning the best method for

presenting predicted wind speeds. The examples given here are

quite similar to the methodology employed by Isyumov and

Davenport in Reference 6 of the final wind report.

S-5-33

The impact of wind, whether described as velocity or

pressure, is accounted for in the concept of the comfort

criteria developed in the various sources.

S-5-34

The errors intrinsic to experimental science, as they

apply to this study, do, indeed, tend to cancel because the

same model and methodology was used for the "existing" and

"proposed" configuration studies.

S-5-35

Adequate treatment of the errors intrinsic to wind tunnel

engineering have been described in a paper by Surrey and

Davenport entitled "Modelling the Wind climate: An Overview".
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S-5-36

Errors occur ad hoc in inconsistent ways. Wherever

differences appear in data that cannot be substantiated by

physical evidence, the cause of experimental error is cited.

S-5-37

The use of the term 100 percent as a likely error in

predicting probabilities of .001 derives from the fact that the

probability could vary by as much as 100%. In the case of

predicting probabilities in the range of .01 the possible error

is still jf.OOl or, in this case, 10%.

S-5-38

The Reynolds Number has been defined in response S-5-10.

The Reynolds Number is dimensionless, but depends on some

characteristic length, for example, the building height or

building width and the inclusion of some characteristic length

from the model would result in a dimensionless Reynolds

number. For example a building that is 1/2 foot wide would

result in a Reynolds number 1.58 times 10^ per foot, which

then becomes .79 times 10^.

S-5-39

The effects of buildings upstream of the project vary

according to how far away the buildings are. The Hancock and

Prudential Center Towers were both included in the physical

model used for the experiments and, therefore, the precise

effect of these towers is simulated in these tests.

S-5-40

Appendix D of the final wind report. Section D.6, contains

the revised description of sensor 6.
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S-5-41

Increases in winds from a given azimuth can result in

artificially exaggerated increases at a location studied,

depending upon the frequency of winds blowing from that

direction. The details of the wind environment at Trinity

Church are fully described in Appendix D, Section D.l of the

final wind report.

S-5-A2

This refers to the need for physical interpretation to

differentiate between real changes in wind environment and

apparent changes which result from possible experimental errors,

S-5-43

The correction has been made to the final text.

S-5-44

The correction to the figure has been made.

S-5-45

The roughness length z^ is used only to describe the

theoretical predictions of percent turbulence as a function of

height above the ground. The values for z not are customarily

arrived at by empirically fitting experimental data in deriving

roughness length.
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S-5-46

The legend for the wind roses is provided as part of

Figure A. 14. The solid curves are velocity in meters per

second measured radially for a specified probability of being

exceeded. The dotted curve represents the probability that the

wind will originate from any azimuth (22-1/2 degree segments of

the compass). The inner circle and outer circle represent 10

and 20 percent respectively.

S-5-A7

"Discretionization" means breaking up the wind direction

into 16 discreet azimuth windows (1 azimuth window represent

22.5 degrees). The shortcomings of discretionization are noted

in the text.

S-5-48

Please see the response to comment S-5-42.

S-5-49

The statistical parameters are defined only in terms of

their context. The equations for the Rayleigh and Weibull

distributions represent modifications of more commonly used

statistical mathematical models.

S-5-50

The interpretation or perception of windiness is, in part,

a function of personal attitude on the part of users and

subsequently all aspects affecting human perception and

enthusiasm effect the degree to which the windiness will be

considered unacceptable or acceptable.
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S-5-51

This sentence has been corrected in the final wind report

text

S-5-52

Appendices C and D of the final report include discussion

of seasonal variations in predicted wind speeds. For certain

sensor locations existing on the proposed site the existing

conditions were not examined because the nature of winds in the

existing conditions was considered to be adequately represented

by other sensors studied.

S-5-53

Description of wind loads is provided in Appendix D of the

final report. The use of graphics to describe wind flows is

very often more confusing than not, since graphics are two

dimensional and wind impacts are not. While wind direction in

a plane can be demonstrated it is difficult to show three

dimensional winds and add speeds and frequencies of occurence

to that. Also note that the concept of effective gust (i.e.

intermittant winds) is particularly hard to depict graphically.

S-5-54

The downwash effect on a building is more a function of

the building height and width (width divided by height is

called the "aspect ratio"). The details of the building

surface will have only very small localized effects on the

downwash.

Also see response F-5.
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5-5-55

Little is known about fluidic techniques as a possible

application in reducing due to atmospheric winds. Indeed this

is an area where future research may provide new insights into

solving wind problems in the urban environment.

5-5-56

Trees are commonly used to reduce winds by incremental

amounts. The degree to which trees impede the wind speeds and

filter airborne particles is a function of wind speed, tree

density and season.
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C-1-1

This issue was also raised in comment S-1-13, and has been

addressed by the reassessment of the road network and

reasignment of Copley Place traffic to see what alternative

routing may be feasible.

This comment calls attention to a sentence in the Draft

EIR Supplement/Draft EIS, which is, indeed, subject to

misinterpretation. The sentence states that the Orange Line

might attract commuters from the north sector of the

Metropolitan area, and would thereby result in a reduction in

traffic volumes on Berkeley Street and other access routes to

Storrow Drive. This is not likely to happen. The reference

should have been to a reduction in Copley Place demand. The

Draft EIR Supplement/Draft EIS intended to point out that only

through a reduction in existing demand on Berkeley Street could

Copley Place traffic be accommodated. Thus, the alternative

was a shift of some portion of the total demand to alternative

routes, or to the Orange Transit Line.

With regard to the comment that the demand for access to

Storrow Drive will not slacken, and that other routes will have

to be found, the transportation consultants are in partial

agreement. It is unlikely in the foreseeable future that a

reduction in traffic on Back Bay streets will occur. However,

it does not necessarily follow that additional routes will have

to be found to satisfy an ever-increasing automobile demand.

The greatest obstacle to travel between the Back Bay and the

north is Leverett Circle, which causes the single largest

back-up in the area, often extending down Storrow Drive into

the Back Bay street network. The creation of additional

capacity between Copley Place and Storrow Drive will not solve

this problem, and will not necessarily induce higher traffic

volumes. An increase in the capacity of Leverett Circle (which

would involve major construction), could easily be matched by

additional volumes on the Storrow Drive approach road system

without any significant new construction.
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The neighborhood can be protected from significant

increases in traffic volumes by maintaining the present traffic

pattern without any additional traffic capacity added to the

system through the elimination of curb parking, new

construction, or similar measures. The one-way pattern already

allows pedestrians a reasonably good environment for crossing

streets. Thus, a program aimed at reducing vehicular green

time to the benefit of pedestrians does not seem warranted or

likely.

Much of the traffic problem in Back Bay manifests itself

in the poor quality of flow. There are a number of reasons for

this. Double and triple parking, truck activities,

uncontrolled pedestrian street crossings and parking and

unparking maneuvers all take their toll on the quality of

traffic flow. Looking at the traffic volumes, however, on a

street by street basis, they are surprisingly low in relation

to the apparent congestion that exists in Back Bay. Volumes

are sometimes heavy, but the street system has a considerable

amount of capacity that is either already available, or that

could be created with relatively minor changes. (This is not a

requirement of the Copley Place project, which is committed to

no change in the traffic capacity of the approach road system.)

Based on the 12 hour traffic counts made by the BRA in

1975 and 1976, many of the streets in Back Bay show only a

slight reduction in volumes between peak and off-peak hours.

What this suggests is that most of the traffic in Back Bay is

generated by the land use activities that already exist in this

area. As noted in the traffic analysis, much of Back Bay is

protected from greater traffic volumes by the capacity

restrictions on major access roads such as Berkeley Street.

While such congestion may be undesirable for a number of

reasons, it does limit traffic volumes on local streets where

additional capacity is available.

The key point is that the Copley Place project has neither

requested, nor required any increases in traffic capacity. It

is unlikely that there are any mitigating measures that can be
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taken at this time by anyone to reduce the traffic volumes in

Back Bay. To some extent, this has already occurred through

lack of action to increase traffic capacity to match traffic

demand. There are, however, projects being considered by the

MDC and the City that would increase capacity in the Fenway

area, but these are unrelated to the Copley Place project.

The sketch attached to response S-1-13 shows the

reallocation of 200 Copley Place trips previously assigned to

Berkeley Street. A reassessment based on existing travel time

shows that there are alternate routes to reach north and

northeast suburbs from Copley Place. The 200 trips on Berkeley

Street represent 65 percent of north/northeast (N/NE) trips

from Copley Place. This is the only sector from which trips

affect Berkeley Street.

Alternative routings via Charles Street are feasible from

a time standpoint. Equally feasible are routings via

Charlesgate and Massachusetts Avenue and Storrow Drive to reach

the N/NE locations. This is confirmed not only by travel time

data that was gathered in field studies, but also by talking to

people who work in the Copley Square area. In particular, the

Massachusetts Avenue/Memorial Drive routing has the potential

for attracting even more traffic than has been assigned to it

at present.

What is significant is that these routings do not

penetrate Back Bay residential streets to a large degree.

Routings down Stuart and Boylston Streets totally avoid the

purely residential area, although they do increase traffic

volumes on Charles Street. However, this street is already a

major arterial street with high traffic volumes and is

essentially commercial in nature. The routings to the

Charlesgate and Massachusetts Avenue/Memorial Drive do involve

travel down Hereford Street and Beacon Street, both of which

are predominantly non-commercial. However, these streets are

already used by large volumes of through traffic (the ADT on

Hereford is 4,000 and on Beacon Street is 12,000) so the

increments are not expected to have an adverse effect on them.
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In effect, the lack of better access onto Storrow Drive

protects a large portion of the Back Bay area from the impacts

of through traffic.

C-1-2

A considerable portion of casual visitors and shoppers

expected at Copley Place will consist of employees who work in

the area and visit Copley Place during the day, hotel visitors

who are expected to use Copley Place facilities both during the

day and in the evening, and people who already travel to Back

Bay for shopping, social or recreational trips.

The addition of Copley Place uses to the existing base of

Back Bay retail and other establishments is analogous to an

addition at a large regional shopping center. The trip

generation and parking demand of the additional space does not

produce a linear demand for traffic and parking. The ITE Trip

Generation Information Report, as well as other studies, show

that as a shopping center expands, its trip generation rate

(trips per sq. ft.) and parking rate decline. Sales are

achieved through longer stays, and thus more sales per capita

or per vehicle.

It is difficult to imagine wealthy patrons making a

shopping trip to Copley Place by street car or bus, but it is

also difficult to imagine such individuals cruising through the

Back Bay or South End residential neighborhoods searching for a

curb parking space and then walking several blocks to their

destination.

The Copley Place visitor/shopper parking supply of 625

spaces is considered adequate to serve the projected square

footage. The ratio of 1.2 spaces per 1,000 square feet of

gross floor area for retail is comparable to other downtown

developments and is thought to be adequate for the Copley Place

project. The large daytime population is expected to produce

an important portion of the shopping trips at Copley Place. It

is believed that the on-site parking supply, as well as the
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spillover effect from the existing base of Back Bay retail

spaces, will provide the Copley Place stores with an adequate

supply of parking. This is admittedly a projection based on

past experience, but using other projects as a guide, is a

reasonable assumption.

C-1-3

In the interest of overall consistency, it is of course

quite true that the parking shortfall was 49A spaces, as

estimated by the agreed-upon model and assuming that no

underutilized parking facilities will be available off-site in

the surrounding area.

It is, however, also valid to cross-check such individual

results against actual available data, particularly when in

practice a working equilibrium of supply and demand, not

necessarily of a negative nature, will come about in the

future. By applying the employee-to-space ratio of the 1972

Wilbur Smith parking study as it relates to the Back Bay, the

shortfall would only be 290. This should be somewhat

comforting, particularly considering that the future transit

access to the project area will be much better than in 1972.

At the same time, the model still has to be viewed as a

valid, consistent prediction mechanism for a number of

variables. There is no reason, nonetheless, that the

interpretation of the model outputs cannot be tempered by other

information. In the model, estimates of trips made for various

purposes were done separately, without explicit accounting for

multi-purpose trips both on- and off-site. Actual survey data

may embody such overlap as well as, within a specific context,

indicate a different modal split.

A parking shortfall of any magnitude could have a number

of consequences. These are:

1. A higher level of illegal parking, including on

neighborhood streets, could occur. The committed

Resident Parking Sticker Program will offset this.
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2. Overall in the area parking will be harder to find.

3. Some trips may not be made, possibly lessening the

economic viability of the development.

4. The transit modal split will in actuality be higher,

or car occupancy or multi-purpose trips will

increase

.

The transportation consultants are inclined to look

towards the last point, given the new transit improvements for

the area and the trends in auto fuel costs and availability.

Overall, the inclusion of a "second opinion" regarding

parking shortfall is constructive and informative.

C-1-4

Conditions and projects referred to in this comment are

either existing or tentative and do not represent significant

impacts on the study area. The traffic and parking analysis

for the Copley Place project did assume that there would be no

increase in off-street parking off-site. The immediate area

may even experience a decline in off-street spaces as

redevelopment parcels are reclaimed from parking to buildings.

A number of the projects mentioned in this comment have

been implicitly included in the increases in traffic exclusive

of Copley Place. Future background traffic without the Copley

Place project was forecast to increase 1% from 1979 to 1983 and

by 23% from 1983 to 1995.

C-1-5

See response S-1-16.
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C-1-6

Wind tunnel modeling has been undertaken. The results of

the modeling are described in Pedestrian Wind Environment at

Copley Place, Boston, Massachusetts BBN, September 1980. The

results of these investigations are summarized and reported in

Section 7.7 of this report, as well.
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C-2-1

Displacement directly attributable to Copley Place will

occur only in the case when (1) a landlord in the impact area

raises the rents in his/her building specifically to capture the

dollars of a new Copley Place employee able to pay more for rent

than the landlord's current tenants, and (2) those tenants leave

the unit involuntarily. As ERA pointed out in Sections III and

IV of its study, displacement is already a phenomenon in the

areas around Copley Place which is defined as the impact area.

In forecasting future impacts, then, it is virtually impossible

to separate the displacement which might result directly from

Copley Place from the displacement that is a function of the wide

range of other pressures on the housing market in the impact

area. The ERA study does not claim that Copley Place will cause

no displacement; it is their conclusion that it will add at most

a moderate increment to the level of displacement already

occurring.

Stated more specifically, ERA concluded that between 200 and

210 units per year represented the additional demand element

attributable to Copley Place (equal to 11-15% of total yearly

demand for housing units). Possible displacement from Copley

Place would only amount to some fraction of this demand element,

since many of the units taken by Copley Place employees would

have become available through normal turnover caused by the

voluntary departure of the previous tenant. Even if every one of

these demanded units caused displacement, however, the impact

would be small: about 0.7% of the entire impact area's housing

stock, and 11-15% of each year's total additional housing demand.*

Because there are many pressures operating on the housing

market in the impact area, therefore, the displacement which may

be attributable to Copley Place amounts to a small portion of any

displacement which might be occurring in the area.

"^ rhe current development program will result in a housing
demand of 210 units per year over 5 years, which is 12-15% of
each year's total housing demand.
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C-2-2

This project has received extensive planning review with

residents of the surrounding neighborhoods. Over forty citizen

review committee meetings have been held since the inception of

planning for this project.

The coordination with adjacent development has also been

extensive. In addition, regarding coordination with other

projects, see Response C-9, III: Point 5, and for response to

the Tent City Corporation comments, see C-9 in its entirety.
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C-3-1

This comment calls for the development of new housing

throughout the downtown, in conjunction with development of

Boston's service and tourist economy. As stated in the Draft

EIR Supplement/Draft EIS, City housing policy calls for the use

of private and government resources to produce additional and

substantially improved housing for persons of all income

levels. To respond to the need and demand for housing in

Boston, and in particular the CBD, the City is encouraging the

conversion of non-residential, underutilized buildings to

housing and the renovation of vacant housing, where

appropriate, to expand the supply.

In addition, please see Section 7.12.2.
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C-4-1

No such surveys were made. Nevertheless, the primary

point of the ERA study was that Copley Place would supply only

one of the many pressures operating to raise rents and property

values in the impact area. Even without the addition of Copley

Place, the housing market would face increasing rents and

property values, due to a variety of economic and demographic

forces, many of which are national in scope.

On a national level, these include: persistently high

annual inflation rates; federal tax policies which induce

renters to become owners; the maturation of the post World War

II baby boom; the postponement of marriage, deferred family

formation and the trend toward smaller households; and sharply

increased energy and transportation costs which force people to

live closer to their jobs in the core city.

Locally, housing costs are generally on the increase due

to the economic recovery Boston has experienced over the past

20 years; the large increase in service sector jobs in the

inner city; the rediscovery of certain inner-city

neighborhoods, the special appeal boston has in attracting and

holding young adults in the 21-35 year age group, and

systematic program of public improvements throughout the city

designed to arrest long-term decline which had afflicted three

of the four neighborhoods in the impact area, namely the South

End/St. Botolph area, the Fenway, and Bay Village.

The comment concerning speculative realtors "blockbusting"

the impact area seems unfounded. Blockbusting is an illegal

scare tactic used to frighten homeowners into selling by making

them think values are declining rapidly and that they must sell

in order to avoid further devaluation of their homes. It is

hard to imagine the successful employment of these tactics in

the Copley Place impact area.
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C-4-2

The respondent has confused cause and effect. The point

is that rents and property values will already be too high for

many of the non-professional employees of Copley Place who do

not already reside in the impact area. Copley Place itself has

not caused this situation; other pressures, described in

Section IVA of the Housing Impact Analysis , and listed in the

previous response (C-4-1) are responsible.

It is important, however, not to overlook the existence of

a large unskilled and unemployed labor pool presently residing

in the impact area. To the extent these people will be

provided with significant employment opportunities, Copley

Place will engender wider economic and housing choices.

Furthermore, the developer is required to provide 17.2% of the

permanent jobs to present residents of the impact area, and 30%

to minorities.

Given the relatively high unemployment rate in the impact

neighborhoods, and the preferential hiring safeguards, the

conclusion that Copley Place will lead to a "Johannesburg

model" wherein poor people and minorities will be displaced to

outlying areas only to be "shipped back" to perform menial

labor is unfounded.

C-A-3

To quote the HUD regulations, "The purpose of urban

development action grants is to assist distressed cities and

distressed urban counties which require increased public

assistance and private investment to alleviate physical and

economic deterioration." (CFR 24 Subsection 50.540). To this

end commercial, industrial and residential projects are

eligible activities.

UDAG is a competitive program that is designed to respond

specifically to the demonstrated financial need of individual

projects sponsored by developers. The City's UDAG application
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for Copley Place, therefore, is a specific response to the

program designed by UDIC. Moreover, the City's ability to

compete successfully for the $19.7 million in UDAG funds is due

only to Copley Place's demonstrated need for financing in this

amount and the project's highly competitive position in term of

private dollars leveraged and jobs created.

As UDAG is a discretionary program, there is no minimum or

maximum dollar amount per year to which the City of Boston is

entitled. It is important to remember that Copley Place does

not preclude the City from successfully seeking funds for

future projects, even in amounts equal to the Copley Place UDAG

proposal. The only constraint is that each project is

evaluated separately and must stand upon its own merits in a

nation-wide competition. The City does anticipate that future

housing proposals would be received favorably by HUD and that

these projects could be competitive with leverage ratios of as

low as 2.5:1 instead of Copley Place's 15:1 private dollars to

public dollars leverage ratio.

In conclusion, Copley Place does not represent a trade off

of UDAG dollars from housing to commercial projects. To the

degree that housing proposals developed by local groups are

competitive, they too will receive serious consideration for

funding by HUD.

C-4-4

The BRA and the Tent City Task Force are in accord on the

guidelines for development of Parcels llA and IIB. The

jointly-promulgated plan calls for 25% low income, 50% moderate

income homeownership, and 25% market level residency. The BRA

and the Tent City Task Force are in agreement on this matter

and the Task Force has publically withdrawn its opposition to

the Copley Place UDAG application.
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C-4-5

Most recent Copley Place plans call for the use of gas for

cooking and electricity for space heating and air

conditioning. Electrical demand will be met by Boston Edison

Company, the operator of Pilgrim I and proponent of Pilgrim

II. Therefore, some of Copley Place's electricity may come

from Pilgrim II. However, Boston Edison has not made its

ability to supply the electrical demand of Copley Place

contingent upon the construction of Pilgrim II. At this point,

no alternative to using commercially supplied electricity for

lights and other electrical appliances is feasible, and Boston

Edison is the only utility supplying electricity to Boston.

See Section 7.11 of this report.
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C-5-1

The ERA study did not develop a direct estimate of

displacement directly attributable to Copley Place because it is

virtually impossible to separate the displacement which might

result from Copley Place from that resulting from the range of

other pressures operating on the impact area. Even so, ERA

predicts that displacement due to Copley Place will be slight.

See Response C-2-1 for a full explanation.

The "$20,000 in 6 to 9 months" is an unsubstantiated estimate

made by a Fenway resident, not a finding of the Housing Impact

Analysis. The most dramatic property value increases pointed to

in the ERA study were the sale price increases for Back Bay

condominiums, which were found to increase from a $30 ,000-$50,000

range in 1976 to a $75,000-$115,000 range in 1979 (Table III-14)

-- equivalent to an $18,300-per-year increase.

The statement claims that the EIS should analyze the "effect

of Copley Place on the housing supply . . . and the increase in

displacement as well as an analysis of property values." The ERA

study does assess the effect of Copley Place on the housing

supply; indeed, that is the subject of the entire study. The

increase in displacement is addressed in the first paragraph of

this response, and the effect on property values is addressed in

subsection D of Section V (p. 73), where it is concluded that

rents will increase some 0.6% to l.A% more than they will without

Copley Place, and sale property values would increase by a similar

margin.

C-5-2

No attempt was made in the study to separate the impact of

Copley Place on housing of blacks or any other minority groups.

The Housing Impact Analysis found that the probable impact of

Copley Place would be to increase demand by another 200 units per

year for 5 years.* Given that there are some 28,000 units of

* The current development program will result in a housing
demand of 210 units per year over 5 years.
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housing in the impact area with an annual estimated turnover rate

of 15aj to 20%, the impact of this increased demand was deemed

slight. Therefore no purpose would be served, nor would it be

feasible to attempt to measure the impact on minorities, where

the overall impact is slight to begin with. An assessment of

Copley Place's impact on the area as a whole is explained in

detail in the response to C-2-1.

It is also important to note that the only low-income groups

vulnerable to displacement are those in non-subsidized units,

since persons in the subsidized units cannot be displaced,

according to federal law. As is evident from Table IV-3, the

portion of total units occupied by non-subsidized low- and

moderate-income residents in each neighborhood is well below 50%.

Additionally, there is no evidence that the South End Urban

Renewal Project has caused displacement of minorities from the

South End. The recent Concensus Survey (1978) estimates that 54%

of the neighborhood is currently minority. It also indicates

that one-half or more of these minority residents have arrived

during the urban renewal years. Clearly there is nothing

incompatible between revitalization and minority residence and

in-migration in this part of the impact area.

C-5-3

As indicated in the response to C-5-2, the ERA studies were

geared toward assessing housing impacts to all population groups

in the areas surrounding Copley Place. The potential for

displacement was not disaggregated by any specific target groups

largely because the project was not deemed to have housing

impacts specific to any particular group of people in the impact

area. On the other hand, the project does include employment

goals specific to protecting several groups. Employment

provisions include construction and permanent job goals for

minorities, as well as minority enterprise participation

provisions. In addition, job goals have been established for

residents of the impact area.
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Furthermore the EIS does not acknowledge that Census

Tracts 707 and 708 will be the most affected by Copley Place.

This sub-area contains a high percentage of long-term minority

residents, many of them homeowners. It is situated along the

old Penn Central rail corridor in the South End from

Massachusetts Avenue to the Copley Place site, and remains one

of the more stable sub-neighborhoods in the South End,

precisely because of the presence of so many minority

homeowners who cannot be involuntarily displaced.

The EIS and Housing Impact Analysis conclude that other

major public improvements within these census tracts will have

a major upgrading effect upon the area and will likely increase

demand for housing there. The rail corridor and the

deteriorated condition of Columbus Avenue, which together

encompass ninety percent of this area's perimeter, have

generated a strongly negative economic, environmental and

aesthetic effect upon the area, these major olighting

influences are about to be eliminated, however, by the complete

reconstruction and landscaping of Columbus Avenue, and the

decking over of the rail corridor with a landscaped linear

pedestrian park.

It is these improvements, combined with other forces at

work in the neighborhood, not Copley Place, which will exert

pressure on the demand for housing in this sub-area.

C-5-A

ERA made the point in its study that, because of

increasing rents and property values in the impact area, caused

by existing pressures on housing in the area, it is primarily

the professionals at Copley Place earning higher salaries who

will be able to afford housing in the area. Copley Place

workers earning lower salaries who do not already live in the

City, whether minorities or not, will look beyond the immediate

area to Brighton-Allston, parts of Cambridge, Somerville, and

other neighborhoods of Boston for housing that they can afford.
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The permanent hiring policy agreed to by the developer

includes 50% Boston residents, 30% minorities, and 17.2%

residents from surrounding neighborhoods. This provision,

along with the large number of subsidized units in the area,

prevents the dynamics of a "Johannesburg model" from occurring.

If the hiring policies were not in effect, and the

majority of the jobs were in the upper-income category, the

increased demand for housing in the area would probably be much

greater. This, however, is not the case.

C-5-5

The Copley Place project involves no actions which may

directly affect "the well-being and health of people living in

the impacted areas." The project will certainly have no

measurable direct effect on mortality or morbidity rates. Any

major urban project may induce indirect impacts, such as

changes in noise levels, air quality or socio-economic

conditions, which contribute to changes in health or

well-being. Potential for these types of indirect impacts have

been addressed individually throughout the Draft EIR

Supplement/Draft EIS.
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C-6-1

An audio-visual presentation of the Copley Place

development from a pedestrian's eye view could assist many

people to more easily understand the project and it may be

required as part of the design submissions to the BRA. It is

not, however, either a common or a specific requirement of the

environmental review process.

C-6-2

Wind tunnel studies have been performed and form a part of

this Final EIR/EIS (see Sections 6.7 and 7.7). The appropriate

report sections are written with the layman and the non-expert

government executive in mind. There is appropriate discussion

of methodology and technical support data in the stand-alone

pedestrian wind report to satisfy the experts among the

reviewers also.

As part of the wind study. Bolt, Beranek and Newman took

many photos of wind configuration during the testing process

using a method of smoke visualization. The smoke jets

dispersed in the air stream helped to explain the data results;

i.e., what was happening to the air masses to cause the wind

intensities measured by the hot-wire method. Movies of the

smoke visualization tests would add little understanding to the

public of wind intensities. The cause and effect relationships

at sensitive receptors have been adequately discussed by BB&N

in the wind report.

The commentor uses the terms "incredible winds" around

Copley Square. As the report describes, existing wind

conditions at certain receptors are beyond those considered

comfortable for pedestrians before any development at Copley

Place. The effect of the Copley Place project is to lessen

wind speeds at some of these receptors and increase them at

many others. No structural solutions at the Copley Place site

' could lessen the wind conditions caused by the John Hancock

Tower or the Prudential Tower.
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C-6-3

The commentor appears to have misinterpreted various

aspects of the air quality analysis done for the portion of the •

project under the deck. The following clarifications may help

remove the misconceptions:

i

1) The analysis deals with a breakdown of traffic, not

a breakdown of the ventilation system. The analysis

considers pollutant emissions associated with j

stalled traffic idling beneath the deck (an adverse

case)

.

2) The CO levels predicted are within the protective

guidelines established by the cognizant regulatory

agencies. No exceedance of the 1-hour level of

125 ppm suggested by EPA and the Federal Highway

Administration is predicted. Likewise, there is no

exceedance of the OSHA average 8-hour guideline of

50 ppm. These standards have been established to

protect the public from harmful exposures, with an

adequate margin of safety. Therefore, no adverse

effects are anticipated.

3) The maximum predicted short-term NO2 levels are

being proposed for "ambient air", the mass of air to

which the general public may be expected to be

exposed. The ambient air quality standards,

including the proposed short-term NO2 standard
cited, apply to public outdoor areas, and not to

confined areas such as the area beneath the Copley

Place deck.

4) The rail patrons are expected to spend relatively

short periods in the portions of the project beneath

the deck. Normally, the period of time in these
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areas would be a maximum of a few minutes. Patrons

of the rail lines would not wait in the loading area

for an extended period, but would leave and return

for the scheduled departure. It is only in the

railway areas that the high, short-term NO2 levels

are predicted (see Table 7.6-5). Therefore, it is

not likely that anyone would be exposed to NO2

levels which exceed the 470-940 micrograms per cubic

meter for more than an hour.

5) Assuming an average speed of only two miles per

hour, vehicular traffic will traverse the decked

section from west of the Prudential Center to the

east side of the Hancock Tower in about 17 minutes.

This means that average hourly exposures for

passengers in vehicles passing beneath the deck

would probably be well below the hourly

concentrations predicted. It is also reasonable to

assume that if average speed is less than two miles

per hour, vehicles will stop and motors will be

turned off for portions of the time. This would

cause reductions in the pollutant levels predicted.

In summary, no adverse health effects are expected to

occur as a result of the pollutant levels under the deck.

Potential exposures are short-term in nature, and within

applicable air quality guidelines.

C-6-4

The "CRC Alternative" of 1978, which leaves "Parcel C"

vacant, can be considered a "moderate build" alternative

compared to the present plans. This alternative is shown in

the early concept sketches on pages 3-16 to 3-19. The Draft

EIR Supplement/Draft EIS states on page 3-12 that this plan was

rejected by the developer and the state because "extraordinary
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development costs appeared to make the project unfeasible..."

It is logical to assume, especially in light of recent

increases in the cost of financing, that any moderate build

scheme proposed would be infeasibe.

C-6-5

The commentor may be correct in his statement that for

some people, Copley Place already is a factor in their decision

to buy, sell, or hold real estate in the South End, at least

within a two-block radius of the site.

The ERA position in the socioeconomic impact section of

the report is that Copley Place will not be a predominant

influence on real estate decisions in the South End. The

background pressure causing escalating property values will

exist without Copley Place. The impact of Copley Place will be

marginal, albeit adding to the increased pressure.
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C-7

By far the most prominent issue raised in the public

comments on Copley Place: Housing Impact Study was that

referred to as "displacement." The main finding of the study

is that Copley Place would be only one of a number of pressures

operating to raise rents and property values and to cause

displacement in the impact area. Other pressures, discussed in

Section IV-A and summarized in the last paragraph of Section I

(Management Summary), include the projected growth in

inner-city employment, increasing transportation costs, the

completion of the Southwest Corridor Project and other urban

renewal activities in the South End enhancing the physical

environment, property tax reassessment, condominium demand, and

the willingness of lowand moderate-income property owners to

sell their properties. Without Copley Place, these presssures

I

would still be felt in the impact area.

It is virtually impossible to separate the displacement

effect due to Copley Place from that due to the other pressures

operating on the impact area. As is evident from the responses

to the displacement issue (explained in greatest detail in

Response C-2-1) a maximum displacement impact figure of 200-210

units per year for five years, amounting to a moderate impact

(11-15^ of each year's projected housing demand) is expected.*

This estimate assumes that every housing unit taken by a Copley

Place employee will result in the displacement of a previous

tenant; it is therefore an overestimate (or high-side estimate)

since many of the units taken by Copley Place employees will

have become available through normal turnover.

The Stockard and Engler report arrives at a displacement

figure of 725 units by estimating displacement resulting from

direct demand caused by Copley Place and that resulting from

* The current development program will result in a housing
demand of 210 units per year over 5 years which is 12-15% of
each year's total housing demand.
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induced demand caused by Copley Place and adding them

together. Therefore, they find direct demand to amount to A85

units (the number of professional Copley Place employees likely

to live in the impact area) and induced demand to amount to

half again as much as direct demand, or 240 units, for a total

of 725 units.

While ERA did not quantify displacement resulting directly

from Copley Place, -- a phenomenon very difficult to separate

from the variety of pressures giving rise to displacement, --

ERA did not claim there would be no displacement resulting from

Copley Place. Nevertheless, as shown in Response C-2-1, ERA

shows the displacement to be modest -- about 200-210 units per

year (11-15% of total demand, or 0.7% of the area's housing

stock), or 980-1,050 units over five years. There is basically

little difference between the ERA measurement of displacement

and Stockard and Engler's; the differences that do exist are

described below.

The application of the 17.2% employment from surrounding

neighborhoods and 50% City of Boston residents was based on an

assumption that the hire-locally effort would be carried out by

the developer and public agencies involved, and would not

include outsiders who later move in. Furthermore, because of

existing rent and sale levels in the impact area, the number of

non-professional workers moving into the impact area will be

severely limited by economic realities.

Even if the application of this ratio is eliminated,

however, the result, that displacement impact is modest, is not

threatened. It increases the annual housing demand element

attributable to Copley Place to 235 to 250 units (13% to 17% of

total additional demand), still a modest impact.

Stockard and Engler then assume every additional unit

demanded by Copley Place workers will result in displacement,

which is probably a high estimate since many units will be
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available to Copley Place workers through normal turnover in

the market. However the argument that one high income worker

will displace one low income renter does not take into account

the normal movement of people or the likelihood that many new

upper income workers will be more attracted to existing high

rent units that become available thru normal turnover, or net

new additions to the stock. Nonetheless the City of Boston has

taken and continues to take measures to address this concern

through the provision of publicly asisted housing and

investigation of funding sources to allow existing residents to

compete in a rising market. Nevertheless, even if one accepts

Stockard and Engler's assumption that all units taken by Copley

Place workers will cause displacement, the displacement effect

still turns out to be modest (about 13 to 17% of each year's

demand) or about 0.7% of the total housing stock of impact area,

The Stockard & Engler analysis also posits 240 displace-

ments resulting from "induced" demand, that is, additional

pressure on the market caused by outsiders seeking housing in

the impact area because Copley Place has made the area signifi-

cantly more desirable as a residential neighborhood. It is

ERA'S position that the housing market in the impact area has

by now reached a level of maturation that does not allow for a

significant increment of additional induced demand. The area

is already regarded as a desirable neighborhood. The addition

of Copley Place will not greatly enhance its residential

attractiveness. Additional outsiders moving into the area will

come not because of Copley Place, but because of other factors

which are identified at length in Section IV-A of the ERA

report.

Stockard & Engler offer a Housing Preservation Program

aimed at providing housing for potential displacees losing

their residences directly because of Copley Place. Such a

program, if it were to make units available for each of the 725
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displaced households, would cost $31,000,000 in property

acquisition and rehabilitation alone, and this figure ignores

inflation. Accounting for inflation of a 4-year acquisition

and rehabilitation period (188 units per year), the total

4-year cost would reach almost $40,000,000.

The objective of the report submitted by USE/LRDC in

response to the Draft EIR Supplement/Draft EIS, as stated on

Page 5 of the report is to "analyze the magnitude of the

potential displacement problem, the costs associated with

providing low and moderate income rental housing and thus the

need for subsidies to accomplish this, the sources of those

subsidies, and the different approaches to capturing them and

implementing a housing preservation program."

The bulk of the report submitted as comments, in fact, is

a request for programmatic approval and funding from a number

of sources for a CDC. As such the proposal outlines a

multi-faceted approach to the utilization of appropriate and

available funding sources as well as the creation of new ones.

Many of the recommendations outlined here have real merit;

others are less appropriate given an insufficient level of

funding and the presence of equally deserving proposals in

other areas and even other deserving proposals from within the

impact area. There are legal and practical obstacles

associated with some of the recommended actions, but these

should still be fully explored; indeed the City has

investigated several of these activities already in the past.

Some of the recommended actions represent inappropriate

activity with which the city, and in all likelihood the federal

and state governments would not be eager to participate.

It would be inappropriate to pass judgement on the

relative strengths or weakneses of this proposal in this form.

It must be judged against the other proposals under the

appropriate funding sources at the appropriate time.
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C-8-1

The ERA estimate was based on a different source, namely

BRA estimates of housing units by census tracts, as shown in a

BRA interoffice memo dated August 15, 1978. In developing

these figures, the BRA updated the 1970 census information, by

adding units newly constructed and subtracting demolished

units. The ERA calculation of the estimate for the Fenway

impact area is shown below:

Census



C-8-3

The ^6% as shown in the Draft EIR Supplement/Draft EIS is

incorrect. The correct estimate is 39%.

C-8-4

As indicated on Page 10 of the ERA report, the 11 streets

chosen as part of the residential sales price trend analysis

were selected to "be representative of a neighborhood or a

portion of a neighborhood, and also to reflect various stages

of rehabilitation." ERA did not use St. Stephens and St.

Botolph Streets to generalize about trends in residential sales

prices in the Seven Streets area of the Fenway. The Seven

Streets area is very different from St. Botolph and for this

reason ERA addressed the impact of Copley Place on this area

apart from the area in the Fenway that lies east of

Massachusetts Avenue (see Page 75 of the ERA report).

C-8-5

The conclusion that Copley Place will exert a "modest"

impact on rents and property values is based on the ERA finding

that there are a number of reasons independent of Copley Place,

listed in Section IV-A and summarized in the response to C-4-1,

that rents and values are rising in the impact area. Copley

Place would add only modestly to the pressures that already

exist.

C-8-6

As pointed out in the response to C-4-1, Copley Place is

but one of many forces at work on the housing market, and by no

means the dominant force in the Fenway or the impact area.
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Nevertheless, as can be seen by the listing below, the

City is actively promoting increased housing opportunities for

low and moderate income households in the Fenway by reducing

the pressure on existing units through an increase in the

supply of both rent assisted and market level units.
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PROPOSED SUBSIDIZED HOUSING FOR THE FENWAY

Project Units

Hemenway Apartments 183
St. Botolph terrace 52
66 The Fenway 32
Symphony Area Renn. Inc. 20
Westland Avenue Assoc. 101
Wait Street Associates 107

Total: 495

Type

Section 8 Elderly/Family
Section 8 Family
Section 8 Family
Section 312 Family
Section 8 Elderly/Family
Section 8 elderly/Family

PROPOSED MARKET HOUSING FOR THE FENWAY

Development

The Greenhouse
Perkins School

Total:

Total Proposed Fenway:

Units

306
16

322

817 Units

Type

Market Rental
Market Condominiums

The Fenway alone has the capacity to absorb over 75% of the
anticipated new demand for the entire impact area.

Some initiatives undertaken by the City, community groups and
ndividuals to insure existing residents' stake in the Fenway
uture, include:

The recently approved Westland Avenue UDAG for 101 units
of mixed-income housing.

Moderate-income based 312 rehab of vacant properties on
Symphony Road.

An exterior code enforcement program for large, multi-unit
buildings.

53 unit family and elderly rehab of vacant BRA owned
buildings on Massachusetts Avenue.

Over 100 units of family Section 8 being rehabbed on
vacant tax title buildings.

The formation of a co-op comprised of existing tenants for
the purchase of their 12 unit apartment building.

Rehab of commercial block with participation and
protection of existing merchants (through long-term leases
at below market rents).

312 Loan to new owner-occupants of formerly vacant and/or
institutional properties.
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C-9

NOTE: The issues raised in the comments by the Tent City

Corporation cover a wide range of topics, under three headings;

I. The Analysis of Housing Impacts in the Draft EIR/EIS

II. Exclusion in the Draft EIR/EIS of a Description and

Analysis of Potential Displacement of Copley Place

Residents

III. The Coordination of the Planning and Design of

Future Development in the Copley Area

The Tent City Corporation's points have been answered in

the order in which they were presented in the comment document.

It should be noted that the responses below refer to

comments made on the Draft Environmental Impact Report

Supplement/Draft Environment Impact Statement and the ERA

Housing Impact Study, which evaluates the residential impact of

the 1979 development program. Subsequently, the development

program was revised slightly. The current program, evaluated

in this Final EIR/EIS, will result in a housing demand of 210

units per year over five years, which is 12-15% of each year's

total housing demand in the impact area.

C-9; I. Point 1

Professional judgment, as opposed to evidence found in

other studies, was the criterion for determining the boundaries

of the impact area. The rationale was that the most focused

housing impact would occur in the areas 1) where a worker

employed in the development could comfortably walk to work, or

2) where someone, induced to live in the area, could

comfortably walk to the project for shopping or entertainment.

Beyond the 15 minute walking distance, it was felt that housing
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demand generated by the project would disperse rapidly as one's

criteria to live close to the project would be outweighed by

other housing preference criteria such as housing or

neighborhood quality. Additionally, the citizen review process

has focused its concern regarding impacts upon the immediately

abutting neighborhoods, i.e., within a 15-minute walking radius.

C-9; I. Point 2

I

From ERA'S experience, the housing impact of a
i

development, such as Copley Place, along mass transit lines was

not conclusive enough to merit using the 15-minute mass transit

commute in the definition of the primary impact area.

C-9; I. Point 3

ERA intentions were to define an area where the impact of

Copley Place would be the most focused, that is the area within

a 15-minute walk of the site of the proposed project. Beyond

the 15-minute walk, the geographical incidence of the impact

would become highly dispersed.

The important point to realize is that this dispersal of

demand was an unforeseen finding of the study, not an a^ priori

assumption which would invalidate the initial assumptions

defining impact area, or the methodology employed to measure it.

Further, because the public transit corridors radiate

spoke-like from the inner-city, usually reaching beyond the

municipal boundaries of Boston, any direct demand generated by

any single development will of necessity be highly diffused,

impossible to measure in an isolated area, and statistically

miniscule given the total number of housing units in the

metropolitan region. Even in a worst case situation where

every one of the 6,000 permanent employees were to move into

the metropolitan area from outside the SMSA, those 6,000

households would only be a tiny fraction of the households in

the metropolitan region, and would, therefore, exert only

minimal demand when dispersed throughout the area.
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C-9: I. Point 4a

At the time Prudential opened, the surrounding neighbor-

hoods such as Fenway, St. Botolph and the South End were

relatively depressed, and therefore offered many comparatively

inexpensive housing options. These neighborhoods have matured

greatly over the past 15 years, as we have seen, and there are

correspondingly fewer shelter opportunities commensurate with

the earning power of the typical Copley Place employee.

It is reasonable and pr.oper, therefore, to anticipate a

lower demand from Copley Place than Prudential due to existing

economic conditions in the area.

C-9; I. Point 4b

The estimate that 40% of Copley Place workers would live

within the City of Boston was based on:

1) the BRA 1974 estimate that only 31% of Boston's

highrise office workers lived within the city proper;

2) the estimated occupational breakdown of the Copley

Place workforce; and,

3) the notion that the closest, large aggregations of

housing within the financial means of the majority

of the Copley Place workers lie within the city

limits.

On page SS of the ERA study employment goals for permanent

employees are taken into consideration. The commitment of the

developers to insure that 50% of the workers within the project

were hired from within the City of Boston was independent of

the estimate that was based on existing downtown Boston

workers' residential locational preferences.
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Rather than make a case that the City is underestimating

potential demand, it is possible to argue that demand may be

less than the City projects, if more than half of the permanent

jobs were to go to the City residents. Workers who already

live within the City will be much less likely to uproot

themselves and their families than workers who must commute

greater and more costly distances from beyond the municipal

boundary. The permanent jobs hiring goal from surrounding

neighborhoods has been set at 17.2%. Unemployment rates are

high in these neighborhoods, and there exists a large labor

pool of residents who could fill the types of permanent jobs

Copley Place will be creating. If, in fact, this hiring goal

can be exceeded, then the projected direct demand in the area

resulting from Copley Place will likely be less, not greater,

than the City previously anticipated.

The ERA analysis does not indicate that Copley Place

workers will be displaced in the long term.

C-9: I. Point 4c

As stated in the previous response, the ERA analysis does

not indicate the prospect of long-term displacement for

employees of Copley Place. Therefore, no analysis of this

unlikely occurrence was deemed necessary or made.

C-9: I. Point 5

No. As explained under Point 4a, ERA believes that,

because housing prices have increased in the impact area since

the days of the Prudential Center, a significantly smaller

proportion of the Copley Place workforce will be able to afford

housing within walking distance than was the case when the

Prudential Center was built.
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C-9: I. Point 6

Yes, such an occurrence is theoretically possible, but not

at all probable. As implied in the response to question A, 19S5

is a better estimate of the percentage of Copley Place workers

likely to live within walking distance of the proposed project.

Also see Point 5.

C-9: I. Point 7

If someone living in the impact area was living there

before firms in the project began hiring, then that person was

considered a resident of the area. No differentiation was made

for length of residency. Those moving to the area after being

employed by a firm located in Copley Place were considered

direct demand as shown in the table at the top of Page 67.

C-9: I. Point 8

To add a turnover element into the Copley Place workforce

component that takes up residence in the impact area is

double-counting. The 200-210 yearly demand estimate includes

all those moving into the neighborhood, whether through

turnover or not.

It would appear the author does not understand the

relationship of turnover to Copley Place. Turnover simply

means the exchange of one household for another. The City,

through its consultant, tried to measure additional demand for

housing attributable to Copley Place, there are nearly 28,000

housing units in the impact area. A very conservative turnover

rate of 15% would mean that 4,200 units become available every

year. A large portion, if not all, of the annual demand of

approximately 200 units/year could be absorbed by this natural

turnover.
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C-9: I. Point 9

Yes, but this is already accounted for in the 200-210/year

demand element.

C-9: I. Point 10

Perhaps, this is true though this would require study. It
j

is just as likely, however, that turnover among young

professionals is higher than low to moderate-income tenants in

subsidized housing who don't want to give up their subsidized

units. ERA pointed out in the study, the rent and sale price

levels for housing in the impact area will likely already be i

too high for low-income employees of Copley Place not already

living in the impact neighborhoods. It is primarily

professional workers making higher wages who will be able to

move into the impact area.

C-9; I. Point 11

This double-counts the impact; see response to Point 8

above. .
)

C-9: I. Point 12

No. This double-counts the impact; see response to

Point 8 above.

C-9: I. Point 13 and 14

This was in fact done. On page 70 of the ERA report, a

distinction was made between "baseline" demand (demand without

Copley Place) and Copley Place direct demand (demand with

Copley Place). The point that was illustrated in this table is

that Copley Place direct demand is small in proportion to the

baseline demand. The percentage in the last column that shows
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the impact of Copley Place as the percentage of total demand

for housing with Copley Place is not the important issue. What

is important is the 200-210 average annual units of Copley

Place direct demand.

C-9: I. Point 15

See Response C-9: I. Points 8-12.

C-9: I. Point 16

The explanation for why the housing impacts will be felt

over a 5-year period is explained on page 67 of the ERA

report. Specifically it states:

"... we believe the impact would be realized over a five

year period because:

• People will wait and see if they like the new job

before moving. The shortage of vacant units will

further encourage them to be sure before moving.

• The development is currently projected to take two

to three years before reaching full occupancy, and,

in effect, stability.

C-9: I. Point 17

The bulk of the hiring will occur during the time it takes

ij the project to reach full occupancy. As stated above, this

' will take two to three years.
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C-9: I. Point 18

The notion was that some of the people hired by tenants of

the Copley Place project who were not (at the time of being

hired) residents of the impact area would desire to live within

the impact area in order to be close to work. The reduction of

direct demand cancels the impact of those already situated in

the impact area. The potential impact of those desiring to

live within the impact area is the remainder. As indicated in

the response to questions 16 and 17, the housing impact of

these movers will be spread over a five-year period.

C-9; I. Point 19

There was no attempt to differentiate between the length

of wait (before moving) for different classes of workers. ERA

did, however, indicate that the wait for all workers will be

less than five years.

C-9: I. Point 20

No, this statement is not true for every property or

sub-neighborhood within an area as large as the impact area.

Within these neighborhoods there is a wide range of property

values as there is across the entire metropolitan region.

On balance, however, the values for the area as a whole

compare favorably, and in some cases are better than values in

the suburbs, taken as a whole.

within the impact area itself, there is a far greater

variation in value from property to property (depending on

physical condition and level of restoration) than there is from

street to street, or neighborhood to neighborhood.
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C-9: I. Point 21

With the exception of rent controlled units, which are

typically not on the market, ERA found many similarities in

consumer housing preferences, and unit rental prices in the

South End/Bay Village areas including St. Botolph area. This

is why such a large area was represented in one row of figures.

C-9: I. Point 22

The area mentioned has variance in housing conditions. A

good deal of upgrading and rehabilitation is occurring in the

five blocks closest to the Copley Place site. As one moves

toward Massachusetts Avenue, there is gradually less evidence

of rehabilitation, although the area closer to Massachusetts

Avenue presents clear possibilities for rehabilitation. This

pattern generally holds true for all the census tracts

mentioned: CT 703 is more upgraded than CT 706; 707 somewhat

more than 708, and 705 more than 709. CT 70A consists

primarily of the Castle Square subsidized housing development,

which is in fair to good condition. CTs 804, 805, and 806 were

outside the impact area, and so were not included for

analysis. They present a mixed picture, but overall are less

upgraded than the areas closer to the Copley Place site.

C-9: I. Point 23

In general, yes. This comment misinterprets the statement

on p. 3, which states that rents and values in the impact area

are "comparable to if not greater than" rents and values in the

suburbs. CT 709, however, is an area where rents and values

are a little below the average for the impact area.
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C-9; I. Point 2A. 25. 26, and 27

ERA does not claim that all housing in the impact area has

been upgraded. Some areas are clearly still open for

investment and so could "mature" further. The point is that,

overall, the market is more mature than ten to fifteen years

ago, when high-risk speculative investments could (and

eventually did) result in large profits. Now, new investments

in the area can continue to upgrade the area, but these

investments will no longer be speculative; they will be

lower-risk investments that will produce surer but less

dramatic profits. The areas in the impact area which present

the greatest opportunity for this type of upgrading investment

are near the railroad tracks and closer to Massachusetts

Avenue, where a majority of the structures show evidence of

deferred maintenance and are generating lower rents. Low- and

moderate-income renters in some of these buildings might be

vulnerable, if the buildings are acquired by developers seeking

to upgrade the buildings and charge higher rents.

Condominium conversion will continue to occur even in an

area that is fairly mature, if the rents generated from

high-income tenants still cannot cover operating expenses,

taxes, and annual debt service costs. Landlords will find

strong inducements to sell their buildings as condominiums if

they are unable to operate rental property profitably.

None of the areas in the impact area are ripe for

"speculation"; nevertheless, as mentioned above, further

investment is most likely to occur in areas that haven't been

upgraded: mainly the neighborhoods along the railroad tracks

and near Massachusetts Avenue. Much of the housing along the

Southwest Corridor or beyond Massachusetts Avenue is subsidized

or owner-occupied one, two or three family structures. For

these reasons, there are built in safeguards against

involuntary displacement in the unlikely occurrence that Copley

Place should significantly increase demand along this transit

corridor.
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C-9: I. Point 28a

As explained in Response C-5-3, the impact in census

tracts 707 and 708 directly attributable to Copley Place will

be moderate compared to the impact of the Southwest Corridor

and completion of urban renewal activities in the South End.

The covering over of the Penn Central railroad tracks with a

landscaped green space will greatly enhance the attractiveness

of the properties along the Southwest Corridor, and add much

more to the pressures on rents and property values than will

Copley Place.

C-9; I. Point 28b

ERA did address the issue of Copley Place's effect on

induced demand. Increased induced demand could only occur, and

be attributable to Copley Place, if Copley's construction

significantly altered the image of the surrounding

neighborhoods in such a manner that non-residents perceived the

impact area as a more desirable place to live, and then chose

to move there. All parties agree that the impact neighborhoods

are already very desirable, are in demand, and reflect this

demand in their rising rental and property values.

It is impossible to know absolutely, or quantify the

amount of induced demand attributable to Copley Place. Because

there are already many other pressures inducing people to live

in the impact neighborhoods enumerated in Response C-A-2; and

because property and rental values are already quite high; ERA

concluded there would be no likely increase in induced demand.

C-9: I. Point 28c

The effect on prices of persons who would like a

commodity, but cannot afford it, is negligible. Meaningful

demand is exerted only by persons who can afford something, as

well as desire it.
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C-9; I. Point 28d

While it is expected that the impact that reaches beyond

the impact area will be greater than that felt in the impact

area, this impact will be diffused throughout the metropolitan

area and won't exert a measurable impact in any section of the

city, as explained in Response C-9: I. Point 3.

C-9; I. Point 29

The scenario is theoretically possible, but not at all

likely. The respondent is overstating the impact directly

attributable to Copley Place, which is quite modest, as shown

in Response C-A-1. The areas very near Copley Place might feel

a greater amount of pressure than the impact area as a whole.

The Southwest Corridor and the Fenway, may feel these impacts

to a lesser degree, but the Copley Place impact will be only

one of many pressures exerted on these areas. Lower Roxbury is

largely subsidized and therefore will be resistant to, if not

immune from, these pressures.

C-9: I. Point 30

It is worth noting that the Copley Place proposal does

include the provision of 100 units of mixed-income housing, 25%

of which would be low-income subsidized units.

Certainly, a need for housing that is affordable to

households of low and moderate incomes exists, and the

provision of new affordable units and the preservation of the

existing stock that is presently serving such people are two

important elements in the City's housing policy. Whether local

policies such as the continuation of rent control in its

present form or a strengthened variation, or condominium

conversion moratoria are the most appropriate means, or even an

appropriate means, of ensuring the preservation of decent and

affordable housing for low and moderate income groups is the
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subject of much debate. Most significantly these are issues

that are presently being explored by the Mayor's Commission on

Housing.

Overall, though, increasing the supply of housing would

tend to relax those pressures that push rents and values up,

and perhaps offset the moderate increases that might be

attributable to Copley Place. Whether or not such an addition

to the housing supply would make housing costs noticeably

smaller for low- and moderate-income persons, however, would

depend on (1) the quantity of new housing built, (2) whether

any of the new or newly rehabilitated units were set aside for

these persons through a federal or state program, (3) the

response of landlords to the new demand-supply equilibrium, and

(4) the degree to which the new housing attracts more outsiders

to the area or is taken by people already residing in the

impact area (thus opening up their previous units for other

area residents).

C-9: I. Point 31

The Revised Copley Place Retail Impact Analysis (January,

1980) found that the project would create an extremely limited

demand for commercial space in the South End and states on

page 40:
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Even if this was not the case, new commercial uses resulting

from Copley Place could move into the vacant or underutilized

buildings on the land already zoned for commercial uses.
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Because there is already a significant amount of either vacant

or underutilized commercial property in the impact area

(particularly in the South End and Fenway), no conversion of

residential to commercial use is expected to occur. Tight

zoning regulations in residential areas further protect against

conversions from residential to commercial.

C-9: I. Point 32

The total impact of Copley Place outside the impact area

will be greater than that within the impact area, but the

impact outside the area will be diffused throughout the

metropolitan area. It is unlikely that any single neighborhood

would receive a large impact, as explained in Response

C-9: I Point 3.

C-9; I. Point 33

All MBTA routes could potentially feel this impact. The

new Orange Line, once it is relocated, could certainly feel

this impact, as could, to a lesser extent, the residential

areas along the Red Line, the Green Line, the Blue Line, and

all the connecting bus lines within the City and throughout the

metropolitan region.

C-9: I. Point 34

Yes. See Response C-9: I Point 33.

C-9: Point 35

That was a generalized statement for the defined impact

area, to which there are important exceptions, as explained in

Response C-9: I Point 20. The area mentioned now has housing

where rents and values are below the suburban levels. This

area may undergo a significant degree of upgrading in the next
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ten years in anticipation of, and in response to the Southwest

Corridor development.

The point of the study was that, compared to the pressures

already operating, Copley Place will exert a moderate degree of

pressure on these and other vulnerable neighborhoods in the

impact area. Outside the impact area the effects will be

diffused.

C-9: I. Point 36

See Response to C-9: I. Point 33.

C-9: I. Point 37

The report stated that Boston's unique geography allows

people to live in Cambridge or Brookline and thereby be closer

to Copley Place than if they lived on the waterfront.

Cambridge may, therefore, receive some of the housing impact

from Copley Place, and probably somewhat more so than suburbs

farther away, because of good subway and bus connections.

With a 50% residency hiring requirement in force, a

maximum of 3,000 employees would be seeking housing beyond the

city limits in the worst case situation where all 3,000 were

moving into the SMSA from outside of it. Since almost all of

these employees will already be living somewhere within the

SMSA the overall effect will be negligible, and on any one

particular community, statistically miniscule. Furthermore, it

would be impossible to attribute the distribution of any

increased demand to a specific locality.

C-9: I. Point 38

There was no attempt to differentiate the impact within

the City of Cambridge. Most likely those areas near

transportaiton connections and with lower housing costs would

feel the most impact. However, the total impact would not be
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very great, as Copley Place workers would spread around the

metropolitan area in their choice of residential location.

Further, much of the Cambridge housing stock that is within

easy commute by public transportation is already priced at a

premium.

C-9; II. Points 1, 2 and 3

The table representing decreases in the percentage of

unsubsidized housing units occupied by lower to middle income

households and retired persons is not a projection of

displacement. Displacement is the involuntary movement of

households from these family units. Many other forces are at

work in the turnover of housing units, leading to higher income

occupancy, including voluntary sale or moves, and natural life

cycle changes. The City's research in the impact area shows

these factors to have a very substantial effect.

In any case, the projection of decreases in low and

moderate income housing units is a worst case estimate of what

would happen if almost all unsubsidized housing units in the

area that are presently occupied by low to middle income

households and retired people were to be converted to serve a

higher income group or otherwise removed from the realm of

af fordability for its current occupants and they were forced to

move. This is unrealistic. This assumes no public

intervention to insure that assisted replacement housing is

provide either through demand or supply side subsidies; it also

assumes that low- and moderate-income homeowners will be forced

to move due to increased cost burdens of owning homes in the

area. It also assumes that no appropriate Federal

interventions are initiated to address the dilemma of rental

housing nationally.

In short it represents a view which ignores the positive

steps already being taken to insure that such wholesale

displacement does not occur.
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C-9: II. Point A

The City is not planning to compile a position paper on

this topic. There are, however, several measures to mitigate

potential impacts associated with Copley Place. The most

obvious mitigating measure is the inclusion of a housing

element in the project design. A second mitigating measure is

the City's development of housing at other sites within the

City. A third measure is the particularly aggressive

affirmative hiring action program being applied to the Copley

Place development. All of these measures, and more, are

described in this report (see Section 7.12.2).

C-9: II. Point 5

The Housing Assistance Plan (HAP) is readily available to

the public at either the BRA library, or at the HUD area

office. This year's HAP does, in fact, include census tract

708 as appropriate for rehabilitation of housing for Section

8. A project approved under the fiscal year 1980 N.O.F.A.

(notice of funds availability) is located in that tract.

C-9: II. Point 6

As explained in Response C-5-3, the ERA'S Housing Impact

Analysis does not identify census tracts 707 and 708 as major

areas of impact from Copley Place. The impact from Copley

Place is expected to be slight compared to the impact of other

improvements planned for this area.

These census tracts also have significant numbers of

assisted housing already, namely: BHA Elderly, Tenants

Development Corporation scattered site family housing,

Methunion Manor family housing, and Concord Housing family and

elderly, as well as other smaller developments, the area as a

whole enjoys the highest percentage of subsidized housing in

the city, at 385K of the existing stock.
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Census Tract 708 is included in the Year 6 HAP. The

Year 7 HAP is to be prepared beginning in March 1981. The

appropriateness of including Tract 707 will be reconsidered at

that time.

C-9: II. Point 7

As explained in the previous response (C-9, II-6), the

South End already has the highest percentage of subsidy in the

City at 38%. The City, therefore, maintains that an

appropriate level of subsidy already exists, and that the

limited numbers of future Section 8 units could be better

utilized in other neighborhoods, where the need is greater.

This notwithstanding, one of the City's top priority projects

for FY 1980 is a Section 8 mixed income co-op located in the

impact area. One of its other top priorities is a mixed income

development in the Fenway section of the impact area.

C-9: II. Point 8, 9 10

Displacement is not usually defined according to the

socioeconomic characteristics of the person being displaced,

but rather according to the circumstances governing that

displacement. Analysis of the circumstances, pressures and

forces affecting housing dynamics and neighborhood changes are

treated in depth in the Housing Impact Analysis . A summary of

this analysis and the projections of anticipated demand

attributable to Copley Place can be found in Response C-2-1 and

C-A-1.

Also it must be remembered that Copley Place is only

expected to add an additional demand of 200 units per year,

many, if not all of which, may be absorbed by natural turnover,

as well as by the additional assisted and market units opening

at the time.
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C-9: II. Points 11 and 12

It is not true that revitalization in the South End has

been characterized by increasing segregation as middle- and

upper-income white households replace lower- and

moderate-income minority households. Indeed, after 13 years of

urban renewal, the minority population has remained slightly

greater than 50S5.

Close analysis suggests that much of what is perceived to

be displacement might be something else altogether. Implicit

in nearly all discussions of displacement is the notion of one

class or racial group replacing another less advantaged one.

There is mounting evidence in the South End (and similar

evidence for the Fenway) that rather than one homogenous

replacement population competing with existing residents for

the available housing units, a number of different classes and

racial groups may be entering the neighborhood's housing market

simultaneously, and competing with one another.

The recent Consensus Survey (1978) has revealed some

startling facts about South End residents regardless of race or

economic standing. During a five-year period, from 1973-1978,

435S of the adults surveyed, moved into the neighborhood. The

breakdown by racial group is as follows:

Percentage of Residents Living in Neighborhood

Five Years or Less by Racial Group

Blacks:

Hispanics

Whites:

33X

36%

525K

Total South End 43%

If the period from 1969-1978 is examined, the finding is

that more than half the current residents are newcomers, and

that the percentages are spread more or less evenly among the

three racial groups:
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Percentage of Residents Living in Neighborhood

Nine Years or Less by Racial Group

Blacks:

Hispanics

Whites:

4 7%

51%

65%

Total South End: 57%

This means that one-half the existing minority residents

are new arrivals in the neighborhood. Since minorities make up

54% of the South End, fully one-quarter or more of the total

population are newly-arrived minorities and approximately 30%

of total population are newly-arrived whites. Under these

circumstances it becomes virtually impossible to know who is

being displaced by whom, and when.

C-9: II. Point 13

The ERA analysis did not identify census tracts 707 and

708 as major impact areas from Copley Place as explained in

Response C-5-3.

Furthermore, large percentages of minorities remain in

these census tracts because historically there has been a high

percentage of minority homeownership which has been impervious

to involuntary displacement. These homeowners will continue to

be able to exercise free choice in the market place. There is

no evidence that any pattern of segregation is occurring in

these census tracts or the South End as a whole.

C-9: II. Point 14

As explained in C-9: II Points 11 and 12, urban renewal

has not caused segregation and in Point 13 there is no evidence

of a trend toward segregation, nor is there any evidence that

Copley Place will cause such a trend.

Minority group members will not be significantly displaced

by Copley Place. As indicated above, there is little evidence
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to indicate that what has been happening in the South End

represents a replacement of one racial or economic group by

another. Rather there has been continued movement in and out

of the neighborhood by people of all races and income groups.

The existence in the area of substantial amounts of subsidized

housing - and the prospect of significantly more - guarantees

that this area will remain racially and economically mixed.

C-9; II. Point 15 and 16

See Response C-9: I Point 31.

C-9: II. Point 17

See Response C-9: I Point 31.

C-9: III. Point 1

Simultaneous development of Copley Place, Tent City, and

Southwest Corridor would minimize long-term neighborhood

disturbances related to construction. Although the levels of

some impacts, such as noise, construction traffic and air

quality, probably would increase with simultaneous development,

the impact would last over a shorter time period. It should be

noted that much of the Southwest Corridor rail improvement

construction will be taking place at the same time as the

construction of Copley Place (see Figure A. 2-2) and that the

EIR/EIS does recommend the concurrent construction of the

Orange Line improvements (particularly the reconstruction of

the Dartmouth Street Bridge) and Copley Place Phase II

circulation changes to reduce the cumulative duration of

impediments to flow on Dartmouth Street and minimize potential

for congestion in the area (see p. 7-71).
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C-9: III. Point 2

Protective measures for buildings surrounding the Copley

Place site are being considered, as discussed in Section 7.9 of

this report. Also see Response S-1-5.

C-9: III. Point 3

See Response S-1-5.

C-9: III. Point 4

See Response to Comment C-12.

C-9: III. Point 5

Coordinated planning of Copley Place, the Southwest

Corridor Project and Tent City has taken place and will

continue to occur. The Boston Redevelopment Authority is

concerned about urban design considerations for all projects in

the City, and has actively participated in the formulation of

the CRC guidelines for Copley Place. The Boston Redevelopment

Authority also set forth in the Draft EIR Supplement/Draft EIS

issues on the schematic design of Copley Place unresolved to

the satisfaction of the Authority. The current issues are

identified in this document. In addition, the Boston

Redevelopment Authority has specified design controls for South

End Urban Renewal Parcels llA and IIB (Tent City) which include

height limitations, densities, and planning and design

requirements.

The BRA, MBTA and UIDC have discussed the design

relationship of the Southwest Corridor deck with Copley Place,

Tent City and Back Bay Station. Discussions have included

upgrading the portions of the deck between Yarmouth Street and

Dartmouth Street from an acoustical deck to a structural deck

with deck cover plans to relate to the developments on either
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side. Also pedestrian connections between Back Bay Station and

Copley Place have been discussed.

There is no special requirement under the Urban

Development Action Grant program to integrate the design of

Copley Place, Tent City, or the Southwest Corridor Project.

The Boston Redevelopment Authority, as the City's planning

agency, currently has, and will continue to have, design review

of the three projects to ensure design integration and the

proper inter-relationship of their design. This is an on-going

process and the coordination effort is integral to the BRA's

on-going planning functions as the City's planning agency.
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C-10-1

See Response S-1-16.

C-10-2

See Response C-12,
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C-11-1 and C-11-2

No such quote appears in the South End Environmental

Assessment (1979). This fact notwithstanding, the essential

information seems accurate. This information, however, in no

way contradicts the ERA Housing Impact Analysis . the fact that

many Copley Place employees will not have earnings high enough

to move into the impact area, will not in itself affect the

ability of current residents to remain in their homes,

particularly if they are homeowners or renters in assisted

housing.

As stated in C-9, the housing market is no longer

speculative as it was at the time of the Prudential Center

construction. It should be noted that the John Hancock tower

did not have the same effects on the surrounding area as the

construction of the Prudential Center.

There is no contradiction between the goals of urban

renewal, which guarantee an economic and racial mix through the

construction of 6,200 units of assisted housing, and Copley

Place, which will create 6,000 permanent jobs, 30% of which are

guaranteed for minorities and 17.2% of which will go to impact

area residents, many of whom are presently unemployed.

C-11-3

The sensitive area referred to will be subject to many

pressures, of which Copley Place would be only one. The

completion of the Southwest Corridor project, which will

provide a landscaped cover of the Penn Central tracks (to which

the Orange Line will be relocated), will greatly enhance the

attractiveness of the area in question. While Copley Place may

have a slight impact in this area, its impact will be

outweighed by the impact of the Southwest Corridor work, and

the reconstruction of Columbus Avenue.
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C-ll-A

Although many of the jobs will be at the lower end of the

pay scale, they will benefit the South End by providing jobs

for which many South End residents are qualified. These jobs

will primarily benefit large numbers of the unemployed, under

employed and unskilled workers in the impact area. This is

demonstrated by the following:

a) Median family incomes in the South End are low. The

estimated family income for 1979 in the South End

was $11,741, well below the $14,000 salary level

mentioned in the comment.

b) Unemployment is high in the South End and in the

Fenway. In both areas, unemployment was about three

times the rate for the City as a whole (see Figure

6.12-1); and

c) More than half the work force in the South End

consists of persons with clerical, sales, service,

and laborer type skills. Not only are the pay

levels cited by ERA consistent with the skills

levels of those who need jobs but also the types of

jobs to be provided by Copley Place are consistent

with the skills levels of those who need jobs.

In short, the project appears to provide employment

opportunities, at appropriate salary levels, for those who most

need work.

C-11-5

The Tent City Project has not been stymied. For the past

eighteen months, the City has been working closely with the

Tent City Task Force and the Tent City Corporation to get a

mixed income housing development underway.
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Much progress has been made. Mutually agreeable goals

have been developed. Federal programs and funding sources such

as the UDAG have identified as suitable tools to achieve an

income mix. For six months this year the two competing

development teams have been negotiating to join forces. Both

teams have submitted preliminary proposals.

Presently, each team has agreed to continue negotiations

through a convenor process which will begin no later than early

October 1980.

The BRA has repeatedly, and publically, committed itself

to a mixed income development. This commitment is clearly

stated in the letter dated April 29, 1980 to the two

development teams and attached to the UDAG application by

amendment.
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C-12

The Fenway Energy Organization (FEO) has provided comments

regarding the energy aspects of the Copley Place project. In

response to these concerns the energy impact section of the

Final EIR/EIS has been totally rewritten. It is included as

Section 7.11. The revised section describes, in considerably

more detail, the consideration given to energy issues by the

developer.

C-12-1

The project will be energy efficient compared to the

Massachusetts Building Code, which is the only presently

existing formal "standard", whether national or local, that

applies to the project. In many instances, Copley Place will

exceed the applicable code requirements.

C-12-2

The Boston Edison Company has provided a letter indicating

its capability to provide the electricity required by Copley

Place (see Appendix I). The assertion that the demand could be

met was not made contingent upon future capital expenditures by

them.

Also, it should be noted that electrical consumption for

space heating is limited (see Table 7.11-1 of this report).

The explanation for the limited need for space heating energy

is explained on p. 7-189 of this report.

C-12-3

Life cycle costing will be undertaken by the mechanical

engineers for those systems deemed feasible in other respects,

but will not be undertaken for those systems which have been
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deemed unacceptable for other reasons. Section 7.11.2 of this

report reviews the consideration given to several of the

alternative energy systems suggested by the Fenway Energy

Organization.

C-12-4

The developer has discussed several of the energy issues

with the Fenway Energy Organization and is prepared to continue

these informal discussions in the future. At this time,

however, no " comprehensive conservation productivity plan " for

energy exists. The best available data on energy issues is

included in Section 7.11 of this report.

C-12-5

The project energy systems cannot be tied in with energy

systems for the Tent City site. Copley Place is ready to

proceed with its initial construction phases, while Tent City

is still in its earliest conceptual stages. To date, the

identification and organization of a development team has yet

to take place. It is simply not feasible for UIDC to delay its

project until a Tent City development entity is prepared to

discuss cooperative energy systems. Even if the Tent City

developer were ready, it is not clear that a shared system

would be technically, economically, and administratively

feasible.

C-12-6

The most detailed breakdown of energy consumption

currently available, by end use, is outlined in Table 7.11-1 of

this report. These data reflect estimates by the mechanical

engineers for the project, and should not be construed to be

final engineering calculations.
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C-12-7

Life cycle costing requires detailed costs data for

equipment and energy supply. At present, final equipment has

not been selected and energy costs have not been determined.

Life cycle costing will be done, at a later date, for the

energy systems considered technically and economically feasible

by the developer and his mechanical engineers.

C-12-8

The Department of Energy has requested Congress to

postpone enactment of the Building Energy Performance Standards

(BEPS) requirements. It is presently anticipated that proposed

new rules will be published for public comment in February

1981, with final rules promulgated in August 1981. Once these

rules are promulgated, HUD will be required to change its

minimum property standards. It is unlikely that these energy

requirements would apply retroactively to the Copley Place

project.

C-12-9

The consideration given to the selection of windows for

the project is outlined on p. 7-188 (Section 7.11.2). The

consideration given to insulating fluid systems is outlined on

p. 7-192 (also Section 7.11.2).

Building envelopes consist of roofs and walls which face

the outside environment. It is the insulating quality of the

envelope which determines how much heat is lost in the winter

and how much unwanted heat enters a building during the

summer. The insulating system under development for Copley

Place will meet or exceed all energy conservation codes now in

effect. Walls will be well insulated, office windows will be

small, and double pane glass will be used throughout. Assorted
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window coating and blind systems are under study now; these

would also enhance conservation. Even the central area atrium

will employ double pane glass. Use of the atrium at the core

of the four office buildings will reduce, by 383^, the amount of

building walls which face the outside environment. It is the

superior insulating qualities of the building envelope which

will result in a need for little or no space heating during the

occupied periods, and which will minimize space heating needs

during other periods.

C-12-10

The consideration given to heating and cooling systems is

reflected on p. 7-189 of this report. An "integrated system"

is not being implemented, since the heating and cooling

requirements are not balanced. Air conditioning requirements

will be much greater than space heating requirements.

C-12-11

See Response C-12-5.

C-12-12

The choice of energy source is discussed on p. 7-184 in

Section 7.11.1. The developer has concluded that active solar

systems cannot be reasonably integrated into the project

design. This decision is based on design, engineering, and

cost considerations.

The atrium design is a passive solar design of sorts. The

advantages of the atrium are outlined in the building envelope

discussion on p. 7-184. It should be noted, however, that the

building needs little passive solar space heating. Energy

requirements for air conditioning and other systems are much

greater.
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C-12-13

A discussion of window considerations for Copley Place is

included on p. 7-188. Note that final selection of windows has

not been made.

C-12-14

A discussion of the consideration given to heat storage is

outlined on p. 7-187. The developer has concluded that on-site

heat storage is not feasible. As explained in Response C-12-5,

it is also infeasible for the developer to consider the

possibility of storage capability at the Tent City site. No

other feasible storage options exist.

C-12-15 through C-12-18 and C-12-21 through C-12-23

These data are not currently available or are still

subject for further refinement. This information will be

available only after the mechanical engineers for the project

have proceeded much further in their design and analysis

efforts. FED recommendations in these areas will be considered

by the developer as the system designs progress.

C-12-19

The square footage of each of the various project

components is outlined in Table 5.1-1 of this report.

C-12-20

Estimates of the electricity consumption rates, by end

use, are outlined in Table 7.11-1. In addition, the project

will use natural gas for cooking purposes in both the

commercial kitchens and in the residential units.
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C-13-1

Land uses directly adjacent to the site include commercial

activity to the north and east, and residential to the south

and west. A portion of the southern edge of the project will

contain neighborhood oriented retail uses facing the Southwest

Corridor deck. At the southwest corner of the project is

located the housing component. Tnis housing component covers

roughly half of the western edge of the project facing the St.

Botolph Street neighborhood and one-third of the edge along the

Southwest Corridor deck, (see Figures 5.1-1 through 5.1-7 of

the Draft EIR/EIS).

C-13-2

The magnitude of a development project is only one of many

factors which is considered by the Massachusetts Historical

Commission in their decision on its compatibility with nearby

historic resources. The materials, texture, facade and colors

used in a project, and their relationship to surrounding

structures are examined. The land uses included in a new

project are studied in relation to the existing environment.

Efforts have been made to choose design elements which relate

directly and are compatible with the surrounding structures.

Masonry facades along the Southwest Corridor deck and Harcourt

Street are an example of some specific design elements included

in Copley Place which relate to neighboring buildings. In

addition, the cornice height of the Western International Hotel

base relates to the height of the Boston Public Library and the

Copley Plaza Hotel. Final choices of materials, colors and

textures in other areas will be carefully examined by the

responsible agencies to ensure that they are compatible and

complimentary to the historic districts by which Copley Place

is surrounded.
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C-13-3

The project as represented in the Draft EIR

Supplement/Draft EIS represents a massing and general detail in

conformance with the guidelines promulgated by the Citizens

Review Committee. These guidelines play a significant part in

shaping the design.

The proponent strongly disagrees, however, that the design

is less an architectural statement than an expression of

economic expediency.

C-13-4

This subject is covered in comments S-1-16 and C-1-5. The

availability of off-street parking in the adjacent

neighborhoods is, at present, severely limited because of

current demand by existing development. There is no additional

on-street parking available within a reasonable walking

distance. Initially, some people may seek to find on-street

parking, but it is expected that after a short period of time,

they will be forced to adjust to the urban nature and transit

orientation of the project.

C-13-5

See Response S-1-16.

C-13-6

The wind issue has not been ignored. Extensive wind

tunnel testing has been undertaken by Bolt, Beranek and Newman,

Inc. (BBN). Much of that work is documented in a report titled

Pedestrian Wind Environment at Copley Place, Boston,

Massachusetts . BBN concluded that the site is windy with or

without the project. The windiness is attributable, in large

part, to the windiness of the City and to the existing
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high-rise structures in the area. BBN did not find that a

reduction in the scale of the project buildings would provide

significant reductions in local wind levels.

C-13-7

See Response C-IA.
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C-14

Urban Investment and Development Company and the City of

Boston have agreed to an Employment Plan for construction and

permanent jobs at Copley Place. The Employment Plan, which

meets the required manpower standards of Mayor White's

Executive Order of September 11, 1979, appears in the Copley

Place Urban Development Action Grant (UDAG) Application

submitted by the Boston Redevelopment Authority (BRA) to the

U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) on

April 30, 1980. A copy of the UDAG Application may be obtained

from the Boston Redevelopment Authority, City Hall, Boston,

Mass. 02201.

Part III, beginning on page 92, and specifically

Section E, Employment Plan, page 125, details the goals and

objectives in hiring, training, and monitoring. Other

references to equal employment opportunities can be found in

Part IV, Section B, and throughout the application.

In summary, UIDC and the City of Boston have agreed to the

following goals for employing qualified individuals:

Permanent Employment (6,286 jobs) Construction Employment

50% Boston Residents 50* Boston Residents

50% Women 2556 Minorities

30% Minorities 10% Women

17.2% Residents of the "Impact Area"

Good faith efforts to hire

handicapped persons

Minority Business Enterprises

The Bidder shall take affirmative action, as provided in

this Provision, to have Minority Business Enterprises perform

work and/or supply materials for services for a total price not

less than 10% of the Contract price.

These goals are cited in the UDAG application and in

section 7.12.1 of this report.
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C-15-1

The Draft EIR Supplement/Draft EIS contained a listing of

all streets, including dead end residential streets in the

study area, and showed present and 1983 volume, speeds, and

peak and off-peak hour percentages. These data were based on a

1979 base year analysis of that same information. The list

included all streets in the impact area.

The Copley Place project is not predicated on traffic

traveling through residential areas. On a number of local

residential streets, no impact at all is expected because these

streets are totally outside any reasonable traffic routings

between Copley Place and the expressways and major street

systems. A second group, that probably constitutes a majority

of streets in the Back Bay, are those that are already affected

by existing development, though the land uses in the Back Bay

along these streets are predominantly residential. Beacon

Street, Dartmouth Street, Commonwealth Avenue, Columbus Avenue,

and West Newton Street are some of those that fall into this

category. These streets are part of the City's street network,

and are vital to transportation in the entire City and have

always been important traffic carrying roadways. Other

streets, such as Appleton, Chandler, Newbury, and Marlborough,

are used mainly for local circulation. Any incremental Copley

Place traffic volumes represent a small increase in volumes on

these streets.

A number of the small residential streets were not covered

in the traffic analysis because there was no impact expected on

them. Small variations in traffic volumes are likely to occur

on any street system as new traffic controls are initiated,

traffic patterns are modified, and as existing land uses

change. These are equally important factors affecting the

traffic on most Back Bay streets. It is believed that the

Draft EIR Supplement/Draft EIS was very careful in addressing

the issue of additional traffic on Back Bay streets.
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C-15-2

Both the air quality and noise analysis efforts were based

on fairly standard, and generally accepted predictive

techniques. These techniques predicted peak expected air

pollution and noise levels associated with the project, not

averages. Air quality studies, for example, assumed peak

traffic volumes, combined with adverse meteorological

conditions. The resultant case is expected to happen no more

than once per year. Likewise, noise levels calculations

assumed simultaneous operation of major construction equipment

across the site. This situation represents a peak expected

noise level rather than an average value. The L value usedeq
in the noise study is commonly thought to be the best measure

being used to account for the fluctuations in traffic and urban

noise as well. The L^ is an energy average measure, as

opposed to I-5Q, which is the mean noise level. Lgg

accounts for extremely high noise levels over a short period of

time (e.g., horns, brakes, etc.).

C-15-3

Insofar as Level of Service in residential neighborhoods

is concerned, most residential streets in Back Bay operate at

Level of Service C or better and are expected to continue to do

so. The volumes on most residential streets is quite low, on

the order of 200 to 2,000 vehicles per day, which is generally

considered to be the range of volumes for neighborhood

residential streets. (See also Response C-1-1.)

C-15-A

The UDAG application for street improvements associated

with Copley Place includes a statement indicating the City will

seek to implement a resident parking sticker program (see

Response S-1-16).
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As noted in an earlier comment, it is possible that when

the project is first opened, people unfamiliar with the area

will try to find on-street parking. It is believed that the

lack of such parking will soon discourage these people. The

effect will be an increase in the use of public transportation

to reach the site.

It should be noted that the addition of parking spaces in

the City is limited by the Air Pollution Control Commisson,

which is, in turn, regulated by federal statutes concerning the

control of increase in, or modifications to, the parking supply

within the City of Boston parking freeze boundaries. Copley

Place falls within this area.

Reference to the alternative routes and intersections that

might be taken by traffic avoiding existing points of

congestion has been covered earlier, and traffic assignments

have been made and presented as part of the Response S-1-13.

It is recognized that some streets could be impacted by a shift

in routings. It has been noted where these reassigned trips

would reduce existing Levels of Service or impact other

intersections that are congested.

Insofar as parking for construction is concerned, the City

of Boston has had experience with construction workers

parking. Construction parking has been effectively controlled

in a number of urban projects by rigid police enforcement, by

including severe language in union contracts for people working

on these projects, and by the contractors acting in their own

interests. As the Copley Place project progresses, a parking

strategy for dealing with construction workers would be

included as part of the ongoing traffic work. The requirement

of a relatively high proportion of Boston residents in the

construction workforce also may ensure better worker

accessibility by transit.

C-15-5

The writer is correct in the assessment that his

calculated densities are likely not equal to the density of
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the Copley Place project, but then it would seem that only A-

to 6-story residential development would be equivalent, and

therefore, compatible with the existing neighborhood.

To compare Copley Place to the Prudential Center is also

misleading. A recognized major component of the Prudential is

high-rise apartment development.

Careful attention is being given to pedestrian level

activity so as to avoid the perception of a monolithic

development.

The Copley Place project, rather than being an obstacle to

pedestrian movement, as the writer insists, will be a focus of

pedestrian activity (see Section 7.4.7). It will bring

vitality and life to what is now a pedestrian wasteland.

C-15-6

Extensive wind tunnel modeling has been undertaken over

the past four months. The results of this modeling are

documented in the report titled Pedestrian wind Environment at

Copley Place, Boston, Massachusetts , September 1980, by Bolt,

Beranek and Newman (BBN).

BBN has attempted to discuss both changes in local winds

speeds, and the significance of wind speeds with and without

the project. The significance of the wind speeds is discussed

in terms of pedestrian comfort criteria. The results of the

modeling, including the pedestrian comfort criteria, are

summarized in Sections 6.7 and 7.7 of this report.

C-15-7

Table 7.8-3 of this report indicates that peak

construction noise levels, excluding impact devices such as

pile drivers, may reach 77.9 dB (Lg^). jhe City noise

regulation governing construction noise indicates (excluding

impact devices) that noise generation by construction activity

should not exceed L^q = 75 dB for residential sites, or
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•"lO = 80 dB for commercial sites. However, construction

noise levels must be at least 5 dBA above the ambient noise

level to exceed the City's regulation. Although the suggested

residential exposure level may be exceeded, the suggested

commercial exposure level will not, since at no time will .

construction noise increase ambient noise levels by 5 dBA.

UIDC will ensure that its contractors are made aware of

construction noise problems. Newer, quieter heavy duty

construction equipment will be assigned to the portion of the

site nearest the Harcourt Street residences to minimize

potential for disturbances.

The wind tunnel modeling has shown that Harcourt Street is

not an area with major wind problems. No design changes appear

warranted to protect pedestrians in that area from excessive

wind levels. Please see the wind tunnel modeling reports which

are available at the Boston Public Library and at the BRA.

C-15-8

See Response C-12, and Section 7.11 of this report.

C-15-9

See Response F-2-2.

It has not been claimed that Copley Place will incur no

service costs. However, Copley Place tax revenues should more

than offset direct costs. The project is expected to have

little or no impact, for example, on Police or Fire costs. In

fact the presence of the project, with its activity and private

security force, should be a positive factor. There is no

indication that service demands by the project will be cause

for reduced quality of public services to abutting

neighborhoods.
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C-15-10

The land use of Copley Place is consistent with that

proposed in the 1965-75 General Plan explained in Section 3.3.

The project involves development of a vacant parcel of property

which currently generates no income or benefits. Development

entails relocation of neither residences nor business. The

project creates jobs, taxes, and presents a valuable

opportunity to link the abutting land use activities. The

developer has participated in an extensive citizen

participation process and is building in response to the

guidelines established in the citizen review process. The

project will provide hotel and convention, office, retail and

residential facilities on a site served directly by public

transportation facilities and the Massachusetts Turnpike. In

short, it is the feeling of the project sponsors that land use

impacts of Copley Place are particularly positive, especially

when compared with the no-build alternative.

C-15-11

Regarding displacement, see Response C-2-1.

Regarding Tent City, see Response C-11-5.

Regarding employment provisions, see Response C-14 and

Section 7.12.1.

Regarding housing programs, see Section 7.12.2.

C-15-12

It is not an uncommon practice in projects of the

magnitude of Copley Place, in which construction techniques

such as pile-driving or dewatering are used, for "crack

surveys" of buildings adjacent to the project site to be

included in the construction contract. These surveys typically

are conducted before commencement of any construction, and are
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limited to an examination of the condition of the exterior

masonry (or wood frame) of adjacent building; they do not

involve detailed structural assessments.

At this time, UIDC does not anticipate conducting such

surveys because of the extremely low likelihood that

construction activities on-site will result in any off-site

adverse impacts to adjacent structures.

C-15-13

This issue is being addressed by the BRA, the Traffic

Commission, the Turnpike Authority, and by other agencies.

C-15-14

The ratio of one parking space for every two units of

housing is typical, if not on the high side, for housing of

this nature in this type of location. (It exceeds the City of

Boston zoning requirements.) More important, it is considered

to be a very adequate ratio of parking supply for this housing.

C-15-15

Any Harcourt Street traffic associated with the Copley

Place project will be physically separated from St. Botolph

Street so that all traffic will flow from Huntington Avenue.

Harcourt Street is an existing city street and has been

included in the overall planning for the site. A portion of

Harcourt Street will be discontinued and will provide a vital

access for service vehicles. It also segregates service

vehicles from automobile circulation for the hotel.

The circulation of pedestrians between the project and

Harcourt Street housing should be allowed. One intent of the

project design is not to isolate any aspects of the project

that are mutually acceptable. It would seem that the

establishment of a pedestrian route between the Harcourt Street
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housing and the project will enhance a connection between the

project and the South End that will be beneficial. In

particular, it opens up the Southwest Corridor deck to the

project and vice versa.

C-15-16

As noted in Section 3.3 of this report, the development of
{

Copley Place is consistent with long-standing City plans for

the area and is in conformance with the General Plans
j

objectives for a Copley Square sub-center.
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C-16-1

The design is consistent with the CRC guidelines. At this

time, there are a number of outstanding design issues as stated

in this document. Parties involved are working toward a

resolution of these issues.

Regarding design review process, see Response F-1-1.

C-16-2

See Response C-9: III Point 5.

C-16-3

The traffic report has highlighted the possibility that

there may be some increases in traffic on South End streets

that are project oriented. There have been some routings of

Copley Place traffic along South End streets, but only those

that are established collector or higher level streets. There

has been no routing of traffic (nor is any significant amount

expected) along streets which are purely local in nature. The

commentor's proposed changes in traffic direction, and a

narrowing or closing of roadways and key blocks, could be an

effective way of limiting through traffic in residential

areas. A number of South End organizations are, in fact, in

communication with the Traffic Commissioner on the subject.
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C-17

The commentor ' s remarks are acknowledged. The proponent,

however, feels that the development's design will be a positive

addition to its surroundings and to the City.

Also see Responses C-9: III Point 5 and F-1-1.
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C-18

See Responses C-9 and C-11,
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C-19

A study of taxis at hotels was included in the background

work for the Draft EIR Supplement/Draft EIS. Taxis have been

included in the traffic volume projections and the modal split

calculations. The Copley Place developer, however, cannot

predict the routings or behavior of taxi drivers. Obviously,

fares to and from the project will have to use South End and

Back Bay streets. Taxis will probably use the major street

system because, in most cases, it is least time consuming.
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C-20

See Response S-1-3.
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C-21-1

See Response S-1-3. Also see section 7.7.2 of this report.

C-21-2

See Response C-IA,
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C-22

This comment alleges that new housing which is planned for

the impact area cannot address the needs of anyone who might be

displaced by Copley Place because these units were planned for,

and needed by, those families displaced by urban renewal.

Although many of the 1,500 units of proposed assisted

housing listed in the EIR/EIS were in fact a part of the Urban

Renewal Plan, the fact remains that the caseload of families

eligible for, or in need of ,. relocation because of urban

renewal is not sufficient to fill these units. The caseload is

in fact virtually nil . During the past 2-1/2 years,

displacement for public development in the Fenway and South End

has been minimal. By the beginning of 1978, 9^% of the

caseload in the Fenway had been permanently relocated. In the

South End, 97.6% of the caseload has been similarly relocated.

These figures are significant because they mean that the

1,500 assisted units will be available, virtually in entirety,

for households which might be displaced by Copley Place or the

other forces at work in the impact neighborhoods.

The displacement impact of Copley Place will not be

"massive," but modest (see Response C-2-1). The displacement

that will continue to occur in the impact area is the result of

a variety of pressures operating on the area, enumerated in

Section IV-A. of the ERA study. Copley Place's impact will be

modest compared to the impact of the rest of these pressures.
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C-23

See Response C-2-1
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C-24

Section 3.1 of the Draft EIR Supplement/Draft EIS contains

a discussion of several alternatives that were considered for

the Copley Place development consistent with the goals and

objectives of the City's General Plan. In addition, Section 5

details the preferred plan and optional development, the

no-build alternative, and the 1978 development proposal, and

the discussion of the probable impact of the project and its

alternatives (Section 7) does describe the impacts of these

various alternatives.

With respect to the Tent City development as an

alternative to mitigate impacts on the South End, the Draft

EIR/EIS specifically noted that the BRA currently is seeking

proposals for the construction of approximately 270 units of

mixed income housing on the Tent City site (pp. 3-27, 7-175).

With respect to the guarantee of job goals, see Response C-14.
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C-25-1

The one percent wind speeds are used for a point for

comparison. Appendix D provides more detailed information

regarding predicted wind speeds at each location and the

physical processes giving rise to these winds. The speeds

given will be exceeded "on the average" one percent of the

time. This implies the degree of uncertainty that the winds

will be exactly the same from one year to the next.

Median winds were not studied. While this information

would be interesting impacts are better measured using the

higher wind speeds that disrupt pedestrian activity.

C-25-2

Comment S-5-26, and the corresponding response,

specifically address the issue of tolerability versus

acceptability versus comfort.

C-25-3

The revised Figure 1 of the final wind report, cited in

Response S-5-2, shows more of what was included in the model

and labels each sensor location. Appendix D provides a point

by point description of the wind environment at each sensor and

specifically addresses the impact of the proposed Copley Place

Project on wind along Huntington Avenue.

C-25-A

The Developer will pay for all on-site improvements to the

Copley Place Development. Additional work involving mitigating

measures will be submitted to BRA for review.

Also see Response F-5.
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C-25-5

The degree to which mitigating measures can reduce winds

was tested experimentally, where possible. Any results of this

discussion are included in Appendix D of the final report.

Also see Response F-5.

C-25-6

The final report, it is hoped, includes the additional

levels of detail requested.
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C-26-1

Section 7.7 of the Final EIR/EIS report includes the

percentage of time that the suggested threshold will be

exceeded and the windiest locations. Appendix D of the final

report provides a specific treatment of each sensor location

with regard to the directions from which the winds create the

largest problems arise.
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SCHEDULE OF CRC MEETINGS





Complete CRC Schedule of Meetings

1977 Information and Concerns

1978

1979

May 19

June 2

June 9

June 16

June 23:

June 30:

Orientation
Legal and Traffic Issues
Physical Constraints
Development Economics, Business Impact, and
Community Economic Development
Scheduling and Summary
Traffic Working Group
Interim Report Distribution

Recommendation Develocment

July 7:

July 13:

July 14:

July 15:

July 26:

July 28:

July 29:

August 4:

August 12:

August 18:

Septemcer 3:

September 16:

September 22:

June 15:

July 6:

July 13:

July 20:

July 26:

August 3:

August 10:

February 22:

May 24:

May 31:

June 14:

June 27:

July 12:

August 2:

August 9:

August 15:

Community Economic Development
St. Botolph Working Group
Impact on Back Bay Businesses
Working Group on Business Opportunities
Working Group on Jobs and Training
Preliminary Physical Design Presentation
Working Group on Business Opoortunities
Neighborhood Stabilization

Working Group on Business OoDortunities and Jobs
Draft Recommendations and Revised Schematic Design
Comments and Revisions of Draft submitted to ZRC
Discussion of Revisions
Recommendations submitted to State, MBTA, deveiooer

Introductory Meeting
Environmental Impact Review
Pedestrian and Design Issues

Economic impact
Traffic Impact
Social Impact
Summary Meeting and Recommendations

Review of necessity for Copley Place -e-study
General meeting to start new round of CRC meetings

(UIDC handout ai

)

Review of new design and program (UIDC handout -2)

Review of public benefits anc public funding require-

ments (UIDC nancout =3)

Transportation planning issues - session 1,

Methodologies (UIDC hanaout =4)

Environmental issues - session 1. Outline of

proDcsed EIR/EiS (UIDC handout -5).

Review of scope of services for retail and nousing

impact studies (no handout *or meeting =6)

Transcortation planning issues - session 2

(UIDC handout =7).

Design review and housing rev'ew (no handout 'or

meeting =8 J



1979 (cont'd)

August 30:

September 6:

September 20:

November 8:

November 15:

Environmental issues - session 2. Geology, energy
conservation, noise, historic properties, wind, air

quality (UIDC handout #9).

Environmental issues -- session 3. Traffic and air

quality (UIDC handout #10).

Workshop on Housing Impact Study. (ERA handout)
Meeting on Retail Impact Study, UDAG Public Hearing

Process.
Meeting on Housing Impact Study, Public Approvals
Process, and UDAG Application components.

1980 March 6:

April 14:

Meeting on Draft EIR/EIS and public hearing format.
Update meeting on UDAG application.
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May 11, 1979

Mr. Roy Bishop
Director
Office of Federal Relations
City Hall - Room 957
Boston, Massachusetts

RE: Urban Development Action Grants:
Copley Place/Crossto^m Industrial Park,
Parcel 2. CReceived June 7, 19791

Dear Mr. Bishop

:

In accordance with the provisions o£ the U.S. Office -
of Management and Budget Circular A-95, the Metropolitan
Area Planning Council, as the metropolitan clearinghouse,
has received the above-referenced Notification of Intent to
apply for federal financial assistance.

When your final application is prepared, we would
appreciate receiving a copy of it.

ruly yours ,

nathan G. Truslow
Acting Executive Director

,



Commonwealth of Massachusetts

Executive 0?fice of
Communities and Development
Office of the Secretary
lOO Cambridgo Streat Room U04 Boston, Masscchusstts 02202 (617) 727-7765

iOJ.zrS J King. Govemof

Bye- . Vorrhev»5. Seaefor/

Jiay 9 , 1979

Mr. Roy Bishop, Director ^

Office of Federal Relatioas

City Hall, Room 957

Boston, MA 02201

Re: A-95 Review/Copley Place - UDAG

State Applicatioa Identifier: 79060723

Dear Mr. Bishop:

Your notice of intent requesting $12,000,000 from the Department of
Housing and Urban Development has been received for review. These funds will
provide for site preparations and related public ijnprovements for the Copley
Place development.

As the" Governor's dea±gnated "State Clearinghouse, our review follows the
guidelines of 0MB Circular A-95. It is designed to provide advisory comments
on the consistency of your proposal with State plans, policies, and objec-
tives .

During our review of your proposal, a summary was published in the A-95
Review Monitor , which is distributed to over fifty State agencies. Any inter-
ested agency was provided with the opportunity to evaluate your proposal for
consistency with its particular policies and objectives. The Massachusetts
Historical Commission's comments have been enclosed for your information.

The Executive Office of Communities and Development concurs with your
proposal based upon the information received. Upon receipt of the full appli-
cation we will conduct a more comprehensive review of the Copley Place pro-
posal.

Sincerely,

Byron ^Matthews
Secretary

c.c. MAPC



Proposal ReTiew Form State Clearinghouse

Office Of State Planning

Room 2101

One Ashburton Place

Boston. Massachusetts 02108

Patricia Weslowski,
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OCSCRIDE TMC I'ntStNT AND OHIGINiL (/f knowtl) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE p , 1 ,

For description of legal boundaries see Continuation page 3-^

The Back Day Is presently a densely built up area of fashionable
apartments, office and business facilities, schools and other
Institutions. Most of Its original structures survive, and
despite many variations In architectural style, they are dis-
tinguished by a general consistency of character, form, and
scale. Enclosed within well-defined bounds, the Back Bay com-"/
prises. In effect, an easily dlscernable enclye of superior
nineteenth, century architecture In the city proper. Since I966
the residential portion of the Back Bay has been a legally es-
tablished architectural conservation district under the Juris-
diction of the Back Bay Architectural Commission.

1

The streets of the Back Bay are arranged In a regular grid of
rectangular blocks oriented, longitudinally along five main axis
avenues and Intersected at equal Intervals by less Important
transverse streets. The core of this system Is Commonwealth
Avenue, Laid out as a grand boulevard along the central axis
of the grid. It Includes a wide, elm-shaded, pedestrian mall
within Its 2^0 foot width and 1 1/8 mile length from the Public
Garden to Charlesgate East, The other principle axis streets
are Beacon, Marlborough, Newbury, and Boylston. The cross
streets, named for English nobility and occurlng in sudcesslve
alphabetical order are: Arlington, Berkeley, Clarendon, Dart-
mouth, Exeter, Fairfield,. Gloucester, Hereford,, followed by
Massachusetts Avenue and Charlesgate East,

At Boylston Street, between Clarendon and Dartmouth Streets,
th&. original grid was intersected by the diagonal swath of
•Huntington Avenue. Copley Square, the result of this inter-
ruption in the grid, remains the most . importdnt public space
in the district. The Public Library (McKlm, MeadO, and White,
1887). Trinity Church (H. H. Richardson, 1877). Old South
Cftmrch (Cvumnlngs and Sears, 1875). and the Copley Plaza Hotel
(Henry Hardenburgh, 1912) define the square and characterize
its public importance. Across the district from Copley Square,
the Storrow Embankment was created as a park in 1931 along the
southern bank of the Charles River Basin, ' It contains. In
addition to an automobile parkway, a small' man-made lagoon
and the a^tch Memorial Shell, iwhere free concerts and enter-
tainments are given dxiring summer months, ; j j

1 i
\

I ^

By far the largest number of Back Bay structures were original-
ly built as private houses in the second half of the nineteenth
century. There are, however, significant numbers of churches,
public buildings, apartment buildings, hotels, schools, ; club-
houses, and commercial buildings also represented here,

l

•
!-;-••:? v.. (See Continuation page 7b)
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Taken together these buildings comprise a vast number of building
styles exeoutod In the Blxty forinAtivo yofti-H Of arehltaoturttl
development In the Back Bay. Represented are the Itallanate,
French Academic, Gothic, Rusklnlan Gothic, Panel Brick, Queen
Anne, Hlchardsonlan Romanesque Btyles—and the later Revivals,
the Italian Renaissance, German Renaissance, Beaux Arts, Chateau-
esque, Georgian, Federal, and Adamesque, While pure examples of
every style exist, variations combining elements from two or more
styles are common.

Beacon Street, Marlborough Street, Commonwealth Avenue-, and most
of the cross streets have maintained their residential character
and are built up almost exclusively with townhouse and apartment
buildings. Of these, the toi>mhouses predominate, Thpy are
typically of attached rowhouse construction, eighteen to thirty,
but , occasionally as much as fifty, feet wide, and built of brick
or masonry. They generally consist of an ordered arrangement of
entry (side or central), approached' by a stone stoop, the prin-
cipal floors set above a raised, rusticated basement and capped
with a mansard roof, often with dormer windows and balustrade or
Iron cresting.

The consistency with which all houses obey a mandatory setback
from the street, the overall uniformity of cornice heights, and
the constant repetition and re Interpretation of basic decorative
elements, i.e. bay windows, balconies, stairways, cornices, door
and window enframements, create a homogeneity and continuity in
Back Bay blocks that reenforces the broad, lineal avenue plan.
Architectural conservatism and the common lack of aggressive
design in Back Bay houses also contribute to the visual subordi-
nation of individual buildings and the strongly pronounced asser-
tion of the block front.

On Newbury and Boylston Streets, the original residential char-
acter has changed, Newbury Street still retains many fine,
original nineteenth century houses, but commercial Inroads have
introduced storefronts and other exterior alterations. It is

now an area of small specialty shops and art galleries.
Boylston Street has few original buildings remaining, but contains
the area's most Important comerclal architecture. Though now
devoted almost exclusively to business, it remains a cohesive
paxt of the Back Bay through the sympathetic scale of its
buildings and the strong unity of the Back Bay plan.

ePO 921.724
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The Back Bay District includes the property bounded and defined in
the following manner:

Starting at the intersection of the midline of Arlington St. and the
midline of Providence St,;

Thence running northerly by the midline of Arlington St. to the
midline of Beacon St.;

Thence running westerly by the midline of Beacon St. to the midline
of Embankment Road; >

'

Thence running northerly along the midline of E^mbankment RCiad, crossing
Storrow Drive, and extending to the southerly perimeter of the Hatch Shell
grounds

;

Thence running northeasterly along the perimeter of the Hatch Shell
grounds to the rear perimeter of the Hatch Shell;

Thence running northwesterly.'along the rear perimeter of the Hatch
Shell and extending to the southern shore of the Charles River Basin,
(known at this point as the boat haven);

Thence running westerly along the northern perimeter of the Storrow
Embankment, and intersecting with the extension of the midline of
Charlesgate East;

Thence running southerly along said extension and the midline of
Charlesgate East to the back lot lines of properties fronting on the
south side of Newbury St;

Thence running easterly along said back lot lines to the midline of
Massachusetts Ave .

;

Thence running southerly along the midline of Massachusetts Ave. to
the midline of Boylston St.

Thence running easterly along the midline of Boylston St. to the western
lot line of no. 710 Boylston St., now called the Lenox Hotel;

Thence running southerly along the said western lot line to the southern
lot line of no. 710 Boylston St.;

Thence running easterly along said southern lot line, extending to the

midline of Exeter St.;

Thence running southerly along the midline of Exeter St. to a point at

the juncture of the midlines of Exeter St., Stuart St., and Huntington Ave.;

Thence running easterly along the midline of Stuart St. to the midline
of Trinity PI.

;

Thence running northerly along the midline of Trinity PI. to the
midline of St. James St.;

Thence running easterly along the midline of St. James St. to the
midline of Clarendon St.;

Thence running northerly along the midline of Clarendon St. to the
midline of Providence St.;

Thence running easterly along the midline of Providence St. to the
midline of Arlington St., the point of beginning.

6P0 *Zt.724
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE p. 4.

The Back Bay attains great historical importance in three areas:

1. as an example of ambitious and progressive city planning in the
nineteenth centuryj

2. as a superb retrospective view of American architecture in the last
half of the nineteenth ceritury;

3. as a tangible reflection of the age when Boston was the cultural
fountainhead of America.

Cultural

The Back Bay is the consummate physical manifestation of Boston in her
intellectual and economic maturation. "In a word, it was in the Back
Bay that Boston first established herself as one of the centers of
world culture in the arts and sciences." The original Muse\im of Fine
Arts, the Boston Public Library, the Museum of Natural History, the '

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and many of the city's famed
clubs and private institutions settled here. Writers and philosophers-
Oliver Wendell Holmes, William Dean Howells, George Santayana, Henry
and William James, and many more of international renown— lived and .

'

worked in the Back Bay; and artists like John Singer Sargent, William *

Morris Hunt, and Henry Hobson Richardson are inseparably associated
with it. Finally, the Back Bay was home for the rich and elite of the
city. "Old Order" families and those but recently "arrived" made the
Back Bay the center of city fashion and shared in their patronage of
the artists and architects who created it. "The abode ... of legendary
brahmins and ambitious Silas Laphams, the Back Bay has a thousand
associations with American thought and action o^ the later nineteenth
century. In brownstone and brick it symbolizes i its epoch in a way that
words and figures alone cannot."? I

Back Bay Plan
j [

.

! ;
Lewis Mumford has said, "Apart from L'Enfant's plan fori Washington, the
transformation of Boston's Back Bay is the outstanding achievement in

American urban planning for the nineteenth century. "^ Originally a

tidal backwash separating the Boston peninsula along its western border
from the town of Brookline,the Back Bay was dammed and used intermit-

j

tently but ineffectively through the first half of the nineteenth

century for milling operations. The tidal flats were filled in a

process that began in 1857 at Arlington St. and continued west until
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8-—Significance (Cont.) Back Bay District p. 5.

the late 1880' s, when all the marsh once separating Boston and Brookline

had been reclaimed. With the creation of over four hundred fifty acres of

dry, usable land, it was one of the largest land reclamations ever under-

taken in America.

The new area was laid out as a fashionable residenl.ial district, the plan
being executed by the architect Arthur Gilman in 1856. He had travelled in

Europe and was certainly acquainted with Baron Haussmann's accomplishments
in replanning and rebuilding portipns of Paris. Oilman's design for the

Back Bay is a reflection of the burgeoning American interest in French
architecture and city planning. With Commonwealth Avenue as its spine ^
(called by Mumford, "The first American boulevard actually to be built")7

the Public Garden at its eastern boundary and Charlesgate at its western end,

the Back Bay represents the fjjrst successful attempt in America at realizing
the monumental effect of open spaces, grand boulevards, and imposing vistas,

only possible in this kind of large scale city planning.

The cohesiveness of the plan was insured by a number of farsighted zoning

and building restrictions, including mandatory building setbacks (20-25 ft.

from the street curb), limiting of b\iilding heights, and confining of

building materials to masonry and brick. In this way the often bewildering

array of ecclectic styles is unified and subordinated to a composition that

emphasizes the block front and accentuates the uncluttered sweep ofl the

Back Bay boulevards. Other original planning considerations designed to

safeguard the area's residential character were the conscious exclusion of

almost all business and other commercial facilities, and the assigning and

occasional donating of chosen building lots for parks or public institutions.

Copley Square and the block of Boylston St. on the north side between
Berkeley and Clarendon Streets were early reserved for this purpose.

Furthermore, the absolute definition of its boundaries, with parks at

either extremity and a riverside esplanade bordering one side for its full

length, insured a certain exclusiveness and safety from urban blight and

commercial inroads that has certainly been a factor in the continuing

importance of the Back Bay.

Recreation and park facilities for the district were also a prime consider-

ation; the Boston Public Garden and the Commonwealth Avenue Mall still supply

the same need as they did in the nineteenth century. In 1884 the Mall took

on an added significance when it became the connecting link between the

small downtown parks (the Common and the Garden) and the large rustic parks

comprising the Fenway system, Olmstead's "Emerald Necklace".

The almost 'intact survival of the Back Bay district can be attributed to

the number of wise, protective planning measures first implemented there.

It has never lost its residential appeal nor suffered the urban blight that

has marked comparable nineteenth century neighborhoods in other American
cities. Today. Back Bay buildings, even as apartments, retain their
original appearance; and the plan remains, essentially unaltered.

«P0 >2l.7t4
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Back Bay Architecture

The Back Bay has been called "undoubtedly the finest zone of Victorian

houses existing in America,"^ an .area whose buildings, "chart the course

of architectural development for more than half a century."^ Though of

great stylistic variety, the buildings of the Back Bay reflect the conser-

vative nature of Boston patrons in the reserved compositions of their

facades. Architectural restraint was valued, thus there are few "outlandish"

buildings in the area. Yet, though not often daring in design, Back Bay

buildings are uniformly of excellent architectural character. Almost all

were designed by accredited architects, and many were the works of the

foremost practicioners of the time, including: Arthur Gilman, Gridley Bryant,

H. H. Richardson, McKim, Mead, and White, Peabody and Stearns, and Richard

Morris Hunt. The patronage of these architects by Back Bay clients is all

the more significant when one "considers the leading position that Boston

occupied as the educational and publication center for architecture in

America during the period when the district was being built. The fashions

established in the Back Bay were reflected, sooner or later, in other cities

of the country."^ Two Back Bay landmarks, Richardson's Trinity Church (1875)

and McKim' s Boston Public Library (1889), face one another across Copley Sq.

and are perhaps the two most important and stylistically influential

buildings designed in America after the Civil War. Each changed thp course

of American architectural taste in its generation.

Major Elements

Arlington Street Church - (1859-1862, N.W. corner Arlington and Boylston Sts.)

Designed by Arthur Gilman, the projector of the Back Bay plan, this

Georgian-inspired Italianate church is one of the first harbingers of the

Colonial Revival style in America. The parish, preside^over for many years

by the pioneer Unitarian and abolitionist William Ellery Channing; is

considered the "Mother Church" of Unitarianism in America.

Emmanuel Church (1862, 1869, 15 Newbury Street)
The first Gothic Revival church in the district, it was designed by A. P.

Estey. The use of rough-faced Roxbury puddingstone for its walls helped
popularize this material and made it one of the most fashionable building

stones in the East during the last half of the nineteenth century.

First Parish Church (1867-1868, S.W. corner Marlborough and Berkeley Sts.)

Founded in 1630, the First Church (now incorporating the Second Church of

Boston as well) is one of the country's oldest. Their Back Bay house was
designed by Ware and VanBrunt in a highly picturesque English Gothic Revival
style. It burned in 1967, but the new church retains the original church
spire and is a highly successful modern interpretation of the complex Gothic
forms of the original. Designed by Paul Rudolph, the,' church is sympathetic
in scale to surrounding nineteenth century buildings, •' and its reconstruction

demonstrates the vitality of this district and the current concern with

preserving the architectural character and skyline of the Back Bay.

Jc6I>0 S2I.724
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yirat Baptlate Chuyoh tlti'fX, S.W. eaxnar eomm, Ave, and Clarendon Bt.)
Designed by H. H. Richardson, this building is on the National Register.

Trinity Church (1875-1877, Copley Square)
Also designed by H. H. Richardson, this church is a National Historic Landmark

Old South Church (1874-1875, N. W. corner Dartmouth and Boylston Sts.)
Cununings and Sears designed this National Historic Landmark.

Museum of Natural History Building (1862, 234 Berkeley St.)

The Boston Society df Natural History, one of the earliest suchsocieties in

the country, was founded in 1830 and counted many eminent scientists, includ-
ing the botanist and geoligist, Louis Agassiz, among its members. The
building is three stories, tri-partite in plan, and includes a rusticated
brownstone basement supporting pressed brick walls and monumental pilasters
of the same material in the upper 'two stories. Thft whole is capped with a

full entablature, balustrade, and pediment. Designed by Wm. G. Preston, it

is the most important mature example of the French Academic style in the
Back Bay. When the society moved tb the present Museum of Science, the
building was happily converted to commercial use by Bonwit Teller's.

Boston Art Club Building (1881-1884, S. W. corner Newbury and Dartmouth Sts.)
Now a public high school, the Art Club building was designed by W.^ Ralph
Emerson. It is one of the city's most outstanding examples of the Queen
Anne style with its freely and assymetrically planned three story brick
exterior, enlivened by picturesque window and gable treatments and decor-
ated with ornate cut ^rick devices.

Algonquin Club (1887, 217 Comm. Ave.)

The Algonquin is one of Boston's most famous private clubs and occupies the
most opulent clubhouse in the Back Bay. It was designed by Stanford White
and has a five story limestone front, in the Renaissance Revival style. It

is one of the earliest buildings in this stylistic mode, subsequently popu-
larized throughout the country by the firm of McKim, Mead, and White. A
projecting central entrance supports a two-story superposed porch flanked
by octagonal bays. The upper stories are treated successively with smooth
surfaced and ornately carved and panelled limestone bands.

Boston Public Library (1887-1895, Copley Square)
The Library, designed by McKim, Mead, and White, is on the National Register.

Hotel Vendome (1871, 1881, corner Dartmouth St. and Comm. Ave.)

The Vendome is the finest evocation of the Second Empire in the city.

Designed by Wm. G. Preston, it is a large six-story structure faced with
Tuckahoe and Italian white marble and is stylistically reminiscent of

French Renaissance architecture, though much of the facade is incised with
elaborate, contemporary Neo-Grec detail. For decades the Vendome was Boston";

premier hotel and hosted most of the notables who visi»ted the city, includ-
ing Ulysses Grant and Sarah Bernhardt. The electric lights installed here

in 1882 were the first in the city. Despite a fire in 1972, the hotel

CPO (21.724
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retains its original facades and is currently undergoing conversion to
apartments.

Copley Plaza Hotel (1910-1912, Copley Square)
Occupying the original si^jflt of the Museum of Fine Arts, the Copley &laza
was the later fashionable rival of the Vendome and is today the last of
the great early Back Bay hotels still operating. Its design, attributed to
Henry Hardenburgh (architect of the Plaza Hotel and the Dakota Apts. in N.Y.C
employs a quattrocento Renaissance "Revival facade with a massive but graceful
swell front and flanking wings maneristically detailed in rusticated limestone
blocks.

Berkeley Building (c. 1915, 420 Boylston St.)
The Berkeley building in one of the most beautiful commercial buildings in
the city. It is six stories high with decorated white terra-cotta facades
facing Boylston and Berkeley Streets. Though much of the detail is derived
from fin de siecle Beaux Arts traditions, the influence of the Chicago
School is evident in the facade 's tripartite bay windows with large glass
surfaces and in the emphasis of the vertical structural elements.

Major Elements- Domestic Architecture

No. 12 Arlington St. (1859-1860)

Designed by Arthur Gilman, this is the finest surviving mansion of those
originally fronting the Public Garden and is one of the first houses erected
in the Back Bay. It is a large, five story structure faced with Nova Scotia
sandstone and designed in a traditional Franco-Italianate style. The stark
detail pf the facade contrasts with the richly carved Corinthian portico.
The house was joined with no. 1 Comm. Ave. in 1893 when Mrs. J. Montgomery
Sears, a Boston "Grande Dame" and patroness of the arts, found she needed
more room for her growing collections. Visitors to no., 12 Arlington Street
included the musicians Paderewski and Kreisler, Prince Henry of Prussia,
and the artist, John Singer Sargent, who painted Mrs. Sears and her daughter
in the house

.

Nos. 326-328 Dartmouth St. and No. 165 Marlborough St. (1871)

This ensemble epitomizes the tendency of early Back Bay architects to

combine separate houses into visually Impressive "blocks". New building

codes in the §aFly I870'g did inygh %q deter this practice. The three houses

are built in the Academic Brick style with pressed brick walls and sandstone
window and door enframements and are capped with Mansard roofs. Designed
by Snell and Gregerson, they form a tripartite composition whose cohesive-
ness is further emphasized by the continuity of building materials and design
elements.

No. 164 Marlborough Street (1870)
The Benjamin Crowninshield House is on the National Register

No. 233 Clarendon Street (1879)

Trinity Church Rectory is a National Historic Landmark.

ePO 921.724
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No. 306 Dartmouth Street
Known as the Webster-Ames Mansion, and designed in the Academic Brick style,
this is probably the finest house in the Back Bay. Its interior is excep-
tional, dating from an 1882 remodelling by the architect John Sturgis and
containg lavishly decorated rooms with a palatial Great Hall measuring sixty-
three feet long and eighteen feet high, panelled with highly carved oak
woodwork. Other interior embellishments include a LaFarge stained glass
skylight and a cloistered dome decorated with murals by Benjamin Constant.
The house was built for Congressman Frederick Ames and was for many years,
until recently, the home of Mrs. Edwin Webster.

No. 32 Hereford Street (1884)

This house is probably the earliest example of the Late Italian Renaissance
Revival in America. It was designed for John Andrew by the firm of McKim,

Mead, and White and v;as their first Back Bay commission. Though the basic
parti of the house shows strong Queen Anne influence, the facade is a calm
composition of brown brick with limestone trim and simple but classically
correct detail. Intricate French ironwork balconies appear on the windows
of the piano nobile and above the Palladian window of the entrance.

No. 355 Commonwealth Avenue (1882)

The Ames Mansion, built for Governor Oliver Ames from designs of Carl
Fehmer, occupies half the block of Mass. Ave. between Marlborough fet. and
Commonwealth Ave., and is the largest house in the Back Bay. It^ is designed
in the Chateauesque style and the detailing of its brownstone facade incor-
porates design elements from the concurrent Queen Anne style into the basic
configuration of a sixteenth century French chateau. It is second only to

the house at 306 Dartmouth St.. built by Oliver's brother, in the magnif-
icence of its interiors. Today the National Casket Co. maintains the inter-

iors in perfect condition.
. .

No. 314 Coirmonwealth Avenue (1899)

Charles Btighaw desi^ttfed thi§ felabotate Wassing of picturesque towers and

gables in the Chateauesque manner for Col. Albert Burrage. The limestone

facade rises four and one half stories and is laden with deeply undercut
French Gothic and early Renaissance ornament, most notably along the gabled
and-turreted cornice and at the Commonwealth Avenue entrance. The Burrage

Mansion's exuberance of form and detail is unique in the Back Bay, where

Boston patrons were more attracted to the conservative brick facades and

subdued ornament that the majority of buildings here display. However, the

Burrage mansion symbolized the change in attitude toward architectural
styles which occured at the end of the century. From then until the end of

private town house building in the Back Bay, c. 1915, the range of styles

employed was much larger and more diverse than it had been in the nineteenth

century.

CPO 921.724
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'J'!'c Boston Public Library, facin;; northeast on Copley Square in the Back
Bay, was designed by Chiarlcs Follcn McKini and built during the years 18S8-1895.
A new addition to tlie Librai-y Ijuilding adjoininj^' its southwestern elevation \.iU opcniSA

in late 1972. Forming the southwestern boundary of the Square, one of Boston's
major open spaces and transportation crossroads, tlic Library has among its neigh-
bors two National Historic Landmarks: II. li, Richardson's 1877 Trinity Chui'ch and
the New Old Soutli Cliurch of 1874 by Cumniings and Sears. The Copley-Plaza
Hotel l5y Henry J. Ilardenbergh of 1913 and LAI. Pei & Partners' not yet completed
John Hancock Mutual Lil'e Insurance Co. tower both border Copley Square on the

southeast.

McKim's design for the Boston Public Library consists of a monumental free-

standing block in the style of an Italian Renaissance palace. Nearly square in plan

(225 feet in length across the front, 227 feet in width), the building surrounds an open
courtj^ard and contains three stories. The Library measures 70 feet high at its

cornice. It is set up and back from the surrounding streets on a granite platform of

broad, easy steps. The exterior walls of the building are entirely of Milfoi-d granite.

A wide band of rustication at the first story level is separated from the smoothly
finished wall of the second story by a series of courses. Decorative details have

also been carved of granite', most notably the 33 medallions in the spandi-els of the

second floor window arches. These were executca by sculptor Domingo Mora and
represent the colophons, or trade devices, of the early printers and booksellers. i

On tlxree sides friezes identifying the Library, its purposes and dates, lie just below
a richly detailed cornice wliich projects outward from the sweep of flat wall. Llabo-

J

rate copper cresting completes the cornice silhouette. Similar cresting once adornecj

the roof ridge but suffered damage and was removed. The low hipped roof is covered
with reddish brown Spanish tiles. At each corner of the ridge stands an ornamental
copper rod.

The walls are di\dded into bays formed by the arcade of the second story:

thirteen bays extend across the Copley Square facade, eleven in the northwest

(Boylston Street) side and twelve on the southeast (Blagden Street) side. On the first

floor the rectangular windows have single panes enframed by simple architraves.

Each is centered beneath one of the second story arches. In comparison to this

stark fenestration, the second story windows are recessed in the arches that use

ornamental detail such as coffers/molding. Black iron mullions form a faceted

pattern on the glass. These windows are also wader and taller than those on the

first floor, indicating on the exterior the difference in importance in the interior

arrangements of the two floors. Tablets recessed within the arches beneath the

windows are inscribed with the names of the masters of art, science, religion and
statesmanship.

The arch motif is repeated at the main entrance on Copley Square and in what
was once a public entry on the Boylston Street side. These entries consist of triple

arcades on axis with the central tlii-ee baj's of each elevation. Above the main entrance
three panels set beneath the second floor windows carry the seals of the Common-
wealth of Alassachusetts, the Library, and the City of Boston, sculpted by Augustus
Saint-Gaudens from designs by Kenyon Cox (a noted illustrator). Four handsome
large branched wTought-iron candelabra carrying clusters of six lanterns each are
set in the spandrels of the main entrance arches. Similar crafts mansliip is found in

the heavy iron gates used to close the entrances and in the unique little subway kiosk,

also of wrought iron, built in 1914 by Boston architects Fox and Gale a few feet in

[continuation sheet]
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Tioston Public Library, 7. Descriplioii;

of perimeter offices. Except for the public entrance in the center bay of the Boylston

Street side, the remainder of the f;Tound level wall surface consists of large windows

set deep within the piei-b ;md screened from the street by rectangular granite slabs

set on end just inches apart. In contrast with the old Library, surface ornamentation

in the addition has been kept to a minimum, enabling the play of light and shadow on

the walls' projecting and receding planes to make its own decorative statement.
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the Bo.slDu Pul:>lic TJbrary represents, in the words of Walter Muir Wliitehill, "a
marriage of llie cuLs hardly to be matched elsewhere in nineteenth century American
arcliitecture. " ^ The exterior of the building" and its interior public spaces remain
virtually unaltered.

In the Boston Public Library addition Philip Johnson has attempted to supplement
the spatial inadequacies of the earlier building's extravagant plan, which a turn-of-the

century ]ibran>-had termed "haughtily ignorant of utility." The new structure succeeds
in pro\1di;ig the functional features suited to present-day library needs.

As an institution, the Boston Public Library occupies a major position in the

history of the American puljjic library movement. It wns founded by an act of the

Massachusetts legislature in 1848, which was the first statute ever passed authorizing

the establishment and maintenance of a public librarj^ as a municipal institution

suppox'ted by taxation. The first annual report of.the Library's Trustees in 1852
setting forth wliat a library ought to be quickly became the basic statement of princi-

ples for the public library movement. The Boston Public Library opened to the

public in 1854, borrowing two rooms in a Mason Street schoolhouse. New quarters
on Boylston Street were built and occupied by 1858, but these were soon outgrown,
leading the Trustees to commission the present edifice on lands facing Copley Square
granted for tliis pui'pose by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts in 1880. The
cornerstone was laid on November 28, 1888, with civic officials and Library Trustees
in attendance: a poem was wi'itten for the occasion and read by Dr. Oliver Wendell
Holmes. The building finally opened to the public on March 11, 1895.

Additional distinction lies in the unusual range and depth of the Library's scholarly

collections. And among the librarians who have directed the Boston Public Library
have been such leaders of the profession as Justin Winsor (during the years 1868-77),

eminent bibliographer and historian and later the librarian of Harvard University;

and Herbert Putnam (from 1895-99), who subsequently served for forty years as

head of the Librarj- of Congress.

The Boston Public Library has recently been certified as a Massachusetts
Historic Landmark.

Walter Muir Whitehill, " Making of an Architectural Masterpiece—The Boston
Public Library, " in American Art Journal, Vol. IT, No. 2, p. 13.

GPO 921.724
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STATEMEtjl OF SiGrJlFlCANCE

The Boston Public Library was the first of the great urban public library struc-
tures in the United States. It was also one of the first monumental public buildings

executed in tlie Second Renaissance Revival style and is probably the most famous,
establishing the prototj^je for many other library designs that followed in the next

twenty years. Charles Follen McKim (1847-1909), the architect, became one of the

most honored members of his profession and served on numerous boards and com-
missions that determined the appearance of public buildings throughout the counti'y.

He designed many of these with his partners from 1879 to 1906, Stanford White and

William Rutherford Mead, and the Boston Public Library constitutes their principal

public building of the late 1880's.

The site of the Boston Public Library is important in that it forms the southwest-

ern boundary of Copley Square, the present (and former) location of several

institutions significant to the religious, cultural and commercial life of Back Bay
Boston. McKim recognized the importance of the site and of the civic function the

Library would perform on it. Accordingly, he made his plans on a scale unpreceden-

ted in American library design. He took his cue for this from the expansive spirit

of late nineteenth century Boston—a metropolis vigorous enough to undertake the

large-scale (450 acres) filling of the Back Bay, thereby creating by 1870 the very

land on which to erect the Library. Both the severely simple outline of the building

and its regular arcuated fenestration emphasize the horizontal lines of the surroun-

ding streets and present an effective contrast to the irregular vertical masses of

both New Old South Church and Trinity Church, neighbors on Copley Square. Like-

wise, the Library's envelope of creamy Milford granite is a dramatic accent to the

more picturesque use of brick and brownstone in the Square's earlier buildings.

Recent incursions, such as the nearly completed Hancock tower, point to the Square
continued importance as a center of civic activity.

The Boston Public Library plan consists of a rectangular block surrounding an

open courtyard. The predominant feature of the plan, largely derived from the

designs of Henri Labrouste for the BibliothSque Ste. -Genevifeve in Paris of 1843-50,

is the great hall extending across the entire Copley Square front on the second floor,

In addition to providing the building's ai'chitectural design, the partnership

arranged for extensive artistic collaboration in its decoration. McKim, Mead and

White made every effort to cooperate with the artists, even to the point of construc-

ting l/4-scale wooden mock-ups of the walls for their use. Major mural sequences
were executed by painters John Singer Sargent, Edwdn Austin Abbey and Puvis de

Chavannes. Among the sculptors represented were Daniel Chester French, the

Saint-Gaudens brothers, Augustus and Louis, and Frederick MacMonnies. [The

specific contribution of each to the Library has been pointed out in #7.] Indeed,

[continued]
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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL, f/r know n; PHYSIC AL APPEARANCE

The South End district of 238 acres includes the property within
a line running along the east side of Yarmouth St., the north side of
Colunibus Ave., the southwest side of the Mass. Turnpike, the alley
line of Berkely St., extended, the north side of Tremont St., alley
705 - east of Dwight St., the back lot line of properties on the
south side of Shav.inut Ave., the east side of Milford St., the back lot
line of properties facing on the south side of Bradford St., the
back lot line of properties on the east side of Waltham St., the
midline of Wshington St., the midline of Union park St., the mid-
line of Harrison Avenue, the midline of Maiden St., the east-
side of Pelham St., the east side of Drapers Lane, the alley (also known
as Ivanhoe St.) south of Tremont St., the west side of Pembroke St.,
the south side of Newland St., the east side of East Brookline St., alley
710 extended, the alley line west of Newton St., the south side of
Harrison Ave., Trask St., extended. Comet St. extended, the back lot
lines of the west side of Chester Park, the east side of Northampton St.,
the back lot lines of the south side of Tremont St., the east side of
Northfield St., the north side of Tremont St., the east side of Camden St.

the back lot line of the north side of Columbus Ave., the back lot
line of the west side of Mass. Ave., the Penn Central railroad
tracks, to the east side of Yarmouth St.

The South End is a large but well-defined, densely built upi

area which is characterized by architecture of relatively fevi^

building types. It presents a unified environment distinguished
by subtle variations in architectural style, detailing, building
height, and street width and direction, and by the presence or
absence of park areas.

The principal streets passing through the South End, such as

Harrison, Shawmut and Tremont, run roughly parallel to each other
and to Washington St., the early route through the 'original neck
of marshland connecting Boston to mainland Roxbury. Most of the

minor streets were laid out perpendicularly in a grid pattern in

relation to these broad avenues. However, Columbus Avenue and

the other later streets introduce new diagonals and breaks in the

street pattern which reflect an attempt to mesh the South End

pattern with that of the later Back Bay,

On these streets, there are two predominant residential building

types. The more numerous of these two building types is the double

basement, bow fronted rowhouse with mansard roof. Most often constructed

of brick, the type of house was occasionally faced with brownstone.

The second predominant building type is a low basement, flat fronted

rowhouse faced with brick, often adorned by a projecting oriel.

Within these building types, a variety of architectural styles

were used. The predominant style is the Italianate, characterized

by high basements sometimes rusticated, elaborately carved double

doors, a hood with undercut consoles, and a projecting cornice with

carved wooden brackets. Other influences include Greek Revival,

Renaissance Revival, Second Empire, and a Transitional style between

Greek Revival and Italianate.
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MAJOR ELEMENTS

1. Union Park is an enclosed urban square of double basement,
red brick rowhouses overlooking an oblonq park landscaped with two
fountains. Most of the houses have bow fronts, and many have the
older ridge roofs that were supplanted by the mansard roofs in the
South End. The end houses step forward to emphasize the curve of

the park and the roadv;ay which frames it; the environment has a

strong sense of closure between Tremont on the north and Shawmut
on the south. Architectural detailing is ofteii lavish, including
decorative heads for keystones and opulent cartouches for wi'ndow

lintels. Ornamental ironwork is used as stair rails, as fences

to enclose private gardens, and as imitative balconies on the parlor
floor. With the exception of altered dormers on a number of

structures, and the loss of some original doors and ironwork. Union
Park retains most of its original appearance.

2. Worcester Square is built up entirely of double basement,

bow fronted, mansard roofed rowhouses in the Italianate style.
The end houses are brought forward to enclose the square. The
axes of the park within the square terminate at Shawmut on the

north and Harrison Avenue on the south. In the nineteenth centi^ry,

the latter tcr:ninuo was the original Boston City Hospital building;

the present terminus is a twentieth century administration butlding.

At the Washington St. entrance is the imposing Italianate brownstone
residence known as the Allen House (see below). Alterations to the

houses of the square include the removal of three front stoops, the

alteration of doorv/ays, and the rebuilding of dormers.

3. As originally developed, Chester Square , between Tremont St.

and Shawmut Avenue, was the most grand of the urban- residential

squares. Framed by roadways, the "jery large central park was land-

scaped lavishly. The seventy townhouses most successfully emphasize
the oblong form of the park by a combination of flat fronted
central buildings and stepped forv/ard, bow fronted buildings at the

curved ends. Although mostly Italianate in style, the houses reveal

Gothic and Moorish influences in the ornamentation.
Alterations to the houses of the Square include the removal of

two front stoops, the alteration of doorways, the loss of ironwork,

and the addition of tv/o shopfronts. The most drastic alteration
has been to the parkland; in the early 1950' s a traffic artery was

cut through the park, leaving two narrow rhomboid parks on either
side.

4. Blackstone and Franklin Squares are the only residential
parks which are actually square in shape. Unlike the other squares,

these tv;o city blocks divided by Washington St. are surrounded by

a variety of building forms. The parks are laid out in a formal

manner with paths extending diagonally across the parks centering
on a freestanding copper fountain. The green spaces of Blackstone
and Franklin Squares are used today as a parkland. A play ground
area has been added to one portion of Blackstone Square.
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5. Concord and Rutland Squares are better defined as linear
rather than enclosed spaces. The parks themselves are small and
do not require the buildings to step forward around a curve. These
houses are Italianate in style, bow fronted, and high basemented
in most cases.

6. Cydorama (see separate submission)

SECONDARY ELEMENTS'

7. At the Washington St. entrance to Worcester Square stands
the Allen House , a brick symmetrical Italian palazzo or villa-type
structure. Although built as a freestanding mansion on a corner
lot, the house has a brick side wall clearly intended as a party
wall. The two street facades are surfaced in brownstone and are
highly ornamented with motifs unusual to architecture but similiar
to those used in furniture of the period. A trademark of the house
is the French mansard roof which is gable ended to crown a central

bay on each facade. In 1894, a brick rear wing with five large window
bays was added. Other alterations of late include the addition of

a temporary structure framed out from the basement and the removal
of a third story platform cupola. J

8. Franklin Square House is one of the variety of buildings
facing Franklin Square. Built of brick in the Second Empire style,
the symmetrical building has a characteristically French mansard
roof, a rusticated basement, a prominent central pavillion, and
guoins.

9. The churches of the South End which are notable for their
architecture or location or both, include:

a. The Cathedra! of the Holy Cross at Washington St. and
Union Park St. was designed by Patrick C. Keeley and dedicated in

1875, A Gothic Revival structure in Roxbury puddingstone trimmed
with granite, the church is over. 360 feet in length, which is

European cathedrals. The spires intended
the Wahsington St. front were never completed,
good condition.
Keeley design, the Church of the Immaculate

comparable to many major
for two square towers on

The structure remains in

b. Another P. C.

Conception , was dedicated at its site at Harrison Ave. and East
Concord St. in 1861. White New Hampshire granite accentuates the
Classic Revival styling.

c. The Tremont Street Methodist Church , 740 Tremont ST.,

was designed in Gothic Revival style in Roxbury puddingstone
by Hammat Billings. The dedication was 1862.

d. Constructed in 1872, the High Victorian Gothic structure
of Roxbury puddingstone at 485 Columbus is the Union Methodist Church .

e. Of brick with brownstone trim, the Romanesque Rivival

styled Shawmut Congregational Church , 640 Tremont St., was dedicated
in 1872.

f. Italianate in style and constructed of red brick in

1868, the Peoples Baptist Church is distinguished by having a

Paul Revere Bell in its tov/er.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Planned in 1848 and developed in part on filled land through

the early 1870's, the South End of Boston is the largest remaining

Victorian urban residential neighborhood in the United States,

Seeking to provide a fashionable district of "substantial dwellings",

the city auctioned the land of the South End with restrictions on

height, material, setback, building form and construction period.

These lands were mostly purchased by real estate entrepreneurs who
eventually sold completed dwelling catering to the tastes expected

markets of businessmen and industrialists. As a result of

this speculative construction controlled by the city's spe.cifi cations,

the South End is characterized by an unusually high degree of

architectural homogeneity and coherance. The houses of the South

End represent the "genteel" architectural taste of the Victorian
era - occasionally flamboyant in ornamentation but respectably

conservative in plan and elevation.
This architecture did attract as was hoped, the successful

businessmen and manufarturers; however, whei) those Boston families

of great v^ealth settled into the High Victorian houses of the

Back Bay some twenty years after the South End plan, those buyers

who could afford a second move follov/ed. To their places in the

South End came the working class and immigrant population. The

later development of more modest houses and apartment buildings

reflected this change. It is significant, however, that

despite the rapid turn-over in population, the architectual environ-

ment of the South End remained of high quality and greatly cohesive,

as can be seen in the surrounding streets lined with four story

brick, rowhouses of uniform set back.

MAJOR ELEMENTS

The foci of the South End are the urban squares of brick or

brownstone row houses surrounding oblong parks. The squares reflect the

appreciation of the English park system in the urban planning of

Boston, extending back to Charles Bulfinch's design for the Tontine

Crescent. The South End represents the last vestiges of the concept

in Boston.
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8. Significance

1. The first square to be completed (1857-59), Union Park's grand

scale made it one of Boston's most prestigious addresses

for a time. The eventual building cf the Cathedral of the Holy

Cross on the axes of the park give '.o the square a notable vista.

2. The nost cohesive and uniform of the South End squares,

Worcester Square is also signfficant for its relationship to the

Allen House (see below) at the entrance on Washington St. and to

the Boston City Hospital at the terminus on Harrison Ave.

3. Chester Square , built between 1850 to mid-1860's epitomizes

the height of architectural taste in mid-nineteenth century Boston.

The townhouses of this, the largest of South End squares, are of a

similar type to other South End rasidential structures, but are

more grand and opulent in size ard ornamentation. As a group, they

show the most variety in style iifluences.
4. Although completed after Union Park, Blackstone and Franklin

Squares were actually the first to be conceived. In 1801, Charles

Bui finch, as chairman of the Selectman, presented a plan for a

"Columbia Square"-four stl^eets of houses facing an oblong lawn split

by Washington St. Franklin and Blackstone Squares deviates only

slightly from this plan. i

5. Styled after the larger squares. Concord and Rutland ^Squares .

viere developed during the 1860's, Less pretentious and smaller in

size, they reveal the changing hopes for the South End.

SECONDARY ELEMENTS

6. Cyclorama (see separate submission)
7. Unlike most South End houses which were built on speculation,

the Allen House was built in 1859 for the resident owner. The fact

that Aaron Allen was a prominent furniture dealer illuminates the

origins of certain exterior ornamental motifs. The conversion of the

house from a single family dwelling to a clubhouse, upon Allen's

move to the Back, Bay symbolizes the social changes of the district.

Unusual in the homogeneous architectural fabric of the South End,

the mansion commands an important position at the entrance to Worcester

Square.
8. Completed in 1858 by M.M. Ballou, the St. James Hotel, as

the Franklin Square House was originally named, was prestigious

enough to attract the patronage of President U.S. Grant. It later

became the home of the famed New England Conservatory of Music.

Visually prominent among the smaller residential buildings, it defines

one edge of Franklin Square.
9. The South End has been traditionally known for the large

number of religious institutions serving the district. Because of

the many Irish immigrants, the Roman Catholic Cathedral of Boston

settled in the district supporting the congregation of the Church

of the Immaculate Conception, whose Jesuit order founded Boston College.

A considerable number of the Protestant churches founded elsewhere
in ninPtPPnth rpnfiiry Rnc:tnn rp1nr;^tpH tn thp Smith Fnd with thP Jr
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congregations. Included among these congregations was that of the
African Baptist Church of Joy St. which played an important role in

the Abolitionist movement. This congregation was located in the
People's Baptist Church, formerly St. Paul's Baptist Church. Through
the years, the religious structures have housed congregations of
all faiths. Architecturally, these churches provide focal points
along the major avenues and contribute a variation of form, style,
and color to the residential blocks.
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Located on Coplej' Square, in the Back Bay, Trinity Church faces Northwest
from one end of the Square. The Eostoa Public Library (1S95, by McKini, Mead
and White) faces it from the opposite end of the trapezoidal "Square". The New Old

South Church (1875, by Cummings and Sears), and the Sheraton Plaza (Copley Plaza)

Hotel (1913, by Heary J. Hardenbergh), are other notable buildings on the Square,

Trinity consists of a cruciform chiu'ch, with a parish house to ihe left rear.

The parish house is joined to the chui'ch by a colonnaded cloister. The primary
building material is Dedham granite with decorative details of Longmeadow freestone

The roofs are cov^ered with material of several textiures and colors. On the front,

or Copley Square, facade, the cruciform is obscured by a porch and connected towers

The entire mass is dominated by the central tower of the chui'ch, 211 feet and

3 inches from the ground to thef^of its finial. Although derived from the tov/er of

the Old Cathedral at Salamanca/ tTie Trinitj^ tower is square with corner turrets,

only the roof being octagonal. In wi'iting about the tower, Richardson said that

"Instead of the tower being an inconvenient and unnecessary addition to the Church,

it was itself made the main feature. The struggle for precedence, which often takes

place between a Church and its spire, was disposed of, by at once and completely

subordinating nave, transepts, and apse, and grouping them about the tower as the

central mass. "'

With the closing of Huntington Avenue, which ran at an angle in front of Trinity

Church, and the execution of the new design for Copley Square, the Church will

become a part of the Square, physically located within it. Thus Clarendon Street,

behind the Church, now defines the new Eastern limit of the Square, and Trinity

becomes its actual focal point.

1. V/ardens and Vestry, Consecration Services of Trinity Church, Boston, Vestry,

Unstnn. 1877. Paffe 69.
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.

co^t:

vcMv BTi rr
TO BOrT tLUC
CL»V

-147.5'

N
[ll

[IE

ii

Boring No. ©
anouNO sunrtcc
ELCV. 102.8*

85.0'

36



e
B
4
4
5
8
8
9
9
6

'

6
10
10
9
10
10
12
14
14
7
16
18
30
20
16
10
12
15
15
10
5
6
9
9
8
8
8
12
12
12
16
17
14
12
12
18
17
20
26
30
28
28
30
27
28

Horing N. ®
GR OUND
CLC V.

sunr* cc

123,3'

Loosc n nc
TO CO'RBC
6*N0 eR«VCL
t, ASH n fL

¥
LOOSC FINE
TO C0*»»6t
SAND QRAvCl.
BRI CK •000
A MISC. n LL L2

110, 0«

VERY LOOSC
ri NC TO
COARSC BAND
GRAVCL k 1^

SRI CK ri LL
VERV LOOSC
DARK CRAY
SILT & SANO
T/SNCLLS

25. 0»

'30. 0«

(5D)C0(^t .

HARD ri NC TO
COARSC SANO |10|
& CRAVCL 11

I49.0'

STi rr TO
SOFT LIGHT
CRAY Clay

54.0'

lii

87,0'

T, Hunt
. 6/12/62 ^

STATION 519 +46.8
orrscT L 30.2

*<0ir> HA DC 2 THI ALC
TO 20*..



Boring No. \]2)

SMOUNO SUMr«CC
CLCV. 122.1'

VCRT Looac
riNC TO
COARSC tANO
ORAVCL A
CIMOCN riLL

Tdfiir riNd
TO cotnsc
CRAY SAND
CR»VCL riLL

LOOSE riNC
TO MCOIUM
VCLLO* BAND

VCMY LOOtC
riNC TO
COARtC SAMC
i CMOVCL

IC NOTE 1

VCRV LOOSE
0«n K CRAY
8

•

LT ORCAN I

C

Shells littl
SAMO t/^e»t

COMPACT
light cray
sand gravel
t/clay
ST I rr Li ghT
• RAY CI,AV

10. 0<

15.0'

20. 0<

•L

27.0*

30.0' !

44. 0<

MEOI UU LI G HT
•RAY CLAY

55.0'

\7)co^-t

SMALL STOnET
SEE NOTE 2

ST I rr LI GHt
•RAV CLAY

75.0'

mJ76.0'

79.0*

NOTE 1 I VERY
LOOSE riNE TO
COARSE SAND
• RA vEL SI LT
t/reat.

N9TE 2i COHRACT
riNE TO COARSE
SAND GRAVEL &
CLAY

T. HuNt
5/31/62

STATION 516+97.3
OFFSET P1S2.9

'82. 0-

Boring No.

20
20
15
15
18
10
10
6
7
6
7
6
6
7
6
8
6
6
7
7
8
7
6
6
7
6
6
6
7
6
6
10
50
100
95
1 00
95
105

®
GROUND SURFACE
ELEV. I06.4'

LOOSE SAND
& STONE ri LL

LOOSE COARSE I 3
SAND 13

VERY LOOSE
61 LT k
ORGANI C
SHELLS

13.5'

VERY CONRACT |30
MEOIVN GRAY ISoj
SAND

;?^32.5'

L. RONAN
5/21/62

STAT I ON
OFFSET

517 + 42.8
« 251 .4

•4S HR. w L a.3.0'



Boring No.®



HALEY & ALDRICH, INC.

C/uiBRIDCE. uaSSaCHUSETTS
I

TEST BORING REPORT HOLE NO
(15J

riouthwffst Corridor - Section OnePROJECT:-

CLIENT: Kaiser Engineers, Inc. /Fay, Spofford & Thorndike, Inc.

CONTRACTOR Guild Drilling Company, Inc.

CROUNOVATEK DEPTH TO:

D»TI

3/9/77

TlxC

1250 4.5'

B0T10M OF BOTTOM OF

40.0' 60.0'

CASiHC Sampler barrel

H< . xtR WT

HtuxER rALl

SCALE
IN

FttT

^«iT»
CmahCE

CASING
B10<S
PER
rocT

SakPLER
blo»s
PER

< 1HCME4

SAuPLE
NUMBER

Sample
DEPTH
RANGE

40' BW
2-3/8"
30^

'S/S
1-3/S"
14Q#
30"

FII.F MA



HALEY & ALDRICH, INC.

CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS



0.0'

1.5'

cosjN'C NO .287-H'^'»couRT St.

El-CVATION I(.4--

COStN'C NO.

9.5'

14.0'

24.0'

36.5'

SANDY. LOAM TOPOOfU SI



HALEY i ALDRICH, INC.

C/LMBRIOCE, MASSACHUSETTS TEST BORING REPORT
PRQJFCT Southwest Corridor - Section One
CLIENT: Kaiser Engineers, Inc. /Fay, Spofford S Thorndike, Inc.

CONTRACTOR Guild Drilling Company, Inc.

CROUKIOWATER

Q/1^ 1515

DEPTH TO:

9.9'

lOT 10a OF

35.0

OTTOu or
HOLE

60.0'

CASING SAMPLER
CORE
BARREL

Hi. uCR «T

hhumer Fall

35' BM
2-3/8"
300#
24"

S/S
1-3/8
140#
30"

HOLE NO:®
Fii F un .





016"

•0"

26'0'^

PILL,
sa:o, q?j>7zl,

LiTCii c:::si.i;S

,

WOOD, K'JiJlZ'A,

PILL,
SAXD, sc:-2

GRAVZL, PI.-.M,

KOIST, YELLOW

39

12

25

12

16

14

rSJA-YIO SILT,

so?7. y.ci;?,

I)Ah.< OKAY

I

O'O*^

22

CLAY

,

HARD, .".OI^T,

KLLCW

51'0'

17



BO.=j;;o _
(coirruaxD)

51'0"

CLAY
SO?? I TZIIS C?
PL'S SA],T), hois:
ELIB

98 '0"

108'0"

115'0"

120 'O*

CLAY, so:2
FIirE SAICD.

TRACE CF CRA7K.
EAPD, >U)IST,

BLU3

FIKE SAiiD,

GRA7EL, SOS
CUAY, VIKY EAii:

VST, CH.U

44

67

-EED ROCK
DRILLED 5'0"

RECOYEPilD 36"

Waterlevel.15'0"

below ground surface

Dote Sfcrled 7/3/69

Dote Completed 7/1-/69
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APPENDIX G

SECTION 106 REVIEW LETTER





CITY OF BOSTON
OFFICE OF THE MAYOR

CITY HALL BOSTON

KEVIN H WHITE

SEP Z 1980

Mr. Jordan E. Tannenbaum
Chief, Eastern Division of Project Review
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
1522 K Street N.W.
Washington, DC 20005

ATTENTION SHARON CONWAY

Dear Mr. Tannenbaum:

Re: Copley Place Development, Boston, Massachusetts

Pursuant to Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 and the

procedures of the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (36 CFR Part 800)

the City of Boston, acting for the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) pursuant to Section 104(h) of the Housing and Community
Development Act of 1974, as amended, has consulted with the Massachusetts
State Historic Preservation Officer regarding the proposed Copley Place

Development in the Back Bay section of the City of Boston, for which the City

has applied to HUD for Urban Development Action Grant funds to assist in the

implementation of this project.

The proposed project is adjacent to several properties listed in, or eligible for

listing in, the National Register of Historic Places, including the Back Bay
Historic District, the South End Historic District, the St. Botolph Street

Historic District, the Boston Public Library, and Trinity Church.

Because final plans and specifications, including a final selection of materials,

have not been submitted for review, it has been determined that any potential

adverse effect of this undertaking on the above-mentioned properties will be

successfully mitigated by the City, the SHPO, and the Advisory Council

entering into a Memorandum of Agreement containing the following stipulations:

(1) Prior to commencing construction of the above-grade portions of the retail

center, hotels, housing, and office buildings components of the project,

the City of Boston will submit final plans and specifications, together with

samples of facade materials to be used, to the Massachusetts State Historic

Preservation Officer for review and approval. If, after review, the State

Historic Preservation Officer is of the opinion that the undertaking will

have an adverse effect on the above-mentioned properties, the City will

request the comments of the Council in accordance with Section 800.4(e) of

the Council's procedures.

(2) Non-brick facade material used for the housing component of the project,

including material used for window bays and for horizontal bands at the

floor lines and balconies, shall be of the same or compatible masonry



material as that selected for the overall masonry material of the other
components of the project. The use of a "dryvit" is not an acceptable
application in this instance.

To aid you in your review of this project, I am forwarding to you, under
separate cover, the following documentation:

(1) Set of plans, outline specifications, and elevations for the project com-
ponents, as follows:

(a) Western International Hotel: plans, sections, elevations and outline

specifications;

(b) Marriot Hotel: plans, elevations, and outline specifications;

(c) Central Area - Retail/Office: plans, sections, elevations, and outline

specifications;

(d) Housing: plans and elevations.

(2) Photographs (colored) of proposed facade materials under consideration for

use in the project.

(3) A 106 Review Package document, prepared by the project developers
(Urban Investment and Development Co.), containing a narrative descrip-
tion of the project and discussion of effects, including:

(a) Description of the current project program, together with site plans

and sections;

(b) Description of the site and adjacent historic properties, together with

photographs;

(c) Discussion of massing and scale impacts of the project;

(d) Discussion of materials, textures, and colors incorporated into the

project elements;

(e) Discussion of shadow impacts;

(f) Discussion of wind impacts;

(g) Discussion of construction impacts;

(h) Discussion of traffic impacts.

Should you have any questions with regard to this undertaking, please contact

Mr. Richard Mertens, Environmental Review Officer, at (617) 722-4300,

extension 288, or Mr. Joseph Orfant of the Massachusetts Historical

Commission, at (617) 727-8470.

Sincerely,

Kevin H. White
Mayor
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Boston Water and
Sewer Commission

10 Post Office Square
Boston, Massachusetts 02109
617-426-6046

December 11, 1979

Mr. Robert J. Merlino
HMM Associates
161 Highland Avenue
Needham, MA 02194

I Margaret T. Baldwin

Re: Copley Place Project

Dear Mr. Merlino:

This will acknowledge your letter o£ December 4, 1979, regarding
a new environmental report on the above referenced project.

Please be advised at this time that with your new project design
of 475,000 gallons per day adequate facilities for water services
are available at this location.

Furthermore, the water supply system in that part of Boston is

expected to have been upgraded by the 1983 service date of the
project, although the system will be adequate even without the
planned improvements.

As you earlier pointed out, the 42-inch water main under the pro-
ject site will have to be relocated. The proposed plans ,method5:. >

and schedules of relocating this main must be submitted to the
Commission for approval before any construction is undertaken since
the deactivation of this main will affect certain portions of the
City.

Water for fire fighting service is also readily available in the
area from the high service system.

A further study would have to be undertaken to determine if the
sewer services would be adequate to handle your new project design
of a peak load of 355,000 gallons per day.

Very truly yours.

John P. Sullivan, P

Division Engineer

JPS:ps



SOURCES USED IN DETERMINING

WATER, SEWAGE AND SOLID WASTE REQUIREMENTS

Clark and Veissman, Jr., Water Supply and Pollution Control ,

March 1966.

Homer, Parker, Wastewater Systems Engineering .

American Society of Civil Engineers and the Water Pollution Control

Federation, Sewer Design and Construction , 1969.

Hardenbergh and Brodie, Water Supply and Waste Disposal , January 1960.
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1^ Bostongas

Boston Gas Company
201 Rivermoor Street

Boston. Massachusetts 02132

Telephone (617) 323-9210

HMM Associates, Inc.
One Forbes Road
Lexington, MA. 02173
Attn: Ms. Baldwin

December 13, 1979

RE: Ref. 79-020 (Copley Place)

Dear Ms. Baldwin:

As mentioned in your letter dated December 5, 19 79, the estimated
natural gas requirements for the proposed Copley Place Project in
Boston are as follows:

Peak
Annual Use —

22,500 cubic feet per hour
29,000,000 cubic feet per year

Based on our current projections, Boston Gas Company will be able
to provide the required gas service to the project beginning in
1983. The need for any gas main modifications will be determined
after an engineering review has been completed and gas loads are
confirmed in writing prior to completion of the final plans.

Thank you for your cooperation and for keeping us updated on the
projects' progress.

lUMT
Sincerely,

H. Raymond Skellett
Comm.-Ind. Representative

HRS/jp

CC: David Rainville, Engineering



Boston Edison Company
General Offices BOQ Boylston Street

Boston. Massachusetts D2199

December 5, 1979

Miss Margaret T. Baldwin
H.M.M. Associates
One Forbes Road

Lexington, MA 02173

Dear Miss Baldwin:

In answer to your inquiry regarding load requirements for

the Copley Place Complex, please be advised as follows:

The Engineering Department of the Boston Edison Company

has advised me that they will be able to meet your electrical

load requirement of 22,590 kW during the year 1984.

The distribution of said load to the various buildings

will be discussed with those involved when the project reaches

that stage where more definitive load information is available.

Very truly yours,

Jack W. Donnelly
Major Account Representative
Major Accounts Division
Commercial Department

JWD/nks



Boston Edison Company
General DrncES BDO Bovlston Street

Boston. Massachusetts D2199

December 5, 1979

Ms. Margaret T. Baldwin

HMM Associates, Inc.

One Forbes Road
Lexington, MA 02173

RE: Copley Place Project /

Dear Ms. Baldwin:

This will confirm our telephone conversation of this morning

regarding the Copley Place Project. Boston Eidson does have ample

capacity to supply the 1983 steam requirements of this structure

which you estimate to be 85,660 #/hour demand and 165,800,000

pounds consumption per year. It is our understanding that this

consumption estimate does not include steam air conditioning as

electric air conditioning is being considered.

At this point we would like to suggest that steam air condi-

tioning be given serious consideration for use in this project for

several reasons. First, steam air conditioning use is off our steam

system peak which allows us to offer very attractive summer rates.

Second, steam air conditioning improves our system load factor to

the extent that we have established a rate which allows a credit of

$.60 per M pound to the customer who maintains a load factor of

657o or better. Third, electric air conditioning, as I am sure you

are aware, falls squarely on the electric system's peak. One of the

major items in President Carter's energy plan is for the regulators

to require that utilities offer incentives to encourage off peak

electric use. Time of use rates are at this time experimental, however,

it is fairly probable that they will be adopted in one form or another in

the near future.

We would be most appreciative if you would keep us informed on

the progress of the project. Should you need further assistance

or information please let us know, we would be more than pleased to

help

.

Yours very truly,

Mr. Leigh W. McKenney
424-2313
Senior Supervising Engineer
Steam Division
Commercial Department

cc . Messrs: D. F. Cronan

L. E. Tuck

T TrMf /



BASIS FOR TABLES 7.11-1 AND 7 „ 11-2

ELECTRIC - Unit load data and load factors are based on office

design data and information from utility companies.

STEAM - Demand is based on preliminary heat loss calculations in

accordance with Massachussetts energy code. Load factors are from

ASSRAY Guide and review of actual Boston Edison Company and

Consolidated Edison data.

GAS - Based on estimated requirements for domestic hot water and

commercial cooking.



APPENDIX J

SUMMARY OF ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS

1978 DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
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APPENDIX K - DESIGN REVIEW AGREEMENT





COPLEY PLACE

DESIGN REVIEW AGREEMENT

AGREEMENT made this 22n* day of September , 1980, by and

between the City of Boston (the "City") by and through its Planning

Agency, the Boston Redevelopment Authority (the "Authority") a

public body, politic and corporate, created and existing pursuant to

Chapter 121B of the Massachusetts General Laws, (Ter.Ed.), as amended,

and Urban Investment and Development Co. ("UIDC"), a Deleware

corporation duly organized in accordance with law and duly qualified

to do business in Massachusetts.

WHEREAS, UIDC is the developer of the Copley Place project in

the Copley Square area of the City of Boston; and

WHEREAS, in furtherance of the provisions of Chapter 505 of the

Acts of 1963 and in accordance with the safeguard procedures of the

State and Federal Environmental controls, the City desires to exercise

design review of the project; and

WHEREAS, numerous design issues have not been fully resolved

to date between the City and UIDC; and

WHEREAS, certain issues related to mitigation of pedestrian level

winds have not been fully resolved to date between the City and

UIDC ; and

tfflEREAS, the parties hereto intend that this Agreement set

forth the mechanism for resolving present and future design issues

for the EIR/EIS doc\iment to be considered complete by the City of Boston

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing, the parties hereto

mutually agree as follows:

1. The Authority hereby approves the plans heretofore submitted
to it (hereinafter the "Schematic Plans") a list of which is
attached hereto, as Exhibit A, with the exception of the
elements enumerated in Exhibit B attached hereto (the "Open Items").



With respect to resolution of issues listed under "Open Items",
and with respect to production of Design Development Drawings,
Preliminary Working Drawings, Final Contract Drawings and
Specifications from the approved Schematic Plans, and with
respect to design issues newly arising from this process, the
following procedure is applied:

a. Urban will submit to the Authority all such plans.

b. The scope of Authority review with respect to Design
Development Drawings, Preliminary Working Drawings,
Final Contract Drawings and Specifications will be a
determination that they are or are not a logical and
consistent development from the approved Schematic
Plans.

c. The scope of the Authority review with respect to
Open Items will be a determination that they are
or are not consistent with (i) the requirements of
the Air Rights Lease, (ii) the approved EIR/EIS;
and (iii) sound urban planning and architectural
concepts.

d. The Authority will review such plans and submit its
written comments if any, within fifteen (15) days
of receipt.

e. Resolution of Open Items shall be accomplished
as part of the review and approval process at the
Design Development Stage.

f. All design issues which newly arise from the further
development of architectural plans and specifications
shall be resolved in accordance with the design review
process herein described.

g. Urban will use all reasonable efforts to incorporate
the Authority's comments consistent with the above
into the construction plans and specifications for
Copley Place to the extent that such comments will
not, in the judgment of Urban reasonably exercised,
result in a siibstantial increase in the cost of the
element of the Project in question or be likely to
result in a substantial construction delay. Urban
shall submit to the Authority written justification
for any determination that such a cost increase or
delay will occur.

h. If the Authority disagrees with such conclusions, it
shall state in writing within fifteen (15) days its
disagreement and its reasons therefore, and Urban
shall thereupon promptly respond to such objection
with a substituted design or counter proposal, and
the process will repeat until all items are resolved.

- 2 -



i. No construction shall begin on any element of the
project not approved by the Authority pursuant to
this procedure, nor on any sub-element of the project
which could sxibstantially affect the future resolution
of any Open Items and design issues remaining
unresolved at the time of such construction.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, on the date first written above, the parties

hereto have caused this Agreement in three counterparts to be signed,

sealed and delivered by their duly authorized officers, respectively.

Signed, sealed and delivered in CITY OF BOSTON
the presence of:

VS^^^^HnNt^^
Kelvin H. White, Mayor

J/':2'
BOSTON REDEVELOP^?ENT AUTHORITY

URBAN INVESTMENT DEVELOPMENT
CORPORATION

, /

i-f-i^yi^?'^7i>fgy\

Approved as to form:

Ha.^rd J. Caf]
Corporation Counsel - City of Boston

Ron^da Silberberg Canter
^o^ Asst. General Counsel - BRA
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EXHIBIT A

COPLEY PLACE

SCHEMATIC PLANS, PARTIAL DESIGN DEVELOPlffiNT PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS

1. Hotel Boston at Copley Place
The Architects Collaborative

1 set of Design Plans, 9/11/80
Sheets: 4.001 thru 4.021

5.001 thru 5.004
5.010 thru 5.103
5.201 thru 5.203

1 copy of Outline Specifications

2

.

Copley Place - Marriot t Hotel
Marriott Corporation

1 set of Design Plans 9/9/80
Sheets : 1 thru 7

10 thru 21, 31

1 Copy of Outline Specifications

3. Copley Place - Central Area
The Architects Collaborative

1 Set of Progress Prints 7/11/80
Sheets : 1 thru 15

1 copy of Outline Specifications for office towers only

4. Copley Place - Landscape Plans
The Architects Collaborative

1 set of Design Plans, 9/9/80
Sheets : A thru K

5

.

Copley Place - Pedestrian Bridge Plan
The Architects Collaborative

1 set of Design Plans 9/11/80
Sheet: 19



Page 2 Copley Place Exhibit A

6

.

Copley Place - Housing Plans
Vitols Associates

1 set of Housing Plans, 9/1/80
Sheets : 1 thru 5

7. Copley Place - Site Plan with Building Line s

Parsons ', Brinckerhoff
,
Quade and Douglas 5c

Urban Investment and Development Co.

1 set of Site Plan with Building Lines 9/10/80



EXHIBIT B

OPEN DESIGN ITEMS

1. The design of active pedestrian uses, sidewalks, and building
form on both sides of the Stuart Street corridor.

2. The architectural treatment of Copley Place elevations along
the Southwest Corridor deck.

3. The architectural treatment of the Marriott Hotel tower elevations

4. The design and form of the housing element of the project.

5. The specific treatment of the proposed Western International
Hotel Cafe.

6. The treatment of the Neiman Marcus exterior elevations along
Dartmouth Street.

7. The design of the glass shed structure connecting Back Bay
Station Tunnel and South Mall entrance.

8. Satisfactory resolution of issues concerning the landscape design
of the Turnpike deck cover, and architectural treatment of the
adjacent Stuart Street facade.

9. Satisfactory resolution of the establishment of measures to
mitigate pedestrian level winds including any wind tunnel
testing necessary to investigate any such measures.
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